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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING USER-CONFIGURED 
TELEPHONE SERVICE IN A DATA NETWORK TELEPHONY SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A. Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to field of telecommunications, and more 

particularly to a system and method for providing communication services over a 

network. 

B. Description of the Related Art and Advantages of the Present 
Invention 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched Telephone 

Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone line to use 

to communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service providers have 

enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling Service (CLASS) 

15 features to their customers. Similar communication services are provided by a Private 

20 

25 

30 

Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the well known CLASS 

features are: 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which 

he or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection 

message, while the callee will not receive any indication of the call. 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent 

caller is busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the silence 

period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be equipped with 

a device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the number. 

• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in 

a callee's caller ID device. 
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• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which, 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a 

distinctive ring. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

5 forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using"*" directives (e.g., *69 to automatically return a call 

to the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of 

out-of-band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 

10 switches using the Signaling System 7 (SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) and other similar organizations maintain 

CLASS offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The 

database allows specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as 

well as information, such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In 

15 some cases, customers may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of 

all phone numbers that have originated or terminated a call with each customer is 

often included in the CLASS office database. For each customer, usually only the 

most recent number on this list is stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a 

20 Class-5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for 

employee telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private 

organization, there exists a wide variety of PBX services and features. Custom 

configurations are common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail systems. 

PBX's typically support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as other 

25 features in addition to those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to facilitate 

business and group communications. 

A summary oftypical PBX features includes: 

• Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to another 

number on the same PBX. 

30 • Call forwarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can be 

programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first number 

does not answer or is busy. 

2 
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• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to a busy number can be 

queued until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the PBX 

will ring them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be connected to one another by 

5 dialing into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and then 

reestablished from another number. This is useful when-call transfer is not warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established call. 

After a warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way call. 

10 While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility 

and scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to 

use. For example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must 

perform the steps at the user's own phone prior to moving to the location of the 

15 telephone to which calls will be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the 

standpoint of usefulness to the user, would be to perform the steps at the telephone to 

which calls will be forwarded. 

Much ofthe lack of flexibility ofthe PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

20 devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as "dumb" terminals on a 

network having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited 

in functional capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and 

converting the sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

25 specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network using 

the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a display 

function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are limited 

however by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by the 

PSTN telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are 

30 effectively limited to displaying text, again, as a "dumb" terminal. 

The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to 

telephony terminal devices. In Internet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data 

3 
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and transmitted across a digital data network between a telephone calls' participants. 

One form ofinternet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony 

calls are terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber 

line to the gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. 

5 This form of Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because 

the PSTN portion used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each 

end of the call, long distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. 

Notwithstanding the costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, it is no 

more flexible than the PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and features to 

10 the basic telephone service. 

In another form ofinternet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of 

Internet telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN 

telephones. For example, such a telephone may include substantially the computer 

15 resources of a typical personal computer. 

20 

It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data 

network telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone 

service that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a 

data network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that provides a way 

for users to make brand new telephones usable without having to wait while the 

25 telephone company programs an account. The embodiments of the present invention 

may also be used to modify existing telephone accounts to incorporate new features, 

or features that may be desired for a limited amount of time. 

30 

One advantage of the present invention is that telephone features become user

configurable. 

Another advantage is that the extent to which features are user-configurable 

may be determined by the service provider. The service provider may wish to make a 

4 
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few basic features standard and impose their use in a registration function. Other 

features may then be made selectable by the user. 

5 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer 

to like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

5 FIG. 1 is block diagram of a data network telephony system for providing 

telephony and enhanced telephony services in accordance with embodiments ofthe 

present invention; 

FIG. 2A shows one embodiment ofthe system ofFIG. 1 showing examples of 

access to data network telephony service providers; 

10 FIG. 2B shows one example of one of the data network telephones in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3A is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in 

accordance with one example of a system and method for configuring a data network 

telephone for service in the data network telephony system in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3B is a block diagram showing one example ofthe interaction between 

15 components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to update the data network 

telephone version; 

FIG. 3C is a block diagram showing one example of the interaction between 

components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A when registration is complete; 

FIG. 4A is a block diagram showing one example of the interaction between 

20 components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to provision the data network 

telephone version with a voice account; 

FIG. 4B is a depiction of a sample screen for ordering telephone service for the 

data network telephone of FIG. SA; 

FIG. 4C is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in the 

25 embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to confirm service; 

FIG. 4D is a depiction of a sample screen for confirming telephone service for 

the data network telephone of FIG. SA; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in 

accordance with an example of a system and method for communicating by data 

30 network telephone in the data network telephony system in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing an example of a method for registering a data 

network telephone using the data network telephony system of FIG. 1; 

6 
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FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing an example of a method for provisioning a data 

network telephone in the data network telephony system ofFIG. 1; and 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing an example of confirming the telephony service 

ordered using the method described in FIG. 7. 

7 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated be reference: 

* "System and Method for Controlling Telephone Service Using a Wireless 

Personal Information Device" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

"System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Accessing a Network Server Using a Portable 

Information Device Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Interconnecting Portable Information Devices 

Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Using a Portable Information Device to Establish a 

Conference Call on a Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information 

Device on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a 

Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Service Provider Configurations for 

Telephones in a Data Network Telephony System" to Schuster, et al. 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

"Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al. 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over

Cable System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

"Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 

A. Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of a system 100 for providing 

telephony services according to preferred embodiments of the present invention. The 

8 
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system includes a data network 106. A first voice communication device 1 08a 

communicates by a voice connection over the data network 1 06 by establishing the 

connection via first access network 112. The voice connection may be linked to a 

second voice communication device 1 08b which is accessed via a second access 

5 network 114. 

The data network 106 in the system 1 00 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. 

The data network 106 may use Voice Over Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice 

10 signals are carried in data packets. The network 106 may also include a connection to 

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to allow for voice connections using 

traditional circuit switching techniques. In one embodiment, the data network 106 

may include one or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport 

protocols for performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the 

15 Internet. For further details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) at www.ietf.org. In addition, an Internet 

Telephony gateway may be included within the system 100 to allow for voice 

connections to users connected by subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. 

The first and second voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b typically 

20 include a voice input, a voice output and a voice processing system (described further 

below with reference to Figures 2B). The voice processing system converts voice 

sound from the voice input to digital data signals that are communicated on a voice 

connection over the data network. The voice processing system also converts digital 

data signals received from the voice connection to voice sound at the voice output. 

25 The voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b typically include a central 

processing unit and memory to store and process computer programs. Each voice 

communication device 1 08a and 1 08b typically includes a unique network address, 

such as an IP address, in memory to uniquely identify it to data network 106 and 

permit data packets to be routed to the device. 

30 A first personal information device (PID) 11 Oa may be connected to the first 

voice communication device 1 08a and may communicate over the data network 106 

by connecting via the access network 112. The PID 110a may communicate with a 

9 
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second PID 110b connected to the second voice communications device 108b. 

Connections by the PIDs 11 Oa,b may be made using the IrDA protocol or the 

Bluetooth system. Point to point links may include an RS232 port. 

The PIDs 11 Oa,b each contain user attributes stored in a user information 

5 database. The user attributes may contain such information as a user identifier, 

schedule information, and other information that is associated with a user of the PIDs 

11 Oa,b. The PIDs 11 Oa,b each include a user interface allowing a user to easily enter 

and retrieve data. In a preferred embodiment, the user interface inclues a pressure

sensitive display that allows a user to enter input with a sylus or other device. An 

10 example of a PID with such an interface is a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), such as 

one ofthe Palm™ series ofPDAs offered by 3Com Corporation. The PIDs 110a,b 

may include other functionality, such as wireless phone or two way radio 

functionality. 

In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08a includes a handset 

15 with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets of traditional circuit

switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116 and a keypad 118. The voice communication device 

108a may also include a speed dial key set 128 programmed, or assigned to initiate 

connections to other voice communication devices that may be connected to the data 

20 network 106. In a preferred embodiment, the keys on the speed dial key set 128 may 

be programmed remotely by a message carried on a voice connection using a selected 

data transport protocol. 

One example of the voice communication device 1 08a in a preferred 

embodiment is the NBX 1 OOTM communication system phones offered by 3Com® 

25 Corporation, that has been modified, as described herein, to perform speed dial 

programming. In alternative embodiments, the voice communication device 1 08a 

may include any device having voice communications capabilities. For example, a 

personal computer having a microphone input and speaker output may also be used as 

the voice communication device 1 08a. Other configurations for the user interface are 

30 also intended to be within the scope of the present invention. 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices 1 08a and 

1 08b depend on the nature of the data network 106 and the nature of the access 

10 
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networks 112, 114 connecting the voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b to 

each other and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114 typically 

include any high bandwidth network adapted for data communications, i.e. a network 

having greater than 64,000 bits-per-second (bps) bandwidth. The access networks 

5 112, 114 may link to the voice communication device 108a using an Ethernet LAN, a 

token ring LAN, a coaxial cable links (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), 

a digital subscriber line (DSL), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated 

services digital network (ISDN) link, and wireless links. In embodiments that may 

not require a bandwidth greater than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114 may 

10 also include the PSTN and link the voice communications device 108a by an analog 

modem. Further details regarding specific implementations are described below, with 

reference to FIGs. 2A and 2B. 

15 

B. System For Providing Provisioning and Configuration Services for a 
Telephone Using A Data Network Telephony System 

One advantage of the data network telephony system 100 in FIG. 1 is that a 

user may begin making telephone calls by connecting the data network telephone to 

the access network. Alternatively, another advantage ofthe system 100 is that the 

user may plug the data network telephone to the access network to receive rudimental 

service, but obtain access to fully personalized, user-configured service account as 

20 well as to user-selected telephony enhancements and features. 

A service provider server 120, connected to the data network 106, maintains 

user service accounts and manages the transport of data communications channels 

between voice communications devices 1 08a, 1 08b. A service provider database 122 

stores the user accounts and other subscription information. In accordance with 

25 preferred embodiments, the service provider server 120 provides voice 

communications devices 1 08a, 1 08b with rudimentary service sufficient to connect to 

a service provider. The service provider server 120 then sets up user interactive 

connections to allow a user to configure a telephony user account. The user account is 

then activated substantially contemporaneously with the user interactive connection 

30 once the user submits the information. By substantially contemporaneously, it is 

meant that no substantial waiting period is needed before the user account may be 

used. In alternative embodiments, the service provider server 120 configures voice 

11 
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communications devices 1 08a, 1 08b with a full, ready-to-use configuration. The 

service provider host 120 also makes modifications to the user accounts easy and 

immediate in effect. A user may select features for temporary use. For example, a 

user may set up call forwarding to use while at a meeting for a week, and then disable 

5 it for other times. 

1. Local Area Network As 
An Exemplary Access 
Network 

FIG. 2A is a block diagram showing one example of the system 100 ofFIG. 1 

1 o for providing customized communication services according to the present invention. 

The system 200 in FIG. 2A includes a local area network 212, connected to a data 

network 206 by a first router 228 and a cable network 214 connected to the data 

network 206 by a second router 238. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate 

that, while the local area network 212 and the cable network 214 are shown in FIG. 

15 2A as access networks, any other type of network may be used. For example, the 

local area network 212 and/or the cable network 214 may be replaced by ISDN, DSL, 

or any other high-speed data link. 

The local area network 212 provides data connectivity to its members, such as 

a first data network telephone 208a, a second data network telephone 208b, a gateway 

20 222 and a network telephony connection server 150a. The local area network 212 in 

FIG. 2A is an Ethernet LAN operating according to the IEEE 802.3 specification, 

which is incorporated by reference herein, however, any other type oflocal area 

network may be used. The local area network 212 uses the router 228 to provide the 

data network telephone 208a,b, the gateway 222 and the network telephony 

25 connection server 150a with access to the data network 206. For example, the router 

228 may perform routing functions using protocol stacks that include the Internet 

Protocol and other protocols for communicating on the Internet. 

The network telephony connection server 150a (hereinafter "telephony 

connection server") provides telephony registration, location and call initiation 

30 services for voice connections in which its members are a party. A user may register 

for telephony service with an administrator ofthe telephony connection server 150a 

and receive a user identifier and a telephone identifier. The user identifier and 

telephone identifier may be sequences of unique alphanumeric elements that callers 
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use to direct voice connections to the user. The telephony connection server 150a 

registers users by storing user records in a data network telephony user database 

(hereinafter "user database") 152a in response to registration requests made by the 

user. 

The call setup process and the user and telephone identifiers preferably 

conform to requirements defined in a call management protocol. The call 

management is used to permit a caller anywhere on the data network to connect to the 

user identified by the user identifier in a data network telephone call. A data network 

telephone call includes a call setup process and a voice exchange process. The call 

1 o setup process includes steps and message exchanges that a caller and callee perform to 

establish the telephone call. The actual exchange of voice signals is performed by a 

data communications channel. The data communications channel incorporates other 

data transport and data formatting protocols, and preferably includes well-known data 

communications channels typically established over the Internet. 

15 The call management protocol used in FIG. 2A is the Session Initiation 

20 

Protocol (SIP), which is described in M. Handley et al., "SIP: Session Initiation 

Protocol," IETF RFC 2543, Mar. 1999, incorporated by reference herein, however, 

any other such protocol may be used. Other protocols include H.323, the Media 

Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), etc. 

The local area network 206 is connected to a gateway 222. The gateway 322 

communicates with a PSTN central office 224, which provides PSTN service to a 

PSTN phone 226. The PSTN phone 226 is likely to be one of many PSTN phones 

serviced by the central office 224. Additional portions of a PSTN network have been 

omitted from FIG. 2A to improve clarity. The PSTN network is well known by those 

25 having skill in the art of telecommunications. 

The telephony connection server 150a provides telephony service for mobile 

users. A user may be registered to use the first network telephone 208a (which is 

identified by its telephone identifier), but move to a location near the second data 

network telephone 208b. The user may re-register as the user of the second data 

30 network telephone 208b. Calls that identify the user by the user's user identifier may 

reach the user at the second network telephone 208b. 
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The data network telephones 208a, b are Ethernet phones which are telephones 

that include an Ethernet communications interface for connection to an Ethernet port. 

5 The Ethernet phones in FIG. 2A support the Internet Protocol (IP), using an IP address 

that is either statically configured or obtained by access to a Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server. 

FIG. 2B is a block diagram showing the data network telephone 208a 

connected to the local area network 212 in FIG. 2A. The data network telephone 208 

10 in FIG. 2B is connected to the network 212 by a network interface 210. The network 

interface 210 may, for example, be a network interface card, and may be in the form 

of an integrated circuit. A bus 248 may be used to connect the network interface 210 

with a processor 240 and a memory 242. Also connected to the processor are user 

interface circuitry 261 and three alternative (and all optional) interfaces to the 

15 Personal Information Device (PID) 110 (shown in FIG. 1). 

A first interface 248 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

coupling hardware and mechanisms. The first alternative interface 248 may, for 

example, be a docking cradle for a PDA, in which information can be transferred 

between the PDA and the data network telephone 208. The second alternative 

20 interface comprises a first connection 254, such as an RS-232 connection, along with 

infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output and for accepting 

infrared input. An infrared interface 252 may also be included within the second 

alternative interface. The third alternative interface comprises a first connection 256, 

such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 258 for 

25 converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

input. A radio frequency interface 259 may also be included as part ofthe third 

alternative interface. 

The three alternative interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the data network telephone 

30 208 and the PID may also be used. Although three interfaces are shown in FIG. 2B, 

there may be only one such interface in the data network telephone 208. More than 

one interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in 

case of failure of an interface. 
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The user interface circuitry 261 includes hardware and software components 

that access the functions ofthe handset, display, keypad and speed dial keypad to 

provide user input and output resources for functions in the processor 240. The user 

interface circuitry includes a display interface 262, a keypad interface 264, a speed 

5 dial interface 266, an audio output interface 265 and an audio input interface 267. 

The audio input interface 267 may receive voice signals from a microphone or 

other audio input device and converts the signals to digital information. The 

conversion preferably conforms to the 0.711 ITU Standard. Further processing of the 

digital signal may be performed in the audio input interface 267, such as to provide 

10 compression (e.g. using 0.723.1 standard) or to provide noise reduction, although 

such processing may also be performed in the processor 240. Alternatively, the audio 

input interface 267 may communicate an analog voice signal to the processor 240 for 

conversion to digital information. 

The audio output interface 265 receives digital information representing voice 

15 from the processor 240 and converts the information to sound. In one embodiment, 

the speaker interface receives information in the form of G. 711 although other 

processing such as decompression may be performed in the speaker interface 265. 

Alternatively, the processor 240 may convert digital information to analog voice 

signals and communicate the analog voice signals to the speaker interface 265. 

20 The speed dial interface 266, the keypad interface 264 and the display interface 

262 include well-known device interfaces and respective signal processing techniques. 

The speed dial interface 266 may include an interface to buttons on a keypad, or to 

display buttons that the user activates by pressing designated areas on the screen. 

The user interface circuitry 261 may support other hardware and software 

25 interfaces. For example, a videophone implementation might also include a camera 

and monitor. The fixed communication device of the present invention is not limited 

to telephones or videophones - additional user interface types, for example, such as 

the ones needed for computer games, are also contemplated as being within the scope 

of the present invention. 

30 The processor 240 may consist of one or more smaller processing units, 

including, for example, a programmable digital signal processing engine. In the 

preferred embodiment, the processor is implemented as a single ASIC (Application 
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Specific Integrated Circuit) to improve speed and to economize space. The processor 

240 also includes operating system, application and communications software to 

perform the functions of the data network telephone 208. The operating system may 

be any suitable commercially available embedded or disk-based operating system, or 

5 any proprietary operating system. 

The processor 240 includes a media engine 241 and a signaling stack 243 to 

perform the primary communications and applications functions of the data network 

telephone 208. The purpose of the signaling stack in an exemplary data network 

telephone 208 is to set up, manage, and tear down a call. During the setup phase, a 

1 o user may use the keypad to enter a user identifier to call. The signaling stack 243 

receives the user entry and formats a request message to send to the user identified by 

the user identifier to initiate a telephone call. The request message is sent to discover 

the location of the user identified by the user identifier, exchange communication 

parameters, such as the supported voice CODEC types, and establish the voice 

15 channel. 

During the management phase, communication proceeds over the voice over 

data channel. Other parties may be invited to the call if needed or the existing 

CODEC can be changed. During the teardown phase, the call is terminated. 

The signaling protocol used in the data network telephone 208 in FIG. 2B is 

20 the SIP protocol. In particular, the signaling stack implements a User Agent Client 

244 and a User Agent Server 242, in accordance with the SIP protocol. Alternative 

signaling protocols, such as the ITU-T H.323 protocol and others, may also be used to 

implement the present invention. 

Once the call is setup, the media engine 241 manages the communication over 

25 a data communications channel using a network transport protocol and the network 

interface 210. The media engine 241 sends and receives data packets having a data 

payload for carrying data and an indication of the type of data is being transported. 

The media engine 241 in the data network telephones 208 may sample the voice 

signals from the audio input 267 (or receive voice samples from the audio input 267), 

30 encode the samples, and build data packets on the sending side. On the receiver side, 

in addition to performing the reverse operations, the media engine also typically 

manages a receiver buffer to compensate for network jitter. 
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The media engine 241 includes hardware and software components for 

performing speed dial functions 246, registration functions 147, voice-over-data 

functions 249, display data function 251 and keypad output functions 253. The media 

engine 241 processes data that is received :from the network 212, and data that is to be 

5 sent over the network 241. 

For data that is received from the network 212, the media engine 241 may 

determine :from the type of data in the packet whether packets contain sampled voice 

signals or data for performing other functions. Packets containing sampled voice 

signals are processed by voice over data function 249. The voice over data function 

10 249 preferably conforms to a protocol for formatting voice signals as digital data 

streams. While any suitable protocol may be used, the media (voice signal) is 

preferably transported via the Real Time Protocol (RTP), which itself is carried inside 

of User Datagram Protocol (UDP). RTP is described in H. Schulzrinne et al., "RTP: 

A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications," IETF RFC 1889, Jan. 1996, which 

15 is incorporated herein by reference. UDP is described in J. Postel, "User Datagram 

Protocol," IETF RFC 768, Aug. 1980, and IP is described in J. Postel, ed., "Internet 

Protocol," IETF RFC 791, Sept. 1981, both ofwhich are incorporated by reference 

herein. 

Packets containing data for use in registering the data network telephone 208 

20 with a network telephony service are processed by the registration/provisioning 

function 247. By registering the data network telephone 208, a user may establish 

with the network telephony service provider that calls addressed to the user's user 

identifier may be connected to the data network telephone 208. Provisioning 

configures the data network telephone 208 with features and other user account 

25 information that relate to the service provider. 

Registration may occur when the data network telephone 208 sends a request 

to register to a service provider host, which may occur during power up, if the data 

network telephone 208 is connected to the network 212, or when the user connects the 

data network telephone 208 to the network 212. The registration/provisioning 

30 function 24 7 may automatically send the Register request when the network is sensed. 

The service provider host may respond by setting the user's user identifier to 

correspond to the telephone identifier of the data network telephone 208, and by 
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acknowledging the request with a status message to the data network telephone 208. 

In one embodiment, the service provider host communicates a response message to 

the data network telephone that includes a service provider logo and/or a configuration 

program that programs selected features into the telephone. The selected features may 

5 include a speed dial assignment to a customer server, a help menu, a user-friendly 

display, etc. 

Other features may be added to the registration/provisioning functions 24 7, or 

implemented as extensions to the registration functions 247. For example, the data 

network telephone 208 may be provisioned to provide selected network telephony 

10 features by establishing a data connection with a service provider, requesting the 

selected services, and receiving data that ensures that the services have been 

successfully provisioned. Such features may include, for example, caller 

identification, call forwarding, voice mail, unified voice/email, gateway services, PID

based applications, call conferencing, advertisement enable/disable, and any other 

15 service offered by the network telephony service provider to enhance the capabilities 

of the data network telephone 208. The requests for features may be made 

contemporaneously with setting up a new account (as described below with reference 

to FIGs. 3A-8). The features may also be requested to modify the service. Users need 

not be locked into any service plan or feature set. One advantage of such provisioning 

20 functions is that services may be ordered for temporary use in a manner that is 

convenient to the user. 

Packets containing data that is to be displayed on the display device are 

processed by the display data function 251. The display data function 251 may be 

used for displaying, for example, the name(s) and user identifier(s) of the other party(-

25 ies) to the call, the status of the telephone call, billing information, and other 

information. The display data function 251 may also provide access to the display 

interface 262 for the display of commercial messages sent from the commercial 

message server 120 (shown in FIG. 2A). The display data function 251 may process 

image data and text data that may be contained in and of the messages. 

30 Packets containing data that programs or assigns speed dial keys are processed 

by the speed dial function 246. A speed dial key may be programmed during 

registration with the user identifier of the service provider's customer service 
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department, or to a provisioning service. When a message, or one or more packets, is 

received, the data in the commercial message is examined for speed dial programming 

data. The speed dial programming data may include a speed dial key selector to 

identify the speed dial key being programmed, and a user identifier used to initiate a 

5 telephone call when the selected speed dial key is pressed. The speed dial 

programming data may also include directions to be displayed on the display screen 

that inform the user that a selected speed dial key has been programmed. In addition, 

the speed dial programming data may include an icon for display on a touch sensitive 

screen that describes the user or service to be reached when the icon on the display is 

10 touched. 

The speed dial programming data may also include an indication of whether 

the speed dial key is to be programmed permanently, or temporarily. Temporarily 

programmed keys may be programmed for the duration of the present call only, or for 

a selected time period. Permanently programmed speed dial keys are programmed 

15 until re-programmed later. 

20 

25 

For data that is to be sent over the data network 212, the media engine 241 

formats the data as data packets in accordance with a selected protocol. The selected 

protocol is preferably the protocol that is supported by the data network telephone that 

will receive the data for the particular type of data being transported. 

The voice over data function 249 formats voice samples according to the 

protocol used by the receiving data network telephone. In one preferred embodiment, 

the voice over data function 249 formats voice samples as R TP packets. The 

registration function 247 and the keypad output function 253 may use RTP or other 

protocols to transport data that does not represent voice signals. 

3. Cable Network As An 
Exemplary Access 
Network 

Referring back to FIG. 2A, the system 200 includes a cable network 214 

connected to the data network 206 by a router 238. The cable network 214 provides 

30 data network access to its members, which in FIG. 2A include a third data network 

telephone 218a, a fourth data network telephone 218b, a fifth data network telephone 

218c, a workstation 218d, a second data network connection telephony server 150b 

and a network telephony connection database 152b. The users ofthe data network 
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telephones 218a-c connected to the cable network 214 may communicate by telephone 

over the data network 206 with the users of the data network telephones 208a,b 

connected to the local area network 214. 

The cable network 214 includes any digital cable television system that 

5 provides data connectivity. In the cable network 214, data is communicated by radio 

frequency in a high-frequency coaxial cable. The cable network 214 may include a 

head-end, or a central termination system that permits management of the cable 

connections to the users. 

The cable network 214 includes high-frequency coaxial cable connections for 

10 terminating the members, such as the data network telephones 218a-c and the 

workstation 218d. The third, fourth and fifth data network telephones 218a-c are 

preferably similar to the data network telephone 208 described with reference to FIG. 

2B. One difference is that the third, fourth and fifth data network telephones 218a-c 

access telephone service over the cable network 214, and the first and second data 

15 network telephones 208a,b access telephone service over the Ethernet. 

20 

C. Providing Telephone Services By A Data Network Telephony Service 
Provider 

1. Telephony Service 
Provider 

FIG. 2A shows a service provider host 160 having a service provider server 

120 and a service provider database 122. The service provider server 120 registers 

data network telephones and performs user interactive connections with users to 

configure users' telephone accounts. The host 160 is connected to the data network 

206, however, the host 160 may also be connected to either access network 212, 214. 

25 The host 160 may also include network telephony connection servers, such as server 

30 

150a,b. The host 160 may also communicate with separately located local network 

telephony connection servers 150, 152 for billing purposes, or for carrying out the 

features selected by users. The host 160 may be managed by a telephony service 

provider or by any entity for a telephony service provider. 

The telephony connection server 150b is preferably a SIP-based server that 

performs call initiation, maintenance and teardown for the data network telephones 

218a-c connected to the cable network 214. The telephony connection server 150b 
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may be similar or identical to the telephony connection server 150a connected to the 

local area network 212. The ISP host 160 includes the service provider server 120 and 

the service provider database 122. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2A includes a data network telephony system 

5 that permits the data network telephones 208a, b connected to the local area network 

212 to communicate with the data network telephones 214 connected to the cable 

network 214. The system shown in FIG. 2A uses SIP in order to establish, maintain 

and teardown sessions, or telephone calls between users. 

There are two major architectural elements to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the 

10 network server. The UA resides at the SIP end stations, (e.g. the data network 

telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client (UAC), which is responsible 

for issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), which responds to such 

requests. There are three different network server types: a redirect server, a proxy 

server, and a registrar. The various network server types may be combined into a 

15 single server, such as the telephony connection server 150a,b. Not all server types are 

required to implement the embodiments ofthe present invention. The communication 

services to be provided will determine which servers are present in the communication 

system. Preferred embodiments of the present invention may be carried out using 

proxy servers. 

20 One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request, a SIP 

proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting the 

call. A successful SIP invitation consists of two requests: INVITE followed by ACK. 

The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller user 

identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called party 

25 what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to be sent. 

User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses are 

referred to as SIP Uniform Resource Locators (SIP-URLs), which are of the form 

sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 

Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

30 where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing ofthe 

SIP requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A 

stateful proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, 
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while a stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in 

the message. Furthermore, proxies can either be forking or non-forking. A forking 

proxy can, for example, ring several phones at once until somebody takes the call. 

Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (called a SIP URL) and the 

5 associated IP address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to 

notify the registrar where the UAC can be reached for a specified amount of time. 

When an INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER message, the 

proxy or redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

At the local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as the 

10 network telephony server 150a is the primary destination of all SIP messages trying to 

establish a connection with users on the local area network 212. Preferably, the 

network telephony server 150a is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients 

outside the LAN 212 on behalf of all the SIP clients residing on the LAN 212. The 

network telephony server 150a relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate 

15 final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the user 

database 152a. It allows all mobile clients to register with their current locations. 

Similarly, the network telephony server 150b is the primary destination of all 

SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network telephones 218a-c 

connected to the cable network 214. Preferably, the network telephony server 150b is 

20 also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients outside the LAN 212 on behalf 

of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network telephones) residing on the LAN 212. The 

network telephony server 150b relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate 

final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the user 

database 152b. 

25 2. Registration ofthe Telephone 

The data network telephones 208a,b and 218a-c in the system 200 preferably 

have pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. MAC addresses or phone numbers), 

represented as SIP-URL's that are ofthe form sip:8475551212@3com.com. After 

power-up, each data network telephones 208a,b and 218a-c sends a SIP REGISTER 

30 message to the default registrar, such as the network telephony servers 150a,b. When 

a call arrives at one of the network telephony servers 150a,b for any ofthe registered 

SIP URLs, the server will forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a data 
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network telephone is moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL will 

still be properly routed to that device. In other words, the system in FIG. 2A provides 

device mobility in the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone 

according to its SIP URL. This is especially useful if the data network telephone 

5 208a,b or 218a-c is running the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that 

when the location is changed, the IP address is also automatically changed. 

An advantage of the system in FIG. 2A is that the network telephony 

connection server 150a,b may respond to REGISTER messages (for SIP and similar 

messages in other protocols) with a message that configures the data network 

1 o telephone 208a,b or 218a-c to have a variety of ready-to-use features. The service 

provider may configure the telephony connection server 150a,b to enforce a particular 

configuration for operation, or offer the user choices of features that comprise the 

configuration. A data network telephone may be configured to include features such 

as: 

• User identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that uniquely 
identifies the user. The user identifier may be formatted as an E.l64 
telephone number, or as a name. The user identifier may be unique 
throughout the universe of users on the data network telephony system 200 
(shown in FIG. 1), or it may acquire such uniqueness by association with a 
server identifier. 

• Telephone Identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that 
uniquely identifies the telephone. The telephone identifier may be 
formatted as an E.l64 telephone number, or as a number, such as a MAC 
address. The telephone identifier may be unique throughout the universe of 
data network telephones on the data network telephony system 200, or it 
may acquire such uniqueness by association with a server identifier. 

• The user's name, address and other information that may be used 
primarily for billing purposes. For example, the user's checking account 
number, credit card number or other financial information may be provided 
for automatic billing and payment capabilities. 

• User's telephony service features. The user may subscribe, 
permanently or temporarily, to one or more telephony service features 
offered by the service provider: 

+ Voice mail 

+ Caller ID 

+ Call Forwarding with true number portability 

+ Teleconferencing 

+ Commercial messaging - a service that may be made available 
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in embodiments of the present invention. A user may subscribe to have the 
data network telephone 218 receive (or not to receive) advertisements for 
display on the display of the data network telephone 218. 

• Commercial messaging with speed dial programming - a service that 
may be made available in embodiments of the present invention. A user 
may subscribe to have the data network telephone 218 receive (or not to 
receive) advertisements that program the speed dial keys of the data 
network telephone 218.The display of the service provider logo 

• Menu of functions 

• Help menu 

• Speed dial key programming (e.g. speed dial to customer service) 

• Features as standard offerings- to compete, a provider may offer 
features that normally cost extra (e.g. caller ID, etc.) as standard features 

• Packaged configurations - Features and offerings may be grouped as 
distinctly priced packages 

• Functions using PDA connectivity (e.g. Remote Whiteboard 
communication, control of telephone use through PDA) 

TABLE A 

FIG. 3A shows the data network telephone 208 for User A begin the 

registration process. User A's telephone 208 may be brand new, in which case, the 

5 process described with reference to FIGs. 3A-3D illustrates the ease with which the 

data network telephone 208 may be installed and used immediately. When User A 

connects the data network telephone 208 to the network 206 (NOTE: connection may 

be through an access network), the data network 208 uses its MAC address as an 

initial telephone identifier. The data network telephone 208 retrieves an IP address 

10 using a DHCP Discover message exchange, shown at 271, with a DHCP server 161. 

The data network telephone 208 then sends a registration message as shown at 

273. In a preferred embodiment, the registration message includes a temporary user 

identifier (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) and a version identifier that identifies the current version 

of the configuration of the telephone 208. FIG. 3B shows a sample registration 

15 request at 4 72 in a message flow diagram. 

Referring back to FIG. 3A, the telephony connection server 150a may respond 

to the registration message at 273 with a response message as shown at 275. The 

message at 275 includes an auto-configuration command which forces the data 
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network telephone 208 to implement a new configuration. The new configuration 

may be an update to the current version identified by the current version identifier. 

FIG. 3B shows a sample of the auto-configuration response at 474. In a preferred 

embodiment, the auto-configuration message is communicated in the message body of 

5 a SIP response message. 

The response message at 275 in FIG. 3A may also comprise an exchange of 

messages using a data channel. FIG. 3B shows a first data channel message 480 

having a query to the user in TCP transmitted as TCPIIP. It is to be understood that 

any other protocol may be used. The message may be formatted for display on the 

1 o data network telephone 208, as voice over data in a voice mail session, or any other 

manner conforming to the user interface capabilities of the telephone 208. The user 

may respond by saying "Yes"/"No", selecting a menu item by touching the screen, 

pressing a yes/no button, or any other manner conforming to the user interface 

capabilities of the telephone 208. 

15 The user's response is communicated in a second data channel482 to the 

network telephony connection server 150a. If the response was a "Yes" such that the 

user wants the configuration of the data network telephone 208 updated, the network 

telephony connection server 150a responds with the updated version at 484. 

Referring to FIG. 3C, the data network telephone 208 is shown as having been 

20 registered. The data network telephone 208 is shown configured with a phone number 

(user identifier), a service provider logo (~'z) and a hotlink, or display button 

programmed to dial customer service at 116 for the service provider. The service 

provider host 160 may configure the data network telephone with a full set of features, 

such as from those listed above, to allow the user to make full use of the data network 

25 telephone 208. 

In an alternative embodiment, the registration process leaves the data network 

telephone 208 with a rudimentary configuration barely able to make any telephone 

calls. For example, the process may leave the data network telephone 208 capable of 

making only one call, to customer service for a user controlled provisioning of the 

30 system. The user may also provision the telephone 208 using a connection to the 

service provider's web page. 
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As shown in FIG. 4A, the user at data network telephone 208 makes a call at 

281 to the service provider server 120 with its user identifier (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx), and 

a command to request service provisioning. A provisioning function, in response to 

the telephone call at 281, establishes a data connection 283 to perform the transfer 

5 (which may be with voice over data signals) of information. The service provider 

server 120 may send a form, or present an order screen 316, at the telephone 

requesting information from the user. The user may also use a workstation and 

connect at 287 to a web page 451 at the service provider server 120 and enter the 

information at a web page order screen 31 7. The information requested in both the 

10 order screen 316 and the web page order screen 317 is illustrated in FIG. 4B. One of 

ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the web page order screen 31 7 is illustrated 

as an example of the type of information requested during a provisioning session. 

More or less information may be requested. 

Referring to FIG. 4C, when the user has entered the data requested in the order 

15 screen, the service provider server 120 leaves a ready display 416 at the data network 

telephone 208 indicative of the type of configuration provided by the provisioning 

process. The service provider server 120 may also leave a confirmatory message 417 

on the workstation (or on the data network telephone, either on the display or by 

voice) indicating what happens next. FIG. 4D shows an example of such a 

20 confirmatory message. Once the user responds to the email, the data network 

telephone 208 is ready for use. 

25 

The service provider server 120 also builds and stores in the service provider 

database 122 a user account 455 for the user as shown in FIG. 4A. 

3. A Telephone Call 

FIG. 5 shows the interaction between the components in FIG. 2A in 

performing a telephone call. As shown in FIG. 5, a telephony service provider (e.g. 

ISP) provides telephone service using the host 160. The telephony service provider 

may also provide data connectivity services and other services relating to 

communication (e.g. advertising) on the data network 206. With User A and User B 

30 registered with network telephony connection servers 150a,b respectively, the 

telephony connection server 150b operates as a proxy server (e.g. as a SIP proxy 

server) for User B's data network telephone 218. When other users, such as User A, 
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attempt to call User B, the call setup will be made through the telephony connection 

server 150b. 

As shown in FIG. 5, User A initiates a telephone call from User A's data 

network telephone 208 to the data network telephone 218 belonging to User B. User 

5 A begins the telephone call by dialing User B's user identifier using the keypad 118 

(or a PID, or a speed dial key, or using any other manner). The data network 

telephone 208 sends a request to initiate a call to User B-at 280 to the data network 

telephony connection 150b providing service to User B. The request to initiate a call 

to User Bat 280 includes User B's user identifier as the callee, User A's user 

10 identifier as the caller and the protocols supported by User A's data network telephone 

208. 

The telephony connection server 150b sends the request to the data network 

telephone 218 identified in the user database 152b as belonging to User B, preferably, 

in accordance with its role as a proxy server, and preferably as defined in the SIP 

15 protocol. The data network telephone 218 responds with a response message (not 

shown in FIG. 5) to the telephony connection server 150b. The telephony connection 

server 150b receives the response message and sends the response message to User 

A's data network telephone 208 as shown at 282. 

User A's data network telephone 208 receives the response message and may 

20 prepare an acknowledgement message if called for by the protocol (e.g. the SIP 

protocol). 

User A's data network telephone 208 also establishes a voice over data 

channel284 to permit communication between User A and User B. The voice over 

data channel 284 is preferably a data communications channel in which voice signals 

25 that have been converted to digital information are being carried as data messages in 

accordance with a selected protocol. The data messages include User B's message 

286 and User A's messages 288 as shown in FIG. 5. User B's message 286 and User 

A's message 288 both include an IP protocol component, a UDP component, an RTP 

component and a G.72x component. 

30 The IP protocol component permits routing of the messages 286, 288 in 

accordance with an Internet Protocol (e.g. Ipv4, IPV6, etc.). The UDP component 

permits transport as a User Datagram in a connection-less environment in accordance 
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with the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The RTP component is the chosen format 

for communicating the voice signals as data. The G.72x component indicates how the 

voice signals, once extracted from the RTP component are to be processed to produce 

audio. The G. 72x indication represents that the voice signals may conform to ITU-T 

5 Recommendation G.721, ITU-T Recommendation G.722, ITU-T Recommendation 

G.723, ITU-T Recommendation G.723.1, ITU-T Recommendation G.728 or ITU-T 

Recommendation G.729. The voice signals may also conform to ITU-T 

Recommendation G.711 or to any other suitable protocol. 

One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the voice over data channel 

10 284 may be implemented using different protocols than the ones shown in FIG. 5. 

15 

Moreover, when the signaling protocol used to establish the telephone call permits 

negotiation of supported protocols as is done with the preferred SIP protocol, the 

voice over data channel284 may be asymmetrical; that is, User A's messages 288 

may be different from User B's messages 286. 

The telephone call carried out over the voice over data channel 284 proceeds 

until one or both users terminate the call. During termination or teardown of the call, 

the telephony connection server 150b performs in accordance with the selected session 

protocol such as the SIP protocol. 

FIGs. 3A-5 show systems and methods for registering and auto-configuring a 

20 data network telephone 208 in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. 

25 

Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the systems and methods 

described above are examples. Other embodiments may fall within the scope of the 

claims. 

D. Methods For Providing Registration and Provisioning of a Data 
Network Telephone Using A Data Network Telephony System 

FIGs. 6-8 illustrate methods for providing registration and provisioning for a 

data network telephone that may be performed using any suitable data network 

telephony system. FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a method of configuring a data 

network telephone by registering for service with a service provider. As shown at step 

30 500 in FIG. 6, a data network telephone starts by obtaining an IP address from a 

DHCP server. At step 502, a request to register message is sent to a service provider 

server. The service provider server may have a designated default proxy server to use, 
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or may provide the appropriate server with a call management protocol and/or 

registration server. In the request to register message, the data network telephone 

includes a current version of the telephone configuration as shown at step 502. The 

version of the telephone configuration may include different combinations ofthe 

5 features listed above in Table A. 

At step 506, the service provider server 120 (FIG. 1) checks the telephone 

version with the latest version available. An OR step 506 in the flowchart ofFIG. 6 

indicates that alternative steps may be taken. At step 507, the service provider server 

120 may automatically re-configure the data network telephone. Alternatively, the 

10 service provider server may query the user to determine whether to upgrade to a new 

version at decision block 508. A yes response to the query leads to step 510 to re

configure the data network telephone. 

One advantage of registering in the manner shown in FIG. 6 is that a full

function feature laden configuration ofthe data network telephone is possible using a 

15 register request. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart that shows a method for registering the data network 

telephone with partial or low-level service so that the user may provision the data 

network telephone as a completely personalized data network telephone. At step 600 

in FIG. 7, the data network telephone requests an IP address from a DHCP server. 

20 The request to register is sent at step 602 to the default proxy server. At step 604, the 

user proceeds to a method for provisioning the data network telephone. 

FIG. 8 shows a preferred method for provisioning the data network telephone. 

At step 700, the user connects to the service provider's web page for providing user 

account information. At step 702, the user enters billing information. At step 704, the 

25 user enters user-selectable user identifiers, passwords, email identifiers, etc. At step 

706, the user selects features that the user would like to add, and at step 708, the 

account information is submitted. A confirmatory message and email is received at 

step 710. When the user responds to the email at step 712, the data network telephone 

may be used. 

30 While the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments of the invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For 
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example, the access networks shown in FIG. 2A may comprise any other suitable type 

of local area network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols of various types are referenced throughout. While 

preferred and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any suitable 

5 replacement protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol used to 

replace a corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented without 

departing from the scope ofthe invention. 

This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in 

light of the foregoing. 
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10 

15 

5 

WE CLAIM: 

1. A system for providing telephone service comprising: 

at least one data network telephone connected to a data network 

operable to provide a plurality of data communications channels, the data 

network telephone being operable to communicate voice signals as data 

packets on a voice over data channel, the voice over data channel being one of 

the plurality of data communications channels oti the data network containing 

packetized voice signals; 

the data network telephone being operable to convert data packets 

communicated on the voice over data channel to voice; 

the data network telephone being operable to perform a plurality of 

feature enhancements; and 

a service provider server connected to the data network, the service 

provider server operable to establish a user interactive connection to obtain a 

user-selected configuration comprising at least one feature enhancement ofthe 

data network telephone. 

2. The system of Claim 1 wherein the service provider server includes a 

registration function to automatically configure the data network telephone with a first 

configuration. 

3. The system of Claim 1 wherein the service provider server includes a 

registration function to query a user to determine whether to configure the data 

network telephone with a second configuration. 

4. A service provider server comprising: 

a network interface for communicating over at least one data 

communications channel; 

an accounts database for accessing a user account having a user 

telephone service account for using a data network telephone; 
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5. 

a provisioning function to provide a feature request form to a user on 

one of the data communications channels, the feature request form being 

operable to receive user input to select at least one feature enhancement; and 

a service configuration function to send a message to the data network 

telephone to activate the service enhancements. 

The service provider server of Claim 4 further comprising a web page in the 

provisioning function to present the feature request form to the user via a web 

browser. 

6. The service provider server of Claim 5 wherein the provisioning function is 

accessed via an E.l64 telephone number. 

7. A method for providing a user selected configuration for telephone service 

using a data network telephone comprising the steps of: 

receiving a request to configure the data network telephone from the 

user; 

presenting a user feature request form prompting the user to select 

features; 

setting a user account in accordance with the selected features; and 

sending a configuration message to the data network telephone. 

8. The method of Claim 7 further comprising the step of sending a confirming 

message displaying the user selected features. 
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Congrcltulationsl 

n E-mail has been sent to you. You must reply to that e-mail to activate this account. 
ou should print this page and keep it for future reference. 

Your new "personal" phone number is 1-800-5553Com Ext. 200 634-0610 
Your SIP address (for Palm PDA based dialing) is ikhlaq_sidhu.3com.com@xxx.com 

orne Frequently asked questions: 
: How do I dial another 3Com I XXX Internet phone user? 
: You only need to dial the extension number. For example other 3Com/( ... ) users with 

he same provider code (200) can call you at 634-0610. To call a user with another (say 
02) provider number, you must dial1-202-634-0610. 

: How do I dial traditional people phones? 
: Oial9 to get out of the system. I.e. dial9, 1800-CALL ATI to use a AT&T calling card. 

: How are calls billed? 
: There is no extra charge for calls to other 3Com/XXX subscribers. 

There is no extra charge to make domestic long distance calls over the Public 
elephone Net. International calls over the public network are billed to your credit card o 
per call basis. 

: How do I set speed dials and other advanced features? 
: Goto www.3comvoice.com/ikhlaq_sidhu.3com.com@xyz.com and enter your 
assword ll.Z.. 

: How do I use speed dialing from my Palm PDA? 
: The proxy server option must be set to proxy@xxx.com. Any subscriber with an e-mai 
ddress can be auto dialed by ... 
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5 

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING A CONFERENCE CALL ON A DATA NETWORK 
TELEPHONY SYSTEM USING A PORTABLE INFORMATION DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A. Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to a method and system for providing 

communication services over a network. In particular, the present invention relates to 

10 a system and method for establishing a conference call on a telephony network. 

B. Description of the Related Art 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched 

Telephone Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone 

line to use to communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service 

15 providers have enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling 

Service (CLASS) features to their customers. Similar communication services are 

provided by a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a 

nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

20 telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the more popular CLASS 

features are: 

25 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which 

he or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection 

message, while the callee will not receive any indication of the call. 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent 

cal1er is busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the 

30 silence period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be 

equipped with a device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the 

number. 

• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in 

a callee's caller ID device. 
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• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which, 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a 

distinctive ring. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

5 forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using "*" directives (e.g., *69 to automatically return a call 

to the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of 

out-of-band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 

1 o switches using the Signaling System #7 (SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) and other similar organizations maintain 

CLASS offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The 

database allows specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as 

well as information, such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In 

15 some cases, customers may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of 

all phone numbers that have originated or terminated a call with each customer is 

often included in the CLASS office database. For each customer, usually only the 

most recent number on this list is stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a 

20 Class-5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for 

employee telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private 

organization, there exists a wide variety of PBX services and features. Custom 

configurations are common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail 

systems. PBX's typically support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as 

25 other features in addition to those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to 

facilitate business and group communications. 

A summary of typical PBX features includes: 

• Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to another 

number on the same PBX. 

30 • Callfonvarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can be 

programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first number 

does not answer or is busy. 

2 
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• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to a busy number can be 

queued until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the PBX 

will ring them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be connected to one another by 

5 dialing into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and then 

reestablished from another number. This is useful when call transfer is not warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established call. 

After a warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way call. 

1 o While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility 

and scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to 

use. For example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must 

perform the steps at the user's own phone prior to moving to the location ofthe 

15 telephone to which calls will be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the 

standpoint of usefulness to the user, would be to perform the steps at the telephone to 

which calls will be forwarded. 

Much ofthe lack of flexibility of the PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

20 devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as "dumb" terminals on a 

network having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited 

in functional capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and 

converting the sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

25 specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network 

using the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a 

display function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are 

limited however by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by 

the PSTN telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are 

30 effectively limited to displaying text, again,. as a "dumb" terminal. 

The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to 

telephony terminal devices. In Intemet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data 

and transmitted across a digital data network between a telephone calls' participants. 

One form of Internet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony 

3 
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calls are terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber 

line to the gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. 

This fonn of Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because 

the PSTN portion used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each 

5 end of the call, long distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. 

Notwithstanding the costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, it is no 

more flexible than the PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and features to 

the basic telephone service. 

In another form ofinternet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

1 o networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of 

Internet telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN 

telephones. For example, such a telephone may include substantially the computer 

resources of a typical personal computer. 

Data network telephones and the data network (e.g. Internet) system in which 

15 they operate, however, lack a substantial infrastructure and service providers for 

providing telephone service. 

It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data 

network telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

20 service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone 

service that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a 

data network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that enables a PID 

25 (Portable Information Device) user to establish a conference call on a telephony 

network. 

4 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer 

to like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

5 FIG. 1 is block diagram of a network telephony system according to one 

10 

15 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a system for establishing a conference call 

on a telephony network according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a data network telephone according to an 

exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a portable information device (PID) according to 

an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a stack layer diagram showing the layers of an IrDA stack; 

FIG. 6 is a block and stack layer diagram illustrating the protocol stacks in an 

exemplary embodiment of a PID linked to a data network telephone; 

FIG. 7 is block and stack layer diagram illustrating an embodiment ofthe 

present invention in which a SIP call may be established; 

FIG. 8A is a block and message flow diagram showing a system for 

20 establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a first 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8B is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

in a system for establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a 

first embodiment of the present invention; 

25 FIG. 9A is a block and message flow diagram showing a system for 

establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a second 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 9B is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

in a system for establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a 

30 second embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. lOA is a block and message flow diagram showing a system for 

establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a third 

embodiment ofthe present invention; 

5 
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FIG. lOB is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

in a system for establishing a conference call on a telephony network, according to a 

third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 11 is a pictorial diagram showing an exemplary display screen of a PID 

5 displaying entries from an address book application according to one embodiment of 

the present invention; and 

10 

FIG. 12 is a pictorial diagram showing an exemplary display screen of a PID 

displaying a conference call attempt according to one embodiment of the present 

invention. 

6 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated by reference: 

* "System and Method for Controlling Telephone Service Using a Wireless 

Personal Information Device" to Schuster, et al., Serial No. 09/406,321 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

"System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et al., Serial No. 09/406,320 

"System and Method for Providing User-Configured Telephone Service in a 

Data Network Telephony System" to Sidhu, et al., Serial No. 09/405,283 

"System and Method for Accessing a Network Server Using a Portable 

Information Device Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to 

Schuster, et al., Serial No. 09/406,322 

"System and Method for Interconnecting Portable Information Devices 

Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to Schuster, et al., 

Serial No. 09/406,152 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al., Serial No. 09/405,981 

"System and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information 

Device on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al., Serial No. 

09/406,151 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a 

Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al., Serial No. 09/406,298 

"System and Method for Providing Service Provider Configurations for 

Telephones in a Data Network Telephony System" to Schuster, et al., Serial 

No. 09/406,066 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

* "Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al., 

Serial No. 09/321,941 

* 

* 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over

Cable System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

"Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 

7 
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A. PID-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary embodiment of a system 100 

for establishing a conference call on a telephony network according to the present 

invention. The system includes a data network 106. A first voice communication 

5 device I 08 linked to a first access network 112 via connection 111 may communicate 

over the data network 106 by connecting via the first access network 112. A second 

voice communication device 118 is linked to a second access network 114 through 

connection 119 and may communicate over the data network 106 by connecting via 

the second access network 114. A third voice communication device 128 is linked to 

10 a third access network 116 through connection 131 and may communicate over the 

data network 106 by connecting via the third access network 116. 

The data network 106 in the system 100 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. 

15 The data network 106 may use Voice-Over-Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice 

signals are carried in data packets. The network 106 may also include a connection to 

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to allow for voice connections using 

traditional circuit switching techniques. In one embodiment, the data network 106 

may include one or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport 

20 protocols for performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the 

Internet. For further details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) at www ietf.org. In addition, an Internet 

Telephony gateway may be included within the system 100 to allow for voice 

connections to users connected by subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. Other 

25 data besides voice may also be communicated over the data network 106. 

The voice communication devices 108, 118, and 128 typically include a voice 

input, a voice output, and a voice processing system (described further below with 

reference to FIG. 3). The voice processing system converts voice sound to digital 

data signals that are communicated on a voice connection over the data network. The 

30 voice processing system also converts digital data signals received from the voice 

connection to voice sound. The voice communication devices 108, 118, and 128 

typically include a central processing unit and memory to store and process computer 

programs. Additionally, each voice communication device typically includes a 

8 
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unique network address, such as an IP address, in memory to uniquely identify it to 

the data network 1 06 and to permit data packets to be routed to the device. 

A PID 110 linked to the first voice communication device 108 via link 109 

may communicate over the data network 106 by connecting via the first access 

5 network 112. The PID 110 includes user attributes stored in a user information data 

base. The user attributes may contain such information as a user identifier, schedule 

information, information about contacts, and other information that is associated with 

a user of the PID 110. The PID 110 includes a user interface allowing a user to easily 

enter and retrieve data. In a preferred embodiment, the user interface includes a 

1 o pressure-sensitive display that allows a user to enter input with a stylus or other 

device. An example of a PID with such an interace is a PDA (Personal Digital 

Assistant), such as one ofthe Palm™ series ofPDAs offered by 3Com® Corporation. 

The PID 110 may include other functionality, such as wireless phone or two-way 

radio functionality. 

15 Link 109 is a point-to-point link, and may be entirely or partially wireless, or 

may be a hard-wired connection. Preferably, the link 109 is a wireless link, such as 

an infrared link specified by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) (see www.irda.org 

for further information) or a radio frequency (RF) link such as the Bluetooth system 

(see www.bluetooth.com for further information). However, the point-to-point link 

20 can also be a hardwired connection, such as an RS-232 serial port connection. 

25 

In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08 includes a handset 

with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets of traditional circuit

switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116, and a keypad 118, for example. 

In a preferred embodiment, a portion ofthe voice communication device 108 

utilizes an NBX 1 00™ communication system phone offered by 3Com® Corporation. 

In alternative embodiments, the voice communication device 108 may include any 

device having voice communications capabilities. For example, a personal computer 

having a microphone input and speaker output may also be used to implement the 

30 voice communication device 108. Other configurations are also intended to be within 

the scope of the present invention. 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices 108, 118, 

and 128 depend on the nature of the data network 106 and the nature of the access 

networks 1 12, 114, and 116 connecting the voice communication devices 108, 118, 

9 
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and 128 to each other and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114, 

and 116 typically include any high bandwidth network adapted for data 

communications, i.e. a network having greater than 64,000 bits-per-second (bps) 

bandwidth. The access networks 112, 114, and 116 may link to the voice 

5 communication devices 108, 118, and 128 using an Ethernet LAN, a token ring LAN, 

a coaxial cable link (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), a digital 

subscriber line (DSL), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated services 

digital network (ISDN) link, and wireless links, for example. In embodiments that 

may not require bandwidth greater than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114, and 

1 o 116 may also include the PSTN and link the voice communications devices 108, 118, 

and 128 by an analog modem. Further details regarding specific implementations are 

described below, with reference to FIGs. 2 through 13. 

15 

B. System for Establishing a Conference Call on a Data Network 
Telephony Syste2 

One advantage ofthe PDA-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 100 in 

FIG. 1 is that it may be used to establish conference calls between users on the Data 

Network Telephony System. In one embodiment, the PID 110 allows a user to select 

the communications partners to be included in the conference call. The PID 11 0 then 

transfers information about the communications partners to first voice communication 

20 device 108 through the link 109. The first voice communication device 108 then sets 

up the conference call with voice communication devices associated with the 

communication partners selected by the user associated with the first voice 

communication device 108. 

Once a conference call is set up, data can be transferred between the 

25 conferenced voice communication devices. PIDs, such as the PID 110, associated 

with the parties to the conference call may also be used to communicate information. 

For example, the PID 110 linked to the first voice communication device 108 may be 

able to accept and display PID data entered by a user through a user interface on the 

PID 110. The PID data can then be communicated across the link 109 to the voice 

30 communication device 108 for transport across the first access network 112, the data 

network 106, and the second and third access networks 114 and 116 to the second and 

third voice communication devices 118 and 128. The PID 110 can also receive PID 

data and other data across the link 109 for display on the PID 110. A voice-over-data 

10 
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channel for communicating voice-over-data can concurrently exist with this 

communication ofPID data over a PID data channel. Preferably, all parties to the 

conference call have PIDs linked to the voice communication devices associated with 

the parties. In this way, a user of the PID 110 can communicate PID data to other 

5 parties to the conference call while voice signals are communicated between the voice 

communication devices. 

1. Local Area Networks as an Exemplary Access Networks 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing one example ofthe system 100 ofFIG. 1 

for establishing a conference call on a telephony network according to the present 

10 invention. The system 200 in FIG. 2 includes a local area network 212 connected to a 

data network 206 by a first router 213. A second local area network 214 is connected 

to the data network 206 by a second router 215. A cable network 216 is connected to 

the data network 206 by a third router 217. Those of ordinary skill in the art will 

appreciate that while FIG. 2 illustrates the access networks as two local area networks 

15 212 and 214, and a cable network 216, any other type ofnetwork may be used. For 

example, the local area networks and the cable network may be replaced by ISDN, 

DSL, or any other high-speed data link. 

The local area networks 212 and 214 provide data connectivity to their 

respective network elements. For example, the first LAN 212 provides data 

20 connectivity to at least a first data network telephone 208 and a first network 

telephony connection server 250. The second LAN 214 provides data connectivity to 

at least a second data network telephone 218 and a second network telephony 

connection server 238.The local area networks 212 and 214 in FIG. 2 are, for 

example, Ethernet LANs operating according to the IEEE 802.3 specification, which 

25 is incorporated by reference herein; however, other types of local area networks may 

also be used. The first local area network 212 uses the router 213 to provide the first 

data network telephone 208 and the first network telephony connection server 250 

with access to the data network 206. For example, the router 213 may perform 

routing functions using protocol stacks that include the Internet Protocol and other 

30 protocols for communicating on the Internet. Similarly, the second local area network 

214 uses the router 215 to provide the second data network telephone 218 and the 

second network telephony connection server 238 with access to the data network 206. 

11 
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The first, second, and third network telephony connection servers 250, 238, 

and 23 7 provide telephony registration, location and session initiation services for 

voice connections in which at least one of their members are a party. For example, a 

user of the first data network telephone 208 may register for telephony service with an 

5 administrator of the first network telephony connection server 250 and receive a user 

identifier and a telephone identifier. The user identifier and telephone identifier may 

be sequences of unique alphanumeric elements that callers use to direct voice 

connections to the user. The network telephony connection servers 250, 238 and 237 

register users by storing user records in registration databases (not shown in FIG. 2) 

10 associated with each ofthe network telephony connection servers 250, 238 and 237, 

in response to registration requests. 

The call setup process and the user and telephone identifiers preferably 

conform to requirements defined in a call-management protocol. The call

management protocol is used to permit a caller anywhere on the data network to 

15 connect to the user identified by the user identifier in a data network telephone call. 

A data network telephone call includes a call setup process and a voice exchange 

process. The call setup process includes steps and message exchanges that a caller 

and callee perform to establish the telephone call. The actual exchange of voice 

signals is performed by a data communications channel. The data communications 

20 channel incorporates other data transport and data formatting protocols, and 

preferably includes well-known data communications channels typically established 

over the Internet. 

The call management protocol used in FIG. 2 is the Session Initiation Protocol 

(SIP), which is described in M. Handley et al., "SIP: Session Initiation Protocol," 

25 IETF RFC 2543, Mar. 1999, incorporated by reference herein; however, any other 

such protocol may be used. Other protocols include H.323, MEGACO, the Media 

Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), etc. 

The network telephony connection servers 250, 238, and 237 may be used to 

provide telephony service for mobile users. For example, a user may be registered to 

30 use the first network telephone 208 (which is identified by its telephone identifier), 

but the user may move to a location near a second network telephone (not shown) on 

the first local area network 212. The user may re-register as the user of the second 

telephone. Calls that identify the user by the user's user identifier may then reach the 

user at the second network telephone. 

12 
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2. Cable Network as an Exemplary Access Network 

The system 200 in FIG. 2 also shows a cable network 216 connected to the 

data network 206 by a router 217. The cable network 216 provides data network 

access to its network elements, which in FIG. 2 include a third data network telephone 

5 228 and a third network telephony connection server 23 7. A user of the third data 

network telephone 218 connected to the cable network 216 may communicate by 

telephone over the data network 206 with the users of the first and second data 

network telephones 208 and 218 respectively connected to the first and second local 

area networks 212 and 214. 

10 The cable network 216 includes any digital cable television system that 

provides data connectivity. In the cable network 216, data is communicated by radio 

frequency in a high-frequency coaxial cable. The cable network 216 may include a 

head-end, or a central termination system that permits management ofthe cable 

connections to the users. 

15 3. Providing Telephony Services 

The third network telephony connection server 23 7 is preferably a SIP-based 

server that performs call initiation, maintenance, and teardown for the third data 

network telephone 228 connected to the cable network 216. The third network 

telephony connection server 240 may be similar or identical to the first and second 

20 network telephony connection servers 250 and 238 respectively connected to the first 

and second local area networks 212 and 214. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2 includes a data network telephony system 

that permits the first and second data network telephones 208 and 218 respectively 

connected to the local area networks 212 and 214 to communicate with the third data 

25 network telephone 228 connected to the cable network 216. The system shown in 

FIG. 2 uses SIP in order to establish, maintain, and teardown telephone calls between 

users. 

There are two major architectural elements to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the 

network server. The UA resides at the SIP end stations, (e.g. the data network 

30 telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client (UAC), which is responsible 

for issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), which responds to such 

requests. There are three different network server types: a redirect server, a proxy 
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server, and a registrar. The various network server types may be combined into a 

single server, such as the network telephony connection servers 250, 240, and 238. 

Not all server types are required to implement the embodiments ofthe present 

invention. The communication services to be provided will determine which servers 

5 are present in the communication system. Preferred embodiments of the present 

invention may be carried out using proxy servers. 

One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request, a SIP 

proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting 

the call. A successful SIP invitation consists oftwo requests: INVITE followed by 

I o ACK. The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller 

user identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called 

party what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to 

be sent. User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses 

are referred to as SIP Uniform Resource Locators (SIP-URLs), which are of the form 

15 sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 

Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing of the 

SIP requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A 

stateful proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, 

20 while a stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in 

the message. Furthermore, proxies can either be forking or non-forking. A forking 

proxy can, for example, ring several phones at once until somebody takes the call. 

Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (called a SIP URL) and the 

associated IP address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to 

25 notify the registrar where a particular SIP URL can be reached for a specified amount 

of time. When an INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER 

message, the proxy or redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

At the first local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as 

the first network telephony server 250, is the primary destination of all SIP messages 

30 trying to establish a connection with users on the first local area network 212. 

Preferably, the first network telephony server 250 is also the only destination 

advertised to the SIP clients outside the first local area network 212 on behalf of all 

the SIP clients residing on the first local area network 212. The network telephony 

server 250 relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate final destination (or 
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another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using a first SIP database (not shown) 

associated with the first network telephony server 250. This allows all mobile clients 

to register with their current locations. 

Similarly, the second network telephony server 238 is the primary destination 

5 of all SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network telephone 

218 connected to the second local area network 214. Preferably, the second network 

telephony server 238 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients outside 

the second local area network 214 on behalf of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network 

telephones) residing on the second local area network 214. The second network 

10 telephony server 238 relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate final 

destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using a second SIP 

database. The third network telephony server 237 behaves similarly to the first and 

second network telephony servers 250 and 238. 

The data network telephones 208, 218, and 228 in the system 200 preferably 

15 have pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. phone numbers), represented as SIP

URL's that are of the form sip: user@domain. An example is sip: 

8475551212@3Com.com. After power-up, each ofthe data network telephones 208, 

218, and 228 sends a SIP REGISTER message to the default registrar, such as the 

network telephony servers 250, 238, and 237. When a call arrives at one of the 

20 network telephony servers 250, 238, or 237 for any of the registered SIP URLs, the 

server wi II forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a data network telephone 

is moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL will still be properly 

routed to that device. In other words, the system in FIG. 2 provides device mobility 

in the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone according to its SIP 

25 URL. This is especially useful if the data network telephone 208, 218, or 228 is 

running the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that when the location 

is changed, the IP address is also automatically changed. 

An advantage of the system in FIG. 2 is that once the call is established 

between data network telephones, the data network 206 provides data connectivity for 

30 a plurality of data communications channels. For example, the data network 

telephones 208, 218, and 228 can communicate voice signals as voice-over-data 

packets on a voice-over-data channel. The data network telephones 208, 218, and 228 

may also be able to communicate PID data as PID data packets on a PID data channel. 

Other data types may also be communicated. For example, the PID data may be 
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communicated to and from the PID 210 across link 209 to the data network telephone 

208, where the PID data may be assembled into packets and disassembled from 

packets as part of the process for communicating the PID data packets across the data 

network 206 and any access networks, such as the first Ethernet LAN 212, the second 

5 Ethernet LAN 214, and the cable network 214. For example, the PID data may be 

communicated to and from at least one other PID (not shown) through a network 

device (such as a data network telephone) located in the system 200. 

4. The Data Network Telephones 

The data network telephones 208, 218, and 228 are preferably telephones that 

10 include an Ethernet communications interface for connection to an Ethernet port. The 

Ethemet phones in FIG. 2 support the Internet Protocol (IP), using an IP address that 

is either statically configured or obtained by access to a Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol (DHCP) server. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the first data network telephone 208 

15 connected to the local area network 212 in FIG. 2. The data network telephone 208 in 

FIG. 3 is connected to the network 212 by a network interface 270. The network 

interface 270 may, for example, be a network interface card, and may be in the form 

of an integrated circuit. A bus 248 may be used to connect the network interface 270 

with a processor 240 and a memory 242. Also connected to the processor are user 

20 interface circuitry 260 and three alternative interfaces to a Personal Information 

Device (PID). 

A first alternative interface 248 includes an RS-232 serial connection and 

associated coupling hardware and mechanisms. The first alternative interface 248 

may, for example, be a docking cradle for a PID, such as a PDA (Personal Digital 

25 Assistant), in which information may be transferred between the PID and the first data 

network telephone 208. The second alternative interface comprises a first connection 

254, such as an RS-232 connection, along with infrared circuitry 250 for converting 

signals into infrared output and for accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 252 

may also be included within the second alternative interface. The third alternative 

30 interface comprises a first connection 256, such as an RS-232 connection, along with 

radio-frequency circuitry 258 for converting signals into radio frequency output and 

for accepting radio frequency input. A radio frequency interface 259 may also be 

included as part of the third alternative interface. 
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The three alternative interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the data network telephone 

208 and the PID may also be used. Although three interfaces are shown in FIG. 3, 

there may be only one such interface in the data network telephone 208. More than 

5 one interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in 

case of failure of an interface. 

The user interface circuitry 260 includes hardw·are and software components 

that access the functions of the handset, display, and keypad to provide user input and 

output resources for functions in the processor 240. The user interface circuitry may 

10 include a display interface 262, a keypad interface 264, an audio output interface 265, 

and an audio input interface 267. 

The audio input interface 267 may receive voice signals from a microphone or 

other audio input device and convert the signals to digital information. The 

conversion preferably conforms to the G.711 ITU Standard. Further processing of the 

15 digital signal may be performed in the audio input interface 267, such as to provide 

compression (e.g. using G. 723.1 standard) or to provide noise reduction, although 

such processing may also be performed in the processor 240. Alternatively, the audio 

input interface 267 may communicate an analog voice signal to the processor 240 for 

conversion to digital information. 

20 The audio output interface 265 receives digital information representing voice 

from the processor 240 and converts the information to sound. In one embodiment, 

the audio output interface 265 receives information in the form ofG.711 although 

other processing such as decompression may be performed in the audio output 

interface 265. Alternatively, the processor 240 may convert digital information to 

25 analog voice signals and communicate the analog voice signals to the audio output 

interface 265. 

The keypad interface 264 and the display interface 262 include well-known 

device interfaces and respective signal processing techniques. The user interface 

circuitry 260 may support other hardware and software interfaces. For example, a 

30 videophone implementation might also include a camera and monitor. The data 

network telephones of the present invention are not limited to telephones or 

videophones- additional user interface types, for example, such as the ones needed 

for computer games, are also contemplated as being within the scope of the present 

invention. 
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The processor 240 may consist of one or more smaller processing units, 

including, for example, a programmable digital signal processing engine. In the 

preferred embodiment, the processor is implemented as a single ASIC (Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit) to improve speed and to economize space. The processor 

5 240 also may include an operating system, and application and communications 

software, firmware, or hardware, to implement the functions of the first data network 

telephone 208. For example, the processor may include a conferencing application 

245 to assist in gathering communication partner data from a PID and to establish the 

conference call by connecting the conference call parties. The operating system may 

10 be any suitable commercially available embedded or disk-based operating system, or 

any proprietary operating system. 

The processor 240 includes a media engine 241 and a signaling stack 243 to 

perform the primary communications and application functions of the data network 

telephone 208. The purpose of the signaling stack in an exemplary data network 

15 telephone 208 is to set up, manage, and tear down a call. During the setup phase, a 

user may use the keypad to enter a user identifier to call. The signaling stack 243 

receives the user entry and formats a request message to send to the user identified by 

the user identifier to initiate a telephone call. When the request message is sent, the 

location of the user identified by the user identifier is discovered, communication 

20 parameters, such as the supported voice CODEC types are exchanged, and a voice 

over data channel is established. During the management phase, for example, other 

parties are invited to the call if needed. During the teardown phase, the call is 

terminated. 

The signaling protocol used in the exemplary data network telephone 208 in 

25 FIG. 3 is the SIP protocol. In particular, the signaling stack implements a User Agent 

Client 244 and a User Agent Server 242, in accordance with the SIP protocol. 

Alternative signaling protocols, such as the ITU-T H.323 protocol and others, may 

also be used to implement the present invention. 

Once the call is set up, the media engine 241 manages the communication over 

30 a data communications channel using a network transport protocol and the network 

interface 270. The media engine 241 sends and receives data packets having a data 

payload for carrying data and an indication of the type of data being transported. The 

media engine 241 in the data network telephone 208 may sample the voice signals 

from the audio input 267 (or receive voice samples from the audio input 267), encode 
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the samples, and build data packets on the sending side. On the receiver side, in 

addition to performing the reverse operations, the media engine also typically 

manages a receiver buffer to compensate for network jitter. 

The media engine 241 includes hardware and software components for 

5 enabling conferencing 245, performing registration functions 247, voice-over-data 

functions 249, display data function 251, and keypad output functions 253. The 

media engine 241 processes data that is received from the first local area network 212, 

and data that is to be sent over the first local area network 212. 

For data that is received from the first local area network 212, the media 

1 o engine 241 may determine from the type of data in the packet whether packets contain 

sampled voice signals or data for performing other functions. Packets containing 

sampled voice signals are processed by voice over data function 249. The voice over 

data function 249 preferably conforms to a protocol for formatting voice signals as 

digital data streams. While any suitable protocol may be used, the media (voice 

15 signal) is preferably transported via the Real Time Protocol (R TP), which itself is 

carried inside ofUser Datagram Protocol (UDP). RTP is described in H. Schulzrinne 

et al., "RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications," IETF RFC 1889, Jan. 

1996, which is incorporated herein by reference. UDP is described in J. Postel, "User 

Datagram Protocol," IETF RFC 768, Aug. 1980, and IP is described in J. Postel, ed., 

20 "Internet Protocol," IETF RFC 791, Sept. 1981, both of which are incorporated by 

reference herein. 

Packets containing data for use in registering the data network telephone 208 

with a network telephony server are processed by the registration function 24 7. By 

registering the data network telephone 208, a user may establish with the network 

25 telephony service provider that calls addressed to the user's user identifier may be 

connected to the data network telephone 208. Registration may occur when the data 

network telephone 208 sends a request to register to a service provider host. The 

service provider host may respond by setting the user's user identifier to correspond 

to the telephone identifier of the data network telephone 208, and by acknowledging 

30 the request with a status message to the data network telephone 208. In one 

embodiment, a request to register the data network telephone 208 to a default user is 

automatically sent during power-up of the data network telephone 208. 

Other features may be added to the registration functions 247, or implemented 

as extensions to the registration functions 247. For example, the data network 
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telephone 208 may be provisioned to provide selected network telephony services by 

establishing a data connection with a service provider, requesting the selected 

services, and receiving data that ensures that the services have been successfully 

provisioned. Such services may include, for example, caller identification, call 

5 forwarding, voice mail and any other service offered by the network telephony service 

provider to enhance the capabilities of the data network telephone 208. One 

advantage of such provisioning functions is that services may be ordered for 

temporary use in a manner that is convenient to the user. 

Packets containing data for display on the display device are processed by the 

1 o display data function 251. The display data function 251 may be used for displaying, 

for example, the name(s) and user identifier(s) ofthe other party(-ies) to the call, the 

status of the telephone call, billing information, and other information 

For data that is to be sent over the data network 212, the media engine 241 

formats the data as data packets in accordance with a selected protocol. The selected 

15 protocol is preferably the protocol that is supported by the data network telephone that 

will receive the data for the particular type of data being transported. 

The voice-over-data function 249 formats voice samples according to the 

protocol used by the receiving data network telephone. In one preferred embodiment, 

the voice over data function 249 formats voice samples as RTP packets. The 

20 registration function 247 and the keypad output function 253 may control the 

transport of data that does not represent voice signals. 

The data network telephones 218 and 228 are preferably similar or identical to 

the data network telephone 208. 

5. The Portable Information Device (PID) 

25 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the PID 210 in communication with the 

30 

data network telephone 208 having a connection to the first LAN 212. The PID 210 

is linked to the data network telephone 208 by a point-to-point interface 545. A bus 

580 may be used to connect the point-to-point interface 545 with a processor 540, a 

memory 542, data storage 543, and user interface circuitry 544. 

The point-to-point interface 545 shown in FIG. 4 illustrates three alternative 

interfaces to a data network telephone. 

A first alternative interface 546 includes a RS-232 serial connection and 

associated coupling hardware mechanisms. The first alternative interface 546 may, 
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for example, be a docking cradle for a PID, in which information can be transferred 

between the PID 210 and the first data network telephone 208. The second alternative 

interface comprises a first connection 548, such as a RS-232 serial connection, along 

with infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output and for 

5 accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 552 may also be included within the 

second alternative interface. The third alternative interface comprises a first 

connection 554, such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 

556 for converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio 

frequency input. A radio frequency interface 558 may also be included as part of the 

10 third alternative interface. 

The three alternative interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the PID 210 and the data 

network telephone 208 may also be used. Although three interfaces are shown in 

FIG. 4, there may be only one such interface in the PID 210. More than one interface 

15 may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in case of failure of 

an interface. 

The user interface circuitry 544 includes hardware and software components 

that provide user input and output resources for functions in the processor 540. The 

user interface circuitry preferably includes a display output 562, a display input 565, 

20 and an additional input/output interface 567. 

The display output 562 preferably receives digital information representing 

graphical or other data from the processor 540 and converts the information to a 

graphical display, such as text and/or images. 

The display input 565 may receive PID data inputs from a user ofthe PID 210. 

25 The PID data inputs are preferably entered by the user with a stylus on a pressure

sensitive display screen. Similarly, the display output 562 preferably displays the PID 

data on the display screen. 

The additional input/output interface 567 allows the user to enter other types 

of data besides PID data into the PID 210. For example, audio data, additional PID 

30 data, or additional input may be entered through the additional input/output interface 

567. Touch-sensitive screen buttons are an exemplary mechanism for a user to enter 

control data into the PID 210. 

The processor 540 includes an operating system and application and 

communication software, firmware, or hardware to implement the functions ofthe 
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PID 210. The operating system may be any suitable commercially available operating 

system, or any proprietary operating system. The operating system and software may 

be stored on data storage 543. The conference application 575 preferably allows a 

user to select communication partners to be invited to a conference call initiated by 

5 the user ofthe PID 210. The conference application also should cause user 

identification information for the communication partners to be transmitted from the 

PID 210 to the first data network telephone 208 via the link 209. Although the 

processor 540 is shown connected to the data storage 543 through a bus 580, other 

configurations may also be used. Similarly, the memory 542 may be alternatively 

10 configured, and may be embedded within the processor 540. 

The PID 210 is able to send data to and receive data from the data network 

telephone 208 across a point-to-point link, such as the point-to-point link 209 shown 

in FIG. 2. A user enters PID data at the display input 565. The PID data may be 

processed in the user interface circuitry 544 or it may go directly to the processor 540 

15 or the memory 542. The processor 540 may also perform processing functions, such 

as compression. A PID data application may be used to implement the display input, 

the display output, and the processing functions. For example, a drawing application 

may be used to accept PID data input, the display input 565 from a user drawing with 

a stylus on the display screen of a PDA. A drawing application could then display the 

20 drawing through the display output 562 to enable the user to see a visual 

representation of the drawing. If the user desires to share the drawing with a second 

user on the system 200, where the second user is using a second PID, the PID data 

from the drawing application can be transmitted through one of the point-to-point 

interfaces 545, allowing the data to be received by the data network telephone 208. 

25 An application in the data network telephone 208 receives the PID data across the 

point-to-point link, and the PID data is prepared for transmission across the data 

network 206, such as by the media engine 241 shown in FIG. 3. Preferably the PID 

data is converted to PID data packets and is communicated on a PID data channel 

across the first LAN 212 through the router 213 across the data network 206 and 

30 eventually to a network device at which the second PID is located. 

The point-to-point link 209 may be implemented as a serial bit stream between 

an application in the PID 210 and an application in the first data network telephone 

208. For example, the link 209 could be an infrared link that is implemented with 

minimal stack interpretation. However, the infrared link 209 between PID 210 and 
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the first data network telephone 208 can alternatively be implemented using all or 

parts of a specialized protocol, such as the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) protocol 

stack, where data is interpreted through the stack between application-layer processes 

at each end of the link. 

FIG. 5 is a protocol diagram illustrating the layers of the IrDA protocol stack. 

An IrDA stack is implemented at each of the connection endpoints of an IrDA link. 

The required layers of an IrDA protocol stack are the physical layer 602, the IrLAP 

layer 604, the IRLMP layer 606 and the lAS layer 608. The physical layer 602 

specifies optical characteristics of the link, encoding of data, and framing for various 

1 o speeds. The IrLAP (Link Access Protocol) layer 604 establishes the basic reliable 

connection between the two ends of the link. The IrLMP (Link Management 

Protocol) layer 606 multiplexes services and applications on the IrLAP connection. 

The lAS (Information Access Service) layer 608 provides a directory or "yellow 

pages" of services on an IrDA device. 

15 The IrDA protocol also specifies a number of optional protocol layers, these 

protocol layers being TinyTP 610, IrOBEX 612, IrCOMM 614 and IrLAN 616. 

TinyTP (Tiny Transport Protocol) 610 adds per-channel flow control to keep traffic 

over the IrDA link moving smoothly. This important function is required in many 

cases. IrOBEX (Infrared Object Exchange protocol) 612 provides for the easy 

20 transfer of files and other data objects between the IrDA devices at each end ofthe 

link. IrCOMM 614 is a serial and parallel port emulation that enables existing 

applications that use serial and parallel communications to use IrDA without change. 

IrLAN (Infrared Local Area Network) 616 enables walk-up infrared LAN access for 

laptops and other devices. The use of the optional layers depends upon the particular 

25 application in the IrDA device. The IrDA protocol stack is defined by such standards 

documents as "IrDA Serial Infrared Physical Layer Link Specification", "IrDA 

'IrCOMM': Serial and Parallel Port Emulation over IR (Wire Replacement)", "IrDA 

Serial Infrared Link Access Protocol (lrLAP)", "IrDA Infrared Link Management 

Protocol (IrLMP)", and "IrDA 'Tiny TP': A Flow-Control Mechanism for use with 

30 IrLMP''. and related specifications published by the IrDA and available at 

http://www.irda.org/standards/specifications.asp and is incorporated by reference 

herein. 

In one embodiment, the data network telephones 208, 218, and 228 merely 

provide a data tunnel for the data channel attendant to the infrared links, while the 
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IrDA protocol stack is implemented at endpoint PID devices, such as PID 210. 

Alternatively, IrDA stacks can be implemented in the data network telephones as 

well. By implementing additional layers of the IrDA protocol stack, the PID 

applications and the base applications in the data network telephones can be 

5 simplified because the IrDA protocol layers take over certain functions. For example, 

the IrDA protocol stack can be implemented at each PID used in a conference call, 

and the IrOBEX layer 612 can be used to transfer text and graphics object files, such 

as drawings or electronic business cards, end-to-end between PID devices connected 

via data network telephones and networks. 

10 

6. Providing Telephony and Conferencing Services 

FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

embodiment ofthe protocol stacks in the PID 210 and the first data network telephone 

208 that support link 209. In the infrared RS-232 embodiment, the point-to-point 

15 interface circuitry 545 in the PID 210 provides the physical layer 656, such as that 

specified by the Infrared Data Association (lrDA), that connects via link 209 to the 

point-to-point interface circuitry 260 implementing a physical layer 664 in the first 

data network telephone 208. The data link layer 654 in PID 210 provides data link 

control for link 209 in transferring data to and from a PID application client 652. 

20 Similarly, the first data network telephone 208 includes a data link layer 662 and a 

base application server 600 that is configured to synchronize connection and other 

functions with the PID application 652 in PID 210. 

When PID 210 is activated, either through power-up or through a user input at 

the user interface 650, the synchronization application client 652 in the PID 210 may 

25 send the user's SIP URL across the link 209 to the first data network telephone 208, 

where it is received by the synchronization application server 600. The 

synchronization application server 600 sends the SIP URL received from the PID 21 0 

across connection 230 and the Ethernet LAN 212 through connection 243 to the 

network telephony connection server 250. The network telephony connection server 

30 250 may store the SIP URL and the IP address of the associated data network 

telephone 208 in a SIP database (not shown) so that the SIP URL is listed as being 

resident at the IP address of the data network telephone 208. (Ifthe network 

telephony connection server 250 uses a location server for registration/location tasks, 
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the registration information might instead be stored with such a location server). SQL 

(Structured Query Language) is preferred for implementing and maintaining the 

database. Once the PID 210 is registered with the network telephony connection 

server 250, calls to the SIP URL for PID 210 (or the user of the PID 21 0) will be 

5 directed to the first data network telephone 208. 

FIG. 7 is a functional block and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

embodiment ofthe present invention where a SIP conrtection is established from the 

first data network phone 208 to the second data network phone 218 through network 

connection 230, first access network 212, data network 206, second access network 

1 o 214 and network connection 219. The routers 213 and 215 and associated 

connections are not shown to simplify the block diagram representation. Although 

only two data network telephones are shown in FIG. 7, a three-party conference call 

would be very similar to what is shown in FIG. 7. 

The diagram of FIG. 7 shows how PID data can be communicated from one 

15 PID to another PID during a conference call in one aspect of the present invention. 

The PID application 652 in PID 210 is configured to send PID data input through the 

user interface 650 through link 209 to base application 660 in the first data network 

phone 208. In this embodiment, base application 660 is configured to define data 

channels for transport to the second data network telephone 218. 

20 Multiple data channels in SIP may be defined through the Session Description 

Protocol described in RFC 2327, herein incorporated by reference. Included in a SIP 

INVITE request for a connection are options for the requested connection that 

describe the number and type of media streams. Each media stream is described by a 

"m=" line in the INVITE request. For example, a request for a connection that 

25 includes an audio stream and a bidirectional video stream using H.261 might look like 

this: 

30 

v=O 

o=alice 2890844526 2890844526 IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

c=IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0 

a=rtpmap:O PCMU/8000 

m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 31 

a=rtpmap:31 H261/90000 
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TABLE 1. 

If the called device includes functionality to receive the connection as 

described in Table 1, then the called device will respond to the INVITE request with a 

5 200 OK response that includes the same option values. If the called device or party is 

unable or unwilling to receive such a connection, then it will respond with alternative 

option values for the connection. See RFC 2543 for further details regarding the 

negotiation of connection parameters in SIP. 

In FIG. 7, a first data channel for voice data and a second data channel for PID 

10 data have been negotiated by the base applications 660 in the first data network 

telephone 208 and the base application 674 in the second data network telephone 218. 

The base applications 660 and 674 transfer voice data between the AUDIO 

applications, such as applications including G.711 encoders, in each phone via the 

first data channel. The base application 660 in phone 208 is also configured to send 

15 the PID data received via link 209 from PID 210 to the base application 67 4 in phone 

218 via the second data channel. The base application in phone 218 is configured to 

forward the PID data received via the second data channel to a second PID 220 via a 

second link 221. The PID application 688 in PID 220 then outputs the PID data 

received from phone 218 to the user interface 686 for output to the user of PID 220. 

20 The PID data in FIG. 5 can take a variety of forms. For example, the PID data 

can be a text file containing information about the user ofPID 210, such as an 

electronic business card. The PID data can also be drawing data generated by 

graphical applications in the PIDs 21 0 and 220 whereby a user drawing on a 

touchscreen ofthe user interface 650 in PID 210 generates corresponding PID data 

25 that is transmitted via the second data channel to PID 220a for display on the user 

interface 686 of PID 220a. The media description for the media stream can be 

defined during connection setup to establish a connection appropriate to the type of 

data being transferred. These examples represent just a few of the applications for 

this aspect of the present invention and should not be viewed as limiting the present 

30 invention. 

In one embodiment, RTP data packets for two or more types of data are 

exchanged between the first data network telephone 208 and the second data network 

telephone 218a according to one of three possible methods. In the first method, one 

RTP data channel (or RTP stream) on UDP carries data packets in which both data 
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types are present in single split packets. Each such split packet contains (1) a source 

port number and a destination port number in the UDP portion, and (2) a special 

payload sequentially including each of the data types in the RTP portion. The special 

payload type can be defined in the SDP described with reference to FIG. 6. Other 

5 information is also contained in each packet as well. In the second method for 

transmitting two or more data types, a separate RTP over UDP data channel is created 

for each of the different data types, and the RTP header indicates which type of data is 

contained in each packet. For example, voice data coded as G.711 might be assigned 

a payload type code of 0, while PID data is assigned a payload type code of 190. In 

10 the third method for transmitting two or more data types, a single RTPIUDP data 

channel (RTPIUDP stream) is created that contains data packets oftwo or more 

different types. In this method, the data types are identified in a payload type field in 

the RTP header of each packet, enabling an underlying application to identify which 

data packets are voice data packets and which data packets are PID data packets, for 

15 example. 

FIG. SA is a block and message flow diagram showing a system 300 for using 

a PID 21 0 to establish a conference call on a telephony network, according to a first 

embodiment of the present invention. A single internetwork 700 represents the 

combination of any access networks at which data network telephones 208, 218, and 

20 228 reside, any data networks connecting any existing access networks, and any 

routers, bridges, or other similar devices. For purposes of illustration, it will be 

assumed that UserA is associated with the PID 210 and is located at (registered with) 

the first data network telephone 208. UserB is located at (registered with) the second 

data network telephone 218. UserC is located at (registered with) the third data 

25 network telephone 228. 

User A initiates a conference call to Users Band C by causing the PID 210 to 

transmit user identifiers (such as SIP URLs) of the desired communication partners 

(such as UserB and UserC) to the first data network telephone 208. For example, 

UserA can select the names or user identifiers ofUserB and UserC in an address book 

30 application located on the PID 210. A call application on the PID 210 may then be 

used to transmit the user identifiers across the link 209 to the first data network 

telephone 208. 

The first data network telephone 208 performs call-management procedures to 

initiate the call to the desired communication partners. If SIP is utilized as the call-
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management protocol, then the first data network telephone transmits INVITE 

requests to the network elements (such as data network telephones) at which the 

communication partners are located (or registered). If the first data network telephone 

does not know where the communication partners are registered, the first data 

5 network telephone will likely utilize at least one network telephony connection server 

(not shown in FIG. SA) to locate the communication partners and transmit appropriate 

INVITE requests. When the communication partners (UserB and UserC) receive the 

INVITE requests at the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228, they 

may either accept or reject the requests. Assume that UserB and UserC both accept 

1 o the INVITE requests by transmitting a 200 OK message according to SIP. After any 

necessary acknowledgement messages are transmitted by the first data network 

telephone to the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228, data channels 

may be created (1) between the first data network telephone 208 and the second data 

network telephone 218, and (2) between the first data network telephone 208 and the 

15 third data network telephone 228. Note that there need not be a data channel created 

between the second data network telephone 218 and the third data network telephone 

228. This is because the first data network telephone 208 had data channels to all 

other communication partners, and is therefore able to mix all incoming data channel 

streams so that UserB is able to receive UserC's communications and vice-versa. 

20 The system 300 in FIG. SA has the advantage ofbeing relatively simple to set 

up, but may not scale as well as other systems as more users are added to the 

conference call. This is due to the fact that mixing for all the parties is occurring at 

the first data network telephone 208. It is however possible for additional 

communication partners to be invited by data network telephones other than the first 

25 data network telephone 208, in which case some of the mixing may occur at other 

data network telephones as well. 

FIG. 8B is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

in a system 300 for using a PID 210 to establish a conference call on a telephony 

network, according to a first embodiment ofthe present invention. A PID 210 

30 associated with a User A transmits a request 402 to a first data network telephone 208 

to call UserB at UserB_id and UserC at UserC_id. UserB_id and UserC_id may be 

SIP URLs, for example. The first data network telephone 208 may acknowledge the 

request to call UserB and UserC by sending an acknowledgement message 404. The 

first data network telephone 208 then may attempt to connect UserB by sending a first 
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INVITE message 470, preferably containing UserA session information in SDP 

(Session Description Protocol) format, to a second data network telephone 218 

associated with UserB. A network telephony access server, such as the second 

network telephony access server 238 may be accessed to locate the second data 

5 network telephone as being registered with UserB. Similarly, the first data network 

telephone 208 then may attempt to connect UserC by sending a second INVITE 

message 472, preferably containing UserA session information in SDP format, to a 

third data network telephone 228 associated with UserC. A network telephony access 

server, such as the third network telephony access server 237 may be accessed to 

10 locate the third data network telephone as being registered with UserC. The second 

and third data network telephones 218 and 228 then may respond by sending separate 

200 OK messages 478 and 480 if SIP is being used as the call-management protocol. 

The first data network telephone 208 may acknowledge the responses 4 78 and 480 by 

transmitting ACK messages 482 and 484 to the second and third data network 

15 telephones 218 and 228. 

After the call has been initiated according to the procedure described above, 

communications can be transmitted over data channels created by the data network 

telephones 208, 218, and 228. A first data channel 486 is created between the first 

data network telephone 208 and the second data network telephone 218. A second 

20 data channel 488 is created between the first data network telephone 208 and the third 

data network telephone 228. Additional data channels may also be created to 

communicate information between the data network telephones. For example, a third 

data channel may be created between the first data network telephone 208 and the 

second data network telephone 218 to allow PID data, such as graphical display data, 

25 to be communicated between the first and second data network telephones 208 and 

218. If User A decides to terminate the call, User A can cause the first data network 

telephone 208 to transmit a first BYE message 490 to the second data network 

telephone 218 and a second BYE message 492 to the third data network telephone 

228. The second and third data network telephones 218 and 228 may respond by 

30 sending 200 OK messages 494 and 496 to the first data network telephone 208. 

Variations of the messages described above can also be used, such as if a call

management protocol other than SIP is used. 

FIG. 9A is a block and message flow diagram showing a system 400 for using 

a PID 210 to establish a conference call on a telephony network, according to a 
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second embodiment of the present invention. A single internetwork 700 again 

represents the combination of any access networks at which data network telephones 

208, 218, and 228 reside, any data networks connecting any existing access networks, 

and any routers, bridges, or other similar devices. For purposes of illustration, it will 

5 be assumed that UserA is associated with the PID 210 and is located at (registered 

with) the first data network telephone 208. UserB is located at (registered with) the 

second data network telephone 218. UserC is located at (registered with) the third 

data network telephone 228. 

UserA initiates a conference call to Users Band C by causing the PID 210 to 

10 transmit user identifiers (such as SIP URLs) ofthe desired communication partners 

(such as UserB and UserC) to the first data network telephone 208. For example, 

UserA can select the names or user identifiers ofUserB and UserC in an address book 

application located on the PID 210. A call application on the PID 210 may then be 

used to transmit the user identifiers across the link 209 to the first data network 

15 telephone 208. 

The first data network telephone 208 performs call-management procedures to 

initiate the call to the desired communication partners. If SIP is utilized as the call

management protocol, then the first data network telephone transmits INVITE 

requests to the network elements (such as data network telephones) at which the 

20 communication partners are located (or registered). If the first data network telephone 

does not know where the communication partners are registered, the first data 

network telephone will likely utilize at least one network telephony connection server 

(not shown in FIG. 9A) to locate the communication partners and transmit appropriate 

INVITE requests. 

25 In the example shown in FIG. 9A, the first data network telephone 208 has 

instructed the second data network telephone 218 to transmit an INVITE request to 

the third data network telephone 228. If SIP, with the call control draft extension (H. 

Schulzrinne et al., draft-ietf-mmusic-sip-cc-Ol.txt, Internet Engineering Task Force), 

is being used as the call-management protocol, this instruction can be specified in an 

30 "also'' header of the SIP INVITE message. When the second data network telephone 

218 receives such an INVITE message with the "also" header indicating that the 

second data network telephone 218 should invite the third data network telephone 

228, the second data network telephone should send an INVITE request to the third 
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data network telephone 228 with an indication in the INVITE request that the INVITE 

request was transmitted at the direction of the first data network telephone 208. 

When the communication partners (UserB and UserC) receive the INVITE 

requests at the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228, they may either 

5 accept or reject the requests. Assume that UserB and UserC both accept the INVITE 

requests by transmitting a 200 OK message according to SIP. After any necessary 

acknowledgement messages are transmitted by the first data network telephone to the 

second and third data network telephones 218 and 228, and by the second data 

network telephone 218 to the third data network telephone 228, data channels may be 

1 0 created ( 1 ) between the first data network telephone 208 and the second data network 

telephone 218, (2) between the first data network telephone 208 and the third data 

network telephone, and (3) between the second data network telephone 218 and the 

third data network telephone 228. Note that in this embodiment, a data channel is 

created between the second data network telephone 218 and the third data network 

15 telephone 228. Therefore, the first data network phone 208 need not provide mixing 

services for UserB and UserC to be able to communicate with each other. 

FIG. 9B is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

in a system 400 for using a PID 210 to establish a conference call on a telephony 

network, according to a second embodiment ofthe present invention. A PID 210 

20 associated with the UserA transmits a request 502 to a first data network telephone 

208 to call UserB at UserB_id and UserC at UserC_id. UserB_id and UserC_id may 

be SIP URLs, for example. The first data network telephone 208 may acknowledge 

the request to call UserB and UserC by sending an acknowledgement message 504. 

The first data network telephone 208 may attempt to connect UserB by sending a first 

25 INviTE message 506, preferably containing UserA session information in SDP 

(Session Description Protocol) format, to the second data network telephone 218 

associated with UserB. In this embodiment, the INVITE request message 506 is a SIP 

INVITE request message that includes the call control draft extension (H. Schulzrinne 

et al., draft-ietf-mmusic-sip-cc-Ol.txt, Internet Engineering Task Force), to allow the 

30 first data network telephone 208 to instruct the second data network telephone 218 to 

send an INVITE request to the third data network telephone 228 by using an "also" 

header in the SIP INVITE message 506. A network telephony access server, such as 

the second network telephony access server 238 may be accessed to locate the second 

data net\vork telephone as being registered with UserB. Similarly, the first data 
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network telephone 208 then may attempt to connect UserC by sending a second 

INVITE message 508, preferably containing UserA session information in SDP 

format, to a third data network telephone 228 associated with UserC. A network 

telephony access server, such as the third network telephony access server 23 7 may be 

s accessed to locate the third data network telephone as being registered with UserC. 

The second and third data network telephones 218 and 228 then may respond by 

sending separate 200 OK messages 510 and 512 if SIP is being used as the call

management protocol. The first data network telephone 208 may acknowledge the 

responses 510 and 512 by transmitting ACK messages 514 and 516 to the second and 

10 third data network telephones 218 and 228. 

After the call has been initiated according to the procedure described above, 

communications can be transmitted over data channels created by the data network 

telephones 208, 218, and 228. A first data channel 518 is created between the first 

data network telephone 208 and the second data network telephone 218. A second 

15 data channel 522 is created between the first data network telephone 208 and the third 

data network telephone 228. A third data channel 524 is created between the second 

data network telephone 218 and the third data network telephone 228. Additional 

data channels may also be created to communicate information between the data 

network telephones. Voice data as well as other data types may be communicated 

20 across the data channels. IfUserA decides to terminate the call, UserA can cause the 

first data network telephone 208 to transmit a first BYE message 526 to the second 

data network telephone 218 and a second BYE message 528 to the third data network 

telephone 228. The second and third data network telephones 218 and 228 may 

respond by sending 200 OK messages 530 and 532 to the first data network telephone 

25 208. Variations of the messages described above can also be used, such as if a call

management protocol other than SIP is used. 

FIG. lOA is a block and message flow diagram showing a system 500 for 

using a PID 210 to establish a conference call on a telephony network, according to a 

third embodiment of the present invention. A single internetwork 700 represents the 

30 combination of any access networks at which data network telephones 208, 218, and 

228 reside, any data networks connecting any existing access networks, and any 

routers. bridges, or other similar devices. A conference server 710 is shown 

connected to the internetwork 700, but may be connected to any data network or 

access network within the internetwork 700, including an access network other than 
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one to which the data network telephones 208, 218, and 228 are connected. For 

purposes of illustration, it will be assumed that UserA is associated with the PID 210 

and is located at (registered with) the first data network telephone 208. UserB is 

located at (registered with) the second data network telephone 218. UserC is located 

5 at (registered with) the third data network telephone 228. 

UserA initiates a conference call to Users Band C by causing the PID 210 to 

transmit user identifiers (such as SIP URLs) of the desi-red communication partners 

(such as UserB and UserC) to the first data network telephone 208. For example, 

UserA can select the names or user identifiers ofUserB and UserC in an address book 

10 application located on the PID 210. A call application on the PID 210 may then be 

used to transmit the user identifiers across the link 209 to the first data network 

telephone 208. 

The first data network telephone 208 performs call-management procedures to 

initiate conference call. If SIP is utilized as the call-management protocol, then the 

15 first data network telephone 208 transmits an INVITE request to the conference server 

710. In the example shown in FIG. 1 OA, the INVITE request instructs the conference 

server 71 0 to transmit INVITE requests to the second and third data network 

telephones 218 and 228. If SIP, with the call control draft extension (H. Schulzrinne 

et al., draft-ietf-mmusic-sip-cc-Ol.txt, Internet Engineering Task Force), is being used 

20 as the call-management protocol, the first data network telephone 208 can specify this 

instruction in an "also" header of the SIP INVITE message. When the conference 

server 710 receives such an INVITE message with the "also" header indicating that 

the conference server 71 0 should invite the second and third data network telephones 

218 and 228, the conference server 710 should send INVITE requests to the second 

25 and third data network telephones 218 and 228 with an indication in the INVITE 

request that the INVITE request was transmitted at the direction of the first data 

network telephone 208. 

When the communication partners (UserB and UserC) receive the INVITE 

requests at the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228, they may either 

30 accept or reject the requests. Assume that UserB and UserC both accept the INVITE 

requests by transmitting a 200 OK message according to SIP. After any necessary 

acknowledgement messages are transmitted by the second and third data network 

telephones 218 and 228 to the conference server 710, data channels may be created 

(1) between the first data network telephone 208 and the conference server 710, (2) 
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between the second data network telephone 218 and the conference server 710, and 

(3) between the third data network telephone 228 and the second data network 

telephone 218. Note that in this embodiment, no data channel needs to be created 

between any ofthe first, second, or third data network telephones 208, 218, and 228. 

5 This is because the conference server has data channels to all of the data network 

telephones participating in the conference call, and is therefore able to mix all 

incoming data channel streams so that each of the data network telephones 208, 218, 

and 228 is able to communicate with every other data network telephone. 

FIG. 1 OB is a message flow diagram showing an exemplary flow of messages 

1 o in a system 400 for using a PID 210 to establish a conference call on a telephony 

network, according to a third embodiment of the present invention. A PID 210 

associated with the UserA transmits a request 834 to a first data network telephone 

208 to set up a conference call that includes UserB at UserB_id and UserC at 

UserC_id. UserB_id and UserC_id may be SIP URLs, for example. The first data 

15 network telephone 208 may acknowledge the request to call UserB and UserC by 

sending an acknowledgement message 836. The first data network telephone 208 

sends an INVITE message 838 to a conference server 710. The INVITE message 838 

is preferably a SIP INVITE request message that includes the call control draft 

extension (H. Schulzrinne et al., draft-ietf-mmusic-sip-cc-Ol.txt, Internet Engineering 

20 Task Force), to allow the first data network telephone 208 to instruct the conference 

server 71 0 to send INVITE requests to the second and third data network telephones 

218 and 228 by using an "also" header in the SIP INVITE message 838. The 

conference server 710 responds with a 200 OK message 840, and the first data 

network telephone 208 sends an acknowledgment message 843. The conference 

25 server 710 proceeds to transmit INVITE messages 842 and 844 to the second and 

third data network telephones 218 and 228. The second and third data network 

telephones 218 and 228 respond with 200 OK messages 846 and 848 to the 

conference server 710 that include SDP (Session Description Protocol) information 

corresponding to the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228. Network 

30 telephony access servers, such as the second network telephony access servers 250, 

238, and 237 may be accessed to locate the data network telephones 218 and 228, and 

the conference server 710. The conference server 710 acknowledges the responses of 

the second and third data network telephones 218 and 228 with ACK messages 850 

and 852. 
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After the conference call has been set up according to the procedure described 

above, communications can be transmitted over data channels created by the data 

network telephones 208, 218, and 228, and the conference server 710. A first data 

channel 854 is created between the first data network telephone 208 and the 

5 conference server 710. A second data channel856 is created between the second data 

network telephone 218 and the conference server 710. A third data channel 858 is 

created between the third data network telephone 228 and the conference server 710. 

Additional data channels may also be created to communicate information between 

the data network telephones. Voice data as well as other data types may be 

1 o communicated across the data channels. Mixing is controlled by a mixer in the 

conference server 710 so that all parties to the conference call hear all 

communications, if desired. IfUserA decides to terminate the call, UserA can cause 

the first data network telephone 208 to transmit a BYE message 860 to the conference 

server 710. The conference server 710 may respond by sending a 200 OK messages 

15 862 to the first data network telephone 208. Variations of the messages described 

above can also be used, such as if a call-management protocol other than SIP is used. 

FIG. 11 is a pictorial diagram showing an exemplary display screen 902 of a 

PID 210 displaying entries from an address book application 926 according to one 

embodiment of the present invention. Shown are a first contact entry 928 and a 

20 second contact entry 932. The entries each contain contact information, such as 

name, address, email, SIP URL, and other information. In the preferred embodiment, 

the user of the PID 210 is given the option to flag entries in the address book, such as 

by checking a flag field 930 in the contact entry 928. When the communication 

parties to the impending conference call have been flagged (UserB 928 and UserC 

25 932 in FIG. 11 ), the user of the PID 210 can click on a box 902 to cause a conference 

call to be placed to people, numbers, or locations referred to by the flagged contact 

entries. 

FIG. 12 is a pictorial diagram showing an exemplary display screen 902 of a 

PID 210 displaying a conference call attempt 948 according to one embodiment of the 

30 present invention. Such a screen 902 may be part of a conference call application 946 

executed after contact entries are flagged in the example ofFIG. 11 to initiate a 

conference call. The conference call application 946 is shown attempting a 

conference call to two communication partners: UserB 950 and UserC 952. Note that 

a timeout period may be set to end a call attempt to a communication partner that does 
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not respond. Other methods for handling unanswered requests may also be 

implemented, and are intended to be within the scope ofthe present invention. 

While the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments of the invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

5 may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For 

example, the access networks shown in FIG. 2 may comprise any other suitable type 

of local area network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols of various types are referenced throughout. While 

preferred and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any 

10 suitable replacement protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol 

used to replace a corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented 

without departing from the scope of the invention. 

This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in 

light of the foregoing. 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A system for establishing a conference call on a data network telephony 

system including a network to providing data connectivity for a plurality of data 

communications channels using data transport protocols, the system comprising in 

combination: 

a plurality of data network telephones connected to the network, each data 

network telephone operable to communicate a voice signal as voice-over-data packets 

on a voice-over-data channel, the voice-over-data channel being one of the plurality 

of data communications channels on the network, the data network telephones each 

operable to convert voice-over-data packets communicated on the voice-over-data 

10 channel to voice signals; and 

a portable information device comprising a user interface and a data network 

telephone interface, the user interface operable to accept communication partner data 

from a user, the first data network telephone interface operable to communicate the 

communication partner data to a first data network telephone to enable the first data 

15 network telephone to invite at least one communication partner to a conference call, 

the at least one communication partner specified in the communication partner data. 

2. The system of Claim 1 wherein the user communicates voice data on the 

voice-over-data channel with the at least one communication partner. 

3. The system of Claim 1 wherein each data network telephone includes a device 

identifier. 

4. The system of Claim 3 wherein the device identifier includes an Internet 

Protocol (IP) address. 

5. The system of Claim 3 wherein the communication partner data includes at 

least one Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address. 

6. The system of Claim 3 wherein the communication partner data includes at 

least one E.l64 telephone number. 
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7. The system of Claim 1 further comprising: 

at least one database accessible through the network to store a plurality 

of device identifiers and a plurality of user identifiers associated with the 

plurality of device identifiers; and 

at least one network telephony connection server operable to access the 

at least one database to initiate the voice-over-data channel in response to the 

first data network telephone inviting the at least one communication partner. 

8. The system of Claim 1, wherein the conference call is set up in accordance 

with the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

9. The system of Claim 1, wherein the conference call is set up in accordance 

with the H.323 Protocol. 

10. The system of Claim 1 wherein the conference call is set up in accordance 

with the MEGACO protocol. 

11. The system of Claim 1 wherein the conference call is set up in accordance 

with the MGCP protocol. 

12. The system of Claim 7 wherein the first data network telephone sends an invite 

message to invite the at least one communication partner, wherein the invite message 

includes a communication partner user identifier, wherein the request message includes a 

callee user identifier, and wherein the network telephony connection server accesses the 

5 database to determine a communication partner device identifier corresponding to the 

communication partner user identifier. 

13. The system of Claim 2 wherein the user communicates PID data on a PID data 

channel with the at least one communication partner, the PID data channel being one of 

the plurality of data communication channels on the data network. 

14. The system of Claim 1, further comprising a conference server linked to the 

network, wherein the first data network telephone invites the at least one communication 

partner to the conference call by inviting the conference server, and wherein the 
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conference server invites each at least one communication partner at corresponding data 

5 network telephones. 

15. A method for enabling a user to initiate a conference call with a portable 

information device, comprising in combination: 

accepting from the user at the portable information device at least one contact entry 

selection corresponding to at least one communication partner, wherein each ofthe at 

5 least one contact entry selections includes a user identifier; 

and 

transmitting the at least one user identifier to a data network telephone linked to a data 

network, wherein the data network telephone establishes the conference call by inviting 

the at least one communication partner to the conference call, whereby the user may use 

1 o the data network telephone to communicate voice data with the at least one 

communication partner via the data network. 

16. A computer-readable medium containing instructions for causing a processing 

unit to perform the method of Claim 15. 

17. The method of Claim 15, wherein the data network telephone invites the at least 

one communication partner by transmitting at least one invite message to a registration 

server, wherein the at least one invite message includes the user identifier, wherein the 

registration server accesses a registration database to determine a device identifier 

5 registered to the user identifier, and wherein the device identifier corresponds to a 

communication partner data network telephone linked to the data network. 

18. The method of Claim 15, wherein the portable information device is a personal 

digital assistant (PDA). 

19. The method of Claim 15, wherein the portable information device is a wireless 

phone. 

5 20. The method of Claim 15, wherein the data network is a public internet. 
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21. The method of Claim 15, wherein the conference call is established according to 

the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

22. The method of Claim 15, wherein the conference call is established according to 

the H.323 protocol. 

23. The method of Claim 15, wherein the conference call is established according to 

the MGCP protocol. 

24. The method of Claim 15, wherein the conference call is established according to 

the MEGACO protocol. 

25. The method of Claim 15, wherein the user makes the at least one contact entry 

selection using an address book application located on the portable information device. 

26. The method of Claim 15, further comprising: 

accepting PID data from the user at the portable information device; and transmitting the 

PID data to the data network telephone, wherein the data network 

telephone communicates the PID data to at least one communication partner data 

5 network 

5 

telephone to enable at least one of the communication partners to receive the PID data at a 

communication partner portable information device. 

27. The method of Claim 15, wherein the PID data is non-voice data that is 

communicated concurrently with the voice data. 

28. The method of Claim 16, wherein at least two communication partners are invited, 

and wherein the data network telephone mixes the voice data to enable each 

communication partner to communicate voice data with each other communication 

partner and the user. 

29. The method of Claim 15, wherein at least two communication partners are invited, 

wherein each of the communication partners is associated with a communication partner 

data network telephone, and wherein at least one of the communication partners invites 
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another communication partner to enable each communication partner to communicate 

5 voice data with each other communication partner and the user. 

30. The method of Claim 15, wherein the data network telephone invites the at least 

one communication partner to the conference call by inviting a conference server, and 

wherein the conference server invites each of at least one communication partner data 

network telephones corresponding to each of the at least one communication partner. 

31. A data network telephone for use in establishing a data network telephony 

conference call, comprising in combination: 

a network interface linking a first data network telephone to a data network, wherein the 

data network includes a plurality of data network telephones with which the first data 

s network telephone may be used to communicate voice data in a conference call; 

a PID interface for accepting PID data from a portable information device associated with 

a user, wherein the PID data includes at least one user identifier corresponding to at least 

one communication partner, and wherein the at least one communication partner is 

selected by the user via an address book application on the portable information device; 

1 o a processor for constructing at least one invite message containing the at least one user 

identifier, wherein the invite message is used to invite the at least one communication 

partner to the conference call; and 

a user interface including an audio input and an audio output, wherein the user interface 

enables the user to communicate voice data with at least one communication partner 

15 associated with at least one of the plurality of data network telephones. 

32. The data network telephone of Claim 31, wherein the PID data additionally 

includes non-voice-data that may be communicated to the at least one communication 

partner to enable the at least one communication partner to receive the non-voice data on 

at least once communication partner portable information device. 

33. The method of Claim 31, wherein the portable information device is a personal 

digital assistant (PDA). 

34. The method of Claim 31, wherein the portable information device is a wireless 

phone. 
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35. The method of Claim 31, wherein the data network is a public internet 

36. The method of Claim 31, wherein the invite message is constructed according to 

the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

3 7. The method of Claim 31, wherein the invite message is constructed according to 

the H.323 protocol. 

38. The method of Claim 31, wherein the invite message is constructed according to 

the MGCP protocol. 

39. The method of Claim 31, wherein the invite message is constructed according to 

the MEGACO protocol. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ACCESSING A NETWORK SERVER USI~G A 
PORTABLE INFORMATION DEVICES THROUGH A NETWORK BASED 

TELECOMI\fUNICA TION SYSTEM 

A. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a system and method for providing 

communication services over a network. In particular, the present invention relates to a 

system and method for providing communication between a portable information devices 

10 (PIDs) and a network server through a network connected telecommunication device. 

B. Description of the Related Art 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched Telephone 

Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone line to use to 

15 communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service providers have 

enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling Service (CLASS) 

features to their customers. Similar communication services are provided by a Private 

Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

20 telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the more well-known CLASS 

features are: 

25 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which he 

or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection message, 

while the callee will not receive any indication of the call. 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent caller is 

busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the silence 

30 period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be equipped with a 

device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the number. 
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• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in a 

callee's caller ID device. 

• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which, 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a distinctive 

5 nng. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using"*" directives (e.g., *69 to automatically return a call to 

10 the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of out-of

band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 switches 

using the Signaling System 7 (SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) and other similar organizations maintain CLASS 

offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The database allows 

15 specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as well as information, 

such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In some cases, customers 

may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of all phone numbers that 

have originated or terminated a call with each customer is often included in the CLASS 

office database. For each customer, usually only the most recent number on this list is 

20 stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a Class-

5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for employee 

telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private organization, 

there exists a wide variety of PBX services and features. Custom configurations are 

25 common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail systems. PBX's typically 

support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as other features in addition to 

those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to facilitate business and group 

communications. 

A summary of typical PBX features includes: 

30 • Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to 

another number on the same PBX. 
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• Call forwarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can be 

programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first number 

does not answer or is busy. 

• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to a busy number can be 

5 queued until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the PBX 

will ring them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be connected to one another by 

dialing into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and then 

10 reestablished from another number. This is useful when call transfer is not warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established call. 

After a warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way calL 

While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility and 

15 scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to use. For 

example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must perform the steps at 

the user's own phone prior to moving to the location of the telephone to which calls will 

be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the standpoint ofusefulness to the user, 

would be to perform the steps at the telephone to which calls will be forwarded. 

20 Much of the lack of flexibility of the PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as .. dumb" terminals on a network 

having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited in functional 

capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and converting the 

25 sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network using 

the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a display 

function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are limited however 

30 by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by the PSTN 
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telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are effectively 

limited to displaying text, again, as a .. dumb" terminal. 

The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to telephony 

terminal devices. In Internet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data and transmitted 

5 across a digital data network between a telephone calls' panicipants. One form of 

Internet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony calls are 

terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber line to the 

gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. This form of 

Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because the PSTN portion 

10 used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each end ofthe call, long 

distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. Notwithstanding the 

costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, it is no more flexible than the 

PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and features to the basic telephone 

service. 

15 In another form of Internet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of Internet 

telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN telephones. For 

example, such a telephone may include substantially the computer resources of a typical 

personal computer. 

20 It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data network 

telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone service 

25 that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a data 

network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that enables users to connect 

to Internet services using a personal information device. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer to 

like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

5 FIG. 1 is block diagram of a network telephony system according to one 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a system for using a portable information 

device (PID) to connect to Internet services on a telephony system according to an 

exemplary embodiment ofthe present invention; 

I 0 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a data network telephone according to an exemplary 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a PID according to an exemplary embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a stack layer diagram showing the layers of an IrDA stack; 

15 FIG. 6 is a block and stack layer diagram illustrating an embodiment of the 

protocol stacks in an exemplary embodiment of a PID linked to a data network telephone; 

FIG. 7A is block and stack layer diagram illustrating an embodiment of the 

present invention in which a connection to an Internet service may be established; 

FIG. 7B is a block and stack layer diagram illustrating an alternative embodiment 

20 of the present invention in which a connection to an Internet service may be established; 

and 

25 

FIG. 8 is a combined block and pictorial diagram showing advantageous use of a 

system for providing PID data exchange according to one embodiment of the present 

invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated be reference: 

* "System and Method for Controlling Telephone Service Using a Wireless 

Personal Information Device" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 

"System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing User-Configured Telephone Service in a Data 

Network Telephony System" to Sidhu, et al. 

10 * "System and Method for Interconnecting Portable Information Devices Through a 

Network Based Telecommunication System" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 
15 

* 

* 

20 * 

* 
* 

25 

* 

30 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Using a Portable Information Device to Establish a 

Conference Call on a Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

··system and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information Device 

on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a Telephony 

Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Service Provider Configurations for 

Telephones in a Data Network Telephony System" to Schuster, et al. 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

''Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al. 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over-Cable 

System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

''Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 
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A. PID-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary embodiment of a system IOO for 

connecting to Internet services according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

The system includes a data network 106. A first voice communication device 1 08a linked 

5 to a first access network 112 via connection 130 may communicate over the data network 

I 06 by connecting via the first access network 1I2. A second voice communication 

device I 08b is linked to a second access network 114 through connection 136 and may 

communicate over the data network I 06 by connecting via the second access network 

114 

I 0 The data network 106 in the system 100 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. The 

data network 1 06 may use Voice Over Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice signals are 

carried in data packets. The network 106 may also include a connection to the Public 

15 Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to allow for voice connections using traditional 

circuit switching techniques. In one embodiment, the data network 106 may include one 

or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport protocols for 

performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the Internet. For further 

details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the Internet Engineering 

20 Task Force (IETF) at www.ietf.org. In addition, an Internet Telephony gateway may be 

included within the system 100 to allow for voice connections to users connected by 

subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. 

The data network 1 06 may be used to access a variety of Internet services 1 01. 

For example, the Internet includes the World-Wide Web102, which is a well-known 

25 system for exchanging data over the Internet. The World-Wide Web 102 is commonly 

used to access targeted information using a computer workstation and an application on 

the workstation called a browser. With respect to PID's, many Internet Content 

Providers offer a variety ofWeb clippings 103 to permit viewing World-Wide Web data 

on a PID which is smaller than a workstation. One advantage ofthe system 100 in FIG. I 

30 is that web clippings 103 and other Internet services 101 may be accessed using the PID 

11 Oa,b without having to place a telephone call over the wireless cellular network. 
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The voice communication devices 1 08a-b (described further below with reference 

to FIG. 3) typically include a voice input, a voice output and a voice processing system. 

The voice processing system converts voice sound to digital data signals that are 

communicated on a voice connection over the data network. The voice processing 

5 system also converts digital data signals received from the voice connection to voice 

sound. The voice communication devices I 08a-b typically include a central processing 

unit and memory to store and process computer programs. Additionally, each voice 

communication device I 08a-b typically includes a unique network address, such as an IP 

address, in memory to uniquely identifY it to the data network 106 and to permit data 

1 0 packets to be routed to the device. 

A first PID I1 Oa linked to the first voice communication device I 08a via 

connection 1 09a may communicate over the data network I 06 by connecting via the first 

access network II2. A second PID IIOb linked to the second voice communication 

device 1 08b via connection 1 09b may communicate over the data network I 06 by 

I5 connecting via the second access network II4. The PIDs II Oa-b each contain user 

attributes stored in a user information data base. The user attributes may contain such 

information as a user identifier, schedule information, and other information that is 

associated with a user of the PID II Oa or 11 Ob. The PIDS II Oa-b each include a user 

interface allowing a user to easily enter and retrieve data. In a preferred embodiment, the 

20 user interface includes a pressure-sensitive display that allows a user to enter input with a 

stylus or other device. An example of a PID with such an interace is a PDA (Personal 

Digital Assistant), such as one of the Palm™ series ofPDAs offered by 3Com® 

Corporation. The Pills II Oa-b may include other functionality, such as wireless phone or 

two-way radio functionality. 

25 Links I 09a-b are point-to-point links, and may be entirely or partially wireless, or 

they may be hard-wired connections. Each ofthe links I09a-b is preferably a wireless 

link, such as an infrared link specified by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) (see 

irda.org for further information) or a radio frequency (RF) link such as the Bluetooth 

system (see www.bluetooth.com for further information). However, the point-to-point 

30 link can also be a hardwired connection, such as an RS-232 serial port. 
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In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08a includes a handset 

with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets of traditional circuit

switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116, and a keypad 118. 

In a preferred embodiment, a portion of the voice communication device I 08a 

utilizes an NBX I 00™ communication system phone offered by 3Com® Corporation. In 

alternative embodiments, the voice communication device I 08a may include any device 

having voice communications capabilities. For example, a personal computer having a 

microphone input and speaker output may also be used to implement the voice 

10 communication device 1 08a. Other configurations are also intended to be within the 

scope of the present invention. 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices I 08a and 

I 08b depend on the nature of the data network I 06 and the nature of the access networks 

I12, 114 connecting the voice communication devices I 08a and I 08b to each other 

15 and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114 typically include any high 

bandwidth network adapted for data communications, i.e. a network having greater than 

64,000 bits-per-second (bps) bandwidth. The access networks 1I2, 114 may link to the 

voice communication devices 108a-b using an Ethernet LAN, a token ring LAN, a 

coaxial cable link (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), a digital subscriber 

20 line (DSL ), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated services digital network 

(ISDN) I~ and wireless links. In embodiments that may not require bandwidth greater 

than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114 may also include the PSTN and link the 

voice communications devices 1 08a-b by an analog modem. 

B. System for Connecting to Data Network Services Using a Data Network 
25 Telephony System 

One advantage of the PID-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 100 in FIG. 

1 is that it may be used to provide PID connectivity to the data network 106. In one 

embodiment, the PIDs I1 Oa are able to connect to data network services through a user 

interface on the PID 11 Oa. The PID II Oa includes a web application for retrieving 

30 information that can be communicated from the Internet services 1 01 over the data 

network 106, transported across the first access network 112, to the voice communication 
McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff 1 0 
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device 1 08a. The PID 11 Oa can receive the information across the link 1 09a for display 

on the PID 11 Oba. 

In one embodiment, the PID 11 Oa uses the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) to 

communicate with the voice communications device 1 08a. The PID 11 Oa communicates 

5 requests for services to the voice communications device_ 1 08a to send over the data 

network 106. The PID !lOa receives the Internet service offerings (e.g. web clippings) 

from the data network through the voice communication device 1 08a. 

A voice-over-data channel for communicating voice-over-data may or may not 

concurrently exist with this communication of information over a data channel. In this 

10 way, a user ofthe PID I lOa can receive information from the Internet services 101 while 

voice signals are communicated between the voice communication device 1 08a and the 

voice communication device l 08b. Alternatively, the user may use the PID 11 Oa 

connection to the Internet services independently of any telephone calls. 

15 

1. Local Area Network As An Exemplary Access Network 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing one example ofthe system 100 of FIG. 1 for 

accessing Internet services I 01 using a PID 21 Oa according to the present invention. The 

system 200 in FIG. 2 includes a local area network 212, connected to a data network 206 

by a first router 228. A cable network 214 is connected to the data network 206 by a 

second router 238. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that while FIG. 2 

20 illustrates the access networks as the local area network 212 and the cable network 214, 

any other type of network may be used. For example, the local area network 212 and/or 

the cable network 214 may be replaced by ISDN, DSL, or any other high-speed data link. 

The local area network 212 provides data connectivity to its network elements, 

such as a first data network telephone 208a, a second data network telephone 208b, and a 

25 first network telephony connection server 150. The local area network 212 in FIG. 2 is 

an Ethernet LAN operating according to the IEEE 802.3 specification, which is 

incorporated by reference herein, however, any other type of local area network may be 

used. The local area network 212 uses the router 228 to provide the data network 

telephone 208a and the first network telephony connection server 150 with access to the 

30 data network 206. For example, the router 228 may perform routing functions using 

11 
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protocol stacks that include the Internet Protocol and other protocols for communicating 

on the Internet. 

The first network telephony connection server 150 provides telephony 

registration, location and session initiation services for voice connections in which its 

5 members are a party. A user may register for telephony service with an administrator of 

the first network telephony connection server 150 and receive a user identifier and a 

telephone identifier. The user identifier and telephone identifier may be sequences of 

unique alphanumeric elements that callers use to direct voice connections to the user. 

The first network telephony connection server 150 registers users by storing user records 

10 in a first registration database 152 in response to registration requests made by the user. 

The call setup process and the user and telephone identifiers preferably conform 

to requirements defmed in a call management protocol. The call management protocol is 

used to permit a caller anywhere on the data network to connect to the user identified by 

the user identifier in a data network telephone call. A data network telephone call 

15 includes a call setup process and a voice exchange process. The call setup process 

includes steps and message exchanges that a caller and callee perform to establish the 

telephone call. The actual exchange of voice signals is performed by a data 

communications channel. The data communications channel incorporates other data 

transport and data formatting protocols, and preferably includes well-known data 

20 communications channels typically established over the Internet. 

The call management protocol used in FIG. 2 is the Session Initiation Protocol 

(SIP), which is described in M. Handley et al., .. SIP: Session Initiation Protocol," IETF 

RFC 2543, Mar. 1999, incorporated by reference herein, however, any other such 

protocol may be used. Other protocols include H.323, the Media Gateway Control 

25 Protocol (MGCP), MEGACO, etc. 

The network telephony connection server 150 may be used to provide telephony 

service for mobile users. A user may be registered to use the first network telephone 

208a (which is identified by its telephone identifier), but move to a location near the 

second network telephone 208b. The user may re-register as the user of the second 

30 network telephone 208b. Calls that identify the user by the user's user identifier may 

reach the user at the second network telephone 208b. 

12 
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2. Cable Network As An Exemplary Access Network 

The system 200 in FIG. 2 also shows a cable network 214 connected to the data 

network 206 by a router 238. The cable network 214 provides data network access to its 

network elements, which in FIG. 2 include a third data network telephone 218a and a 

5 second network telephony connection server 162. The users ofthe data network 

telephone 218a connected to the cable network 214 may communicate over the data 

network 206 with the users of the data network telephones 208a-b connected to the local 

area network 212. 

The cable network 214 includes any digital cable television system that provides 

10 data connectivity. In the cable network 214, data is communicated by radio frequency in 

a high-frequency coaxial cable. The cable network 214 may include a head-end, or a 

central termination system that permits management of the cable connections to the users. 

3. Providing Telephony Services 

The second network telephony connection server 162 is preferably a SIP-based 

15 server that performs call initiation, maintenance and teardown for the data network 

telephone 218a connected to the cable network 214. The second network telephony 

connection server 162 may be similar or identical to the first network telephony 

connection server 150 connected to the local area network 212. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2 permits the data network telephones 208a-b 

20 connected to the local area network 212 to communicate with the data network telephone 

218a connected to the cable network 214. The system shown in FIG. 2 uses SIP in order 

to establish, maintain, and teardown telephone calls between users. 

There are two major architectural elements to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the 

network server. The UA resides at the SIP end stations, (e.g. the data network 

25 telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client (UAC), which is responsible for 

issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), which responds to such requests. 

There are three different network server types: a redirect server, a proxy server, and a 

registrar. The various network server types may be combined into a single server, such 

as the network telephony connection server 150 and 162. Not all server types are 

30 required to implement the embodiments of the present invention. The communication 

13 
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services to be provided will determine which servers are present in the communication 

system. Preferred embodiments of the present invention may be carried out using proxy 

servers. 

One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request, a SIP 

5 proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting the 

call. A successful SIP invitation consists oftwo requests: INVITE followed by ACK. 

The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller user 

identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called party 

what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to be sent. 

10 User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses are referred to 

as SIP Uniform Resource Locators (SIP-URLs), which are ofthe form 

sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 

Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing of the SIP 

15 requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A stateful 

proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, while a 

stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in the message. 

Furthermore, proxies can be either forking or non-forking. A forking proxy can, for 

example, ring several data network telephones at once until somebody takes the calL 

20 Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (the SIP URL) and the associated IP 

address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to notify the registrar 

where a particular SIP URL can be reached for a specified amount of time. When an 

INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER message, the proxy or 

redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

25 At the local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as the first 

network telephony server 150, is the primary destination of all SIP messages trying to 

establish a connection with users on the local area network 212. Preferably, the first 

network telephony server 150 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients 

outside the LAN 212 on behalf of all the SIP clients residing on the LAN 212. The 

30 network telephony server 150 relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate final 
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destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the first SIP 

database 152. It allows all mobile clients to register with their current locations. 

Similarly, the second network telephony server 162 is the primary destination of 

all SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network telephone 218a 

5 connected to the cable network 214. Preferably, the second network telephony server 

162 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients outside the cable network 

214 on behalf of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network telephones) residing on the cable 

network 214. The second network telephony server 162 relays all SIP INVITE messages 

to the appropriate final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup 

10 using the second SIP database 164. 

The data network telephones 208a-b and 218a in the system 200 preferably have 

pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. phone numbers), represented as SIP-URL's that 

are of the form sip: user@domain. An example is sip: 8475551212@3Com.com .. After 

power-up, each of the data network telephones 208a-b and 218a sends a SIP REGISTER 

15 message to the default registrar, such as the network telephony servers 150 and 162. 

When a call arrives at one of the network telephony servers 150 or 162 for any of the 

registered SIP URLs, the server will forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a 

data network telephone is moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL 

will still be properly routed to that device. In other words, the system in FIG. 2 provides 

20 device mobility in the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone according 

to its SIP URL. This is especially useful if the data network telephone 208a-b or 218a is 

running the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that when the location is 

changed, the IP address is also automatically changed. 

An advantage of the system in FIG. 2 is that once the call is established between 

25 data network telephones, the data network 206 provides data connectivity for a plurality 

of data communications channels. For example, the data network telephones 208a and 

218a can communicate voice signals as voice-over-data packets on a voice-over-data 

channel. The data network telephones 208a and 218a can also communicate data (such 

as PID data) as data packets on a data channel. For example, the data may be 

30 communicated to and from the PIDs 21 Oa and/or 220a across links 209a and 219a to the 

data network telephones 208a and 218a, where data is packetized and depacketized as 
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part ofthe process for communicating the data packets across the data network 206 and 

any access networks, such as the Ethernet LAN 212 and the cable network 214. The data 

channels may be established to communicate data to and from the Internet services 101. 

4. The Data Network Telephones 

The data network telephones 208a-b are preferably telephones that include an 

Ethernet communications interface for connection to an Ethernet port. The Ethernet 

phones in FIG. 2 support the Internet Protocol (IP), using an IP address that is either 

statically configured or obtained by access to a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

{DHCP) server. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the data network telephone 208a connected to 

the local area network 212 in FIG. 2. The data network telephone 208a in FIG. 3 is 

connected to the network 212 by a network interface 270. The network interface 270 

may, for example, be a network interface card, and may be in the form of an integrated 

circuit. A bus 248 may be used to connect the network interface 270 with a processor 

15 240 and a memory 242. Also connected to the processor are user interface circuitry 260 

and three alternative link interfaces to a PID, such as the PID 210a. 

A first link interface 248 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

coupling hardware and mechanisms. The first alternative link interface 248 may, for 

example, be a docking cradle for a PDA {Personal Digital Assistant), in which 

20 information can be transferred between the PDA and the data network telephone 208a. 

The second alternative link interface comprises a first connection 254, such as an RS-232 

connection, along with infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output 

and for accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 252 may also be included within 

the second alternative link interface. The third alternative link interface comprises a first 

25 connection 256, such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 258 

for converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

input. A radio frequency interface 259 may also be included as part of the third 

alternative link interface. 

The three alternative link interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

30 additional means for implementing the link interface between the data network telephone 
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208a and the PID 21 Oa may also be used. Although three link interfaces are shown in 

FIG. 3, there may be only one such interface in the data network telephone 208a. More 

than one link interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy 

in case of failure of one of the link interfaces. 

5 The user interface circuitry 260 includes hardware and software components that 

access the functions of the handset, display, and keypad to provide user input and output 

resources for functions in the processor 240. The user interface circuitry includes a 

display interface 262, a keypad interface 264, an audio output interface 265, and an audio 

input interface 267. 

10 The audio input interface 267 may receive voice signals from a microphone or 

other audio input device and convert the signals to digital voice information. The 

conversion preferably conforms to the G. 711 ITU Standard. Further processing of the 

digital signal may be performed in the audio input interface 267, such as providing 

compression (e.g. using G.723.1 standard) or providing noise reduction, although such 

15 processing may also be performed in the processor 240. Alternatively, the audio input 

interface 267 may communicate an analog voice signal to the processor 240 for 

conversion to digital information within the processor 240. 

The audio output interface 265 receives digital information representing voice 

from the processor 240 and converts the information to audible sound, such as through a 

20 magnetic speaker. In one embodiment, the audio output interface 265 receives 

information in the form ofG.711, although other processing such as decompression may 

be performed in the audio output interface 265. Alternatively, the processor 240 may 

convert digital information to analog voice signals and communicate the analog voice 

signals to the audio output interface 265. 

25 The keypad interface 264 and the display interface 262 include well-known 

device interfaces and respective signal processing techniques. The user interface circuitry 

260 may support other hardware and software interfaces. For example, a videophone 

implementation might also include a camera and monitor. The data network telephones 

of the present invention are not limited to telephones or videophones - additional user 

30 interface types, for example, such as the ones needed for computer games, are also 

contemplated as being within the scope of the present invention. In addition. some of the 
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features described here, such as the display interface 262, are optional and serve to 

enhance the functionality ofthe first data network telephone 208a. 

The processor 240 may consist of one or more smaller processing units, including, 

for example, a programmable digital signal processing engine. In the preferred 

5 embodiment, the processor is implemented as a single ASIC (Application Specific 

Integrated Circuit) to improve speed and to economize space. The processor 240 also 

may include an operating system, and application and communications software to 

implement the functions of the data network telephone 208a. The operating system may 

be any suitable commercially available embedded or disk-based operating system, or any 

10 proprietary operating system. 

The processor 240 includes a media engine 241 and a signaling stack 243 to 

perform the primary communications and application functions of the data network 

telephone 208a. The purpose of the signaling stack in the exemplary data network 

telephone 208a is to set up, manage, and tear down a call. During the setup phase, a user 

15 may use the keypad to enter a user identifier to call. Alternatively, a PID such as PID 

21 Oa may transmit the user identifier of the party across the first link 209a. The signaling 

stack 243 receives the user entry and formats a request message to send to the user 

identified by the user identifier to initiate a telephone call. When the request message is 

sent, the location of the user identified by the user identifier is discovered, 

20 communication parameters, such as the supported voice CODEC types are exchanged, 

and a voice-over-data channel is established. During the management phase, for 

example, other parties may be invited to the call if needed. During the tear down phase, 

the call is terminated. 

The signaling protocol used in the data network telephone 208a in FIG. 3 is the 

25 SIP protocol. In particular, the signaling stack implements a User Agent Client 244 and a 

User Agent Server 242, in accordance with the SIP protocol. Alternative signaling 

protocols, such as the ITU-T H.323 protocol, MGCP, MEGACO, and others, may also be 

used to implement the present invention. 

Once the call is set up, the media engine 241 manages the communication over 

30 one or more data communications channels using network transport protocols and the 

network interface 270. The media engine 241 sends and receives data packets having a 
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data payload for carrying data and an indication of the type of data is being transported. 

The media engine 241 in the data network telephones 208a may sample the voice signals 

from the audio input 267 {or receive voice samples from the audio input 267), encode the 

samples, and build data packets on the sending side. On the receiver side, in addition to 

5 performing the reverse operations, the media engine als~ typically manages a receiver 

buffer to compensate for network jitter. Similar procedures may be performed for other 

types of data, such as graphical data, or for data used in PID applications such as email, 

contacts data, calendar data, other non-voice sound data, interactive game data, etc. 

The media engine 241 may also include hardware and software components for 

10 performing registration functions 247, voice-over-data functions 249, display data 

functions 251, and keypad output functions 253. The media engine 241 processes data 

that is received from the network 212, and data to be sent over the network 241. 

For data that is received from the network 212, the media engine 241 may 

determine from the type of data in the packet (such as by examining a packet header) 

15 whether packets contain sampled voice signals or other data types. Packets containing 

sampled voice signals are processed by the voice-over-data function 249. The voice

over-data function 249 preferably conforms to a protocol for formatting voice signals as 

digital data streams. While any suitable protocol may be used, the media (i.e. the voice 

signal) is preferably transported via the Real Time Protocol (RTP), which itself is carried 

20 inside ofUDP (User Datagram Protocol). RTP is described in H. Schulzrinne et aL, 

"RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications," IETF RFC 1889, Jan. 1996, 

which is incorporated herein by reference. UDP is described in J. Postel, "User 

Datagram Protocol," IETF RFC 768, Aug. 1980, and IP is described in J. Postel, ed., 

"Internet Protocol," IETF RFC 791, Sept. 1981, both ofwhich are incorporated by 

25 reference herein. 

Packets containing data for use in registering the data network telephone 208a 

with a network telephony service are processed by the registration function 247. By 

registering the data network telephone 208a, a user may establish with the network 

telephony connection server 150 that calls addressed to the user's user identifier may be 

30 connected to the data network telephone 208a. Registration may occur when the data 

network telephone 208a sends a request to register to a service provider host, such as the 
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network telephony connection server 150. The service provider host may respond by 

setting the user's user identifier to correspond to the telephone identifier of the data 

network telephone 208~ and by acknowledging the request with a status message to the 

data network telephone 208a. In one embodiment, a request to register the data network 

5 telephone 208a to a default user is automatically sent during power-up of the data 

network telephone 208a. 

Other features may be added to the registration functions 24 7, or implemented as 

extensions to the registration functions 247. For example, the first data network 

telephone 208a may be provisioned to provide selected network telephony services by 

10 establishing a data connection with a service provider, requesting the selected services, 

and receiving data that ensures that the services have been successfully provisioned. · 

Such services may include, for example, caller identification, call forwarding, voice mail 

and any other services offered by the network telephony service provider to enhance the 

capabilities ofthe first data network telephone 208a. One advantage of provisioning 

15 functions is that services may be ordered for temporary use in a manner convenient to the 

user. 

Packets containing data for display on a display device of the data network 

telephone 208a are processed by the display data function 251. The display data function 

251 may be used for displaying, for example, the names and user identifiers of other 

20 parties to the call, the status of the telephone call, billing information, and other 

information. 

For data to be sent over the data network 212, the media engine 241 formats the 

data as data packets in accordance with a selected protocol. The selected protocol is 

preferably a protocol that is supported by data network telephones that will receive the 

25 data being transported. The media engine 241 may include a data connection application 

245 to perform functions relating to data connections over the data network 206. The 

data network telephone 208 may include a data connection management protocol (e.g. the 

hypertext transport protocol, or http) to handle data connections. Alternatively, the SIP 

protocol may be used to establish data connections as well as voice connections. The 

30 data connection application 245 may also perform proxy services to permit the PID 108 

to establish data connections. 
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The voice-over-data function 249 formats voice samples according to the protocol 

used by the receiving data network telephone. In one preferred embodiment, the voice 

over data function 249 formats voice samples as RTP packets. The registration function 

24 7 and the keypad output function 253 may control the transport of data that does not 

5 represent voice signals. 

The data network telephones 208b and 218a are preferably similar or identical to 

the data network telephone 208a. For each of the data network telephones 208a-b and 

218a, many of the features described in FIG. 3 are optional and their inclusion depends 

on the services to be offered. 

10 5. The Portable Information Devices (Pills) 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the exemplary PID 210a that can communicate 

via the link 209a with the data network telephone 208a connected to the LAN 212. The 

PID 21 Oa may be linked to the data network telephone 208a through a link interface 545. 

A bus 580 may be used to connect the point-to-point interface 545 with a processor 540, 

15 a memory 542, data storage 543, and user interface circuitry 544. 

The link interface 545 shown in FIG. 4 illustrates three alternative link interfaces 

for establishing a link to a data network telephone, such as the data network telephone 

208a. 

A first link interface 546 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

20 coupling hardware mechanisms. The first alternative link interface 546 may, for 

example, be for coupling with a PDA docking cradle, in which information can be 

transferred between the PDA and the data network telephone 208a. The second 

alternative link interface comprises a first connection 548, such as an RS-232 serial 

connection, along with infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output 

25 and for accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 552 may also be included within 

the second alternative link interface. The third alternative link interface comprises a first 

connection 554, such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 556 

for converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

input. A radio frequency interface 558 may also be included as part ofthe third 
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alternative interface. The radio interface 554/556/558 may be implemented according to 

the Bluetooth specifications, described at www.bluetooth.com. 

The three alternative link interfaces described above are merely exemplary, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the PID 21 Oa and the data 

5 network telephone 208a may also be utilized. Although three link interfaces are shown in 

FIG. 4, there may be only one such interface in the PID 210a. More than one link 

interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in case of 

failure of one of the link interfaces. 

The user interface circuitry 544 includes hardware and software components that 

10 provide user input and output resources for functions in the processor 540. The user 

interface circuitry includes a display output 562, a display input 565, and an additional 

input/output interface 567. 

The display output 562 preferably receives digital information representing 

graphical data from the processor 540 and converts the information to a graphical display, 

15 such as text and/or images, for display on a display screen, for example. 

The display input 565 may receive data inputs, such as graphical data inputs, from 

a user of the PID 21 Oa. The graphical data inputs are preferably entered by the user with 

a stylus on a pressure-sensitive display screen, and may include text, drawings, or other 

objects that are capable ofbeing graphically presented. 

20 The additional input/output interface 567 allows the user to enter other types of 

data besides graphical data into the PID 210a. For example, audio data, additional 

graphical data, or additional input, such as video camera input for example, may be 

entered through the additional input/output interface 567. The data may also include data 

formatted for operation with particular applications on the PID. For example, email data, 

25 calendar data, contacts data, database data, spreadsheets, notes, game data, etc. may also 

be entered. Touch-sensitive screen buttons are an exemplary method for a user to enter 

control data into the PID 21 Oa. 

The processor 540 may include an operating system, as well as application and 

communication software, to implement the functions of the PID 21 Oa. The operating 

30 system may be any suitable commercially available operating system, or any proprietary 

operating system. The operating system and software may be stored on data storage 543, 
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in the memory 542, or the may be embedded in the processor 540. Although the 

processor 540 is shown connected to the data storage 543 through a bus 580, other 

configurations may also be used. Similarly, the memory 542 may be configured other 

than as shown in FIG. 4, and may be embedded within the processor 540. 

The PID 21 Oa is able to send data to and receive data from the data network 

telephone 208a across a point-to-point link, such as the point-to-point link 209a shown in 

FIG. 1. A user enters PID data at the display input 565. The graphical data may be 

processed in the user interface circuitry 544 or it may go directly to the processor 540 or 

the memory 542. The processor 540 may also perform processing functions, such as 

1 0 compression. 

A PID data application may be usC?d to perform functions that may implement the 

display input, the display output, and the processing functions. For example, a web 

clippings application 575 may be used to request and receive information from Internet 

services 101 (shown in FIG. 2) in a format suitable for the PID 210. The information, or 

15 clippings are provided by the Internet services 101. The information retrieved as 

clippings could then be displayed through the display output 562 to enable the user to see 

a visual representation of the information. 

Ifthe user desires to request information from web clippings 103, a periodic 

request may be set up to make a request at a designated time as long as a link interface to 

20 the data network telephone 208 is active. Alternatively, the user may store links (e.g. hot 

links) and select the hotlinks using the stylus or other user input to request specific 

information at anytime. The request can be transmitted through one of the point-to-point 

interfaces 545, allowing the data to be received by the data network telephone 208a. An 

application in the data network telephone 208a receives the request across the point-to-

25 point link, and the request is prepared for transmission across the data network 206, such 

as by the media engine 241 shown in FIG. 3. Preferably the request is converted to data 

packets and is communicated on a data channel across the LAN 212 through the router 

228 across the data network 206 to the selected web clipping 103. 

The web clipping 103 processes the request using well-known techniques (e.g. 

30 http). The requested information is formatted as data packets, preferably in the form of 

TCPIIP data packets to the data network telephone 208a. The data network telephone 
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208a may recognize the data packets as related to the previously made request and simply 

pass the information to the PID 21 0, or process the data packets. 

The link 209a between PID 21 Oa and the first data network telephone 208a can 

alternatively be implemented as an infrared link using all or parts of a specialized 

5 protocol, such as the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) protocol stack, where data is 

interpreted through the stack between application-layer processes at each end of the link. 

FIG. 5 is a protocol diagram illustrating the layers of the IrDA protocol stack. An 

IrDA stack is implemented at each of the connection endpoints of an IrDA link. For 

example, the first PID 21 Oa and the first data network telephone 208a could each 

10 implement an IrDA protocol stack to enable the link 209a. As a second alternative, two 

PIDs, such as the first PID 21 Oa and the third PID 218a, may each contain an IrDA stack. 

In the second alternative, the communications between the PIDs and the data network 

telephones might take place without the assistance of IrDA. For example, IrDa data from 

the first PID 21 Oa might be transmitted across the link 209a as a serial stream of data to 

15 the first data network telephone 208a, which might treat the IrDA data like any other data 

received from the first PID 21 Oa. The first data network telephone 208a could then 

assemble the IrDA data into packets, such as TCPIIP packets for transport across the 

access and data networks to the third data network telephone 218a. The third data 

network telephone 218a may disassemble the packets and forward the IrDA data (without 

20 interpreting the IrDA portions) across the link 219a to the third PID 220a. The third PID 

220a could then process the IrDA information received across the networks. 

The required layers of an IrDA protocol stack are the physical layer 602, the 

IrLAP layer 604, the IRLMP layer 606 and the lAS layer 608. The physical layer 602 

specifies optical characteristics of the link. encoding of data, and framing for various 

25 speeds. The IrLAP (Link Access Protocol) layer 604 establishes the basic reliable 

connection between the two ends of the link. The IrLMP (Link Management Protocol) 

layer 606 multiplexes services and applications on the IrLAP connection. The lAS 

(Information Access Service) layer 608 provides a directory or "yellow pages" of services 

on an IrDA device. 

30 The IrDA protocol also specifies a number of optional protocol layers, these 

protocol layers being TinyTP 610, IrOBEX 612, IrCOMM 614 and IrLAN 616. TinyTP 
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(Tiny Transport Protocol) 610 adds per-channel flow control to keep traffic over the 

IrDA link moving smoothly. This important function is required in many cases. IrOBEX 

(Infrared Object Exchange protocol) 612 provides for the easy transfer of files and other 

data objects between the IrDA devices at each end of the link. IrCOMM 614 is a serial 

5 and parallel port emulation that enables existing applications that use serial and parallel 

communications to use IrDA without change. IrLAN (Infrared Local Area Network) 616 

enables walk-up infrared LAN access for laptops and other devices. The use of the 

optional layers depends upon the particular application in the IrDA device. The IrDA 

protocol stack is defined by such standards documents as ~"IrDA Serial Infrared Physical 

I 0 Layer Link Specification", "IrDA 'IrCOMM': Serial and Parallel Port Emulation over IR 

(Wire Replacement)", .. IrDA Serial Infrared Link Access Protocol (lrLAP)", "IrDA 

Infrared Link Management Protocol (lrLMP)", and .. IrDA 'Tiny TP': A Flow-Control 

Mechanism for use with IrLMP", and related specifications published by the IrDA and 

available at http://www.irda.org/standards/specifications.asp and is incorporated by 

15 reference herein. 

The IrDA protocol stack can be implemented at just the PID devices at the 

endpoints with the intermediate phones and networks simply providing a tunnel for the 

media stream attendant to the infrared links. Since Pills, such as the Palm PDA, already 

have an IrDA stack implemented in them to support their infrared link to other devices 

20 and the benefits ofthe IrDA stack are already available. By using the layers ofthe IrDA 

protocol stack, the PID applications and the base applications in the phones can be 

simplified as the lrDA protocol layers take over certain functionalities. For example, the 

IrOBEX layer in each IrDA protocol stack can be used to transfer text and graphics 

object files, such as electronic business cards or whiteboard graphics, end-to-end between 

25 PID devices connected via data connected data network telephones .. 

With the IrDA stack being implemented only in the PIDs and not in the phones, 

only a small level of delay is introduced for stack interpretation by each PID and the 

connection provided is largely transparent to the applications in the PID devices, i.e. little 

or no modification to existing user applications in the Pills is required. This approach 

30 may be more suitable for delay sensitive applications, such as interactive games 

involving the transfer of data between user applications in each PID. 
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It should be noted that the IrDA stack is written for a single infrared point-to

point interface and not for an infrared-to-network-to-infrared interface. As a result, the 

timers and retransmission schemes implemented in view ofthe single infrared point-to

point interface may not function properly for the extended network interface. 

5 Alternatively. IrDA stacks can be implemented in the phones as well. By 

implementing IrDA stacks in the phones, the timing of the infrared interface is unaffected 

by a network delay. Also, additional functions and features can be implemented in the 

phones. For example, the phones can implement challenge and authentication where the 

phone requires the user, through the PID, to enter a password or other information to 

1 0 authenticate an authorized user. Similarly, the PID may also be used to transmit 

commands to the phone and receive status information via the IrDA stack. The approach 

taken will depend upon the requirements of the design and the particular application. 

6. Providing Telephony and Access to Internet Services 

FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

15 embodiment of the protocol stacks in the first PID 210a and the first data network 

telephone 208a that support link 209a. In the infrared RS-232 embodiment, the link 

interface circuitry 545 in the first PID 21 Oa provides the physical layer 656, such as that 

specified by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA), that connects via link 209a to the link 

interface circuitry 260 implementing a physical layer 664 in the first data network 

20 telephone 208a. The data link layer 654 in the first PID 21 Oa provides data link control 

for link 209a in transferring data to and from a PID application client 652. Similarly, the 

first data network telephone 208a includes a data link layer 662 and a base application 

server 600 that is configured to synchronize connection and other functions with the PID 

application 652 in the first PID 21 Oa. 

25 When PID 21 Oa is activated, either through power-up or through a user input at 

the user interface 650, the synchronization application client 652 in the PID 21 Oa may 

send the user's SIP URL across the link 209a to the first data network telephone 208a, 

where it is received by the synchronization application server 600. The synchronization 

application server 600 sends the SIP URL received from the PID 21 Oa across connection 

30 230 and the Ethernet LAN 212 through connection 243 to the network telephony 
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connection server 150. The network telephony connection server 150 may store the SIP 

URL and the IP address of the associated data network telephone 208a in the SIP 

database 152 so that the SIP URL is listed as being resident at the IP address ofthe data 

network telephone 208a. (If the network telephony connection server 150 uses a location 

5 server for registration/location tasks, the registration inf.ormation might instead be stored 

with such a location server). SQL (Structured Query Language) is preferred for querying 

the database. Once the PID 21 Oa is registered with the network telephony connection 

server 150, calls to the SIP URL for PID 21 Oa (or the user of the PID 21 Oa) will be 

directed to the data network telephone 208a. 

10 FIG. 7A is a functional block and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

embodiment of the present invention where a SIP connection is established from the first 

data network phone 208a to the third data network phone 218a through network 

connection 230, first access network 212, data network 206, second access network 214 

and network connection 236. The routers 228 and 238, and associated connections 232a-

15 band 234a-b, are not shown to simplify the block diagram representation. 

The diagram ofFIG. 7A shows how requests for Internet services can be 

transmitted and responses to the requests processed in one aspect of the present invention. 

The PID application 652 in PID 21 Oa is configured to send PID data as input, which in 

the present context is a request for data, such as a hotlink, or an URL. The request is sent 

20 through the user interface 650 through link 209a to base application 660 in the first data 

network phone 208a. In this embodiment, base application 660 is configured to define 

data channels for transport to the Internet services I 0 I. The Internet services I 0 I 

responds to the request by sending back requested services to the PID 11 Oa. For 

example, the Internet services may send back data from web clippings 686 to the PID 

25 I1 Oa as PID data. 

Multiple data channels in SIP may be defined through the Session Description 

Protocol described in RFC 2327, herein incorporated by reference. Included in a SIP 

INVITE request for a connection are options for the requested connection that describe 

the number and type of media streams. Each media stream is described by a ··m=" line in 

30 the INVITE request. For example, a request for a connection that includes an audio 

stream and a bidirectional video stream using H.261 might look like this: 
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v=O 

o=alice 2890844526 2890844526 IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

c=IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0 

a=rtpmap:O PCMU/8000 

m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 31 

a=rtpmap:31 H261/90000 

TABLE 1. 

If the called device includes functionality to receive the connection as described 

in Table 1, then the called device will respond to the INVITE request with a 200 OK 

response that includes the same option values. If the called device or party is unable or 

unwilling to receive such a connection, then it will respond with alternative option values 

15 for the connection. See RFC 2543 for further details regarding the negotiation of 

connection parameters in SIP. 

In FIG. 7 A, a first data channel for voice data has been negotiated by the base 

applications 660 in the first data network telephone 208a and the base application 674 in 

the second data network telephone 218a. In addition, a second data channel for Internet 

20 services data has been negotiated by the base application 660 in the first data network 

telephone 208a and web clippings application 686 in the Internet services 101. 

The base applications 660 and 674 transfer voice data between the AUDIO 

applications. such as applications including G.711 encoders, in each phone via the first 

data channel. The base application 660 in phone 208a is also configured to send data 

25 requests received via link 209a from PID 21 Oa to the Internet services 101 via the second 

data channel. The Internet services 101 processes the request and provides the requested 

information over the second data channel. 

One advantage ofthe embodiment in FIG. 7A is that the voice channel is optional. 

The users may request the data connection to the Internet services 10 1 while conversing 

30 on the phones 208. Alternatively, a user may connect to the Internet services 101 

independent of any voice connection. 
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FIG. 7B shows an alternative embodiment for providing a data connection from 

the PID llOa to the Internet services 101. The link 209a in FIG. 7B is an RS232 

connection. The PID I lOa includes an IP stack that includes a Point-To-Point client 653. 

In addition, the telephone 208a includes a PPP server 663. The PID 11 Oa may connect 

5 directly to the Internet services 101 with its own IP address. One advantage of using the 

PPP-based connection in FIG. 7B is that even a basic, low-cost PID 110a may perform 

sophisticated Internet communications because the PPP is widely available at a low cost. 

C. Accessing Internet Services Concurrent with Voice Services 

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary embodiment of the present invention for transmitting 

1 0 data from an Internet service concurrently with voice services during a telephone 

conversation. The PID 21 Oa includes a display screen 702, a stylus 700 that a user can 

use to select a hotlink, or URL address to a Web service. Alternatively, a SYNC button 

718 may be used to initiate a series of requests to the Internet services 1 01. 

The display screen 702 is shown as a pressure-sensitive display screen in which 

15 the stylus 700 can be used to enter PID data 714 into the first PID 21 Oa. In the example 

shown in FIG. 8, the PID 21 Oa includes hotlink 706 for accessing prices of selected 

stocks from the Internet services 101. The stylus is being used to select the hotlink 706 

the stock prices. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the hotlink 706 is transmitted across the link 

20 209a to the first data network telephone 208a. When the first data network telephone 

208a receives the transmitted hotlink 714, an application within the first data network 

telephone 208a will place the hotlink 714 into PID data packets for transmission to the 

Internet services 101 across the access and data networks 212, 206 (and any associated 

connections and routers). The Internet services then processes the hotlink 714 and 

25 responds by sending the requested stock prices in the PID data channel 724 back to the 

data network telephone 208. The data network telephone 208 transmits the information to 

the PID 208 for display on the PID display 702. 

While the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments ofthe invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

30 may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For example, 

29 
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the access networks shown in FIG. 2 may comprise any other suitable type oflocal area 

network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols ofvarious types are referenced throughout. While preferred 

and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any suitable replacement 

5 protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol used to replace a 

corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented without departing from the 

scope of the invention. 

This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in light of 

the foregoing. 

30 
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WE CLAIM: 

1 . A system for accessing Internet services on a data network telephony system 

comprising: 

a data network to provide data connectivity for a plurality of data communications 

channels using data transport protocols; 

at least one Internet service connected to the data network; 

a data network telephone connected to the data network, the data network 

telephone operable to communicate a voice signal as voice-over-data packets on a voice

over-data channel, the voice over data channel being one of the plurality of data 

communications channels on the data network, the data network telephone operable to 

10 convert voice-over-data packets communicated on the voice-over-data channel to voice 

signals; and 

a portable information device comprising a first graphical user interface and a first 

data network telephone interface, the first graphical user interface operable to accept and 

display information from the Internet service, the first data network telephone interface 

IS operable to communicate at least one request for Internet services to and from the first 

data network telephone. 

31 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING TELEPHONE SERVICE 
USING A WIRELESS PERSONAL INFORMATION DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates generally to the field of telecommunication, and more 

particularly to methods by which a personal information ~evice ("PID") can be used to 

control a telephone system. 

B. Description of Related Art and Advantages of the Present Invention 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched Telephone 

Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone line to use 

to communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service providers have 

enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling Service (CLASS) 

features to their customers. Similar communication services are provided by a Private 

Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the more well-known 

CLASS features are: 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which 

he or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection 

message, while the callee will not receive any indication of the call. 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent 

caller is busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the silence 

period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be equipped with 

a device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the number. 

• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in 

a callee's caller ID device. 

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26) 
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• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which. 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a 

distinctive ring. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using "*" directives (e.g., *69 to automatically return a call 

to the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of 

out-of-band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 

switches using the Signaling System 7 (SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) and other similar organizations maintain 

CLASS offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The 

database allows specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as 

well as information, such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In 

some cases, customers may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of 

all phone numbers that have originated or terminated a call with each customer is 

often included in the CLASS office database. For each customer, usually only the 

most recent number on this list is stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a 

Class-5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for 

employee telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private 

organization, there exists a wide variety of PBX services and features. Custom 

configurations are common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail systems. 

PBX's typically support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as other 

features in addition to those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to facilitate 

business and group communications. 

A summary of typical PBX features includes: 

• Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to 

another number on the same PBX. 

• Call forwarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can 

be programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first 

number does not answer or is busy. 

2 
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• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to abusy number can 

be queued until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the 

PBX will ring them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be connected to one another 

by dialing into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and 

then reestablished from another number. This is useful when call transfer is not 

warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established 

call. After a warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way call. 

While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility 

and scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to 

use. For example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must 

perform the steps at the user's own phone prior to moving to the location of the 

telephone to which calls will be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the 

standpoint of usefulness to the user, would be to perform the steps at the telephone to 

which calls will be forwarded. 

Much of the lack of flexibility of the PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as "dumb" terminals on a 

network having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited 

in functional capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and 

converting the sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network using 

the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a display 

function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are limited 

however by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by the 

PSTN telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are 

effectively limited to displaying text, again, as a "dumb" terminal. 

3 
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The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to 

telephony terminal devices. In Internet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data 

and transmitted across a digital data network between a telephone calls' participants. 

One form of Internet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony 

calls are terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber 

line to the gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. 

This form of Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because 

the PSTN portion used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each 

end of the call, long distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. 

It is presently contemplated that Internet service providers with a Point of 

Presence on the Internet will be suitable entities to offer Internet telephony services. 

The devices that are used by most Internet service providers for Internet access are 

known as Network Access Servers or Remote Access Servers. These products are 

commercially available from 3Com Corporation and other telecommunications 

equipment manufacturers such as Ascend Communications, Lucent Technologies 

(successor to Livingston Enterprises), and Multitech. 

A representative Network Access Server is the Total Control Enterprise 

Network Hub from 3Com Corporation, described in the patent ofDale M. Walsh, et 

al., U.S. No. 5,597,595, which is fully incorporated by reference herein. This device 

further includes a plurality of digital modems to perform signal conversions on the 

data from the telephone line channels and a bus network connecting the modems to a 

network interface card or module. The network interface couples the device to a local 

or wide are network, such as the Internet service provider backbone network of the 

Internet, network Access Servers are particularly suited for use in Internet telephony, 

as they can be configured with software to perform the functions of a Gateway or 

terminal, as defined by the relevant ITU-T H.323 and H.225 specifications. This is 

particularly so ifthe device is configured with a general purpose computing platform 

(such as the EdgeServer card of the Total Control Network Access Server), as 

described in the pending patent application of William V erthein, Daniel L. Schoo and 

Todd Landry, Serial No. 08/813,173, also incorporated by reference herein. 
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Notwithstanding the costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, 

it is no more flexible than the PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and 

features to the basic telephone service. 

In another form oflnternet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of 

Internet telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN 

telephones. For example, such a telephone may include-substantially the computer 

resources of a typical personal computer. 

It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data 

network telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone 

service that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a 

data network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that uses a wireless 

personal information device (PID to control the telephony system. A user may 

configure his or her telephone service by connecting to a telephony control server 

using the wireless PID. The wireless PID connection to the telephony control server 

may provide a user with the power to control the behavior of the telephone system to 

meet the user's needs. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In a first aspect of the present invention, a personal information device (PID) is 

provided for controlling telephone service. The PID includes a user interface having a 

display and a user input device. A user profile includes a telephone number entered 

by a user. A communications function in the PID establishes a data communications 

channel over a wireless network to a telephony control server. The telephony control 

server contains the user's telephony account. An account update function in the PID 

sends a message over the data communication channel to the telephony control server. 

The message contains the user profile telephone number and a request to set the user's 

telephony account telephone number the user profile telephone number. 

In a second aspect of the present invention, a contacts application is added to 

the PID to display a plurality of contact entries. Each entry includes a contact 

telephone number. The contacts application includes a function to send the contact 

telephone number to the telephony control server over the data communications 

channel with a message to call the contact telephone number. 

In a third aspect of the present invention, a telephony control server includes a 

network interface operable to provide data connectivity with a user accessible over a 

wireless network. An accounts program accesses a plurality of user accounts. The 

accounts program may receive a message to set a user telephone number. Each user 

account contains a telephone number entry, which the accounts program can set to the 

telephone number entry in response to the message. A connection signaling function 

in the telephony control server may receive a call message from the user to establish a 

telephone connection between the user telephone number and a callee telephone 

number contained in the call message. The connection signaling function initiates a 

telephone call having at least a portion ofthe telephone call connected via the data 

network. 

In a fourth aspect of the present invention, a gateway locator is included in the 

telephony control server to locate a user gateway closest to the user telephone number 

and to locate a callee gateway closest to the callee telephone number. The telephony 

control server initiates the portion of the call connected via the data network between 

the user gateway and the callee gateway. 
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In a fifth aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for initiating a 

data network telephone call using a wireless PID with a display. A contacts 

application is started to display a plurality of contact entries on the display of the PID. 

One of the contact entries identifying a callee is selected. A data communications 

channel is initiated to a telephony control server having a user telephone number. A 

message is sent to the telephony control server to establish the telephone call between 

the callee and the user by sending a message to call the callee, connecting a telephone 

call to the user. and connecting the telephone call to the callee. 

These and other features and advantages of the present invention will become 

more apparent from the following detailed description of preferred embodiments of 

the present invention. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer 

to like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 is block diagram of a data network telephony system for providing 

advertising services in accordance with embodiments of the present invention; 

FIG. 2A shows one embodiment ofthe system ofFIG. 1; 

FIG. 2B shows one example of one of the personal information device (PID) in 

FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3 is a pictorial and block diagram showing one example of a user 

controlling a telephone system using a wireless PID; 

FIG. 4 is a pictorial and block diagram showing another example of a user 

controlling a telephone system using a wireless PID; 

FIG. 5 is a pictorial and block diagram showing another example of a user 

controlling a telephone system using a wireless PID; 

FIG. 6 is a pictorial and block diagram showing another example of a user 

controlling a telephone system using a wireless PID; 

FIG. 7 is a pictorial and block diagram showing another example of a user 

controlling a telephone system using a wireless PID; 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing one example of a method for controlling a 

telephone system with a wireless PID; and 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing another example of a method for controlling a 

telephone system with a wireless PID. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated be reference: 

* "System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

"System and Method for Providing User-Configured Telephone Service in a 

Data Network Telephony System" to Sidhu, et aL 

"System and Method for Accessing a Network Server Using a Portable 

Information Device Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Interconnecting Portable Information Devices 

Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Using a Portable Information Device to Establish a 

Conference Call on a Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information 

Device on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a 

Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Service Provider Configurations for 

Telephones in a Data Network Telephony System" to Schuster, et al. 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

"Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al. 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over

Cable System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

"Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 
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A. Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of a system 100 for controlling 

a telephony system using a wireless personal information device (PID) 110 according 

to one embodiment of the present invention. The system includes a data network 106. 

A first voice communication device 1 08a may communicate by a voice connection 

over the data network 106 by establishing the connection via first access network 112. 

The voice connection may be linked to a second voice communication device 1 08b 

which is accessed via a second access network 114. 

The data network 106 in the system 100 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. 

The data network 106 may use Voice Over Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice 

signals are carried in data packets. In one embodiment, the data network 106 may 

include one or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport 

protocols for performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the 

Internet. For further details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) at www.ietf.org. In addition, an Internet 

Telephony gateway may be included within the system 100 to allow for voice 

connections to users connected by subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. 

The first and second voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b may include 

a direct interface to a data-switched network, such as a LAN. Such voice 

communications devices 1 08a,b typically include a voice input, a voice output and a 

voice processing system. The voice processing system converts voice sound from the 

voice input to digital data signals that are communicated on a voice connection over 

the data network. The voice processing system also converts digital data signals 

received from the voice connection to voice sound at the voice output. The voice 

communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b typically include a central processing unit and 

memory to store and process computer programs. Each voice communication device 

1 08a and 1 08b typically includes a unique network address, such as an IP address, in 

memory to uniquely identify it to data network 106 and permit data packets to be 

routed to the device. 
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In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08a includes a handset 

with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets of traditional circuit

switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116 and a keypad 118. The voice communication device 

1 08a may also include a speed dial key set 128 programmed, or assigned to initiate 

connections to other voice communication devices that may be connected to the data 

network 106. In a preferred embodiment, the keys on the speed dial key set 128 may 

be programmed remotely by a message carried on a voice connection using a selected 

data transport protocol . 

One example of the voice communication device 1 08a in a preferred 

embodiment is the NBX 1 00™ communication system phones offered by 3Com® 

Corporation, that has been modified, as described herein, to perform speed dial 

programming. In alternative embodiments, the voice communication device 1 08a 

may include any device having voice communications capabilities. For example, a 

personal computer having a microphone input and speaker output may also be used as 

the voice communication device 1 08a. Other configurations for the user interface are 

also intended to be within the scope of the present invention. 

The voice conununication devices 1 08a, 1 08b may also include a typical plain

old telephone set (POTS) currently used for circuit-switched telephony in the Public 

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices 1 08a and 

1 08b depend on the nature of the data network 106 and the nature of the access 

networks 112, 114 connecting the voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b to 

each other and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114 typically 

include any high bandwidth network adapted for data communications, i.e. a network 

having a bandwidth greater than 64,000 bits-per-second (bps). The access networks 

112, 114 may link to the voice communication device 108a using an Ethernet LAN, a 

token ring LAN, a coaxial cable links (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), 

a digital subscriber line (DSL), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated 

services digital network (ISDN) link, and wireless links. In embodiments that may 

not require bandwidth greater than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114 may also 

include the PSTN and link the voice communications device 1 08a by a subscriber line. 
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The system 100 in FIG. 1 shows a telephony control server 120 and an 

accounts database 122. The telephony control server 120 includes an interface to the 

data network 106. The purpose of the telephony control server is to provide users of 

the telephony system with control over their telephony service. Users may subscribe 

for telephony service from a telephony service provider (e.g. an Internet Service 

Provider, or ISP). The service provider configures the users' accounts and maintains 

the accounts in the accounts database 122. The users' account may include 

information about the user and the user's service provisions. A typical account may 

include the information shown in Table A. 

User Account Information 

• User identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that uniquely identifies 
the user. The user identifier may be formatted as an E.164 telephone number, 
or as a name. 

• Telephone Number/Identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that 
uniquely identifies the telephone used by the user. The user identifier may be 
formatted as an E.l64 telephone number, or as a number, such as a MAC 
address. 

• The user's name, address and other information that may be used primarily for 
billing purposes. For example, the user's checking account number, credit 
card number or other financial information may be provided for automatic 
billing and payment capabilities. 

• User's telephony service features. The user may subscribe, permanently or 
temporarily, to one or more telephony service features offered by the service 
provider. For example: 
+ Voice mail 
+ Caller ID 
+ Call Forwarding with true number portability 
+ Teleconferencing 

• Menu of functions displayed at the telephone 

• Help menu displayed at the telephone 

• Speed dial key programming (e.g. speed dial to customer service) 

• Features as standard offerings - to compete, a provider may offer features that 
normally cost extra (e.g. caller ID, etc.) as standard features 

• Packaged configurations- Features and offerings may be grouped as 
distinctly priced packages 

• Functions using PDA connectivity (e.g. Remote Whiteboard communication, 
control oftele hone use throu PDA 

TABLE A 
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The telephony control server 120 is connected to the data network 106 and 

configured to allow access by users. For example, users may access the telephony 

control server 120 by connecting to a web page. The telephony control server 120 

may also include functions to initiate telephone calls using a call management 

protocol and one or more data communications channels. In a preferred embodiment, 

the user connects to the telephony control server 120 from a wireless personal 

information device (PID) 110. The preferred wireless PID 110 is the Palm 7 from 

3Com. 

The wireless PID 110 includes wireless communications capabilities to permit 

connections to be made over a wireless network 112. The wireless network 112 

preferably includes any cellular telephone network, although other technologies (e.g. 

infrared, microwave, non-cellular radio, etc.) may be used. The advantage of using 

cellular radio is that it is widely available. 

One advantage of the system 100 in FIG. 1 is that a user may use the wireless 

PDA 110 to control telephony service provided to voice communications devices 

1 08a,b that interface directly to data connections (i.e. data network telephones) as well 

as to voice communications devices 108a,b connected to the PSTN. FIG. 2A shows 

one embodiment ofthe system 100 in FIG. I that provides a user with the capability 

of controlling telephone service with a wireless PDA, such as the wireless PDA 110. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2A shows a data network telephony system that 

provides voice over data communication for both PSTN telephones and data network 

telephones. The system 200 includes a data network telephony system that includes a 

first data network telephone 208 connected to a first local area network 212. The first 

local area network provides the data network telephone 208 with access to a data 

network 206 via a router 218. The first local area network 212 also includes a first 

connection server 250, which uses a call management protocol to provide data 

network telephony service to the first data network telephone 208 (and other 

telephones connected to the local area network 212). 

The system 200 in-FIG. 2A also includes a second local area network 214 to 

provide data network access to a second data network telephone 218 via a router 215. 

A second connection server 238 provides call management services for the second 

data network telephone 218. 
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In one embodiment, the system shown in FIG. 2A uses the Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP) as a call management protocol to establish, maintain and teardown 

sessions, or telephone calls between users. There are two major architectural elements 

to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the network server. The UA resides at the SIP end 

stations, (e.g. the data network telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client 

(UAC), which is responsible for issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), 

which responds to such requests. There are three different network server types: a 

redirect server, a proxy server, and a registrar. The various network server types may 

be combined into a single server, such as the telephony connection server 250, 238. 

Not all server types are required to implement the embodiments of the present 

invention. The communication services to be provided will determine which servers 

are present in the communication system. Preferred embodiments of the present 

invention may be carried out using proxy servers. 

One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request. a SIP 

proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting the 

call. A successful SIP invitation consists of two requests: INVITE followed by ACK. 

The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller user 

identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called party 

what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to be sent. 

User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses are 

referred to as SIP Uniform Resource Locators {SIP-URLs), which are of the form 

sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 

Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing of the 

SIP requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A 

stateful proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, 

while a stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in 

the message. Furthermore, proxies can either be forking or non-forking. A forking 

proxy can, for example, ring several phones at once until somebody takes the call. 

Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (called a SIP URL) and the 

associated IP address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to 

notify the registrar where the UAC can be reached for a specified amount of time. 
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When an INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER message, the 

proxy or redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

At the first local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as 

the telephony connection server 250 is the primary destination of all SIP messages 

trying to establish a connection with users on the local area network 212. Preferably, 

the telephony connection server 250 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP 

clients outside the LAN 212 on behalf of all the SIP clients residing on the LAN 212. 

The network telephony server 250 relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate 

final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using a user 

database (not shown). It allows all mobile clients to register with their current 

locations. 

Similarly, the second telephony connection server 238 is the primary 

destination of all SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network 

telephone 218 connected to the second local area network 214. Preferably, the second 

telephony connection server 238 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP 

clients outside the LAN 214 on behalf of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network 

telephones) residing on the LAN 214. The second telephony connection server 238 

relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate final destination (or another SIP 

proxy), based on a database lookup using the user database (not shown). 

The data network telephones 208 and 218 in the system 200 preferably have 

pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. phone numbers), represented as SIP-URL's 

that are of the form sip:8475551212@3com.com. After power-up, each data network 

telephones 208, 218 sends a SIP REGISTER message to the default registrar. such as 

the telephony connection servers 250, 238. When a call arrives at one of the 

telephony connection servers 250, 238 for any of the registered SIP URLs, the server 

will forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a data network telephone is 

moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL will still be properly 

routed to that device. The system in FIG. 2A, therefore, provides device mobility in 

the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone according to its SIP URL. 

This is especially useful ifthe data network telephone 208, 218 is running the DHCP 

(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that when the location is changed, the IP 

address is also automatically changed. 
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In one preferred embodiment of the present invention, the wireless PID 210 

may send a third party register request directly to the telephony connection server 250, 

238. Alternatively, the wireless PID 210 may connect to an application in the 

telephony control server 120 that may issue a request to one of the data network 

telephones 208, 218 to register as belonging to the user. The capability to re-register 

the user's telephone may correspond to a feature offered by a telephony service 

provider to give a user control over his/her telephone service. When the user is not at 

his/her telephone, the user may modify a profile of personal information stored in the 

wireless PID 210 with a telephone number that is nearby. The user may then connect 

to the telephony control server 120 to change the user's telephone number to that of 

the nearby telephone. 

One advantage of using the telephony control server 120 with the wireless PID 

21 0 is that the user may modify his/her account with the telephone number of any type 

of telephone. 

System 200 in FIG. 2A also shows an alternative arrangement of 

telecommunications devices that can be used to conduct an IP telephony call. The 

system 200 includes a first gateway 233, a first central office 235 and a PSTN 

telephone 237 belonging to a user USER A. A second user, USER B, has a second 

PSTN telephone 226 connected to a second gateway 222 via a second central office 

224. A third PSTN telephone 227 is connected to a third gateway 223 via a third 

central office 225. This alternative arrangement permits telephone service over the 

data network 206 using PSTN telephones. 

An Internet telephony call from USER A's telephone 23 7 is transmitted over 

the Public Switched Provider (ISP) Gateway/Terminal233. The ITU-T H.225 and 

H.323 specifications may be used for call management, one ofthe functions of the 

Gateway/Terminal233. The gateway/Terminal233 may be implemented in a 

Network Access Server, as described in more detail below. 

The Gateway/Terminal233 provides an interface between the PSTN (typically 

a time division multiplexed line such as a T1 line) and the data network 206, which is 

typically a packet switched network such as the Internet or the local ISP backbone 

network. The Gateway/Terminal 233 routes the call onto the Internet 206, where it is 

forwarded to a gatekeeper 219 in accordance with the H.323 and H.225 standards. 
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The Gatekeeper 219 may be embodied as a general purpose computer, or as one 

function performed by an existing piece of telecommunications equipment such as a 

network access server. The gatekeeper 219 determines where to send the call over the 

Internet 206 to the proper terminating ISP Gateway/Terminal 222, for example, for the 

called party. The terminating Gateway/Terminal222 calls the called party over the 

PSTN via the central office 224 to USER B's telephone 226. The gateway/terminal 

222 facilitates communication between the telephone 226 at the near end with the 

telephone 237at the far end. 

The wireless PID 21 0 may be used to control telephone service to the PSTN 

telephones 226, 227, 237. FIG. 2B shows a pictorial and block diagram of one 

embodiment ofthe wireless PDA 210 and the telephony control server 120. 

The wireless PDA 210 includes (in 210') a user interface circuitry 291, a 

wireless interface 304, a processor 293 and alternative input/output configurations 

295, 297, 299. The user interface circuitry 291 controls the user interface of the 

wireless PID 210. The user interface of the Wireless PID 210 may include a stylus, 

buttons, touch sensitive display buttons, the display, etc. 

The wireless network interface 304 performs the functions needed to establish 

a data connection over the wireless network 216. The processor 293 includes a 

contacts application 300, a user profile 302 and a communications application 304. 

The contacts application 300 includes any application for a PID (e.g. PDAs) that 

allows a user to enter information about personal and business contacts. 

The user profile 302 stores personal information about the owner of the PID 

210. The user profile 302 may include account information about the user's telephone 

service as well. In one embodiment, the user may enter personal information as a 

contact in the contacts application 300 and designate the entry as the user profile 302. 

The communications function 304 allows a user to initiate a connection to the 

telephony control server 120 to modifY the user's account, or to initiate a telephone 

call. The communications function 304 may include a program that senses a 

designated key activation.- Upon activation of the designated key, the communications 

function 304 composes a message to transmit to the telephony control server 120. For 

example, to initiate a telephone call to a person identified by an entry in the contacts 
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application, the user selects the entry and presses a 'send' screen button to send the 

request to the telephony control server 120. 

The telephony control server 120 in FIG. 2B includes (at 120') a network 

interface 121, an accounts program 127, a server/gateway locator 125 and a telephone 

connection signaling function 123. The network interface 121 performs 

communications functions for communicating on data communications channels in 

accordance with selected data transport protocols. In a preferred embodiment, the 

network interface 121 in the telephony control server 120 communicates with the 

wireless network interface 304 in the PID 210 using a TCPIIP connection. Other 

protocols and protocol combinations as required by the wireless network infrastructure 

selected may also be used. 

The accounts program 127 performs requests on selected user accounts in the 

accounts database 122. For example, when the telephony control server 120 receives 

a request to set a telephone number for selected user, the accounts program 127 

retrieves the selected user's account and performs the requested modification. 

The telephone connection signaling function 123 performs call management 

functions to initiate a telephone call between users as requested by the PID 21 0 user. 

The telephone connection signaling function 123 may include a signaling stack in 

accordance with SIP, H.323, MEGACO, MGCP, etc. The signaling stack may 

support multiple protocols as well. 

The server/gateway locator 125 performs location functions for requests to 

initiate a telephone call. For example, if a PSTN telephone requests to initiate a call to 

a second PSTN telephone, the server/gateway locator 125 locates the gateway closest 

to the second PSTN, and if necessary the gateway closest to the first PSTN. The 

server/gateway locator 125 may include a gatekeeper function, or it may include a 

function that seeks the gatekeeper 219 shown in FIG. 2A. 

FIG. 3 an example of how the wireless PID 210 may advantageously control 

user A's telephone service in accordance with one embodiment to the present 

invention. User A may enter and maintain a profile of personal information in the 

wireless PID 210, as shown on the display 111. In one embodiment of the present 

invention, user A may also maintain a similar or identical profile in the telephony 

control server 120. The telephony control server 120 stores the profile of user A's 
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personal information in the accounts database 122. The profile of user A's personal 

information may include any type of personal information that user A may wish to 

store in the wireless PID 210. Preferably, however, user A's profile information 

includes information about user A's telephone service, such as user A's telephone 

number. As shown on the display 111, user A has entered A_ Number as his phone 

number. The number A_Number corresponds with the telephone number addressed or 

identifying user A's telephone 237. 

FIG. 3 shows how user A may update his profile of information in the account 

database 122. User A may update his profile of information in the account database 

122 by establishing a data connection 250 with the telephony control server 120. The 

data connection 250 includes a wireless connection via the wireless network 216 and 

on the data network 206. In a preferred embodiment, the data connection 250 includes 

a cellular call over the wireless connection with a TCPIIP channel established between 

the PID 210 and the telephony control server 120. 

Once the data connection 250 is established, the user may use the PID 210 to 

send a message to set user A's profile in the telephony control server 120 on the data 

connection 250. As shown in FIG. 3, user A's account in the accounts database 122 

shows A's phone number as being A_Number. 

One advantage ofhaving user A's profile of personal information in the 

accounts database 122 is that the telephony control server 120 may initiate telephone 

connections involving user A. Referring to FIG. 4, user A may display a list of user 

A's contacts on the display 111 using a contacts application (shown in FIG. 2B) in the 

PID 210. User A's contact list includes an entry for user B. After selecting the entry, 

the PID 210 may use a data connection that is the same or similar to the data 

connection 250 of FIG. 3 to send a message to call user B to the telephony control 

server 120. The telephony control server 120 receives the message and hardware and 

software components in the server 120 attempt to establish the telephone connection. 

Referring to FIG. 5, the network telephony server 120 sends a signal over a 

second data connection 252 to user B's gateway 222 and to user A's gateway 233. 

The two gateways, 222, 233 signal the respective user telephones 227, 226 the 

respective central offices 224, 225 using well known PSTN signaling methods. The 

data network telephony server 120 also establishes a third data channel253 between 
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user A's Gateway 223 and user B's Gateway 222. The third data connection 253 is 

used to carry digitized voice signals in data packets in accordance with selected 

network data transport protocols. 

The third data channel253 in FIG. 5 uses UDP over IP to transport the data, 

and RTP to format voice signals represented as G.711 (but other protocols such as 

G.723.1) data samples. The specific protocols used, are not important as any suitable 

protocol may be used for transport and/or data formatting. When user A picks up his 

telephone 227 and when user B picks up his telephone 226, they may communicate by 

telephone. 

One advantage of using the PID 210 to control the data network telephony 

server 120 is that the system and methods may be enhanced to provide personal 

mobility. Referring to FIG. 6, user A may be at a location that is away from user A's 

telephone227. In addition. user A may be near a third telephone 237. User A may 

enter the telephone number for the telephone 237 into his profile of personal 

information on the wireless PID 210, as shown in the display 111. User A may then 

use the wireless PID 210 to send a message to set user A's phone number to 

X_Number to the telephony control server 120. The telephony control server 120 

receives the message and modifies user A's account in the accounts database 122 to 

reflect that user A's phone number is now X_ Number. 

The telephony control server 120 may now divert telephone calls for user A 

from his original telephone A_ Number to the telephone number for the telephone that 

is closest to him X_Number. Referring to FIG. 7, the user displays user A's contacts 

on the display 111 ofthe PID 210. By selecting the ''user B" entry, the wireless PID 

210 may send a message to caller user B to the telephony control server 120. The 

telephony control server 120 signals the gateway 223 to call the telephone 227 having 

the telephone number X_ Number. The telephony control server 120 also signals the 

gateway 222 for user B to call user B's telephone 226. The telephony control server 

120 may send a message to the gatekeeper 219 to determine which gateways are 

closest to usr A's telephone 237 and user B's telephone 226. The telephony control 

server 120 may have prior knowledge as to the location of the gatekeeper 241, or may 

send out a gatekeeper request message over the data network 206 to seek a gatekeeper 

to handle a call. 
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The gatekeeper 223 places a PSTN telephone call to the telephone 227 closest 

to user A and having the telephone number X_ Number. The gateway 222 places a 

PSTN telephone call to user B 's telephone 226. The gateways 222, 223 also establish 

a data channel 257 to communicate voice over data packets between the two gateways 

222, 223. User A may now speak with user B over the data channel257. 

FIG. 3 through 7 illustrates systems and methods for controlling telephony 

service using a wireless PID 21 0 in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention. The present invention however, is not limited to any system or method 

shown in FIGS. 3 through 7. 

FIG. 8 shows a flow chart that illustrates how a user may modify his/her 

telephony user account in a telephony control server 120 using a wireless PID 210 

(both shown in FIG. 2). 

At step 400 user enters a telephone number into his/her profile of personal 

information in the PID 210. At step 402, the user initiates a wireless connection to the 

telephony control server. The PID 210 sends a message to the telephony control 

server 120 to set the PID user's telephone number in the user's account to the 

telephone number contained in the message, as shown in step 404. The telephony 

control server 120 receives the message at step 406 and retrieves user A's account 

from the accounts database 122 and modifies user A's telephone number contained in 

the message. 

Once the telephony control server 120 modifies user A's account, telephone 

calls to user A will be directed to the telephone number in user A's account. 

FIG. 9 shows an example of a method for initiating a telephone call between 

two PSTN telephones from the wireless PID 210. Starting at step 410, the user 

invokes a contacts application in the wireless PID 210 to select an entry for a person 

that the user wishes to call. At step 412, the user selects an entry and commands the 

wireless PID 210 to initiate a telephone call. At step 414, the wireless PID 210 

initiates a wireless data connection to the telephony control server 120. At step 416, 

the wireless PID 210 sends a message to call the person whose telephone number is 

included in the message. At step 418, telephony control server 120 determines the 

gateway nearest to each party. Once the closest gateway is found, the data network 

telephony server 120 signals the gateways to make PSTN telephone calls to the 
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telephone identified by the telephone numbers. At step 422, the gateways establish a 

voice over data channel over the data network. When the users pick up their 

telephones, the gateways connect their telephones to the voice over data channel so 

that they may begin conversing as in a normal telephone call. 

While the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments of the invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For 

example, the access networks shown in FIG. 2A may comprise any other suitable type 

of local area network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols of various types are referenced throughout. While 

preferred and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any suitable 

replacement protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol used to 

replace a corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented without 

departing from the scope of the invention. 

This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in 

light of the foregoing. 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A personal information device for controlling telephone service comprising: 

a user interface comprising a display and a user input device; 

a user profile having a telephone number entered by a user; 

a communications function to establish a data communications channel 

over a wireless network to a telephony control server, the telephony control 

server containing the user's telephony account; and 

an account update function to send a message over the data 

communication channel to the telephony control server, the message 

containing the user profile telephone number and a request to set the user's 

telephony account telephone number the user profile telephone number. 

2. The PID of Claim 1 further comprising: 

a contacts application operable to display a plurality of contact entries, 

each entry comprising a contact telephone number, the contacts application 

operable to send the contact telephone number over the data communications 

channel to the telephony control server with a message to call the contact 

telephone number. 

3. A telephony control server comprising: 

a network interface operable to provide data connectivity with a user 

accessible via a wireless network; 

an accounts program to access a plurality of user accounts, the accounts 

program operable to receive a message to set a user telephone number, each 

user account containing a telephone number entry, the accounts program being 

operable to set the telephone number entry in response to the message; 

a connection signaling function to receive a call message from the user 

and to establish a telephone connection between the user telephone number 

and a callee telephone number contained in the call message; and 

the connection signaling function operable to initiate a telephone call 

having at least a portion of the telephone call connected via the data network. 
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4. The telephony control server of Claim 3 further comprising: 

a gateway locator to locate a user gateway closest to the user telephone 

number and to locate a callee gateway closest to the callee telephone number; 

wherein the connection signaling function initiates the portion of the call 

connected via the data network between the user gateway and the callee 

gateway. 

5. A method for modifying a user telephone account having a telephone number 

entry using a wireless personal information device (PID) connected over a data 

network, the method comprising the steps of: 

updating a user profile in the wireless PID to a user telephone number; 

and 

sending a request to set the user telephone account to the user 

telephone number over a data communications channel to a telephony control 

server wherein the telephony control server updates the user telephone number 

entry to the user telephone number. 

6. A method for initiating a data network telephone call using a wireless PID 

with a display comprising the steps of: 

I 
I • 

starting a contacts application to display a plurality of contact entries; 

selecting one of the contact entries identifying a callee; 

initiating a data communications channel to a telephony control server 

having a user telephone number; 

sending a message to call the callee; 

connecting a telephone call to the user; and 

connecting the telephone call to the callee. 

The method of Claim 6 wherein the step of connecting the telephone call to the 

callee includes the steps of locating a callee gateway closest to the user telephone 

number and sending a signal to call the callee by dialing via a callee' s central office. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SERVICE PROVIDER CONFIGURATION OF 
TELEPHONES IN A DATA NETWORK TELEPHONY SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A. Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to field of telecommunications, and more 

particularly to a system and method for providing communication services over a 

network .. 

B. Description of the Related Art and Advantages of the Present 
Invention 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched Telephone 

Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone line to use 

to communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service providers have 

enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling Service (CLASS) 

features to their customers. Similar communication services are provided by a Private 

Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the well known CLASS 

features are: 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which 

he or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection 

message, while the callee will not receive any indication ofthe call. 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent 

caller is busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the silence 

period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be equipped with 

a device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the number. 

• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in 

a callee's caller ID device. 
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• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which, 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a 

distinctive ring. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using "*" directives {e.g., *69 to automatically return a call 

to the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of 

out-of-band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 

switches using the Signaling System 7 {SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers {LECs) and other similar organizations maintain 

CLASS offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The 

database allows specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as 

well as information, such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In 

some cases, customers may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of 

all phone numbers that have originated or terminated a call with each customer is 

often included in the CLASS office database. For each customer, usually only the 

most recent number on this list is stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a 

Class-5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for 

employee telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private 

organization, there exists a wide variety of PBX services and features. Custom 

configurations are common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail systems. 

PBX's typically support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as other 

features in addition to those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to facilitate 

business and group communications. 

A summary of typical PBX features includes: 

• Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to another 

number on the same PBX. 

• Call forwarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can be 

programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first number 

does not answer or is busy. 
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• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to a busy number can be 

queued until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the PBX 

will ring them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be connected to one another by 

dialing into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and then 

reestablished from another number. This is useful when call transfer is not warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established call. 

After a warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way call. 

While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility 

and scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to 

use. For example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must 

perform the steps at the user's own phone prior to moving to the location of the 

telephone to which calls will be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the 

standpoint of usefulness to the user, would be to perform the steps at the telephone to 

which calls will be forwarded. 

Much of the lack of flexibility of the PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as "dumb" terminals on a 

network having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited 

in functional capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and 

converting the sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network using 

the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a display 

function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are limited 

however by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by the 

PSTN telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are 

effectively limited to displaying text, again, as a "dumb" terminal. 

The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to 

telephony terminal devices. In Internet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data 
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and transmitted across a digital data network between a telephone calls' participants. 

One form oflnternet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony 

calls are terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber 

line to the gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. 

This form of Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because 

the PSTN portion used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each 

end of the call, long distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. 

Notwithstanding the costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, it is no 

more flexible than the PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and features to 

the basic telephone service. 

In another form of Internet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of 

Internet telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN 

telephones. For example, such a telephone may include substantially the computer 

resources of a typical personal computer. 

It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data 

network telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone 

service that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a 

data network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that provides a way 

for users to make brand new telephones usable without having to wait for days while 

the telephone company programs an account. The embodiments of the present 

invention may also be used to modify existing telephone accounts to incorporate new 

features, or features that may be desired for a limited amount of time. Alternative 

embodiments are provided, some of which address systems and methods that are 

simple and some of which address systems and methods that are completely user 

configurable. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer 

to like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 is block diagram of a data network telephony system for providing 

telephony and enhanced telephony services in accordance with embodiments of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 2A shows one embodiment ofthe system ofFIG. 1 showing examples of 

access to data network telephony service providers; 

FIG. 2B shows one example of one of the data network telephones in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3A is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in 

accordance with one example of a system and method for configuring a data network 

telephone for service in the data network telephony system in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3B is a block diagram showing one example ofthe interaction between 

components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to update the data network 

telephone version; 

FIG. 3C is a block diagram showing one example of the interaction between 

components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A when registration is complete; 

FIG. 4A is a block diagram showing one example of the interaction between 

components in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to provision the data network 

telephone version with a voice account; 

FIG. 4B is a depiction of a sample screen for ordering telephone service for the 

data network telephone of FIG. SA; 

FIG. 4C is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in the 

embodiment shown in FIG. 4A to confirm service; 

FIG. 4D is a depiction of a sample screen for confirming telephone service for 

the data network telephone of FIG. SA; 

FIG. S is a block diagram showing the interaction between components in 

accordance with an example of a system and method for communicating by data 

network telephone in the data network telephony system in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing an example of a method for registering a data 

network telephone using the data network telephony system ofFIG. 1; 
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FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing an example of a method for provisioning a data 

network telephone in the data network telephony system ofFIG. I; and 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing an example of confirming the telephony service 

ordered using the method described in FIG. 7. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated be reference: 

* "'System and Method for Controlling Telephone Service Using a Wireless 

Personal Information Device" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

"System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et aL 

"System and Method for Providing User-Configured Telephone Service in a 

Data Network Telephony System" to Sidhu, et al. 

"System and Method for Accessing a Network Server Using a Portable 

Information Device Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Interconnecting Portable Information Devices 

Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Using a Portable Information Device to Establish a 

Conference Call on a Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information 

Device on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a 

Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

"Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al. 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over

Cable System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

"Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 
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A. Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of a system 100 for providing 

telephony services according to preferred embodiments of the present invention. The 

system includes a data network 106. A first voice communication device 1 08a 

communicates by a voice connection over the data network 106 by establishing the 

connection via first access network 112. The voice connection may be linked to a 

second voice communication device 1 08b which is accessed via a second access 

network 114. 

The data network 1 06 in the system 100 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. 

The data network 106 may use Voice Over Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice 

signals are carried in data packets. The network 1 06 may also include a connection to 

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to allow for voice connections using 

traditional circuit switching techniques. In one embodiment, the data network 106 

may include one or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport 

protocols for performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the 

Internet. For further details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) at www.ietf.org. In addition, an Internet 

Telephony gateway may be included within the system 100 to allow for voice 

connections to users connected by subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. 

The first and second voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b typically 

include a voice input, a voice output and a voice processing system (described further 

below with reference to Figures 2B). The voice processing system converts voice 

sound from the voice input to digital data signals that are communicated on a voice 

connection over the data network. The voice processing system also converts digital 

data signals received from the voice connection to voice sound at the voice output. 

The voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b typically include a central 

processing unit and memory to store and process computer programs. Each voice 

communication device 1 08a and 1 08b typically includes a unique network address, 

such as an IP address, in memory to uniquely identify it to data network 1 06 and 

permit data packets to be routed to the device. 
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A first personal information device (PID) 11 Oa may be connected to the first 

voice communication device 1 08a and may communicate over the data network 106 

by connecting via the access network 112. The Pill 110a may communicate with a 

second Pill 11 Ob connected to the second voice communications device 1 08b. 

Connections by the Pills 11 Oa,b may be made using the IrDA protocol or the 

Bluetooth system. Point to point links may include an RS232 port. 

The Pills 11 Oa,b each contain user attributes stored in a user information 

database. The user attributes may contain such information as a user identifier, 

schedule information, and other information that is associated with a user of the Pills 

11 Oa,b. The Pills 11 Oa,b each include a user interface allowing a user to easily enter 

and retrieve data. In a preferred embodiment, the user interface indues a pressure

sensitive display that allows a user to enter input with a sylus or other device. An 

example of a PID with such an interface is a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), such as 

one ofthe Palm™ series ofPDAs offered by 3Com Corporation. The Pills 110a,b 

may include other functionality, such as wireless phone or two way radio 

functionality. 

In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08a includes a handset 

with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets oftraditiona1 circuit

switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116 and a keypad 118. The voice communication device 

1 08a may also include a speed dial key set 128 programmed, or assigned to initiate 

connections to other voice communication devices that may be connected to the data 

network 106. In a preferred embodiment, the keys on the speed dial key set 128 may 

be programmed remotely by a message carried on a voice connection using a selected 

data transport protocol. 

One example of the voice communication device 1 08a in a preferred 

embodiment is the NBX 1 00™ communication system phones offered by 3Com® 

Corporation, that has been modified, as described herein, to perform speed dial 

programming. In alternative embodiments, the voice communication device 1 08a 

may include any device having voice communications capabilities. For example, a 

personal computer having a microphone input and speaker output may also be used as 
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the voice communication device 1 08a. Other configurations for the user interface are 

also intended to be within the scope of the present invention. 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices 1 08a and 

1 08b depend on the nature of the data network 1 06 and the nature of the access 

networks 112, 114 connecting the voice communication devices 1 08a and 1 08b to 

each other and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114 typically 

include any high bandwidth network adapted for data communications, i.e. a network 

having greater than 64,000 bits-per-second (bps) bandwidth. The access networks 

112, 114 may link to the voice communication device 108a using an Ethernet LAN, a 

token ring LAN, a coaxial cable links (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), 

a digital subscriber line (DSL), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated 

services digital network (ISDN) link, and wireless links. In embodiments that may 

not require a bandwidth greater than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114 may 

also include the PSTN and link the voice communications device 1 08a by an analog 

modem. Further details regarding specific implementations are described below, with 

reference to FIGs. 2A and 2B. 

B. System For Providing Provisioning and Configuration Services for a 
Telephone Using A Data Network Telephony System 

One advantage ofthe data network telephony system 100 in FIG. 1 is that a 

user may begin making telephone calls by connecting the data network telephone to 

the access network. Alternatively, another advantage of the system 100 is that the 

user may plug the data network telephone to the access network to receive rudimental 

service, but obtain access to fully personalized, user-configured service account as 

well as to user-selected telephony enhancements and features. 

A service provider server 120, connected to the data network 106, maintains 

user service accounts and manages the transport of data communications channels 

between voice communications devices 108a, 108b. A service provider database 122 

stores the user accounts and other subscription information. In accordance with 

preferred embodiments, the service provider server 120 provides voice 

communications devices 1 08a, 1 08b with rudimentary service sufficient to connect to 

a service provider. The service provider server 120 then sets up user interactive 

connections to allow a user to configure a telephony user account. The user account is 
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then activated substantially contemporaneously with the user mteractive connechon 

once the user submits the information. By substantially contemporaneously, it is 

meant that no substantial waiting period is needed before the user account may be 

used. In alternative embodiments, the service provider server 120 configures voice 

communications devices 1 08a, 1 08b with a full, ready-to-use configuration. The 

service provider host 120 also makes modifications to the user accounts easy and 

immediate in effect. A user may select features for temporary use. For example, a 

user may set up call forwarding to use while at a meeting for a week, and then disable 

it for other times. 

1. Local Area Network As 
An Exemplary Access 
Network 

FIG. 2A is a block diagram showing one example of the system 100 ofFIG. 1 

for providing customized communication services according to the present invention. 

The system 200 in FIG. 2A includes a local area network 212, connected to a data 

network 206 by a first router 228 and a cable network 214 connected to the data 

network 206 by a second router 238. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate 

that, while the local area network 212 and the cable network 214 are shown in FIG. 

2A as access networks, any other type of network may be used. For example, the 

local area network 212 and/or the cable network 214 may be replaced by ISDN, DSL, 

or any other high-speed data link. 

The local area network 212 provides data connectivity to its members, such as 

a first data network telephone 208a, a second data network telephone 208b, a gateway 

222 and a network telephony connection server 150a. The local area network 212 in 

FIG. 2A is an Ethernet LAN operating according to the IEEE 802.3 specification, 

which is incorporated by reference herein, however, any other type of local area 

network may be used. The local area network 212 uses the router 228 to provide the 

data network telephone 208a,b, the gateway 222 and the network telephony 

connection server 150a with access to the data network 206. For example, the router 

228 may perform routing functions using protocol stacks that include the Internet 

Protocol and other protocols for communicating on the Internet. 

The network telephony connection server 150a (hereinafter "telephony 

connection server") provides telephony registration, location and call initiation 
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services for voice connections in which its members are a party. A user may register 

for telephony service with an administrator ofthe telephony connection server 150a 

and receive a user identifier and a telephone identifier. The user identifier and 

telephone identifier may be sequences of unique alphanumeric elements that callers 

use to direct voice connections to the user. The telephony connection server 150a 

registers users by storing user records in a data network telephony user database 

(hereinafter "user database") 152a in response to registration requests made by the 

user. 

The call setup process and the user and telephone identifiers preferably 

conform to requirements defined in a call management protocol. The call 

management is used to permit a caller anywhere on the data network to connect to the 

user identified by the user identifier in a data network telephone call. A data network 

telephone call includes a call setup process and a voice exchange process. The call 

setup process includes steps and message exchanges that a caller and callee perform to 

establish the telephone call. The actual exchange of voice signals is performed by a 

data communications channel. The data communications channel incorporates other 

data transport and data formatting protocols, and preferably includes well-known data 

communications channels typically established over the Internet. 

The call management protocol used in FIG. 2A is the Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP), which is described in M. Handley et al., "SIP: Session Initiation 

Protocol," IETF RFC 2543, Mar. 1999, incorporated by reference herein, however, 

any other such protocol may be used. Other protocols include H.323, the Media 

Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), etc. 

The local area network 206 is connected to a gateway 222. The gateway 322 

communicates with a PSTN central office 224, which provides PSTN service to a 

PSTN phone 226. The PSTN phone 226 is likely to be one of many PSTN phones 

serviced by the central office 224. Additional portions of a PSTN network have been 

omitted from FIG. 2A to improve clarity. The PSTN network is well known by those 

having skill in the art of telecommunications. 

The telephony connection server 150a provides telephony service for mobile 

users. A user may be registered to use the first network telephone 208a (which is 

identified by its telephone identifier), but move to a location near the second data 
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network telephone 208b. The user may re-register as the user of the second data 

network telephone 208b. Calls that identify the user by the user's user identifier may 

reach the user at the second network telephone 208b. 

2. The Data Network 
Telephones 

The data network telephones 208a, b are Ethernet phones which are telephones 

that include an Ethernet communications interface fo~ connection to an Ethernet port. 

The Ethernet phones in FIG. 2A support the Internet Protocol (IP), using an IP address 

that is either statically configured or obtained by access to a Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server. 

FIG. 2B is a block diagram showing the data network telephone 208a 

connected to the local area network 212 in FIG. 2A. The data network telephone 208 

in FIG. 2B is connected to the network 212 by a network interface 210. The network 

interface 210 may, for example, be a network interface card, and may be in the form 

of an integrated circuit. A bus 248 may be used to connect the network interface 210 

with a processor 240 and a memory 242. Also connected to the processor are user 

interface circuitry 261 and three alternative (and all optional) interfaces to the 

Personal Information Device (PID) 110 (shown in FIG. 1). 

A first interface 248 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

coupling hardware and mechanisms. The first alternative interface 248 may, for 

example, be a docking cradle for a PDA, in which information can be transferred 

between the PDA and the data network telephone 208. The second alternative 

interface comprises a first connection 254, such as an RS-232 connection, along with 

infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output and for accepting 

infrared input. An infrared interface 252 may also be included within the second 

alternative interface. The third alternative interface comprises a first connection 256, 

such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 258 for 

converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

input. A radio frequency interface 259 may also be included as part of the third 

alternative interface. 

The three alternative interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the data network telephone 
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208 and the PID may also be used. Although three interfaces are sho~ m FIG. '2B: 
there may be only one such interface in the data network telephone 208. More than 

one interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in 

case of failure of an interface. 

The user interface circuitry 261 includes hardware and software components 

that access the functions of the handset, display, keypad and speed dial keypad to 

provide user input and output resources for functions in the processor 240. The user 

interface circuitry includes a display interface 262, a keypad interface 264, a speed 

dial interface 266, an audio output interface 265 and an audio input interface 267. 

The audio input interface 267 may receive voice signals from a microphone or 

other audio input device and converts the signals to digital information. The 

conversion preferably conforms to the G.711 ITU Standard. Further processing ofthe 

digital signal may be performed in the audio input interface 267, such as to provide 

compression (e.g. using G. 723.1 standard) or to provide noise reduction, although 

such processing may also be performed in the processor 240. Alternatively, the audio 

input interface 267 may communicate an analog voice signal to the processor 240 for 

conversion to digital information. 

The audio output interface 265 receives digital information representing voice 

from the processor 240 and converts the information to sound. In one embodiment, 

the speaker interface receives information in the form ofG.711 although other 

processing such as decompression may be performed in the speaker interface 265. 

Alternatively, the processor 240 may convert digital information to analog voice 

signals and communicate the analog voice signals to the speaker interface 265. 

The speed dial interface 266, the keypad interface 264 and the display interface 

262 include well-known device interfaces and respective signal processing techniques. 

The speed dial interface 266 may include an interface to buttons on a keypad, or to 

display buttons that the user activates by pressing designated areas on the screen. 

The user interface circuitry 261 may support other hardware and software 

interfaces. For example, a videophone implementation might also include a camera 

and monitor. The fixed communication device of the present invention is not limited 

to telephones or videophones - additional user interface types, for example, such as 
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the ones needed for computer games, are also contemplated as being within the scope 

of the present invention. 

The processor 240 may consist of one or more smaller processing units, 

including, for example, a programmable digital signal processing engine. In the 

preferred embodiment, the processor is implemented as a single ASIC (Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit) to improve speed and to economize space. The processor 

240 also includes operating system, application and communications software to 

perform the functions of the data network telephone 208. The operating system may 

be any suitable commercially available embedded or disk-based operating system, or 

any proprietary operating system. 

The processor 240 includes a media engine 241 and a signaling stack 243 to 

perform the primary communications and applications functions of the data network 

telephone 208. The purpose of the signaling stack in an exemplary data network 

telephone 208 is to set up, manage, and tear down a call. During the setup phase, a 

user may use the keypad to enter a user identifier to call. The signaling stack 243 

receives the user entry and formats a request message to send to the user identified by 

the user identifier to initiate a telephone call. The request message is sent to discover 

the location of the user identified by the user identifier, exchange communication 

parameters, such as the supported voice CODEC types, and establish the voice 

channel. 

During the management phase, communication proceeds over the voice over 

data channel. Other parties may be invited to the call if needed or the existing 

CODEC can be changed. During the teardown phase, the call is terminated. 

The signaling protocol used in the data network telephone 208 in FIG. 2B is 

the SIP protocol. In particular, the signaling stack implements a User Agent Client 

244 and a User Agent Server 242, in accordance with the SIP protocol. Alternative 

signaling protocols, such as the ITU-T H.323 protocol and others, may also be used to 

implement the present invention. 

Once the call is setup, the media engine 241 manages the communication over 

a data communications channel using a network transport protocol and the network 

interface 210. The media engine 241 sends and receives data packets having a data 

payload for carrying data and an indication of the type of data is being transported. 
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The media engine 241 in the data network telephones 208 may sampltt the·voiCe'

signals from the audio input 267 (or receive voice samples from the audio input 267), 

encode the samples, and build data packets on the sending side. On the receiver side, 

in addition to performing the reverse operations, the media engine also typically 

manages a receiver buffer to compensate for network jitter. 

The media engine 241 includes hardware and software components for 

performing speed dial functions 246, registration functions 14 7, voice-over-data 

functions 249, display data function 251 and keypad output functions 253. The media 

engine 241 processes data that is received from the network 212, and data that is to be 

sent over the network 241. 

For data that is received from the network 212, the media engine 241 may 

determine from the type of data in the packet whether packets contain sampled voice 

signals or data for performing other functions. Packets containing sampled voice 

signals are processed by voice over data function 249. The voice over data function 

249 preferably conforms to a protocol for formatting voice signals as digital data 

streams. While any suitable protocol may be used, the media (voice signal) is 

preferably transported via the Real Time Protocol (RTP), which itself is carried inside 

ofUser Datagram Protocol (UDP). RTP is described in H. Schulzrinne et al., "RTP: 

A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications," IETF RFC 1889, Jan. 1996, which 

is incorporated herein by reference. UDP is described in J. Postel, "User Datagram 

Protocol," IETF RFC 768, Aug. 1980, and IP is described in J. Postel, ed., "Internet 

Protocol," IETF RFC 791, Sept. 1981, both of which are incorporated by reference 

herein. 

Packets containing data for use in registering the data network telephone 208 

with a network telephony service are processed by the registration/provisioning 

function 247. By registering the data network telephone 208, a user may establish 

with the network telephony service provider that calls addressed to the user's user 

identifier may be connected to the data network telephone 208. Provisioning 

configures the data network telephone 208 with features and other user account 

information that relate to the service provider. 

Registration may occur when the data network telephone 208 sends a request 

to register to a service provider host, which may occur during power up, if the data 
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network telephone 208 is connected to the network 212, or when the user conneCts th~ 

data network telephone 208 to the network 212. The registration/provisioning 

function 24 7 may automatically send the Register request when the network is sensed. 

The service provider host may respond by setting the user's user identifier to 

correspond to the telephone identifier of the data network telephone 208, and by 

acknowledging the request with a status message to the data network telephone 208. 

In one embodiment, the service provider host communicates a response message to 

the data network telephone that includes a service provider logo and/or a configuration 

program that programs selected features into the telephone. The selected features may 

include a speed dial assignment to a customer server, a help menu, a user-friendly 

display, etc. 

Other features may be added to the registration/provisioning functions 24 7, or 

implemented as extensions to the registration functions 247. For example, the data 

network telephone 208 may be provisioned to provide selected network telephony 

features by establishing a data connection with a service provider, requesting the 

selected services, and receiving data that ensures that the services have been 

successfully provisioned. Such features may include, for example, caller 

identification, call forwarding, voice mail, unified voice/email, gateway services, Pill

based applications, call conferencing, advertisement enable/disable, and any other 

service offered by the network telephony service provider to enhance the capabilities 

of the data network telephone 208. The requests for features may be made 

contemporaneously with setting up a new account (as described below with reference 

to FIGs. 3A-8). The features may also be requested to modify the service. Users need 

not be locked into any service plan or feature set. One advantage of such provisioning 

functions is that services may be ordered for temporary use in a manner that is 

convenient to the user. 

Packets containing data that is to be displayed on the display device are 

processed by the display data function 251. The display data function 251 may be 

used for displaying, for example, the name(s) and user identifier(s) of the other party(

ies) to the call, the status of the telephone call, billing information, and other 

information. The display data function 251 may also provide access to the display 

interface 262 for the display of commercial messages sent from the commercial 
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message server 120 (shown in FIG. 2A). The display data function 251 may process 

image data and text data that may be contained in and of the messages. 

Packets containing data that programs or assigns speed dial keys are processed 

by the speed dial function 246. A speed dial key may be programmed during 

registration with the user identifier of the service provider's customer service 

department, or to a provisioning service. When a message, or one or more packets, is 

received, the data in the commercial message is examined for speed dial programming 

data. The speed dial programming data may include a speed dial key selector to 

identify the speed dial key being programmed, and a user identifier used to initiate a 

telephone call when the selected speed dial key is pressed. The speed dial 

programming data may also include directions to be displayed on the display screen 

that inform the user that a selected speed dial key has been programmed. In addition, 

the speed dial programming data may include an icon for display on a touch sensitive 

screen that describes the user or service to be reached when the icon on the display is 

touched. 

The speed dial programming data may also include an indication of whether 

the speed dial key is to be programmed permanently, or temporarily. Temporarily 

programmed keys may be programmed for the duration of the present call only, or for 

a selected time period. Permanently programmed speed dial keys are programmed 

until re-programmed later. 

For data that is to be sent over the data network 212, the media engine 241 

formats the data as data packets in accordance with a selected protocol. The selected 

protocol is preferably the protocol that is supported by the data network telephone that 

will receive the data for the particular type of data being transported. 

The voice over data function 249 formats voice samples according to the 

protocol used by the receiving data network telephone. In one preferred embodiment, 

the voice over data function 249 formats voice samples as R TP packets. The 

registration function 247 and the keypad output function 253 may use RTP or other 

protocols to transport dat~ that does not represent voice signals. 
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Referring back to FIG. 2A, the system 200 includes a cable network 214 

connected to the data network 206 by a router 238. The cable network 214 provides 

data network access to its members, which in FIG. 2A include a third data network 

telephone 218a, a fourth data network telephone 218b, a fifth data network telephone 

218c, a workstation 218d, a second data network connection telephony server 150b 

and a network telephony connection database 152b. The users of the data network 

telephones 218a-c connected to the cable network 214 may communicate by telephone 

over the data network 206 with the users of the data network telephones 208a,b 

connected to the local area network 214. 

The cable network 214 includes any digital cable television system that 

provides data connectivity. In the cable network 214, data is communicated by radio 

frequency in a high-frequency coaxial cable. The cable network 214 may include a 

head-end, or a central termination system that permits management of the cable 

connections to the users. 

The cable network 214 includes high-frequency coaxial cable connections for 

terminating the members, such as the data network telephones 218a-c and the 

workstation 218d. The third, fourth and fifth data network telephones 218a-c are 

preferably similar to the data network telephone 208 described with reference to FIG. 

2B. One difference is that the third, fourth and fifth data network telephones 218a-c 

access telephone service over the cable network 214, and the first and second data 

network telephones 208a,b access telephone service over the Ethernet. 

C. Providing Telephone Services By A Data Network Telephony Service 
Provider 

1. Telephony Service 
Provider 

FIG. 2A shows a service provider host 160 having a service provider server 

120 and a service provider database 122. The service provider server 120 registers 

data network telephones and performs user interactive connections with users to 

configure users' telephone accounts. The host 160 is connected to the data network 

206, however, the host 160 may also be connected to either access network 212, 214. 
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The host 160 may also include network telephony connection servers, such as server 

150a,b. The host 160 may also communicate with separately located local network 

telephony connection servers 150, 152 for billing purposes, or for carrying out the 

features selected by users. The host 160 may be managed by a telephony service 

provider or by any entity for a telephony service provider. 

The telephony connection server 150b is preferably a SIP-based server that 

performs call initiation, maintenance and teardown for the data network telephones 

218a-c connected to the cable network 214. The telephony connection server 150b 

may be similar or identical to the telephony connection server 150a connected to the 

local area network 212. The ISP host 160 includes the service provider server 120 and 

the service provider database 122. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2A includes a data network telephony system 

that permits the data network telephones 208a, b connected to the local area network 

212 to communicate with the data network telephones 214 connected to the cable 

network 214. The system shown in FIG. 2A uses SIP in order to establish, maintain 

and teardown sessions, or telephone calls between users. 

There are two major architectural elements to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the 

network server. The UA resides at the SIP end stations, (e.g. the data network 

telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client (UAC), which is responsible 

for issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), which responds to such 

requests. There are three different network server types: a redirect server, a proxy 

server, and a registrar. The various network server types may be combined into a 

single server, such as the telephony connection server 150a,b. Not all server types are 

required to implement the embodiments of the present invention. The communication 

services to be provided will determine which servers are present in the communication 

system. Preferred embodiments of the present invention may be carried out using 

proxy servers. 

One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request, a SIP 

proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting the 

call. A successful SIP invitation consists of two requests: INVITE followed by ACK. 

The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller user 

identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called party 
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what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to be sent. 

User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses are 

referred to as SIP Uniform Resource Locators (SIP-URLs), which are of the form 

sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 

Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing of the 

SIP requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A 

stateful proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, 

while a stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in 

the message. Furthermore, proxies can either be forking or non-forking. A forking 

proxy can, for example, ring several phones at once until somebody takes the call. 

Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (called a SIP URL) and the 

associated IP address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to 

notify the registrar where the UAC can be reached for a specified amount of time. 

When an INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER message, the 

proxy or redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

At the local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as the 

network telephony server 150a is the primary destination of all SIP messages trying to 

establish a connection with users on the local area network 212. Preferably, the 

network telephony server 150a is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients 

outside the LAN 212 on behalf of all the SIP clients residing on the LAN 212. The 

network telephony server 150a relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate 

final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the user 

database 152a. It allows all mobile clients to register with their current locations. 

Similarly, the network telephony server 150b is the primary destination of all 

SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network telephones 218a-c 

connected to the cable network 214. Preferably, the network telephony server 150b is 

also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients outside the LAN 212 on behalf 

of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network telephones) residing on the LAN 212. The 

network telephony server 150b relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate 

final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the user 

database 152b. 
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2. Registration of the Telephone 

The data network telephones 208a,b and 218a-c in the system 200 preferably 

have pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. MAC addresses or phone numbers), 

represented as SIP-URL's that are ofthe form sip:8475551212@3com.com. After 

power-up, each data network telephones 208a,b and 218a-c sends a SIP REGISTER 

message to the default registrar, such as the network telephony servers 150a,b. When 

a call arrives at one of the network telephony servers 150a,b for any of the registered 

SIP URLs, the server will forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a data 

network telephone is moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL will 

still be properly routed to that device. In other words, the system in FIG. 2A provides 

device mobility in the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone 

according to its SIP URL. This is especially useful if the data network telephone 

208a,b or 218a-c is running the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that 

when the location is changed, the IP address is also automatically changed. 

An advantage of the system in FIG. 2A is that the network telephony 

connection server 150a,b may respond to REGISTER messages (for SIP and similar 

messages in other protocols) with a message that configures the data network 

telephone 208a,b or 218a-c to have a variety of ready-to-use features. The service 

provider may configure the telephony connection server 150a,b to enforce a particular 

configuration for operation, or offer the user choices of features that comprise the 

configuration. A data network telephone may be configured to include features such 

as: 
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• User identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that uniquely identifies 
the user. The user identifier may be formatted as an E.164 telephone number, or as a 
name. The user identifier may be unique throughout the universe of users on the data 
network telephony system 200 (shown in FIG. 1 ), or it may acquire such uniqueness 
by association with a server identifier. 

• Telephone Identifier: a sequence of alphanumeric elements that uniquely 
identifies the telephone. The telephone identifier may be formatted as an E.l64 
telephone number, or as a number, such as a MAC address. The telephone identifier 
may be unique throughout the universe of data network telephones on the data network 
telephony system 200, or it may acquire such uniqueness by association with a server 
identifier. 

• The user's name, address and other information that may be used primarily for 
billing purposes. For example, the user's checking account number, credit card 
number or other financial information may be provided for automatic billing and 
payment capabilities. 

• User's telephony service features. The user may subscribe, permanently or 
temporarily, to one or more telephony service features offered by the service provider: 

+ Voice mail 
+ Caller ID 
+ Call Forwarding with true number portability 
+ Teleconferencing 

+ Commercial messaging- a service that may be made available in embodiments 
of the present invention. A user may subscribe to have the data network telephone 218 
receive (or not to receive) advertisements for display on the display of the data 
network telephone 218. 

• Commercial messaging with speed dial programming- a service that may be 
made available in embodiments of the present invention. A user may subscribe to 
have the data network telephone 218 receive (or not to receive) advertisements that 
program the speed dial keys of the data network telephone 218.The display of the 
service provider logo 

• Menu of functions 
• Help menu 
• Speed dial key programming (e.g. speed dial to customer service) 
• Features as standard offerings- to compete, a provider may offer features that 

normally cost extra (e.g. caller ID, etc.) as standard features 

• Packaged configurations - Features and offerings may be grouped as distinctly 
priced packages 

• Functions using PDA connectivity (e.g. Remote Whiteboard communication, 
control oftele hone use throu h PDA 

TABLE A 
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FIG. 3A shows the data network telephone 208 for User A begin the 

registration process. User A's telephone 208 may be brand new, in which case, the 

process described with reference to FIGs. 3A-3D illustrates the ease with which the 

data network telephone 208 may be installed and used immediately. When User A 

connects the data network telephone 208 to the network 206 (NOTE: connection may 

be through an access network), the data network 208 uses its MAC address as an 

initial telephone identifier. The data network telephone 208 retrieves an IP address 

using a DHCP Discover message exchange, shown at 271, with a DHCP server 161. 

The data network telephone 208 then sends a registration message as shown at 

273. In a preferred embodiment, the registration message includes a temporary user 

identifier (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) and a version identifier that identifies the current version 

ofthe configuration ofthe telephone 208. FIG. 3B shows a sample registration 

request at 4 72 in a message flow diagram. 

Referring back to FIG. 3A, the telephony connection server 150a may respond 

to the registration message at 273 with a response message as shown at 275. The 

message at 275 includes an auto-configuration command which forces the data 

network telephone 208 to implement a new configuration. The new configuration 

may be an update to the current version identified by the current version identifier. 

FIG. 3B shows a sample of the auto-configuration response at 474. In a preferred 

embodiment, the auto-configuration message is communicated in the message body of 

a SIP response message. 

The response message at 275 in FIG. 3A may also comprise an exchange of 

messages using a data channeL FIG. 3B shows a first data channel message 480 

having a query to the user in TCP transmitted as TCP/IP. It is to be understood that 

any other protocol may be used. The message may be formatted for display on the 

data network telephone 208, as voice over data in a voice mail session, or any other 

manner conforming to the user interface capabilities of the telephone 208. The user 

may respond by saying "Yes"f'No", selecting a menu item by touching the screen, 

pressing a yes/no button, or any other manner conforming to the user interface 

capabilities of the telephone 208. 

The user's response is communicated in a second data channel 482 to the 

network telephony connection server 150a. If the response was a "Yes" such that the 
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user wants the configuration of the data network telephone 208 updated, the network 

telephony connection server 150a responds with the updated version at 484. 

Referring to FIG. 3C, the data network telephone 208 is shown as having been 

registered. The data network telephone 208 is shown configured with a phone number 

(user identifier), a service provider logo (.xyz) and a hotlink, or display button 

programmed to dial customer service at 116 for the service provider. The service 

provider host 160 may configure the data network telephone with a full set of features, 

such as from those listed above, to allow the user to make full use of the data network 

telephone 208. 

In an alternative embodiment, the registration process leaves the data network 

telephone 208 with a rudimentary configuration barely able to make any telephone 

calls. For example, the process may leave the data network telephone 208 capable of 

making only one call, to customer service for a user controlled provisioning of the 

system. The user may also provision the telephone 208 using a connection to the 

service provider's web page. 

As shown in FIG. 4A, the user at data network telephone 208 makes a call at 

281 to the service provider server 120 with its user identifier (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx), and 

a command to request service provisioning. A provisioning function, in response to 

the telephone call at 281, establishes a data connection 283 to perform the transfer 

(which may be with voice over data signals) of information. The service provider 

server 120 may send a form, or present an order screen 316, at the telephone 

requesting information from the user. The user may also use a workstation and 

connect at 287 to a web page 451 at the service provider server 120 and enter the 

information at a web page order screen 317. The information requested in both the 

order screen 316 and the web page order screen 317 is illustrated in FIG. 4B. One of 

ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the web page order screen 31 7 is illustrated 

as an example ofthe type of information requested during a provisioning session. 

More or less information may be requested. 

Referring to FIG. 4C, when the user has entered the data requested in the order 

screen, the service provider server 120 leaves a ready display 416 at the data network 

telephone 208 indicative of the type of configuration provided by the provisioning 

process. The service provider server 120 may also leave a confirmatory message 41 7 
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on the workstation (or on the data network telephone, either on the display or by 

voice) indicating what happens next. FIG. 4D shows an example of such a 

confirmatory message. Once the user responds to the email, the data network 

telephone 208 is ready for use. 

The service provider server 120 also builds and stores in the service provider 

database 122 a user account 455 for the user as shown in FIG. 4A. 

3. A Telephone Call 

FIG. 5 shows the interaction between the components in FIG. 2A in 

performing a telephone call. As shown in FIG. 5, a telephony service provider (e.g. 

ISP) provides telephone service using the host 160. The telephony service provider 

may also provide data connectivity services and other services relating to 

communication (e.g. advertising) on the data network 206. With User A and User B 

registered with network telephony connection servers 150a,b respectively, the 

telephony connection server 150b operates as a proxy server (e.g. as a SIP proxy 

server) for User B's data network telephone 218. When other users, such as User A, 

attempt to call User B, the call setup will be made through the telephony connection 

server 150b. 

As shown in FIG. 5, User A initiates a telephone call from User A's data 

network telephone 208 to the data network telephone 218 belonging to User B. User 

A begins the telephone call by dialing User B 's user identifier using the keypad 118 

(or a PID, or a speed dial key, or using any other manner). The data network 

telephone 208 sends a request to initiate a call to User Bat 280 to the data network 

telephony connection 150b providing service to User B. The request to initiate a call 

to User Bat 280 includes User B's user identifier as the callee, User A's user 

identifier as the caller and the protocols supported by User A's data network telephone 

208. 

The telephony connection server 150b sends the request to the data network 

telephone 218 identified in the user database 152b as belonging to User B, preferably, 

in accordance with its role as a proxy server, and preferably as defmed in the SIP 

protocoL The data network telephone 218 responds with a response message (not 

shown in FIG. 5) to the telephony connection server 150b. The telephony connection 
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server 150b receives the response message and sends the response message to User 

A's data network telephone 208 as shown at 282. 

User A's data network telephone 208 receives the response message and may 

prepare an acknowledgement message if called for by the protocol (e.g. the SIP 

protocol). 

User A's data network telephone 208 also establishes a voice over data 

channel284 to permit communication between User A and User B. The voice over 

data channel 284 is preferably a data communications channel in which voice signals 

that have been converted to digital information are being carried as data messages in 

accordance with a selected protocol. The data messages include User B's message 

286 and User A's messages 288 as shown in FIG. 5. User B's message 286 and User 

A's message 288 both include an IP protocol component, a UDP component. an RTP 

component and a G.72x component. 

The IP protocol component permits routing of the messages 286, 288 in 

accordance with an Internet Protocol (e.g. Ipv4, IPV6, etc.). The UDP component 

permits transport as a User Datagram in a connection-less environment in accordance 

with the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The RTP component is the chosen format 

for communicating the voice signals as data. The G. 72x component indicates how the 

voice signals, once extracted from the RTP component are to be processed to produce 

audio. The G.72x indication represents that the voice signals may conform to ITU-T 

Recommendation G.721, ITU-T Recommendation G.722, ITU-T Recommendation 

G.723, ITU-T Recommendation G.723.1, ITU-T Recommendation G.728 or ITU-T 

Recommendation G.729. The voice signals may also conform to ITU-T 

Recommendation G.711 or to any other suitable protocol. 

One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the voice over data channel 

284 may be implemented using different protocols than the ones shown in FIG. 5. 

Moreover, when the signaling protocol used to establish the telephone call permits 

negotiation of supported protocols as is done with the preferred SIP protocol, the 

voice over data channel284 may be asymmetrical; that is, User A's messages 288 

may be different from User B's messages 286. 

The telephone call carried out over the voice over data channel 284 proceeds 

until one or both users terminate the call. During termination or teardown of the call, 
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the telephony connection server 150b performs in accordance with the selected session 

protocol such as the SIP protocol. 

FIGs. 3A-5 show systems and methods for registering and auto-configuring a 

data network telephone 208 in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. 

Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the systems and methods 

described above are examples. Other embodiments may fall within the scope of the 

claims. 

D. Methods For Providing Registration and Provisioning of a Data 
Network Telephone Using A Data Network Telephony System 

FIGs. 6-8 illustrate methods for providing registration and provisioning for a 

data network telephone that may be performed using any suitable data network 

telephony system. FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a method of configuring a data 

network telephone by registering for service with a service provider. As shown at step 

500 in FIG. 6, a data network telephone starts by obtaining an IP address from a 

DHCP server. At step 502, a request to register message is sent to a service provider 

server. The service provider server may have a designated default proxy server to use, 

or may provide the appropriate server with a call management protocol and/or 

registration server. In the request to register message, the data network telephone 

includes a current version of the telephone configuration as shown at step 502. The 

version of the telephone configuration may include different combinations of the 

features listed above in Table A. 

At step 506, the service provider server 120 (FIG. 1) checks the telephone 

version with the latest version available. An OR step 506 in the flowchart ofFIG. 6 

indicates that alternative steps may be taken. At step 507, the service provider server 

120 may automatically re-configure the data network telephone. Alternatively, the 

service provider server may query the user to determine whether to upgrade to a new 

version at decision block 508. A yes response to the query leads to step 510 to re

configure the data network telephone. 

One advantage of registering in the manner shown in FIG. 6 is that a full

function feature laden configuration of the data network telephone is possible using a 

register request. 
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FIG. 7 is a flowchart that shows a method for registenng the data network 

telephone with partial or low-level service so that the user may provision the data 

network telephone as a completely personalized data network telephone. At step 600 

in FIG. 7, the data network telephone requests an IP address from a DHCP server. 

The request to register is sent at step 602 to the default proxy server. At step 604, the 

user proceeds to a method for provisioning the data network telephone. 

FIG. 8 shows a preferred method for provisioning the data network telephone. 

At step 700, the user connects to the service provider's web page for providing user 

account information. At step 702, the user enters billing information. At step 704, the 

user enters user-selectable user identifiers, passwords, email identifiers, etc. At step 

706, the user selects features that the user would like to add, and at step 708, the 

account information is submitted. A confirmatory message and email is received at 

step 710. When the user responds to the email at step 712, the data network telephone 

may be used. 

\Vhile the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments of the invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For 

example, the access networks shown in FIG. 2A may comprise any other suitable type 

of local area network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols of various types are referenced throughout. While 

preferred and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any suitable 

replacement protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol used to 

replace a corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented without 

departing from the scope of the invention. 

This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in 

light of the foregoing. 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A system for providing telephone service comprising: 

a data network to provide data connectivity for a plurality of data 

communications channels using data transport protocols; 

at least one data network telephone connected to the data network, the 

data network operable to communicate voice signals as data packets on a voice 

over data channel, the voice over data channel being one ofthe plurality of 

data communications channels on the data network containing packetized 

voice signals, the data network telephone being operable to convert data 

packets communicated on the voice over data channel to voice; and 

a service provider server connected to the data network, the service 

provider server being operable to configure the data network telephone to 

perform voice communications functions and at least one enhanced telephony 

feature. 

2. The system of Claim 1 wherein the service provider server includes a 

registration function to automatically configure the data network telephone with a first 

configuration. 

3. The system of Claim 1 wherein the service provider server includes a 

registration function to query a user to determine whether to configure the data 

network telephone with a second configuration. 

4. The system of Claim 1 wherein the service provider server includes a network 

telephony connection server operable to perform registration functions, the 

registration functions being operable to configure the data network telephone. 

5. The system of Claim 4 wherein the network telephony connection server uses 

a call management protocQl to perform registration functions. 
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6. The system of Claim 5 wherein the call management protocol is a protocol 

selected from the group consisting of: Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), H.323, MGCP 

andMEGACO. 

7. A telephone for communicating voice signals on a data network telephony 

system, the telephone comprising: 

a network interface to sense a network connection; 

a signaling stack operable to perform call initiation functions; 

a media engine operable to perform data communications functions, the 

media engine comprising a voice function operable to communicate digitized 

voice signals on data packets; and 

a registration function to generate a request to register with a telephony 

connection server when the network connection is sensed. 

8. The telephone of Claim 7 wherein the registration function receives a 

configuration from the telephony connection server. 

9. The telephone of Claim 8 wherein: 

the telephone includes a display device; wherein, 

the configuration includes a service provider logo and the registration 

function displays the service provider logo on the display. 

10. A method of providing service provider selected configurations of a data 

network telephone comprising the steps of: 

detecting a request to register from the data network telephone, the 

request containing a current configuration version identifier; 

comparing the current configuration version identifier with a service 

provider current configuration; and 

if current configuration version identifier is not the service provider 

current configuration, determining whether to update the configuration of the 

data network telephone. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A. Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to a method and system for providing 

communication services over a network. In particular, the present invention relates to a 

system and method for exchanging data related to personal information device (PID) 

10 services over a telephony network. 

B. Description of the Related Art 

For many years, telephone service providers on the Public Switched Telephone 

Network (PSTN) provided their customers nothing more than a telephone line to use to 

communicate with other subscribers. Over time, telephone service providers have 

15 enhanced their service by providing Custom Local Area Signaling Service (CLASS) 

features to their customers. Similar communication services are provided by a Private 

Branch Exchange (PBX), which is typically implemented in a nonresidential setting. 

The CLASS features permit customer subscribers of the features to tailor their 

telephone service according to individual needs. Some of the more popular CLASS 

20 features are: 

• Call blocking: The customer may specify one or more numbers from which he 

or she does not want to receive calls. A blocked caller will hear a rejection message, 

while the callee will not receive any indication of the calL 

• Call return: Returns a call to the most recent caller. If the most recent caller is 

25 busy, the returned call may be queued until it can be completed. 

• Call trace: Allows a customer to trigger a trace of the number of the most 

recent caller. 

• Caller ID: The caller's number is automatically displayed during the silence 

period after the first ring. This feature requires the customer's line to be equipped with a 

30 device to read and display the out-of-band signal containing the number. 
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• Caller ID blocking: Allows a caller to block the display of their number in a 

callee's caller ID device. 

• Priority ringing: Allows a customer to specify a list of numbers for which, 

when the customer is called by one of the numbers, the customer will hear a distinctive 

5 ring. 

• Call forwarding: A customer may cause incoming calls to be automatically 

forwarded to another number for a period of time. 

A customer subscriber to a CLASS feature may typically activate and/or de

activate a CLASS feature using "*•' directives (e.g., *69 to automatically return a call to 

10 the most recent caller). CLASS features may also be implemented with the use of out-of

band data. CLASS feature data is typically transmitted between local Class-5 switches 

using the Signaling System #7 (SS7). 

Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) and other similar organizations maintain CLASS 

offices that typically contain a database entry for each customer. The database allows 

15 specification of the CLASS features a customer has subscribed to, as well as information, 

such as lists of phone numbers, associated with those features. In some cases, customers 

may edit these lists on-line via a touch-tone interface. A list of all phone numbers that 

have originated or terminated a call with each customer is often included in the CLASS 

office database. For each customer, usually only the most recent number on this list is 

20 stored by the local Class-5 switch. 

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX), is a stored program switch similar to a Class-

5 switch. It is usually used within a medium-to-large-sized business for employee 

telephony service. Since a PBX is typically operated by a single private organization, 

there exists a wide variety ofPBX services and features. Custom configurations are 

25 common, such as integration with intercom and voice mail systems. PBX's typically 

support their own versions of the CLASS features, as well as other features in addition to 

those of CLASS. Most PBX features are designed to facilitate business and group 

communications. 

A summary oftypical PBX features includes: 

30 • Call transfer: An established call may be transferred from one number to another 

number on the same PBX. 
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• Call forwarding: In addition to CLASS call forwarding, a PBX number can be 

programmed to automatically transfer a call to another number when the first number 

does not answer or is busy. 

• Camp-on queuing: Similar to PSTN call return, a call to a busy number can be queued 

5 until the callee can accept it. The caller can hang up their phone and the PBX will ring 

them when the callee answers. 

• Conference calling: Two or more parties can be comiected to one another by dialing 

into a conference bridge number. 

• Call parking: An established call at one number can be put on hold and then 

10 reestablished from another number. This is useful when call transfer is not warranted. 

• Executive override: A privileged individual can break into an established call. After a 

warning tone to the two participants, the call becomes a three-way call. 

While the CLASS and PBX features have enhanced the offerings of service 

providers that use the PSTN, the features are nevertheless limited in their flexibility and 

15 scope. The effect to the user is that the features become clumsy and difficult to use. For 

example, in order to use the Call Forwarding function, the user must perform the steps at 

the user's own phone prior to moving to the location of the telephone to which calls will 

be forwarded. A more desirable approach, from the standpoint of usefulness to the user, 

would be to perform the steps at the telephone to which calls will be forwarded. 

20 Much ofthe lack of flexibility ofthe PSTN features is due to the lack of 

flexibility in the PSTN system itself. One problem with the PSTN is that the terminal 

devices (e.g. telephones) lack intelligence and operate as .. dumb" terminals on a network 

having the intelligence in central offices. Most PSTN telephones are limited in functional 

capability to converting the analog signals they receive to sound and converting the 

25 sound from the handset to analog signals. 

Some PSTN telephones have a display device and a display function to display 

specific information communicated from intelligent agents in the PSTN network using 

the PSTN signaling architecture. For example, some PSTN telephones have a display 

function to enable the Caller ID feature. Even such PSTN telephones are limited however 

30 by the closed PSTN signaling architecture, which prohibits access by the PSTN 
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telephones to the network signaling protocols. The display functions are effectively 

limited to displaying text, again, as a "dumb" terminal. 

The Internet presents a possible solution for distributing intelligence to telephony 

terminal devices. In Internet telephony, digitized voice is treated as data and transmitted 

5 across a digital data network between a telephone calls' participants. One form of 

Internet telephony uses a telephony gateway/terminal where IP telephony calls are 

terminated on the network. PSTN telephones are connected by a subscriber line to the 

gateway/terminal at the local exchange, or at the nearest central office. This form of 

Internet telephony provides substantial cost savings for users. Because the PSTN portion 

1 o used in Internet telephony calls is limited to the local lines on each end of the call, long 

distance calls may be made for essentially the cost of a local call. Notwithstanding the 

costs savings provided by this form of Internet telephony, it is no more flexible than the 

PSTN with respect to providing enhancements and features to the basic telephone 

service. 

15 In another form of Internet telephony, telephones are connected to access 

networks that access the Internet using a router. The telephones in this form of Internet 

telephony may be substantially more intelligent than typical PSTN telephones. For 

example, such a telephone may include substantially the computer resources of a typical 

personal computer. 

20 Data network telephones and the data network (e.g. Internet) system in which they 

25 

operate, however, lack a substantial infrastructure and service providers for providing 

telephone service. 

It would be desirable to incorporate CLASS and PBX features into a data network 

telephony system that uses a data network such as the Internet. 

It would be desirable to provide new features and enhancements to telephony 

service that accommodates and conforms to users' needs. 

It would also be desirable to provide features and capabilities to telephone service 

that create new opportunities for users and for service providers. 

The present invention addresses the above needs by providing a system in a data 

30 network telephony system, such as for example, the Internet, that enables connected users 

to transmit user data, such as graphical data, or application-related data (e.g. email, 
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contacts data, calendar data, interactive game data, etc.), to each other across a telephony 

network using PIDs (Portable Information Devices) that may be linked to network 

communication devices. The system according to some embodiments of the present 

invention addresses concurrent voice and user data transmissions between users. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Presently preferred embodiments of the invention are described below in 

conjunction with the appended drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals refer to 

like elements in the various figures, and wherein: 

5 FIG. 1 is block diagram of a network telephony system according to one 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a system for exchanging data related to 

portable information device (PID) services on a telephony system according to an 

exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

10 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a data network telephone according to an exemplary 

15 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a PID according to an exemplary embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a stack layer diagram showing the layers of an IrDA stack; 

FIG. 6 is a block and stack layer diagram illustrating an embodiment of the 

protocol stacks in an exemplary embodiment of a PID linked to a data network telephone; 

FIG. 7 is block and stack layer diagram illustrating an embodiment of the present 

invention in which a SIP call may be established; 

FIG. 8 is a combined block and pictorial diagram showing a system for providing 

20 PID data exchange according to a first embodiment of the present invention; 

25 

FIG. 9 is a combined block and pictorial diagram showing a system for providing 

PID data exchange according to a second embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 10 is a combined block and pictorial diagram showing a system for 

providing PID data exchange according to a third embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The following references to patent applications filed concurrently herewith are 

incorporated be reference: 

* "System and Method for Controlling Telephone Service Using a Wireless 

Personal Information Device" to Schuster, et al. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

"System and Method for Advertising Using Data Network Telephone 

Connections" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing User-Configured Telephone Service in a Data 

Network Telephony System" to Sidhu, et al. 

"System and Method for Accessing a Network Server Using a Portable 

Information Device Through a Network Based Telecommunication System" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Enabling Encryption on a Telephony Network" to 

Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Using a Portable Information Device to Establish a 

Conference Call on a Telephony Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Associating Notes with a Portable Information Device 

on a Network Telephony Call" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Shared Workspace Services Over a Telephony 

Network" to Schuster, et al. 

"System and Method for Providing Service Provider Configurations for 

Telephones in a Data Network Telephony System" to Schuster, et al. 

The following additional references are also incorporated by reference herein: 

"Multiple ISP Support for Data Over Cable Networks" to Ali Akgun, et al. 

"Method and System for Provisioning Network Addresses in a Data-Over-Cable 

System" to Ali Akgun, et al., Serial No. 09/218,793. 

* "Network Access Methods, Including Direct Wireless to Internet Access" to 

Yingchun Xu, et al., Serial No. 08/887,313 
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A. PID-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary embodiment of a system 100 for 

exchanging mixed media messages according to one embodiment of the present 

invention. The system includes a data network 106. A first voice communication device 

5 108a linked to a first access network 112 via connection 130 may communicate over the 

data network 106 by connecting via the first access network 112. A second voice 

communication device 1 08b is linked to a second access network 114 through connection 

136 and may communicate over the data network 106 by connecting via the second 

access network 114 

10 The data network 1 06 in the system 100 typically includes one or more Local 

Area Networks (LANs) connected to one another or to a Wide-Area Network (WAN), 

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) network, to provide wide-scale data connectivity. The 

data network 106 may use Voice Over Packet (VOP) schemes in which voice signals are 

carried in data packets. The network 106 may also include a connection to the Public 

15 Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to allow for voice connections using traditional 

circuit switching techniques. In one embodiment, the data network 106 may include one 

or more LANs such as Ethernet LANs and support data transport protocols for 

performing Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoiP) techniques on the Internet. For further 

details regarding VoiP, see the information available through the Internet Engineering 

20 Task Force (IETF) at www.ietf.org. In addition, an Internet Telephony gateway may be 

included within the system 100 to allow for voice connections to users connected by 

subscriber lines at a PSTN Central Office. 

The voice communication devices 1 08a-b (described further below with reference 

to FIG. 3) typically include a voice input, a voice output and a voice processing system. 

25 The voice processing system converts voice sound to digital data signals that are 

communicated on a voice connection over the data network. The voice processing 

system also converts digital data signals received from the voice connection to voice 

sound. The voice communication devices 1 08a-b typically include a central processing 

unit and memory to store and process computer programs. Additionally, each voice 

30 communication device 1 08a-b typically includes a unique network address, such as an IP 
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address, in memory to uniquely identify it to the data network 106 and to permit data 

packets to be routed to the device. 

A first PID 11 Oa linked to the first voice communication device 1 08a via 

connection 1 09a may communicate over the data network 106 by connecting via the first 

5 access network 112. A second PID 110b linked to the second voice communication 

device 1 08b via connection 1 09b may communicate over the data network 106 by 

connecting via the second access network 114. The PIDs 110a-b each contain user 

attributes stored in a user information data base. The user attributes may contain such 

information as a user identifier, schedule information, and other information that is 

10 associated with a user ofthe PID 110a or 110b. The PIDS 110a-b each include a user 

interface allowing a user to easily enter and retrieve data. In a preferred embodiment, the 

user interface includes a pressure-sensitive display that allows a user to enter input with a 

stylus or other device. An example of a PID with such an interace is a PDA (Personal 

Digital Assistant), such as one ofthe Palm™ series ofPDAs offered by 3Com® 

15 Corporation. The Pills 110a-b may include other functionality, such as wireless phone or 

two-way radio functionality. 

Links 109a-b are point-to-point links, and may entirely or partially wireless, or 

they may be hard-wired connections. Each of the links 109a-b is preferably a wireless 

link, such as an infrared link specified by the Infrared Data Association (lrDA) (see 

20 irda.org for further information) or a radio frequency (RF) link such as the Bluetooth 

system (see www.bluetooth.com for further information). However, the point-to-point 

link can also be a hardwired connection, such as an RS-232 serial port. 

In one embodiment, the voice communication device 1 08a includes a handset 

with a receiver and transmitter similar or identical to handsets of traditional·circuit-

25 switched telephones. A console on which the handset sits may include the voice 

processing system, a display 116, and a keypad 118. 

In a preferred embodiment, a portion of the voice communication device 1 08a 

utilizes an NBX 1 00™ communication system phone offered by 3Com® Corporation. In 

alternative embodiments, the voice communication device 1 08a may include any device 

30 having voice communications capabilities. For example, a personal computer having a 

microphone input and speaker output may also be used to implement the voice 
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communication device 1 08a. Other configurations are also intended to be within the 

scope of the present invention. 

The details relating to operation of the voice communication devices 1 08a and 

1 08b depend on the nature of the data network 106 and the nature of the access networks 

5 112, 114 connecting the voice communication devices 108a and 108b to each other 

and/or to other network entities. The access networks 112, 114 typically include any high 

bandwidth network adapted for data communications, i.e. a network having greater than 

64,000 bits-per-second (bps) bandwidth. The access networks 112, 114 may link to the 

voice communication devices 1 08a-b using an Ethernet LAN, a token ring LAN, a 

I o coaxial cable link (e.g. CATV adapted for digital communication), a digital subscriber 

line (DSL), twisted pair cable, fiberoptic cable, an integrated services digital network 

(ISDN) link, and wireless links. In embodiments that may not require bandwidth greater 

than 64,000 bps, the access networks 112, 114 may also include the PSTN and link the 

voice communications devices 1 08a-b by an analog modem. Further details regarding 

15 specific implementations are described below, with reference to FIGs. 2 through 10. 

B. System for Providing PID Data Exchange Using a Data Network 
Telephony System 

One advantage ofthe PDA-Enabled Data Network Telephony System 100 in FIG. 

1 is that it may be used to exchange PID data. In one embodiment, the Pills 11 Oa is able 

20 to accept and process PID data from a user through a user interface on the PID 11 Oa. The 

PID data may include any data used by the PID, such as graphical data, email, calendar 

data, contacts data (e.g. business card data), interactive game data. The PID data can be 

communicated across the link 1 09a to the voice communication devices 1 08a for 

transport across the first access network 112, the data network 106, and the second access 

25 network 114 to the voice communication device 108b. The PID 110b can receive the 

PID data across the link 109b for display on the PID 110b. A voice-over-data channel for 

communicating voice-over-data can concurrently exist with this communication of PID 

data over a graphical data channel. In this way, a user of the PID 110a can communicate 

PID data to a user of the PID 11 Ob while voice signals are communicated between the 

30 voice communication device 1 08a and the voice communication device 1 08b. 
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1. Local Area Network As An Exemplary Access Network 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing one example of the system 100 ofFIG. 1 for 

providing PID data exchange according to the present invention. The system 200 in FIG. 

2 includes a local area network 212, connected to a data network 206 by a first router 

5 228. A cable network 214 is connected to the data network 206 by a second router 238. 

Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that whi~e FIG. 2 illustrates the access 

networks as the local area network 212 and the cable network 214, any other type of 

network may be used. For example, the local area network 212 and/or the cable network 

214 may be replaced by ISDN, DSL, or any other high-speed data link. 

10 The local area network 212 provides data connectivity to its network elements, 

such as a first data network telephone 208a, a second data network telephone 208b, and a 

first network telephony connection server 150. The local area network 212 in FIG. 2 is 

an Ethernet LAN operating according to the IEEE 802.3 specification, which is 

incorporated by reference herein, however, any other type oflocal area network may be 

15 used. The local area network 212 uses the router 228 to provide the data network 

telephone 208a and the first network telephony connection server 150 with access to the 

data network 206. For example, the router 228 may perform routing functions using 

protocol stacks that include the Internet Protocol and other protocols for communicating 

on the Internet. 

20 The first network telephony connection server 150 provides telephony 

registration, location and session initiation services for voice connections in which its 

members are a party. A user may register for telephony service with an administrator of 

the first network telephony connection server 150 and receive a user identifier and a 

telephone identifier. The user identifier and telephone identifier may be sequences of 

25 unique alphanumeric elements that callers use to direct voice connections to the user. 

The first network telephony connection server 150 registers users by storing user records 

in a first registration database 152 in response to registration requests made by the user. 

The call setup process and the user and telephone identifiers preferably conform 

to requirements defined in a call management protocol. The call management protocol is 

30 used to permit a caller anywhere on the data network to connect to the user identified by 

the user identifier in a data network telephone call. A data network telephone call 
12 
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includes a call setup process and a voice exchange process. The call setup process 

includes steps and message exchanges that a caller and callee perform to establish the 

telephone call. The actual exchange of voice signals is performed by a data 

communications channel. The data communications channel incorporates other data 

5 transport and data formatting protocols, and preferably includes well-known data 

communications channels typically established over the Internet. 

The call management protocol used in FIG. 2 is the Session Initiation Protocol 

(SIP), which is described in M. Handley et al., "SIP: Session Initiation Protocol," IETF 

RFC 2543, Mar. 1999, incorporated by reference herein, however, any other such 

10 protocol may be used. Other protocols include H.323, the Media Gateway Control 

Protocol (MGCP), MEGACO, etc. 

The network telephony connection server 150 may be used to provide telephony 

service for mobile users. A user may be registered to use the first network telephone 

208a (which is identified by its telephone identifier), but move to a location near the 

15 second network telephone 208b. The user may re-register as the user of the second 

network telephone 208b. Calls that identify the user by the user's user identifier may 

reach the user at the second network telephone 208b. 

2. Cable Network As An Exemplary Access Network 

The system 200 in FIG. 2 also shows a cable network 214 connected to the data 

20 network 206 by a router 238. The cable network 214 provides data network access to its 

network elements, which in FIG. 2 include a third data network telephone 218a and a 

second network telephony connection server 162. The users of the data network 

telephone 218a connected to the cable network 214 may communicate over the data 

network 206 with the users of the data network telephones 208a-b connected to the local 

25 area network 212. 

The cable network 214 includes any digital cable television system that provides 

data connectivity. In the cable network 214, data is communicated by radio frequency in 

a high-frequency coaxial cable. The cable network 214 may include a head-end, or a 

central termination system that permits management of the cable connections to the users. 
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3. Providing Telephony Services 

The second network telephony connection server 162 is preferably a SIP-based 

server that performs call initiation, maintenance and teardown for the data network 

telephone 218a connected to the cable network 214. The second network telephony 

5 connection server 162 may be similar or identical to the first network telephony 

connection server 150 connected to the local area network 212. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2 permits the data network telephones 208a-b 

connected to the local area network 212 to communicate with the data network telephone 

218a connected to the cable network 214. The system shown in FIG. 2 uses SIP in order 

1 o to establish, maintain, and teardown telephone calls between users. 

There are two major architectural elements to SIP: the user agent (UA) and the 

network server. The UA resides at the SIP end stations, (e.g. the data network 

telephones), and contains two parts: a user agent client (UAC), which is responsible for 

issuing SIP requests, and a user agent server (UAS), which responds to such requests. 

15 There are three different network server types: a redirect server, a proxy server, and a 

registrar. The various network server types may be combined into a single server, such 

as the network telephony connection server 150 and 162. Not all server types are 

required to implement the embodiments of the present invention. The communication 

services to be provided will determine which servers are present in the communication 

20 system. Preferred embodiments ofthe present invention may be carried out using proxy 

servers. 

One example of a SIP operation involves a SIP UAC issuing a request, a SIP 

proxy server acting as end-user location discovery agent, and a SIP UAS accepting the 

call. A successful SIP invitation consists of two requests: INVITE followed by ACK. 

25 The INVITE message contains a user identifier to identify the callee, a caller user 

identifier to identify the caller, and a session description that informs the called party 

what type of media the caller can accept and where it wishes the media data to be sent. 

User identifiers in SIP requests are known as SIP addresses. SIP addresses are referred to 

as SIP Uniform Resource Locators (SIP-URLs), which are of the form 

30 sip:user@host.domain. Other addressing conventions may also be used. 
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Redirect servers process an INVITE message by sending back the SIP-URL 

where the callee is reachable. Proxy servers perform application layer routing of the SIP 

requests and responses. A proxy server can either be stateful or stateless. A stateful 

proxy holds information about the call during the entire time the call is up, while a 

5 stateless proxy processes a message without saving information contained in the message. 

Furthermore, proxies can be either forking or non-forking. A forking proxy can, for 

example, ring several data network telephones at once until somebody takes the call. 

Registrar servers are used to record the SIP address (the SIP URL) and the associated IP 

address. The most common use of a registrar server is for the UAC to notify the registrar 

10 where a particular SIP URL can be reached for a specified amount of time. When an 

INVITE request arrives for the SIP URL used in a REGISTER message, the proxy or 

redirect server forwards the request correctly. 

At the local area network 212, the central registrar/proxy server, such as the first 

network telephony server 150, is the primary destination of all SIP messages trying to 

15 establish a connection with users on the local area network 212. Preferably, the first 

network telephony server 150 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients 

outside the LAN 212 on behalf of all the SIP clients residing on the LAN 212. The 

network telephony server 150 relays all SIP INVITE messages to the appropriate final 

destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup using the first SIP 

20 database 152. It allows all mobile clients to register with their current locations. 

Similarly, the second network telephony server 162 is the primary destination of 

all SIP messages trying to establish a connection with the data network telephone 218a 

connected to the cable network 214. Preferably, the second network telephony server 

162 is also the only destination advertised to the SIP clients outside the cable network 

25 214 on behalf of all the SIP clients (e.g. data network telephones) residing on the cable 

network 214. The second network telephony server 162 relays all SIP INVITE messages 

to the appropriate final destination (or another SIP proxy), based on a database lookup 

using the second SIP database 164. 

The data network telephones 208a-b and 218a in the system 200 preferably have 

30 pre-programmed device identifiers (e.g. phone numbers), represented as SIP-URL's that 

are of the form sip: user@domain. An example is sip: 8475551212@3Com.com .. After 
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power-up, each of the data network telephones 208a-b and 218a sends a SIP REGISTER 

message to the default registrar, such as the network telephony servers 150 and 162. 

When a call arrives at one ofthe network telephony servers 150 or 162 for any ofthe 

registered SIP URLs, the server will forward the call to the appropriate destination. If a 

5 data network telephone is moved to a new location, all calls to the associated SIP URL 

will still be properly routed to that device. In other words, the system in FIG. 2 provides 

device mobility in the sense that calls will "follow" the data network telephone according 

to its SIP URL. This is especially useful if the data network telephone 208a-b or 218a is 

running the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) so that when the location is 

1 o changed, the IP address is also automatically changed. 

An advantage of the system in FIG. 2 is that once the call is established between 

data network telephones, the data network 206 provides data connectivity for a plurality 

of data communications channels. For example, the data network telephones 208a and 

218a can communication voice signals as voice-over-data packets on a voice-over-data 

15 channel. The data network telephones 208a and 218a can also communicate graphical 

data (or other PID data) as graphical data packets on a graphic data channel. For 

example, the graphical data may be communicated to and from the PIDs 210a and 220a 

across links 209a and 219a to the data network telephones 208a and 218a, where 

graphical data is packetized and depacketized as part of the process for communicating 

20 the graphical data packets across the data network 206 and any access networks, such as 

the Ethernet LAN 212 and the cable network 214. 

4. The Data Network Telephones 

The data network telephones 208a-b are preferably telephones that include an 

Ethernet communications interface for connection to an Ethernet port. The Ethernet 

25 phones in FIG. 2 support the Internet Protocol (IP), using an IP address that is either 

statically configured or obtained by access to a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

(DHCP) server. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the data network telephone 208a connected to 

the local area network 212 in FIG. 2. The data network telephone 208a in FIG. 3 is 

30 connected to the network 212 by a network interface 270. The network interface 270 
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may, for example, be a network interface card, and may be in the form of an integrated 

circuit. A bus 248 may be used to connect the network interface 270 with a processor 

240 and a memory 242. Also connected to the processor are user interface circuitry 260 

and three alternative link interfaces to a PID, such as the PID 21 Oa. 

A first link interface 248 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

coupling hardware and mechanisms. The first alternative link interface 248 may, for 

example, be a docking cradle for a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), in which 

information can be transferred between the PDA and the data network telephone 208a. 

The second alternative link interface comprises a first connection 254, such as an RS-232 

10 connection, along with infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output 

and for accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 252 may also be included within 

the second alternative link interface. The third alternative link interface comprises a first 

connection 256, such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 258 

for converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

15 input. A radio frequency interface 259 may also be included as part of the third 

alternative link interface. 

The three alternative link interfaces described above are merely examples, and 

additional means for implementing the link interface between the data network telephone 

208a and the PID 21 Oa may also be used. Although three link interfaces are shown in 

20 FIG. 3, there may be only one such interface in the data network telephone 208a. More 

than one link interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy 

in case of failure of one of the link interfaces. 

The user interface circuitry 260 includes hardware and software components that 

access the functions of the handset, display, and keypad to provide user input and output 

25 resources for functions in the processor 240. The user interface circuitry includes a 

display interface 262, a keypad interface 264, an audio output interface 265, and an audio 

input interface 267. 

The audio input interface 267 may receive voice signals from a microphone or 

other audio input device and convert the signals to digital voice information. The 

30 conversion preferably conforms to the G.711 ITU Standard. Further processing of the 

digital signal may be performed in the audio input interface 267, such as providing 
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compression (e.g. using G. 723.1 standard) or providing noise reduction, although such 

processing may also be performed in the processor 240. Alternatively, the audio input 

interface 267 may communicate an analog voice signal to the processor 240 for 

conversion to digital information within the processor 240. 

5 The audio output interface 265 receives digital information representing voice 

from the processor 240 and converts the information to audible sound, such as through a 

magnetic speaker. In one embodiment, the audio output interface 265 receives 

information in the form of G. 711, although other processing such as decompression may 

be performed in the audio output interface 265. Alternatively, the processor 240 may 

1 o convert digital information to analog voice signals and communicate the analog voice 

signals to the audio output interface 265. 

The keypad interface 264 and the display interface 262 include well-known 

device interfaces and respective signal processing techniques. The user interface circuitry 

260 may support other hardware and software interfaces. For example, a videophone 

15 implementation might also include a camera and monitor. The data network telephones 

of the present invention are not limited to telephones or videophones - additional user 

interface types, for example, such as the ones needed for computer games, are also 

contemplated as being within the scope of the present invention. In addition, some of the 

features described here, such as the display interface 262, are optional and serve to 

20 enhance the functionality of the first data network telephone 208a. 

The processor 240 may consist of one or more smaller processing units, including, 

for example, a programmable digital signal processing engine. In the preferred 

embodiment, the processor is implemented as a single ASIC (Application Specific 

Integrated Circuit) to improve speed and to economize space. The processor 240 also 

25 may include an operating system, and application and communications software to 

implement the functions of the data network telephone 208a. The operating system may 

be any suitable commercially available embedded or disk-based operating system, or any 

proprietary operating system. 

The processor 240 includes a media engine 241 and a signaling stack 243 to 

30 perform the primary communications and application functions of the data network 

telephone 208a. The purpose ofthe signaling stack in the exemplary data network 
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telephone 208a is to set up, manage, and tear down a call. During the setup phase, a user 

may use the keypad to enter a user identifier to call. Alternatively, a PID such as PID 

21 Oa may transmit the user identifier of the party across the first link 209a. The signaling 

stack 243 receives the user entry and formats a request message to send to the user 

5 identified by the user identifier to initiate a telephone call. When the request message is 

sent, the location of the user identified by the user identifier is discovered, 

communication parameters, such as the supported voice CODEC types are exchanged, 

and a voice-over-data channel is established. During the management phase, for 

example, other parties may be invited to the call if needed. During the tear down phase, 

1 o the call is terminated. 

The signaling protocol used in the data network telephone 208a in FIG. 3 is the 

SIP protocol. In particular, the signaling stack implements a User Agent Client 244 and a 

User Agent Server 242, in accordance with the SIP protocol. Alternative signaling 

protocols, such as the ITU-T H.323 protocol, MGCP, MEGA CO, and others, may also be 

15 used to implement the present invention. 

Once the call is set up, the media engine 241 manages the communication over 

one or more data communications channels using network transport protocols and the 

network interface 270. The media engine 241 sends and receives data packets having a 

data payload for carrying data and an indication of the type of data is being transported. 

20 The media engine 241 in the data network telephones 208a may sample the voice signals 

from the audio input 267 (or receive voice samples from the audio input 267), encode the 

samples, and build data packets on the sending side. On the receiver side, in addition to 

performing the reverse operations, the media engine also typically manages a receiver 

buffer to compensate for network jitter. Similar procedures may be performed for other 

25 types of data, such as graphical data, or for data used in PID applications such as email, 

contacts data, calendar data, other non-voice sound data, interactive game data, etc. 

The media engine 241 may also include hardware and software components for 

performing registration functions 247, voice-over-data functions 249, display data 

functions 251, and keypad output functions 253. The media engine 241 processes data 

30 that is received from the network 212, and data to be sent over the network 241. 
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For data that is received from the network 212, the media engine 241 may 

determine from the type of data in the packet (such as by examining a packet header) 

whether packets contain sampled voice signals or other data types. Packets containing 

sampled voice signals are processed by the voice-over-data function 249. The voice-

s over-data function 249 preferably conforms to a protocol for formatting voice signals as 

digital data streams. While any suitable protocol may be used, the media (i.e. the voice 

signal) is preferably transported via the Real Time Protocol (RTP), which itself is carried 

inside ofUDP (User Datagram Protocol). RTP is described in H. Schulzrinne et al., 

"RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications," IETF RFC 1889, Jan. 1996, 

10 which is incorporated herein by reference. UDP is described in J. Postel, "User 

Datagram Protocol," IETF RFC 768, Aug. 1980, and IP is described in J. Postel, ed., 

"Internet Protocol," IETF RFC 791, Sept. 1981, both of which are incorporated by 

reference herein. 

Packets containing data for use in registering the data network telephone 208a 

15 with a network telephony service are processed by the registration function 247. By 

registering the data network telephone 208a, a user may establish with the network 

telephony connection server 150 that calls addressed to the user's user identifier may be 

connected to the data network telephone 208a. Registration may occur when the data 

network telephone 208a sends a request to register to a service provider host, such as the 

20 network telephony connection server 150. The service provider host may respond by 

setting the user's user identifier to correspond to the telephone identifier of the data 

network telephone 208a, and by acknowledging the request with a status message to the 

data network telephone 208a. In one embodiment, a request to register the data network 

telephone 208a to a default user is automatically sent during power-up of the data 

25 network telephone 208a. 

Other features may be added to the registration functions 247, or implemented as 

extensions to the registration functions 247. For example, the first data network 

telephone 208a may be provisioned to provide selected network telephony services by 

establishing a data connection with a service provider, requesting the selected services, 

30 and receiving data that ensures that the services have been successfully provisioned. 

Such services may include, for example, caller identification, call forwarding, voice mail 
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and any other services offered by the network telephony service provider to enhance the 

capabilities of the first data network telephone 208a. One advantage of provisioning 

functions is that services may be ordered for temporary use in a manner convenient to the 

user. 

5 Packets containing data for display on a display device of the data network 

10 

telephone 208a are processed by the display data function 251. The display data function 

251 may be used for displaying, for example, the names and user identifiers of other 

parties to the call, the status of the telephone call, billing information, and other 

information. 

For data to be sent over the data network 212, the media engine 241 formats the 

data as data packets in accordance with a selected protocol. The selected protocol is 

preferably a protocol that is supported by data network telephones that will receive the 

data being transported. 

The voice-over-data function 249 formats voice samples according to the protocol 

15 used by the receiving data network telephone. In one preferred embodiment, the voice 

over data function 249 formats voice samples as RTP packets. The registration function 

247 and the keypad output function 253 may control the transport of data that does not 

represent voice signals. 

The data network telephones 208b and 218a are preferably similar or identical to 

20 the data network telephone 208a. For each of the data network telephones 208a-b and 

218a, many of the features described in FIG. 3 are optional and their inclusion depends 

on the services to be offered. 

5. The Portable Information Devices (PIDs) 

25 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the exemplary PID 210a that can communicate 

via the link 209a with the data network telephone 208a connected to the LAN 212. The 

PID 21 Oa may be linked to the data network telephone 208a through a link interface 545. 

A bus 580 may be used to connect the point-to-point interface 545 with a processor 540, 

a memory 542, data storage 543, and user interface circuitry 544. 
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The link interface 545 shown in FIG. 4 illustrates three alternative link interfaces 

for establishing a link to a data network telephone, such as the data network telephone 

208a. 

A first link interface 546 includes an RS-232 serial connection and associated 

5 coupling hardware mechanisms. The first alternative link interface 546 may, for 

example, be for coupling with a PDA docking cradle, in which information can be 

transferred between the PDA and the data network telephone 208a. The second 

alternative link interface comprises a first connection 548, such as an RS-232 serial 

connection, along with infrared circuitry 250 for converting signals into infrared output 

10 and for accepting infrared input. An infrared interface 552 may also be included within 

the second alternative link interface. The third alternative link interface comprises a first 

connection 554, such as an RS-232 connection, along with radio-frequency circuitry 556 

for converting signals into radio frequency output and for accepting radio frequency 

input. A radio frequency interface 558 may also be included as part ofthe third 

15 alternative interface. The radio interface 554/556/558 may be implemented according to 

the Bluetooth specifications, described at www.bluetooth.com. 

The three alternative link interfaces described above are merely examplary, and 

additional means for implementing the interface between the PID 21 Oa and the data 

network telephone 208a may also be utilized. Although three link interfaces are shown in 

20 FIG. 4, there may be only one such interface in the PID 21 Oa. More than one link 

interface may be included to improve flexibility and to provide redundancy in case of 

failure of one of the link interfaces. 

The user interface circuitry 544 includes hardware and software components that 

provide user input and output resources for functions in the processor 540. The user 

25 interface circuitry includes a display output 562, a display input 565, and an additional 

input/output interface 567. 

The display output 562 preferably receives digital information representing 

graphical data from the processor 540 and converts the information to a graphical display, 

such as text and/or images, for display on a display screen, for example. 

30 The display input 565 may receive data inputs, such as graphical data inputs, from 

a user ofthe PID 210a. The graphical data inputs are preferably entered by the user with 
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a stylus on a pressure-sensitive display screen, and may include text, drawings, or other 

objects that are capable of being graphically presented. 

The additional input/output interface 567 allows the user to enter other types of 

data besides graphical data into the PID 210a. For example, audio data, additional 

5 graphical data, or additional input, such as video camera input for example, may be 

entered through the additional input/output interface 567. The data may also include data 

formatted for operation with particular applications on the PID. For example, email data, 

calendar data, contacts data, database data, spreadsheets, notes, game data, etc. may also 

be entered. Touch-sensitive screen buttons are an exemplary method for a user to enter 

10 control data into the PID 210a. 

The processor 540 may include an operating system, as well as application and 

communication software, to implement the functions of the PID 21 Oa. The operating 

system may be any suitable commercially available operating system, or any proprietary 

operating system. The operating system and software may be stored on data storage 543, 

15 in the memory 542, or the may be embedded in the processor 540. Although the 

processor 540 is shown connected to the data storage 543 through a bus 580, other 

configurations may also be used. Similarly, the memory 542 may be configured other 

than as shown in FIG. 4, and may be embedded within the processor 540. 

The PID 21 Oa is able to send data to and receive data from the data network 

20 telephone 208a across a point-to-point link, such as the point-to-point link 209a shown in 

FIG. 1. A user enters PID data at the display input 565. The graphical data may be 

processed in the user interface circuitry 544 or it may go directly to the processor 540 or 

the memory 542. The processor 540 may also perform processing functions, such as 

compression. 

25 A PID data application may be used to perform functions that may implement the 

display input, the display output, and the processing functions. For example, a contacts 

application may be used to accept and maintain user input consisting of information 

about the user's personal or business contact. The information, or contacts data is 

provided by the user at the display input 565 with a stylus on the display screen of a 

30 PDA. The contacts application could then display the contacts data through the display 

output 562 to enable the user to see a visual representation of the user input. 
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If the user desires to share the contacts data with a second user on the system 200, 

where the second user is using a second PID such as PID 220a, the contacts data from the 

contacts application can be transmitted through one of the point-to-point interfaces 545, 

allowing the data to be received by the data network telephone 208a. An application in 

5 the data network telephone 208a receives the contacts data across the point-to-point link, 

and the contacts data is prepared for transmission across the data network 206, such as by 

the media engine 241 shown in FIG. 3. Preferably the contacts data is converted to data 

packets and is communicated on a data channel across the LAN 212 through the router 

228 across the data network 206 through the second router 238 across the cable network 

1 o 214 to the third data network telephone 218a. The third data network telephone 218a 

converts the data packets received on the data channel into the contacts data. The 

contacts data is then transmitted across a point-to-point link to the second PID 220a, 

where it may be displayed on a display screen on the PID 220a. The PID 220a may 

contain a similar contacts program as that which was referenced to the PID 21 Oa, 

15 allowing the user of the PID 220a to modify the information and transmit the 

modifications back across the point-to-point link to the third data network telephone 218a 

across the cable network 214 through the second router 238 across the data network 206 

through the first router 228 across the LAN 212 to the first data network telephone 208a 

across the point-to-point link and back to the first PID 21 Oa. 

20 The point-to-point link 209a may be a serial bit stream between an application in 

the first PID 210a and an application in the first data network telephone 208a. For 

example, the link 209a could be an infrared link that is implemented with minimal stack 

interpretation. However, the link 209a between PID 21 Oa and the first data network 

telephone 208a can alternatively be implemented as an infrared link using all or parts of a 

25 specialized protocol, such as the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) protocol stack, where 

data is interpreted through the stack between application-layer processes at each end of 

the link. 

FIG. 5 is a protocol diagram illustrating the layers of the IrDA protocol stack. An 

IrDA stack is implemented at each of the connection endpoints of an IrDA link. For 

30 example, the first PID 21 Oa and the first data network telephone 208a could each 

implement an IrDA protocol stack to enable the link 209a. As a second alternative, two 
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PIDs, such as the first PID 210a and the third PID 218a, may each contain an IrDA stack. 

In the second alternative, the communications between the PIDs and the data network 

telephones might take place without the assistance of IrDA. For example, IrDa data from 

the first PID 21 Oa might be transmitted across the link 209a as a serial stream of data to 

5 the first data network telephone 208a, which might treat the IrDA data like any other data 

received from the first PID 21 Oa. The first data network telephone 208a could then 

assemble the IrDA data into packets, such as TCPIIP packets for transport across the 

access and data networks to the third data network telephone 218a. The third data 

network telephone 218a may disassemble the packets and forward the IrDA data (without 

10 interpreting the IrDA portions) across the link 219a to the third PID 220a. The third PID 

220a could then process the IrDA information received across the networks. 

The required layers of an IrDA protocol stack are the physical layer 602, the 

IrLAP layer 604, the IRLMP layer 606 and the lAS layer 608. The physical layer 602 

specifies optical characteristics of the link, encoding of data, and framing for various 

15 speeds. The IrLAP (Link Access Protocol) layer 604 establishes the basic reliable 

connection between the two ends of the link. The IrLMP (Link Management Protocol) 

layer 606 multiplexes services and applications on the IrLAP connection. The lAS 

(Information Access Service) layer 608 provides a directory or "yellow pages" of services 

on an IrDA device. 

20 The IrDA protocol also specifies a number of optional protocol layers, these 

protocol layers being TinyTP 610, IrOBEX 612, IrCOMM 614 and IrLAN 616. TinyTP 

(Tiny Transport Protocol) 610 adds per-channel flow control to keep traffic over the 

IrDA link moving smoothly. This important function is required in many cases. IrOBEX 

(Infrared Object Exchange protocol) 612 provides for the easy transfer of files and other 

25 data objects between the IrDA devices at each end ofthe link. IrCOMM 614 is a serial 

and parallel port emulation that enables existing applications that use serial and parallel 

communications to use IrDA without change. IrLAN (Infrared Local Area Network) 616 

enables walk-up infrared LAN access for laptops and other devices. The use of the 

optional layers depends upon the particular application in the IrDA device. The IrDA 

30 protocol stack is defined by such standards documents as "IrDA Serial Infrared Physical 

Layer Link Specification", "IrDA 'IrCOMM': Serial and Parallel Port Emulation over IR 
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(Wire Replacement)", "IrDA Serial Infrared Link Access Protocol (IrLAP)", ••1rDA 

Infrared Link Management Protocol (IrLMP)", and "IrDA •Tiny TP': A Flow-Control 

Mechanism for use with IrLMP", and related specifications published by the IrDA and 

available at http://www.irda.org/standards/specifications.asp and is incorporated by 

5 reference herein. 

The IrDA protocol stack can be implemented at just the Pill devices at the 

endpoints with the intermediate phones and networks simply providing a tunnel for the 

media stream attendant to the infrared links. Since Pills, such as the Palm PDA, already 

have an IrDA stack implemented in them to support their infrared link to other devices 

10 and the benefits of the IrDA stack are already available. By using the layers ofthe IrDA 

protocol stack, the Pill applications and the base applications in the phones can be 

simplified as the IrDA protocol layers take over certain functionalities. For example, the 

IrOBEX layer in each IrDA protocol stack can be used to transfer text and graphics 

object files, such as electronic business cards or whiteboard graphics, end-to-end between 

15 Pill devices connected via data connected data network telephones .. 

With the IrDA stack being implemented only in the Pills and not in the phones, 

only a small level of delay is introduced for stack interpretation by each PID and the 

connection provided is largely transparent to the applications in the Pill devices, i.e. little 

or no modification to existing user applications in the Pills is required. This approach 

20 may be more suitable for delay sensitive applications, such as interactive games 

involving the transfer of data between user applications in each Pill. 

It should be noted that the IrDA stack is written for a single infrared point-to

point interface and not for an infrared-to-network-to-infrared interface. As a result, the 

timers and retransmission schemes implemented in view of the single infrared point-to-

25 point interface may not function properly for the extended network interface. 

Alternatively, IrDA stacks can be implemented in the phones as well. By 

implementing IrDA stacks in the phones, the timing of the infrared interface is unaffected 

by a network delay. Also, additional functions and features can be implemented in the 

phones. For example, the phones can implement challenge and authentication where the 

30 phone requires the user, through the Pill, to enter a password or other information to 

authenticate an authorized user. Similarly, the Pill may also be used to transmit 
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commands to the phone and receive status information via the IrDA stack. The approach 

taken will depend upon the requirements of the design and the particular application. 

6. Providing Telephony and PID Data Exchange 

FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

5 embodiment of the protocol stacks in the first PID 210a and the first data network 

telephone 208a that support link 209a. In the infrared RS-232 embodiment, the link 

interface circuitry 545 in the first PID 21 Oa provides the physical layer 656, such as that 

specified by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA), that connects via link 209a to the link 

interface circuitry 260 implementing a physical layer 664 in the first data network 

1 o telephone 208a. The data link layer 654 in the first PID 21 Oa provides data link control 

for link 209a in transferring data to and from a PID application client 652. Similarly, the 

first data network telephone 208a includes a data link layer 662 and a base application 

server 600 that is configured to synchronize connection and other functions with the PID 

application 652 in the first PID 21 Oa. 

15 When PID 21 Oa is activated, either through power-up or through a user input at 

the user interface 650, the synchronization application client 652 in the PID 21 Oa may 

send the user's SIP URL across the link 209a to the first data network telephone 208a, 

where it is received by the synchronization application server 600. The synchronization 

application server 600 sends the SIP URL received from the PID 21 Oa across connection 

20 230 and the Ethernet LAN 212 through connection 243 to the network telephony 

connection server 150. The network telephony connection server 150 may store the SIP 

URL and the IP address of the associated data network telephone 208a in the SIP 

database 152 so that the SIP URL is listed as being resident at the IP address of the data 

network telephone 208a. (If the network telephony connection server 150 uses a location 

25 server for registration/location tasks, the registration information might instead be stored 

with such a location server). SQL (Structured Query Language) is preferred for querying 

the database. Once the PID 21 Oa is registered with the network telephony connection 

server 150, calls to the SIP URL for PID 21 Oa (or the user ofthe PID 21 Oa) will be 

directed to the data network telephone 208a. 
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FIG. 7 is a functional block and protocol stack diagram illustrating an 

embodiment ofthe present invention where a SIP connection is established from the first 

data network phone 208a to the third data network phone 218a through network 

connection 230, first access network 212, data network 206, second access network 214 

5 and network connection 236. The routers 228 and 238, and associated connections 232a

b and 234a-b, are not shown to simplify the block diagram representation. 

The diagram of FIG. ?shows how PID data from a PID application can be passed 

from one PID to another PID in one aspect of the present invention. The PID application 

652 in PID 21 Oa is configured to send PID data input through the user interface 650 

10 through link 209a to base application 660 in the first data network phone 208a. In this 

embodiment, base application 660 is configured to defme data channels for transport to 

the third data network telephone 218a. 

Multiple data channels in SIP may be defined through the Session Description 

Protocol described in RFC 2327, herein incorporated by reference. Included in a SIP 

15 INVITE request for a connection are options for the requested connection that describe 

the number and type of media streams. Each media stream is described by a "m=" line in 

the INVITE request. For example, a request for a connection that includes an audio 

stream and a bidirectional video stream using H.261 might look like this: 

20 v=O 

o=alice 2890844526 2890844526 IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

c=IN IP4 host.anywhere.com 

m=audio 49170 RTP/ A VP 0 

a=rtpmap:O PCMU/8000 

25 m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 31 

a=rtpmap:31 H261/90000 

TABLE 1. 

If the called device includes functionality to receive the connection as described 

30 in Table 1, then the called device will respond to the INVITE request with a 200 OK 

response that includes the same option values. If the called device or party is unable or 
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unwilling to receive such a connection, then it will respond with alternative option values 

for the connection. See RFC 2543 for further details regarding the negotiation of 

connection parameters in SIP. 

In FIG. 7, a first data channel for voice data and a second data channel for PID 

5 data have been negotiated by the base applications 660 in the first data network telephone 

208a and the base application 674 in the second data network telephone 218a. The base 

applications 660 and 674 transfer voice data between the AUDIO applications, such as 

applications including G.711 encoders, in each phone via the first data channel. The base 

application 660 in phone 208a is also configured to send the PID data received via link 

10 209a from PID 210a to the base application 674 in phone 218a via the second data 

channel. The base application in phone 218a is configured to forward the PID data 

received via the second data channel to PID 220a via link 219a. The PID application 688 

in PID 220a then outputs the user data received from phone 218a to the user interface 686 

for output to the user of PID 220a. Depending on the particular application being used in 

15 the PID 220a, the PID data may also be used in application functions. 

The PID data in FIG. 7 can take a variety of forms. For example, the PID data 

can be a text file containing information about the user ofPID 210a, such as an electronic 

business card. The PID data can also be drawing data generated by graphical 

applications in the Pills 21 Oa and 220a whereby a user drawing on a touchscreen of the 

20 user interface 650 in PID 21 Oa generates corresponding PID data that is transmitted via 

the second data channel to PID 220a for display on the user interface 686 ofPID 220a. 

The media description for the media stream can be defined during connection setup to 

establish a connection appropriate to the type of data being transferred. These examples 

represent just a few of the applications for this aspect of the present invention and should 

25 not be viewed as limiting the present invention. 

In one embodiment, RTP data packets for two or more types of data are 

exchanged between the first data network telephone 208a and the second data network 

telephone 218a according to one of three possible methods. In the first method, one RTP 

data channel (or RTP stream) on UDP carries data packets in which both data types are 

30 present in a single split packets. Each such split packet contains (1) a source port number 

and a destination port number in the UDP portion, and (2) a special payload sequentially 
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including each ofthe data types in the RTP portion. The special payload type can be 

defined in the SDP described with reference to FIG. 6. Other information is also 

contained in each packet as well. In the second method for transmitting two or more data 

types, a separate RTP over UDP data channel is created for each ofthe different data 

5 types, and the RTP header indicates which type of data is contained in each packet. For 

example, voice data coded as G.711 might be assigned a payload type code ofO, while 

PID data is assigned a payload type code of 190. In the third method for transmitting two 

or more data types, a single RTPIUDP data channel (RTPIUDP stream) is created that 

contains data packets of two or more different types. In this method, the data types are 

10 identified in a payload type field in the RTP header of each packet, enabling an 

underlying application to identify which data packets are voice data packets and which 

data packets are PID data packets, for example. 

C. Providing PID Data Exchange Concurrent with Voice Services 

FIGs. 8-10 are block diagrams illustrating exemplary embodiments ofthe present 

15 invention. Various elements within FIGs. 8-10 are similar to or identical to elements in 

FIG. 2, and accordingly share common reference numerals. Although only two PIDs 

21 Oa and 220a are shown in FIGs. 8-10, this is not intended to be limiting. More than 

two PIDs may be involved in a session. The quantity ofPIDs is limited by the bandwidth 

of the access and data networks, and the characteristics of the data to be utilized in the 

20 shared environment. To communicate with additional PIDs, additional data channels are 

created by the data network telephones. 

1. Non-Continuous PID Data Transmission with Separate Data Channels for 

PID Data and Voice Data 

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary embodiment ofthe present invention in which 

25 separate data channels are used for PID data and voice data, and in which PID data may 

be transmitted on a non-continuous basis. The first PID 21 Oa includes a display screen 

702, a stylus 700 that a user can use to enter PID data into the first PID 21 Oa, and an 

SYNC button 718. 
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The display screen 702 is shown as a pressure-sensitive display screen in which 

the stylus 700 can be used to enter PID data 714 into the first PID 210a. In the example 

shown in FIG. 8, the PID data 714 consists of a drawing 704 that is a tic/tac/toe game. 

The stylus is being used to draw a modification 706 (an "0") as part of a tic/tac/toe game 

5 with a user of the second PID 220a. The second PID 220a also contains a display screen 

708, a SYNC button 720, and a stylus, which is not shown in FIG. 8. The display screen 

708 on the second PID 220a also displays the drawing of the tic/tac/toe game between the 

user of the first PID 21 Oa and the user of the second PID 220a. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the modification 706 to the drawing 704 is 

10 not transmitted continuously as the modification is being made by the stylus 700. 

Instead, the PID data 714, including the modification 706, is only transmitted when the 

user of the first PID 21 Oa synchronizes the first PID 21 Oa with the first data network 

telephone 208a. For example, the user may synchronize the first PID 210a by pressing 

the SYNC button 718 to cause the PID data 714 to be transmitted across the link 209a to 

15 the first data network telephone 208a. As a second example, a predefined stylus-stroke 

may be executed by the user of the stylus 700 to the display screen 702 to cause the PID 

data 714 to be transmitted to the first data network telephone 208a. An example of a 

stylus-stroke is a long stroke from the bottom to the top of the display screen 702. In an 

alternative aspect of this embodiment of the invention, a PID application 652, such as a 

20 drawing application, may periodically transmit the PID data 714 at predefined time 

intervals to the first data network telephone 208a. If the predefined time intervals are 

short, the transmission of the PID data 714 will approach the appearance of a continuous 

transmission of the PID data from the first PID 21 Oa to the first data network telephone 

208a. 

25 When the first data network telephone 208a receives the PID data 714, an 

application within the first data network telephone 208a will place the PID data 714 into 

PID data packets for transmission to the second data network telephone 218a across the 

access and data networks 212, 206 and 214 (and any associated connections and routers). 

The second data network telephone 218a then removes the received PID data 716, the 

30 PID data packets and transmits the PID data 716 across the second link 219a to the 

second PID 220a for display on the display screen 708. The PID data packets 
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communicated between the first and second data network telephones 208a and 218a are 

on a Pill data channel 724. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 8, the Pill data 

channel 724 is the second of two data channels. A voice-over-data channel 722 is the 

first data channel between the first data network telephone 208a and the second data 

5 network telephone 218a. The voice-over-data channel 722 carries voice-over-data 

packets assembled by the data network telephones 208a and 218a that contain voice 

signals 726 and 728 spoken by the users of the Pills 21 Oa and 220a. As a result of the 

dual data channels, the users of the Pills 21 Oa and 220a may participate in a conversation 

while they are playing their tic/tac/toe game in the example shown. 

1 o One advantage of the examples described herein of the present invention is that 

the Pill data is not limited to graphical or image data. The type of data transmitted 

conforms to the application being used. For example, in the example described above 

with reference to FIG. 8, the tic-tac-toe game may be played with a tic-tac-toe game 

application as opposed to simply a drawing program. The tic-tac-toe game may 

15 determine the winner and draw the line through the winning row or column. The game 

may also keep a record of games won v. games lost for each user. 

The PID data channel 724 is shown as being transported by using TCP over IP. 

This is merely one method for transporting the graphical data packets. Other transport 

protocols may also be used. A TCP/IP implementation may be particularly advantageous 

20 for non-continuous graphical data transmission embodiments of the present invention. 

This is due to TCP's congestion avoidance mechanisms. Therefore, ifPill data packets 

are being lost (which may be the result of a congested network), TCP may reduce the 

transmission packet size (the window) to alleviate some of the congestion and to provide 

better performance. By reducing the quantity ofPID data on such a congested network, 

25 the other network traffic (such as the voice data) should also experience better 

performance (fewer lost packets, etc.), which can be important for voice data 

applications. The voice-over-data channel 722 is shown as an RTPIUDP/IP channel. 

Such a channel will be described in more detail with reference to FIG. 9. 

Note that with the non-continuous Pill data transmission embodiment ofthe 

30 present invention, when a user inputs Pill data into the first PID 21 Oa, the Pill data does 

not appear on the display screen of the second PID 220a until the PID data 714 is 
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transmitted to the first data network telephone 208a. Therefore, in FIG. 8, the user has 

begun making a modification 706 to the drawing 704, but has not synchronized the PID 

21 Oa with the first data network telephone 208a. As a result, the drawing 710 on the 

display screen 708 of the second PID 220a does not yet contain the modification 706 (see 

5 the open box 734). When the user of the first PID 210a has completed the modification 

706 and has synchronized the PID 21 Oa with the first data network telephone 208a, the 

PID data will be transmitted through the data network telephone 208a through the access 

and data networks 212, 206 and 214, through the second data network telephone 218a 

and to the second PID 220a in the box 734 on the display screen 708 of the second PID 

10 220a. 

2. Continuous PID Data Transmission with Separate Data Channels for PID 

Data and Voice Data 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a second exemplary embodiment of the present 

invention. This embodiment differs from the embodiment illustrated by the example of 

15 FIG. 8 because PID data is continuously transmitted from the PID 210a across the first 

link 209a to the first data network telephone 208a, where it is packetized and transported 

across the access and data networks to the second data network telephone 218a. At the 

second data network telephone 218a, the PID data packets are disassembled, and PID 

data 716 is sent to the second PID 220a for display on the display screen 708 of the 

20 second PID 220a. Therefore, the user of the second PID 220a is able to see the 

modification 712 as the modification 706 is being drawn by the user using the stylus 700 

on the first PID 21 Oa, although there may be some network delay and delay due to the 

packet assembly and disassembly operations. 

To accomplish the continuous transmission ofPID data 714 from the first PID 

25 21 Oa to the first network communication device 208a, the PID application 652 

continuously transmits PID data, such as pixel information, to the data network telephone 

208a as the PID data is received by the PID 21 Oa through the user interface 650. The 

base application 660 in the first data network telephone 208a receives the PID data 

transmitted by the PID 21 Oa and converts the PID data into PID data packets for 

30 transmission on a PID data channel 730. The PID data channel 730 is shown as being 
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transported across the access and data network 212,206, and 214 using the RTP protocol 

over UDP which is on top ofiP. Other protocol implementations may also be used, but 

the continuous nature ofthe PID data transmission in the example ofFIG. 9 lends itself 

well to the use ofRTPIUDPIIP. Similarly, the voice-over-data channel 722 is also shown 

5 as an RTPIUDPIIP channel, to take advantage of the real-time properties ofvoice data 

726 and 728. 

3. Continuous PID data Transmission with a Mixed-Media Data Channel for 

PID data and Voice Data 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a third exemplary embodiment for providing 

10 PID data exchange concurrently with voice services in which PID data 714 is 

continuously transmitted from the first PID 210a to the first data network telephone 208a 

for transport across the access and data networks 212, 206, and 214 to the second data 

network telephone 218a, where PID data 716 is then transmitted to the second PID 220a 

for display on the display screen 708 of the second PID 220a. As in the exemplary 

15 embodiment shown in FIG. 9, a graphical modification 706 on the first PID 210a is 

continuously transmitted as the modification is being made so that similar representation 

ofthe modification 712 appears on the second display screen 708 on the second PID 

220a, after processing and propagation delays. 

The main difference between the embodiment ofFIG. 9 and the embodiment of 

20 FIG. 10 is that in FIG. 10 PID data 714 and the voice data 726 are transported across a 

single data channel. The first data network telephone 208a receives the voice data 726 

and the PID data 209a through the user interface circuitry 260 and one of the link 

interfaces, such as the infrared link interface 252/250/254 as shown in FIG. 3. The 

processor 240 (or a portion of the processor 240, such as media engine 241) assembles a 

25 data packet, such as an R TP packet, in which the payload consists of a portion that 

represents the voice data 726 and a second portion that represents the PID data 714. The 

header ofthe RTP packet contains a "payload type" field, which is a 7-bit field 

identifying the format of the RTP payload and which determines the payload's 

interpretation by an application. R TP allows a profile to specify a default static mapping 

30 ofpayload type codes to payload formats. Additional payload type codes may be defined 
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dynamically through non-RTP means. All that is required is that the receiving device, 

such as the second data network telephone 218a, be able to disassemble the mixed media 

packet into voice data 728 and PID data 716. Although RTP has been described for 

implementing the mixed media, data packets, other similar protocols may also be used. 

While the invention has been described in conjunction with presently preferred 

embodiments of the invention, persons of skill in the art will appreciate that variations 

may be made without departure from the scope and spirit of the invention. For example, 

the access networks shown in FIG. 2 may comprise any other suitable type of local area 

network or service infrastructure. 

In addition, protocols of various types are referenced throughout. While preferred 

and alternative embodiments may implement selected protocols, any suitable replacement 

protocol not mentioned, or any function not part of a protocol used to replace a 

corresponding function from a protocol may be implemented without departing from the 

scope of the invention. 

15 This true scope and spirit is defined by the appended claims, interpreted in light of 

the foregoing. 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A system for exchanging data on a data network telephony system comprising: 

a data network to provide data connectivity for a plurality of data communications 

channels using data transport protocols; 

first and second data network telephones connected to the data network, each data 

5 network telephone operable to communicate a voice signal as voice-over-data packets on 

a voice-over-data channel, the voice over data channel being one of the plurality of data 

communications channels on the data network, the data network telephones operable to 

convert voice-over-data packets communicated on the voice-over-data channel to voice 

signals; 

10 a first portable information device comprising a first graphical user interface and a 

first data network telephone interface, the first graphical user interface operable to accept 

and display PID data, the first data network telephone interface operable to communicate 

PID data to and from the first data network telephone; and 

a second portable information device comprising a second graphical user interface 

15 and a second data network telephone interface, the second graphical user interface 

operable to accept and display PID data, the second data network telephone interface 

operable to communicate PID data to and from the second data network telephone, 

wherein the first PID communicates PID data to the first data network telephone, 

the first data network telephone communicates the PID data to the second data network 

20 telephone, and the second data network telephone communicates the PID data to the 

secondPID .. 

5 

2. The system of Claim 1 wherein: 

at least a first and second user communicate on the voice-over-data 

channel and the PID data channel, each user identified by a user identifier that 

includes a unique sequence of alpha numeric elements 

3. The system of Claim 2 wherein each data network telephone includes a device 

identifier that corresponds to the user identifier. 
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4. The system of Claim 3 wherein the device identifiers include Internet Protocol 

(IP) addresses. 

5. The system of Claim 3 wherein the user identifiers include Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP) addresses. 

6. The system of Claim 3 wherein the user identifiers include E.164 telephone 

numbers. 

7. The system of Claim 1 further comprising: 

a network telephony user database connected to the data network to store a 

user identifier and a telephone identifier corresponding to the user identifier for 

each of a plurality of users, wherein: 

the user identifier includes a first sequence of alphanumeric 

elements that identify a corresponding user; 

the telephone identifier includes a second sequence of 

alphanumeric elements that identifies a corresponding data 

network telephone; and 

a network telephony connection server operable to receive a request 

message from the first data network telephone to initiate the voice over data 

channel and the PID data channel with the second data network telephone, and to 

send a response message in response to the request message. 

8. The system of Claim 7, wherein the response and request messages are 

communicated by the network telephony connection server in accordance with the 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

9. The system of Claim 7, wherein the response and request messages are 

communicated by the network telephony connection server in accordance with the H.323 

Protocol. 
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10. The system of Claim 7 wherein the response and request messages are 

communicated by the network telephony connection server in accordance with the 

MGCP protocol. 

11. The system of Claim 7 wherein the response and request messages are 

communicated by the network telephony connection server in accordance with the 

MEGACO protocol. 

12. The system of Claim 7 wherein: 

13. 

the request message includes a callee user identifier; and 

wherein the network telephony connection server determines the telephone 

identifier for the callee user identifier and includes the telephone identifier in the 

response message. 

The system of Claim 7 wherein: 

the request message includes a callee user identifier; and 

wherein the network telephony connection server determines the telephone 

identifier for the callee identified in the callee user identifier and sends the 

response message to the callee at the telephone identifier. 

14. A method for transferring data between first and second personal information 

devices (Pills) across a network, the method comprising the steps of: 

providing a first communication link between the first Pill and a first network 

communication device coupled to the network; 

providing a second communication link between the second Pill and a second network 

communication device coupled to the network; 

establishing a connection through the network between the first and second network 

communication devices, where the connection includes at least one media stream for transfer of 

data between the first and second Pills; 

selecting a data object in the first Pill; 
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transmitting the selected data object from the first PID to the first network 

communication device over the first communication link; 

transferring the selected data object from the first network communication device over 

the media stream to the second network communication device; and 

transmitting the selected data object from the second network communication device to 

the second PID over the second communication link. 

15. The method of claim 14, the method further including the step of providing a 

location server accessible via the network and where the step of establishing a connection 

through the network further comprises: 

sending a connection request from the first PID to the first network communication 

device, where the connection request includes a user identifier value corresponding to the second 

PID; 

responsive to the connection request, sending a query including the user identifier value 

to the location server; 

searching in the location server for an entry matching the user identifier value, where the 

matching entry includes a network address value corresponding to the second network 

communication device; 

when the matching entry is found, sending a response message with the network address 

value corresponding to the second network communication device from the location server to the 

first network communication device; and 

setting up the connection from the first network communication device to the second 

network communication device using the network address value corresponding to the second 

network communication device. 

16. The method of claim 15, the method further including the steps of: 

sending a registration request including the user identifier value from the second PID to 

the second network communication device via the second communication link; 

responsive to the registration request, sending a registration update message including the 

user identifier value from the second network communication device to the location server via 

the network; and 
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responsive to the registration update message, storing the matching entry having the user 

identifier value and the network address of the second network device in the location server. 

1 7. The method of claim 16, where the location server further comprises a redirect 

server according to an Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

18. The method of claim 14, the method further including the step ofproviding a 

location server accessible via the network and where the step of establishing a connection 

through the network further comprises: 

sending a connection request from the first PID to the first network communication 

device, where the connection request includes a user identifier value corresponding to the second 

PID; 

responsive to the connection request, sending a query including the user identifier value 

to the location server; 

searching in the location server for an entry matching the user identifier value, where the 

matching entry includes a network address value corresponding to the second network 

communication device; 

when the matching entry is found, sending a connection set-up message to the network 

address value corresponding to the second network communication device from the location 

server; and 

setting up the connection between the first network communication device to the second 

network communication device responsive to the connection set-up message. 

19. The method of claim 18, the method further including the steps of: 

sending a registration request including the user identifier value from the second PID to 

the second network communication device via the second communication link; 

responsive to the registration request, sending a registration update message including the 

user identifier value from the second network communication device to the location server via 

the network; and 

responsive to the registration update message, storing the matching entry having the user 

identifier value and the network address of the second network device in the location server. 
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20. The method of claim 19, where the location server further comprises a proxy 

server according to an Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

21. The method of claim 19, including the step of defining the connection through the 

network between the first and second network devices using a Session Description Protocol 

(SDP). 

22. The method of claim 14, where the first and second communication links are 

infrared links. 

stack. 

23. The method of claim 22, further including the steps of: 

providing a predetermined protocol stack in the first and second PIDs; and 

transferring the selected data object between peer layers of the predetermined protocol 

24. A data network telephone for transferring data between a personal information 

device (PID) and a network, the device comprising: 

means for communicating with the PID; 

means for communicating with the network; 

means for setting up a connection to another network communication device responsive 

to receiving a connection request command from the PID through the PID communication 

means, where the connection request command includes a user identifier value corresponding to 

the another network communication device and where the connection is defined to have at least 

one media stream for transferring data from the PID to another PID; and 

means for receiving a selected data object from the PID and transmitting the selected data 

object through the media stream of the connection to the another network communication device. 

25. The network communication device of claim 24, where the means for setting up a 

connection to another network communication device includes: 

means for sending a query for the user identifier value to a location server; 
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means for receiving a response from the location server, where the response includes a 

network address for the another network communication device; and 

means for connecting to the another network communication device using the network 

address from the response. 

26. The network communication device of claim 25, where the means for connecting 

to the another network communication device further comprises Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

means for setting up the connection. 

27. The network communication device of claim 26, where the means for connecting 

to the another network communication device includes means for defining the one media stream 

using a Session Description Protocol (SDP). 

28. The network communication device of claim 25, further including means for 

receiving a registration request having another user identifier value from the PID and, responsive 

thereto, sending a registration update message, having the another user identifier value and 

another network address corresponding to the network communications device, to the location 

server. 

29. The network communication device of claim 24 further including protocol means 

for communicating with a peer protocol means in the another PID. 

30. The network communication device of claim 29, where the means for 

communicating with the PID further comprises an infrared communications link and where the 

protocol means further comprises an IrDA protocol stack. 

31. The network communication device of claim 24, where the means for setting up a 

connection to another network communication device is further configured to set up another 

media stream for transferring data between the network communication device and the another 

network communication device simultaneous to the transfer of data between the PID and the 

another PID through the one media stream. 
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32. A system for transferring data between personal information devices (Pills) 

across a network, the system comprising: 

a first personal information device (Pill) having a communication port, where the first 

Pill is configured to transmit a connection request having a user identifier value through the 

communication port and where the first Pill is configured to transmit a selected data object via 

the communication port; 

a first network communication device having a communication port and a network 

interface connection coupled to the network, where the first network device is configured to 

receive the connection request and establish a connection with a second network communication 

device corresponding to the user identifier value from the connection request, where the 

connection includes a first media stream for transferring data between Pills, and where the first 

network communication device is further configured to receive the selected data object via the 

communication port of the first network device and send the selected data object through the first 

media stream. 

33. The system of claim 32, where: 

the first network communication device is further configured to transmit a query message 

onto the network that includes the user identification value from the connection request and the 

first network communication device is configured to receive a response message through the 

network that includes a network address corresponding to the user identification value and 

establish the connection using the network address; and 

the system further includes a location server having a network connection coupled to the 

network and a data store for storing entries that relate user identifier values to network addresses, 

where the location server is configured to receive the query message from the first network 

communication device that includes the user identifier value and, responsive thereto, search the 

data store for an entry corresponding to the user identifier value and, when a corresponding entry 

is found, send a response over the network to the first network communication device that 

includes the network address value from the corresponding entry. 
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34. The system of claim 33, where: 

the user identifier value is a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Universal Resource Locator 

(URL); 

the location server is a SIP location server operating in redirect mode; and 

the first network device is configured to define the first media stream using a Session 

Definition Protocol (SDP). 

35. The system of claim 32, where: 

the first network communication device is further configured to transmit a query message 

onto the network that includes the user identification value from the connection request; and 

the system further includes a location server having a network connection coupled to the 

network and a data store for storing entries that relate user identifier values to network addresses, 

where the location server is configured to receive the query message from the first network 

communication device that includes the user identifier value and, responsive thereto, search the 

data store for an entry corresponding to the user identifier value and, when a corresponding entry 

is found, establish the connection between the first network communication device and a 

network communication device corresponding to the network address value from the 

corresponding entry. 

36. The system of claim 33, where: 

the user identifier value is a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Universal Resource Locator 

(URL); 

the location server is a SIP location server operating in proxy mode; and 

the first network device is configured to define the first media stream using a Session 

Definition Protocol (SDP). 

37. The system of claim 32, where the system includes a second PID coupled to the 

second network communications device, and where the first network 

communications device is further configured to establish a second media stream 

for transferring data between the first and second network communications 
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devices while data is simultaneously transferring between the first and second 

Pills via the first media stream. 
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.AN APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CREATING, TESTING, VALIDATING, 
AND PROVISIONING TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES 

Background of the Invention 

The present invention relates generally to the field of 

customized services, and more specifically to the problems of 

creating, testing, validating, and provisioning customized 
telecommunication services. 

Existing telephone systems can include a service 

creation environment for creating customized telephone 

services and a service execution environment for executing 

the telephone services. The service creation environment can 

include a graphical user interface, which permits a user to 

build and/or change a displayed graphical representation of a 

desired service using "nodes," "decision boxes," and 

"branches." Each node represents a high level instruction 
for the execution of the service. The displayed graphical 

representation of the service is translated to a binary 

representation and stored as a call processing record (CPR). 
CPRs are transmitted from a creation environment to an 

execution environment where they are executed during call 

processing operations to send call processing instructions to 

inquiring switches. 
These systems and methods for creating and executing 

customized telephone services can be implemented in the 
Advanced Intelligent Telephone Network (AIN). 

Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary AIN comprising System 

Service Points (SSPs) 30, 35, 40, and 45, Signal Transfer 

Points (STPs) 48 and 50, Service Control Points (SCPs) 10 and 

20, and Service Management Systems (SMS) 60 (only one shown). 
SSPs are central office switching systems which receive 

telephone calls from telephones 12. Each SSP recognizes a 

variety of "triggers" within customer telephone call signals 

and generates queries to SCPs based on the triggers. The 

SSPs then process customer calls in response to commands 

received from the SCPs. 
The SCPs communicate with the SSPs over a common

channel-signalling (CCS) network 67 that includes STPs 48 and 
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50. The CCS network 67 employs communication channels 
separate from channels used to transport customer voice 

signals and includes a packet-switching system. The CCS 

network 67 switches data in packets instead of allocating 

circuits for the duration of a call. The STPs 48 and 50 

provide the packet-switching functions. 

Each SCP is fault tolerant because each SCP includes 
processors connected through dual local-area networks (not 
shown). If one processor of an SCP fails, another processor 

of the SCP can ensure that the SCP continues to function. 

Further, SCPs are configured as a mutually mated pair in 

different locations. If an SCP, such as SCP 10, is disabled, 

its mate, SCP 20, can ensure that telephone service continues 

without interruption. 

Associated with each SCP or each pair of SCPs is an SMS 
60. An SMS 60 provides a support interface through which 

customer data and service logic can be added or managed. 

Techniques also exist for testing and validating CPRs 
that have been created at a creation environment. Testing of 

a CPR for example can provide a visual indication on a 
displayed graphical representation (graph) of the CPR of the 
execution path taken through the CPR during a call processing 

operation. The visual indication may be a red line trace of 

the paths connecting the nodes of a displayed graph. 
Validating a CPR involves detecting logical infractions in 

the processing routine of the CPR and identifying these 

infractions to an operator based on a set of rules and a 

knowledge base understood by an expert system. 

Some service providers may wish to maintain a high 

degree of control over services that they make available. 

For example, they may wish to restrict the use of certain 

nodes to their customers or to offer only certain types of 

services to certain types of customers. 

Moreover, an operating company may offer a substantially 

similar service to numerous customers. It is expensive and 

inefficient to build substantially the same graph to provide 

.. 
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each customer with substantially the same service. Hence, it 

would be beneficial to an operating company to be able to 

provide a specification for a service from which numerous 
similar graphs could be generated, but with enough 

flexibility to cater to each customer's individual needs. 

For example, an operating company may determine that many of 
its customers are interested in a service that permits the 

customer to specify the carrier for long distance calls 

associated with the customer's "800" number. This service 

would be similar for each customer and would require certain 

nodes (such as carrier nodes) in each customer's CPR. 

However, larger businesses may want additional features from 

such a service. For example, they may want to provide for 

different carriers during different times of the day. It 

would therefore be beneficial to the operating company to be 

able to offer a basic 800 service and an enhanced 800 service 
wherein each service is partially predefined, yet flexible 

enough to permit some customization by the individual 
customers. 

Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a general 

service specification that allows a service creator to define 
a service, but permits a user enough flexibility to customize 
the service to some degree. 

It is also desirable to permit a service creator to 

define a service specification in which certain predetermined 

nodes are mandatory, certain predetermined nodes are 

optional, and certain predetermined nodes are restricted. 

In addition, many customers may want the same service, 

or they may want services with only minor differences. For 

example, an operating company may determine that most of its 

customers desire a service that permits them to specify the 

carrier for their long distance calls. This service would be 

similar for each customer, and each customer's graph for this 

service would be almost identical. It may be impractical or 

costly for the service creator to generate essentially the 

same CPR numerous times, once for each customer, particularly 

when only slight differences need exist in the CPRs. In the 
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example of the long distance carrier, it would be beneficial 

to the operating company to be able to create a long distance 

carrier service only once and make only minor changes to it 

to accommodate each customer. In addition, this allows for 

consistent service deployment within an operating company. 
Accordingly, it is desirable to provide for the creation 

of a service template that specifies most of a desired 

service, but permits some tailoring to meet the needs of 
individual customers. 

It is also desirable to permit an operator to create a 

service CPR template that is readily adaptable for any number 

of customers. 

Some existing service creation systems suffer from a 

disadvantage because they do not efficiently scale up to 

provide services to a large number of customers. 

For example, a company with several employees may wish 
to prevent long distance calls from certain phone extensions 

in its building. To offer such a service to the company, one 
existing service creation system would require a CPR 

specifying a branch node for each phone extension of the 
company for which it sought to permit such long distance 

calls, and provide different routing requirements therefor. 

It would take an extraordinary amount of time to create such 
a CPR and its different branch conditions. Moreover, the 

service logic corresponding to this CPR would be very 

complicated and make the overall service implementation very 

inefficient. 
Accordingly, it is desirable to provide an efficient and 

effective means to create services on a large scale. 

It is further desirable to provide CPR nodes which 

permit the efficient and effective accessing and updating of 

data tables during call processing. 

In general, CPRs, after being created, are transmitted 
to an execution environment where a service provider has 

little control over the CPR. However, for many services, a 

service provider may desire to monitor the service or to 
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obtain useful information concerning the execution of the 

service. Accordingly, it is desirable to permit a service 

provider to administer the execution of a service. 

In the system referred to, services can be created using 

only fixed or predefined nodes. Although these nodes provide 

a great deal of service creation flexibility, because only 

certain nodes are available, service creation flexibility is 

limited. 
It is desirable to provide for the design, layout, and 

instantiation of user-defined nodes that are 

indistinguishable from other predefined nodes from the 

perspective of the service creation and execution 

environments. 

The CPRs discussed above comprise a "key" and a 

plurality of nodes, decision boxes, and branches. The "key" 

includes a telephone number and a suffix. The suffix .e04 

means that the CPR controls Galls made from the corresponding 

telephone number, and the .eOS sufxix means that the CPR 

controls calls made to the corresponding telephone number. 

Hence, to provide separate services for calls made to or from 

a subscriber's telephone number, existing service creation 

systems require separate CPRs. 

Requiring multiple CPRs per customer in a system having 

many customers strains the storage and execution environments 

with tremendous amounts of service logic. Moreover, it 

complicates and hinders efficient service execution and 

management. 

Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a CPR structure 

that permits efficient use of CPRs on a large scale in an 

execution environment. 

It is also desirable to provide a CPR structure that 

permits quick and efficient storage, access, management, and 

execution of CPRs. 
Additional desires of the invention will be set forth in 

the description which follows, and in part will be apparent 

from the description, or may be learned by practice of the 
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invention. The advantages of the invention may be realized 

and obtained by means of the instrumentalities and 

combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims. 

Disclosure of the Invention 

To achieve the foregoing desires and objects, and in 

accordance with the purposes of the invention as embodied and 

broadly described herein, the present invention provides a 

method of creating a general service specification for a call 

processing record comprising logically related nodes and 

branches, the method comprises the steps, executed by a 

processor, of: prompting an operator to identify at least 

one optional node which may appear in a call processing 

record associated with the general service specification; 
receiving from an operator, an identification of at least one 

optional node which may appear in a call processing record 

associated with the general service specification; prompting 
an operator to identify at least one required node which must 
appear in a call processing record associated with the 
general service specification; receiving from an operator, an 
identification of at least one required node which must 
appear in a call processing record associated with the 

general service specification; and enabling the optional and 
required nodes as a general service specification. 

To achieve the foregoing desires and objects, and in 

accordance with the purposes of the invention as embodied and 

broadly described herein, the present invention also provides 

a method of creating a template for the creation of call 

processing services, each call processing service being 

represented by a call processing record comprising logically 

related call processing nodes and branches, the method 

comprises the steps, executed by a processor, of: displaying 

a selected call processing record to an operator; receiving 
from an operator a selection of a node in the call processing 

record to be made customizable, a customizable node being a 

node for which subsequent template users can specify 
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predetermined expressions; displaying all expressions of the 

selected node; prompting the operator to specify which of the 

selected node expressions will be customizable; designating 

the specified node expressions as customizable; and enabling 

the selected call processing record and the designation of 

customizable node expressions for the selected node as a 

service template. 

To achieve the foregoing desires and objects, and in 

accordance with the purposes of the invention as embodied and 

broadly described herein, the present invention also provides 

in a telecommunication service creation environment providing 

for call processing records and value tables, the value 

tables comprising one or more columns and one or more rows of 

values, a method of creating a call processing procedure to 

determine whether a particular value exists in a particular 

value table, the method comprises the steps, executed by a 

data processor, of: prompting an operator to name a value 

table to be searched; receiving from the operator a name of 

the value table to be searched; prompting an operator to 

identify one or more columns in the value table to be 

searched; receiving from the operator an identification of 

one or more values in the value table to be searched; 

prompting an operator to specify a value to be searched for 

in the one or more columns to be searched; receiving from the 

operator a value to be searched for in the one or more 

columns to be searched; prompting an operator to specify 

comparison criteria for the value specified and values in the 

column to be searched; receiving from the operator a 

comparison criteria for the value specified and values in the 

column to be searched; and instantiating the table name, one 

or more columns, value to be searched for, and comparison 

criteria as part of the call processing procedure. 

To achieve the foregoing desires and objects, and in 

accordance with the purposes of the invention as embodied and 

broadly described herein, the present invention also provides 

a method of providing a call processing sample node to 

determine an amount of call processing activity, the method 
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comprises the steps, executed by a processor, of: prompting 

an operator to input values for parameters to be used with 

the sample node; receiving from an operator a sampling rate 

identifying a percentage of calls to be sampled; receiving 

from an operator a sample name for data collected; receiving 

from an operator a sampling type defining whether a sample 

activity should be determined based on attempted or completed 

call processing operations; receiving from an operator a 

collection type defining whether results of a sample activity 

should be collected presently or deferred; receiving from an 

operator an identification of call variables to be sampled; 

and instantiating the sampling rate, sample name, sampling 

type, collection type, and call variables as a call 
processing sample node. 

The present invention also provides a method of 
providing a call processing measurement node to count call 

processing events, the method comprises the steps, executed 

by a processor, of: prompting an operator to input values 
for parameters to be used with the measurement node; 

receiving from an operator a call variable naming a 

measurement vector; receiving from an operator a component 

name identifying a component in the measurement vector; 

receiving from an operator information specifying whether the 

component should be incremented or decremented; and 

instantiating the call variable name, component name, and 

increment or decrement information as a measurement node. 

To achieve the foregoing desires and objects, and in 
accordance with the purposes of the invention as embodied and 

broadly described herein, the present invention also provides 

a method of creating a user-defined call processing node for 

a call processing record, the call processing record 

comprising logically related nodes and branches, the method 

comprising the steps, executed by a processor, of: receiving 

an instruction from an operator to construct a user-defined 

call processing node; presenting to the customer a screen in 

which to construct the user-defined call processing node; 

constructing an underlying representation of call processing 
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procedures selected by the operator; and enabling the 

underlying representation of call processing procedures as a 

single node for use in creating call processing records. 

Finally, to achieve the foregoing desires and objects, 

and in accordance with the purposes of the invention as 
embodied and broadly described herein, the present invention 

provides a call processing record for execution in a 

telephone service execution environment, comprising: a record 

header associating the call processing record with a 
corresponding telephone service subscriber; at least one call 

processing logic section including call processing procedures 

executable by a processor in the telephone service execution 

environment; at least one first data section, each of the at 

least one first data sections being associated with one of 

the at least one call processing logic sections and storing 

data executable only by the call processing procedures 

included in the associated one of the at least one call 

processing sections; and at least one entry point, each of 

the at least one entry points being associated with one of 

the at least one call processing logic sections and an 

associated one of the at least one first data sections, the 

at least one entry point identifying the associated one of 

the at least one call processing sections. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and 

constitute a part of the specification, illustrate presently 

preferred implementations of this invention and, together 

with the general description given above and the detailed 

description of the preferred implementations given below, 

serve to explain the principles of the invention. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the Advanced Intelligent 

Telephone Network (AIN); 
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Fig. 2A is a block diagram illustrating a service 

creation environment in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention; 

Fig. 2B is a block diagram illustrating a workstation 

within the service creation environment shown in Fig 2A in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 3 is a procedure diagram for a service creation 

environment in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; 

Fig. 4A is a schematic representation of software 

modules corresponding to display and editing procedures of 

the software in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invent;ion; 

Fig. 4B is a schematic representation of software 

modules corresponding to data structure procedures of the 

software in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; 

Fig. 4C is a schematic representation of software 

modules corresponding to binary and other related procedures 

of the software in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention; 

Fig 5 illustrates the structure of a CPR in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 6A illustrates a Tab£e in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 6B illustrates a Table Specification in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 6C illustrates a Table Record in accordance with 

one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 7 illustrates a system screen in accordance with 

one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 8 illustrates a New Record Information Box in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 9 illustrates a CPR Editor screen in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 10 illustrates a GSS Editor screen in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 
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Fig. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating a GSS creation 

operation in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; 

Fig. 12 illustrates a GSS Editor screen showing an 

exemplary GSS in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention; 

Fig. 13A illustrates an example of a graph in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 13B illustrates another example of a graph in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating an operation for 

validating a graph against an associated GSS in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 15 illustrates a NODE Editor screen in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 16 illustrates an example of a graph using 

Measurement and Sampling nodes in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 17 illustrates an example of a graph using External 

System Interaction nodes in accordance with one embodiment of 

the present invention; 

Fig. 18 illustrates a Custom Node Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 19A illustrates Parameter Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 19B illustrates a Selection List Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 20 illustrates a Custom Node Preview screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 21 illustrates a Custom Node Layout Screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 22 illustrates a Custom Node Category screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 23 illustrates an example of a graph using an 

Intable node in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; 
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Fig. 24 illustrates a table in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 25 is an Intable Editor screen in accordance with 

one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 26 is a flow diagram illustrating an operation of 

an Intable node in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention; 
Fig. 27 is a Table Node Editor screen in accordance with 

one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 28 is a flow diagram illustrating an operation of a 

Table node in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; 

Fig. 29A illustrates a Template Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 29B illustrates a Carrier Node Editor screen for 

templates in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention; and 

Fig. 29C illustrates a Template Preview Editor screen in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

Fig. 29D illustrates a Template Layout Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; and 

Fig. 30 illustrates a Template Find Editor screen in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention 

Reference will now be made in detail to the construction 

and operation of the preferred implementations of the present 

invention which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

In the drawings, like elements and operations are designated 

by like reference numbers. The following description of the 

preferred implementations is exemplary, and does not limit 

the invention to these specific implementations 
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A. System Configuration 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a 

service is created in the AIN. In particular, a service is 

created by a user at a workstation associated with the SMS 

200. 

Fig. 2A is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of 

an SMS 200 in accordance with the present invention. The SMS 

200 includes a service creation and management application 

204 which preferably comprises the SPACE® application version 

2.0. SPACE is a proprietary software application owned by 

Bellcore 1 the assignee of this application. 

In addition to the service creation and management 

application 204, SMS 200 includes a user workstation 210. 

Preferably, user workstation 210 (also shown in Fig. 2B) 

includes an IBM RS-600 (Model 320) as well as related 

equipment, for example, processor 230, keyboard 250, mouse 

260, and graphical display 240 which preferably runs AIX 

windows (IBM), version 3.2 or X-windows 1 version 11 1 release 

4 or later . 

The SMS 200 also includes database 203 1 Programming 

Language Data Structure Translator (PLDST) 214, ASN.1 

Encoder/Decoder 216 1 Message Constructor/Deconstructor 

(Message C/D) 218, and Data Communications Manager 220. 

These elements 1 their relationships, and their relationship 

to the execution. environment in an SCP 10, 20 are described 

in the incorporated interface application. 

The service creation portion of the SPACE application is 

dedicated to the creation of CPRs and Tables (described 

below). CPRs are created using the SPACE application by 

generating a high level, displayed representation (graph) of 

the desired service on the display 240 of user workstation 

210. The displayed graph of a CPR is extremely useful in 

that it permits an operator to create and understand the 

telephone serv~ce being created and to test and validate the 

service logic. However, the graph cannot be interpreted 
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efficiently directly by the execution environment. 

Accordingly, the CPR graph is translated into a binary 

representation which can be used to process calls in the 

execution environment. 

B. Software Configuration 

In a preferred embodiment, before a CPR graph is 

translated into a binary representation, it is first 

translated into an internal representation comprising data 

structures and pointers. These translations and 

representations are shown in Fig. 3, wherein display 

procedures 300 generate the display representation 302 of the 

CPR, data structure procedures 304 generate the internal 

representation 306, and binary procedures 308 generate the 

binary representation 310 of the CPR, which is stored in 

database 203. 

Preferably, the display procedures 300 are designed 
according to an object-oriented design methodology using the 

C++ language. Accordingly, the data structure procedures 304 

are also object-oriented. The data structure procedures 304 

are less machine dependent than the display procedures 300 

because the data structure procedures 304 can be used with 

many different display forms and many different types of 

hardware. The binary representation 310 of the CPR is the 

most machine independent. 

Each of the foregoing display, data structure, and 

binary data procedures is established in the SPACE 

application by one or more software "modules." Modular 

programming allows individual procedures or functions to be 

distinctly represented during design, and individually 

exercised during execution. A defined module may 

interactively "call" or invoke another module. 
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1. Display and Editing Modules 

In a preferred embodiment, the display procedures 300 of 

Fig. 3 include display and editing modules. The display and 

editing modules display various graphical objects on the 

display 240 of workstation 210 and allow manipulation of the 

graphical objects by the user. The display and editing 

modules, as shown in Fig. 4A, include Record Control module 

321, Node Specification Editing module 322, CPR Editing 

module 323, GSS Editing module 324, Graph Editing module 325, 

Variable Editing module 326, Form Creation module 327, 

Provisioning module 328, Table Node Editing module 339, and 

Dialog module 329. 

Record Control module 321 interfaces Database module 340 

(Fig. 4C) with each of the editing modules (modules 322, 323, 

324, 325, 326, and 339) to transfer data from database 203 to 

editor buffers (not shown) associated with the respective 

editing modules in the workstation 210 and to transfer (save) 

data from the editor buffers to database 203. Record Control 

module 321 also allows a user to prepare a template 

(described below in section G) for a mass market service. 

CPR Editing module 323 allows a user to change the 

characteristics (i.e., headers, entry points, etc., as 

described below) of a CPR. To do so, CPR Editing module 323 

invokes the Graph Editing module 324 and the Variable Editing 

module 326 to change corresponding portions of the CPR. The 

CPR Editing module 323 also allows editing of existing 

templates. 

Graph Editing module 325 allows a user to manipulate the 

structure or relationship of nodes and branches in a graph. 

Thus, in conjunction with the Node Specification Editing 

module 322 and Variable Editing module 326, which allows 

manipulation of call variables within nodes, the Graph 

Editing module 325 also allows graphs to be edited and 

translates the corresponding internal data structures intc> 

graphical display representations for display on the display 

240 of workstation 210. In addition, the Graph Editing 
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module 324 allows a user to graphically display and edit the 

structure or relationship of nodes and branches in a 

template. 

Call Variable Editing module 326 allows a user to add, 

delete, and modify call variables. Call variables (also 

referred to as "CVs") identify data elements whose values are 

processed by CPRs. Before a call variable can be used, it 

must be defined. CVs can be predefined or user-defined. 

User-defined CVs can be defined for specific services being 

created. An example of a user-defined CV is a counter used 

to count the number of times a loop has been executed. To 

define a call variable, the following attributes are 

preferably specified: tag name, scope, extend, data type, .and 

optional initial value. The tag name is a name which 

identifies the cv. For example, MTOD is the tag name for a 

time of day CV, MDOW is the tag name for a day of week CV, 

and QDIALEDNBR is the tag name for a dialed number CV. Scope 
determines the visibility, e.g. global or local. The extent 

determining how long the value lasts, e.g. persistent or non

persistent. The value of a global CV is available to all 

graphs interpreted during call processing of a call query. 

The value of a local CV is available only to the graph in 

which it is defined. A persistent CV maintains its val~e 

from one call to another. Data type refers to the type of 

data stored in the CV, which can be, for example, a string or 

an integer. An optional initial value can be any valid value 

of the data type indicated for the CV. 

Preferred data types include: 

a. Signed Integer - This data type is a positive 

or negative number or zero. 

b. Bit String - This data type is a string of 

binary bits that represent logical values. To be recognized, 

the bit string preferably begins with the letter "B." 

c. Telephone Number - The telephone number data 

type represents values of telephone numbers. To be 

recognized, the telephone number preferably begins with a 

letter from the set T, S, I, and P, where, T = National 
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Telephone Numbering Plan, I = International Number, S 

Special Number, and P Private Number. 

d. String - This data type is a string of 

characters. 

e. Numeric String - This data type is a string of 

digits, "#,"or "*,"as can be entered from a telephone 

keypad. 

f. Date - This data type represents a date. 

g. Day of Week (DOW) - This data type is used to 

represent the days of the week. 

h. Time of Day (TOO) - This data type is used to 

represent the time of day. 

i. Carrier - The Carrier data type is used to 

represent an Inter- or Intra-LATA Telephone Carrier Company 

Designation. For example, LEC, ATX, or 222. 

j. Boolean -This data type is used to represent 

one of only two possible values such as true/false or yes/no. 

k. Float - This data type is used to represent a 

floating point number. The precision is determined by 

storage restrictions. 

1. Signaling Point Code - This data type 

represents information about network signaling. 

m. Measurement Vector - This data type represents 

a vector of counters. 

n. Table - This data type is a table of rows and 

columns where data is stored (see Section c. 2 below) . 
The Variable Editing module 326 is also used to restrict 

input values, identify data for templates, and specify user 

prompt language. In addition, the Variable Editing Module 

326 is used to define user input parameters when creating 

User Defined Nodes (described below in Section F.S). 

General Service Specification (GSS) Editing module 324 

is used to retrieve, display, and edit a GSS (described below 

in section E) . 

Node Specification Editing module 322 allows a user to 

change the characteristics of a node specification, and 

thereby define a custom or User-defined node. This module 
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invokes the Graph Editing module 324 and the Variable Editing 

module 326 as needed to change corresponding portions of the 

node specification. 

Dialog module 329 provides a set of utilities and 

procedures called by other editing and display modules. The 

procedures defined in Dialog module 329 facilitate data entry 

and/or option selection by the user. These procedures 

include procedures for defining dialog boxes, which query the 

user regarding data required for particular inputs and accept 

the user's input data. 

Form Creation module 327 allows a user to create a new 

user interface for a template. The user interface preferably 

comprises a displayed list of user prompts and input fields 

which allow a user to create a CPR from a template. 

Provisioning module 328 translates internal data 

structures into a user interface form. The particular 

characteristics of the form depend on the data structures of 

the template created by Form Creation module 327. The 

Provisioning module 328 also presents available templates, 

verifies user permissions for templates, and monitors 

processes for activation of a template based CPR. 

Table Node Editing module 339 allows a user to define, 

edit, and manipulate values in a table data structure. The 

Table Editing module 339 is invoked by the Variable Editing 

module 326. As with values appearing within nodes, table 

values may be expressed in a variety of data types as 

explained above, with the exception of measurement vector and 

table data types. 

2. Data Structure Modules 

As shown in Fig. 4B, the data structure procedures 304 

in Fig. 3 preferably include the following data structure 

modules: CPR module 330, Graph module 331, Node module 332, 

Branch module 333, Expression module 334, Node Specification 

module 335, Variable module 336, and GSS module 337. Each of 
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these data structure modules is particularly related to one 

or more data structure types. 

Upon creation of a graph, the Graph module 331 is 

invoked to define the data structure which results upon 

creation of the logical relation between branches and nodes 

in the graph. Within the Graph module 331, data structures 

representing individual branches within the graph are further 

defined by the Branch module 333. Thus, at points in the 

graph where a branch is required, the Graph module 331 

invokes the Branch module 333. Data structures representing 

individual nodes within the graph are further defined by the 

Node module 332. Thus, at points in the graph where a node 

is required, the Graph module 331 invokes the Node modul~ 

332. Similarly, expressions within a node are defined by the 

Expression module 334, which is called as necessary by the 

Node Specification Editing module 332. 

As previously described, preferred implementations of 

the present invention use object oriented-programming 

techniques. One aspect of object oriented-programming is 

that all-functions operable upon a particular "object" are 

defined with the object. Thus, all functions operable upon a 

graph ("the object") are defined within the Graph module 331. 

Accordingly, each data structure module preferably represents 

the data structure (i.e., defines the structure) and allows 

manipulation (i.e., defines the operable functions) of that 

data structure. Data structure modules may also use 

subordinate data structure modules as described above. 

CPR module 330 internally represents and allows 

manipulation of graphs and call variables which define a 

customer service. This module also handles the 

representation and manipulation of templates. The CPR module 

also includes administrative information such as, for 

example, record ownership and status information. The CPR 

module 330 invokes Graph module 331 and Variable module 336. 
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Graph module 331 represents and allows manipulation of 

the logic section of a graph or the graph section of a User

defined node. Graph module 331 invokes Node module 332 and 

Branch module 333. It also includes validation information. 

Node module 332 represents and allows manipulation of 

objects corresponding to a single call processing 

instruction. The single call processing instruction may 

include complex nodes such as table nodes (described below in 

Section F.6) and administrative nodes (described below in 

Section F.3). Node module 332 also includes validation 

information for a particular node. Node module 331 invokes 

Node Specification module 335 and Expression module 334. 

Branch module 333 represents and handles manipulation of 

branches within a graph. Branch module 333 invokes 

Expression module 334 to define conditional branches. 

Expression module 334 represents and handles 

manipulation of data values in CPRs and tables. An 

expression is a construct that has a value when evaluated. 

The value that is returned preferably has a data type. The 

expression is the basic unit of data manipulation. For 
example, an assignment node (described below in Section F.1) 

consists of a left-hand part, which is an expression, an 

assignment operator, and a right-hand part, which is an 

expression. Expressions can be constants, call variables, or 

manipulators as defined in the incorporated interface 

application. In addition, the Expression module 334 includes 

information about the use of an expression in a template and 

the presentation of an expression. 

Node Specification module 335 represents and handles 

manipulation of different node types. Node specifications 

determine for each respective node what type of information 

is needed by node and how each node will be interpreted by 

the call processor. The Node Specification module 335 also 

reads a set of predefined node specifications from a series 

of system files and typically invokes the Variable module 336 

and Expression module 334. 
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Call Variable module 336 represents and handles 

manipulation of different types of call variables used in 

graphs and data sections of CPRs. This module reads a set of 

variable expressions from a series of files in the database 

203. A preferred implementation provides for two types of 

variables: call variables used in CPRs and node 

specification parameters used in user-defined nodes. 

Generic Service Specification (GSS) module 337 

represents and handles manipulation of objects which specify 

the type of service a graph may represent. 

3. Database and Related Processing Modules 

As shown in Fig. 4C, the binary procedures 308 in Fig. 3 

preferably include Database module 340, Binary module 341, 

Validation module 342, and Testing module 343. Binary module 

341 converts various internal data structures into binary 

representations that can be transferred between different 

hardware configurations. This module also performs the 

reverse process of converting binary representations of CPRs 

and tables into internal data structures. 

Database module 340 stores, retrieves, deletes, and 

searches on CPRs, templates, user-defined nodes, GSSs, and 

tables in database 203. 

Validation module 342 facilitates CPR validation 

procedures. 

Finally, Testing module 343 simulates call processing 

execution and produces a resulting "processed" binary 

representation. 

C. System Records 

The foregoing hardware and software components cooperate 

to allow a user to create customer services. Preferably, 

services are created by the formation of two types of system 

records: CPRs and tables. 
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1. CPR Structure 

Fig. 5 illustrates a preferred structure or organization 

of a CPR. The CPR structure 400 includes a CPR record header 
402, a global data section 404, entry points 406, local data 
sections 408, and logic sections 410. 

a. CPR Record Header 

Each CPR is assigned a unique record header 402 to 

identify the CPR and associate the CPR to a customer. The 

record header 402, (also referred to as the CPR key) can be, 

for example, a ten-digit telephone number. The record header 
402 also includes data that characterizes the CPR. For 

example, the record header 402 may also include a code 412 
indicating whether the CPR is "shared" or non-shared. Shared 

CPRs are used in performing services for multiple 

subscribers, while non-shared CPRs are used for only one 
subscriber. The designation of whether a CPR is shared is 
made by the user. Whether a CPR is shared or non-shared does 

not change its structure. Shared CPRs are labeled to allow 
an execution environment to improve performance capabilities 

by storing shared CPRs in a manner that provides faster 
access time. The record header 402 may also contain a code 

414 indicating whether a CPR can update CPRs or tables in the 

execution environment and requesting a copy of these updates, 

and a code 416 indicating whether the CPR controls updating 

of CPRs and tables in the execution environment. The record 

header may include a test code 418 to label the CPR as a test 

CPR. The record header may also include a trace flag 420 
which requests a trace of the execution path through the 

graph. 

b. Global Data Section 

The global data section 404 includes global data used by 

the logic of all logic sections 410 within the CPR 400. This 
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global data may include, for example, declarations and/or 

definitions of call variables, embedded tables, and 

measurement vectors. 

c. Entry Points 

An entry point in a CPR is a point at which call 
processing can be initiated. Each entry point corresponds to 

a previously defined graph and an associated local data 

section, the interpretation and execution of which 

establishes a customer service. As seen from Fig. 5, a CPR 

may have more than one entry point; hence, all of a 

customer's services may be provided on a single CPR. 

A user may assign any name to an entry point. Entry 
points are preferably grouped as "trigger" and "non-trigger" 

entry points. For example, two entry points have special 

significance in the execution environment: (1) "ani 11 which 

is called to process an originating number query; and 
(2) "dln" which is called to process a called number query. 

Non-trigger type entry points are preferably used by 
other entry points within the CPR or other CPRs. 

d. Local Data Sections 

As shown in Fig. 5, each entry point 406 is associated 

·with a local data section 408. The local data section 408 
includes local data used only by the corresponding logic 

section of the associated entry point. This local data 

includes definitions of call variables of local scope. 

e. Logic Sections 

Logic section 410 contains the actual call processing 

logic or call processing procedure corresponding to a 

particular graph or service. 

When a SCP 202 processes a CPR in the execution 

environment, after having retrieved the CPR based on the CPR 
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record header 402, SCP 202 reads the global data section 404 

and applies all call variable definitions found therein. The 

SCP 202 then selects an entry point based on a received 

trigger. The SCP 202 reads the local data from local data 

section 408 associated with the entry point 406. The call 

processing logic of the associated logic section 410 is then 

interpreted using all the data that has been applied. 

2. Tables 

In accordance with the present invention, tables may be 

used to store lists of values used in processing one or more 

CPRs. Tables (also referred to herein as value lists) can be 

created as stand-alone records or embedded within CPRs. As 

described below, stand-alone tables are identified by a user, 

embedded tables are identified using a "Table" call variable. 

Tables are defined by a table specification and table 

data. The table data is laid out in one or more rows 
corresponding to predefined columns. The table specification 

defines these columns including data type, maximum size, and 

whether they are a key column. 

Figs. 6A and 6B illustrate the table data and table 

specification for a table that associates telephone 

extensions of an office building with a selected telephone 

number having a maximum length of 15 digits. 

The table 500 in Fig. 6A includes two columns: the 

first column 502 lists the number of extensions in the office 

building, and the second column 504 lists the telephone 

numbers associated with each of the three exemplary 

extensions. 

Fig. 6B illustrates the table specification 506 for the 

table 500 shown in Fig. 6A. The table specification includes 

four rows: name 508, data type 510, maximum length 512, and 

key 514. The information defined by these four rows is 

specified for each of the columns of table data. Thus, as 

shown in Fig. 6B, the name of the first column is 

"EXTENSION," and the name of the second column is "TELEPHONE 
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NUMBER." The data type of the EXTENSION column is a numeric 

string, and the data type of the TELEPHONE NUMBER column is a 

telephone data type. The maximum length of the numeric 

string in the EXTENSION column is four digits, and the 

maximum length of the TELEPHONE NUMBER in the telephone 

column is 15 digits. The key specification 514 permits a 

user to specify which column uniquely identifies a row and 

allows for more efficient search. 

Fig. 6C illustrates a table record structure 518 for a 

stand alone table. As shown, the structure includes a header 

section 516, the table specification 506 as shown in Fig. 6B, 

and the table data 500 as shown in Fig. 6A. For embedded 

tables, the table specification 506 and table data 500 are 

stored as part of the call variable that denotes the embedded 

table. 

In a preferred implementation, six operations can b~ 

performed on table data: addRow, delRow, updtRow, findRow, 

selRow, and nextRow. These operations are executed using 

menu buttons (not shown) which are displayed in a Table 

Editor Screen (not shown} that is displayed when a user 

selects the Table Suboption 175d as shown in Fig. 7. The 

addRow operation adds (or inserts) a set of rows into a 

table. The delRow operation deletes a set of rows in a 

table. The updtRow operation updates a set of values in a 

table. The findRow operation searches a table for a 

specified row. The selRow operation selects a set of column 

values from a row of a table that matches a specified 
condition and returns the values from the first row found. 

The nextRow operation selects a set of column values from the 

next row of a table that match the specified condition in a 

previous selRow operation. 

D. CPR Creation 

A user creates a CPR by accessing a CPR Editor screen on 

display 240 of workstation 210. To call up the CPR Editor 

screen, a user logs onto the system (hereafter "system" is 
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used to describe a preferred implementation of the present 

invention running the SPACE application) which presents a 

system screen 170 as shown, for example, in Fig. 7. 

The system screen 170 presents a menu line 172 having 

five user options: Record, View, Operations, MSAP, and 
Administration. The user selects an option using either the 
keyboard 250 or mouse 260 (Fig. 2B). This selection prompts 

the display of additional options. As shown, for example, in 

Fig. 7, if the user selects the "Record" option, a menu of 

Record options 174 is displayed. The user may then select an 

option from the displayed options by means of the keyboard 

250 or mouse 260. The Record options menu 174 includes, for 

example, options to create a "New" record, "Find" an exis~ing 

record, "Save" a record, or "Delete" a record. If a user 

selects the "New" option 177, the system displays associated 

options 175. 

To create a new CPR and enter the CPR Editor, the user 

selects the CPR option 175a. This selection causes the 

display of a New Record Information Dialog Box, as shown for 

example in Fig. 8. 
The New Record Information Dialog Box 180 contains five 

text entry fields: Name field 181, Account field 182, 

Service Order field 183, Due Date field 184, Supplemental 

Form field 185, and Service Rep field 186. Preferably, the 

Name field 181 may contain any user defined alphanumeric 

string of characters corresponding to a CPR header. The 

Account field 182 is optionally used to indicate a customer 

account for which the CPR should be associated. This allows 

a user to tie together a number of individual CPRs (and other 

records) under a single customer's account. The Service 

Order field 183 is optionally used to specify a service order 

number corresponding to the customer's request for this 

service. The service order number allows a user to refer to 

other operations systems, for example, an operations system 

that handles service orders. The Due Date field 184 is 

optionally used to indicate when the service being created 

must be active. The Supplemental Form field 185 is 
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optionally used to indicate whether the service being created 

has additional forms in other operations systems. The 

Service Rep field 186 is optionally used to maintain a record 

of a representative who may have taken a customer's order for 

the service being created. The New Record Information Dialog 

Box 180 also includes Controls DTMF Update field 187, which 

is used to indicate whether the service being created will be 

used to control the updating of other services or tables. 

Once the respective fields in the New Record Information 

Dialog Box 180 have been filled-in and checked by the user, 

the user selects the "OK" button, and the system presents the 

CPR Editor screen 171, as shown, for example, in Fig. 9. 

CPR Editor Screen 171 includes a Graph Window Screen 

173, a CPR Information window 176, a Graphs In CPR window 

178, a Nodes window 179, a Graph Manipulator window 188, a 

Provisioning Data window 189, Call Variables field 190, and 

an Entry Point Information dialog box 195. 

The user specifies an initial entry point for the CPR 

using the Entry Point Information dialog box 195. The Entry 

Point Information dialog box 195 contains two text entry 

fields: Name field 195a and GSS field 195b. Preferably, a 

user enters the name of a trigger type entry point (e.g., 

"ani" or "dln") or a non-trigger type entry point into the 

Name field 195a. The GSS field 195b is preferably 

prepopulated with a "generic" GSS, which is a system supplied 

GSS that includes every node as optional. The user can 

optionally specify any enabled GSS in the GSS field 195b. 

As shown in Fig. 9, some of the information entered in 

the New Record Information Dialog Box 180 is displayed in the 

CPR Information window 176 on the CPR Editor screen 171 

(i.e., the Type 176a and the Name 176b). The CPR Information 

window 176 may also include a user's identification field 

176c, a modification date(s) field 176d, and an activation or 

effective date field 176e for the CPR. 

The Graphs In CPR window 178 includes "Add Graph" button 

178a, .. Delete Graph" button 178b, "Edit Graph" button 178c, 

"Browse Graph" button 178d, and Graph List 178e. 
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The Call Variables window 190 includes "Name" button 

190a, "Data Type" button 190b, "Value" button 190c, "Defined 

In" button 190d, "Availability" button 190e, and Same Value 

After Call button 190f. 

The Nodes window 179 includes Nodes List 191, Node Type 

buttons 192, and Node Function buttons 193, which include a 

"Change Value" button 193a, "Delete Item" button 193b, 

"Delete Subtree" button 193c, "Add Branches" button 193d, 

"Connect" button 193e, and "Hide Subtree" button 193f. 

The Graph Manipulation window 188 includes Undo button 

188a, Cut button 188b, Paste button 188c, and Copy button 

188d. 
The Provisioning Data window 189 includes Customer 

button 189a and Service Order button 189b. 

The Graph window 173 also includes a root node 194 which 

displays the Name (or Key) entered in the Name Field 181 of 

the New Record Information Dialog Box 180, the "ani" trigger 

entered in the Name field 195a of the Entry Point Information 

Dialog Box 195, and the associated GSS entered in the GSS 

field 195b of the Entry Point Information Dialog Box 195. 

In the Graph window screen 173, graph building is 

accomplished using Graphs In CPR window 178, Nodes window 

179, and Call Variables window 190. As described above, CPRs 

may have one or more entry points; hence, one or more graphs. 

The Graphs In CPR window allows a user to "Add" a new graph 

·to the CPR, "Delete" an existing graph, "Edit" an existing 

graph, or "Browse" (view without editing) an existing graph. 

The name of each entry point in the CPR, as well as an 

indication whether the entry point is a "trigger" entry 

point, is displayed in Graph List 178e. 

A user creates (and similarly edits) a graph by 

selecting nodes and logically arranging the selected nodes to 

form a graph. To select a node, a user first selects the 

type of node to be added using node type buttons 192. In one 

embodiment, a set of available nodes is divided into 

"Assignment" nodes (button 192a), "Decision" nodes (button 

192b), "Play Announcement and Get Digits (PAGD) nodes" 
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(button 192c), and "Other" nodes (button 192d). Assignment 

and Decision nodes are described below in Section F. PAGD 

nodes do just what their name suggests; during call 

processing, they play an announcement to the caller, 

prompting the caller to input information, and collect the 

information. Based on the node type button 192 selected by 

the user, the system displays the available node choices 

corresponding to that node type in Nodes List window 191. 

The nodes of a graph are arranged in the Graph window 

173 using the node function buttons presented in Node 

Function window 193. Preferable function buttons include 

"Change Value" button 193a for changing the value of a node, 

"Delete Item" 193b for deleting a node or branch from a 

graph, "Delete Subtree" button 193c for deleting a portion 

(subtree) of a graph, "Add Branches" button 193d for adding 

branches to a node, "Connect" button 193e for logically 

relating two nodes in a graph, and 11 Hide Subtree" button 193f 

for removing a graph portion from the CPR Editor screen in 
order to facilitate graph creation or editing. 

The nodes of a graph are manipulated in the Graph window 

173 ~sing the graph function buttons presented in the Graph 

Manipulation window 188. Preferable function buttons include 

"Undo" button 188a for successively undoing graph actions, 

"Cut" button 188b for removing a subtree from a graph and 

placing it in an internal buffer, "Copy" button 188d for 

copying a subtree from a graph and placing in an internal 

buffer, and "Paste" button 188c for copying a subtree from 

the internal buffer and placing it in a graph. 

Call variables of nodes in a graph are preferably 

defined using the Call Variables window 190. A user assigns 

a name to each call variable at "Name" field 190a, the data 

type of a call variable at the "Data type" field 190b, and 

the "Value" of a call variable at Value field 190c. The CALL 

VARIABLE window 190 also includes "Defined In" field 190d to 

identify the CPR, graph, or node in which the call variable 

is defined. The "Availability"· field 190e defines the scope 
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of the call variable, and the "Same Value After Call" field 

190f indicates whether the CV is persistent. 

A user can view and modify certain customer account 

information using the buttons presented in Provisioning Data 

window 189. Preferable buttons include "Customer" 189a which 

allows the user to view the customer account record that was 

specified in the Account field 182 of the New Record 

Information Dialog Box 180, and "Service Order" 189b which 

allow the user to view and/or edit the service order 

information that was entered in the Service Order field 183, 

Due Date field 184, Supplemental Form field 185, and Service 

Rep field 186 of the New Record Information Dialog Box 180. 

E. General Service Specifications 

A General Service Specification (GSS) is a specification 

for a particular "generic" se.rvice which may be created in 

numerous specific forms to tailor ~he generic service to a 

particular customer's needs. For example, many residential 

telephone customers may wish to prevent "900" calls from 

being made from their home phones. A "900 Block" service 

would thus be generally offered to residential customers. 

However, customers may desire variations in the 900 Block 

service they receive, thus making some "900 Block" services 

slightly different from others. Additionally, a service 

provider may desire certain functionality to monitor or 

control the use of the "900 Block" service by its customers. 

Thus, the service provider may desire to specify certain 

permissible functions which may be included in each 

customer's "900 Block" service, certain mandatory functions 

which must be included in each customer's "900 Block" 

service, and certain restricted functions which cannot be 

included in a customer's "900 Block" service. The GSS 

permits the service provider to specify these limitations and 

requirements -for services. It can also be a useful tool for 

billing and generating service-specific validation nodes. 
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A GSS contains information that specifies and describes 
a generic customer service. 

1. GSS Creation 

To create a GSS, a user accesses the system screen 170 

and selects the "Record" option from menu line 172. When the 

Record option menu 174 is presented, the user selects the 

"New" option, and the "New" option suboptions window 175 is 

displayed. The user then selects the "GSS" suboption 175b. 

Upon selecting the GSS suboption 175b, a dialog box (not 

shown) is presented to the user. The dialog box simply 

reques~s the user to input a name for the GSS. 

After the user inputs a name, the system presents the 

GSS editor screen 120, as shown, for example, in Fig. 10. 

The GSS editor screen 120 preferably includes four 

sections: GSS Information window 122, GSS Description window 

124, Required Nodes window 126, and Optional Nodes window 

128. The GSS Information window 122 includes a Name field 

122a for the name of the GSS entered by the user, a Creator 

field 122b for the name of the creator of the GSS, a Modified 

field 122c for dates on which the GSS has been modified, and 

an Enable field 122d for a date on which the GSS was enabled. 

The GSS Description window-124 is used to enter 

information regarding the customer service related to the 

GSS. For instance, the GSS description might contain a 

detailed description of the service to which the GSS is 

related or an explanation of the reasons why certain nodes 

are required, optional, or prohibited within CPRs associated 

with the GSS. For the "900 Block" service described above, a 

user may provide the following description: "900 Block is a 

service directed to residential customers who wish to prevent 

calls beginning with a 900 area code from their home phones." 

A user defines which functions are mandatory or optional 

within each CPR associated with the GSS by identifying (or 

listing) required nodes and optional nodes for the GSS in the 

Required Nodes window 126 and the Optional Node window 128, 
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respectively. Preferably, the Required Nodes window 126 

includes a nodes palette 126a, node type buttons 126b, and a 

selected nodes window 126c. As with the nodes window 179 

shown in Fig. 9, to identify required nodes, a user selects 

the type of node desired using node type buttons 126b. Each 
available node for that node type is listed in nodes palette 

126a. The nodes presented in the required nodes palette 126a 

may be the same as the nodes appearing in the Nodes List 191 

of the CPR Editor's Nodes window 179 (Fig. 9). The selected 

required nodes are listed in the required nodes section 126c. 

Each node listed in the required nodes section 126c must be 

used at least one time in the creation of any CPR associated 

with the GSS. 

The optional nodes list is similarly established using 

the Optional Nodes window 128 which includes a nodes palette 

128a, node type buttons 128b, and a selected nodes section 

128c. The optional nodes list indicates which nodes may 

optionally be used in a CPR associated with the GSS. Any 

nodes not listed in either the required or optional nodes 

lists cannot be used in the creation of CPRs associated with 

the GSS being created. 

In an alternative embodiment, the GSS Editor screen 120. 

further includes a Restricted Nodes window (not shown), which 

is similar to Required Nodes window 126 and Optional Nodes 

window 128, but wherein a user specifies nodes which cannot 

be used in a CPR associated with the GSS. 

Once a user is satisfied that the required nodes list, 

optional nodes list, and restricted nodes list accurately 

reflect the requirements and limitations necessary to 

"specify" the service related to the GSS, the user saves the 

GSS in the database 203. To save the GSS (or any other 

record), the user selects the "Record" option from the menu 

line 172. (As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the menu line 172 

appears on the CPR Editor screen 171 and the GSS Editor 

screen 120.) Once the Record option menu 174 (Fig. 7) is 

presented, the user selects the "Save" option and the 

contents of the GSS are stored in the database 203. 
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Before a subsequent CPR may be associated with the GSS, 

the GSS must be enabled. To enable a GSS, a user selects the 

"Operation" option from the first menu line 172 and selects 

an "Enable" option (not shown) from the Operations options 

menu (not shown). Preferably, an enabled GSS may not be 

edited or deleted if other records depend on it, since 

changes to an enabled GSS could affect records previously 

associated therewith. 

The foregoing description of a method for creating a GSS 

is summarized in the flowchart shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, 

a user begins by naming the GSS (step 1000) and describing 

the GSS and the related service (step 1002). Next, the user 

defines at least one required node (step 1004), lists the at 

least one required node (step 1006), defines at least one 

optional node (step 1008}, and lists the at least one 

optional node (step 1010). Finally, the user stores the GSS 

in the database {step 1012), -enables the GSS (step 1014), and 

the creation procedure ends (step 1016). In an alternative 

embodiment, the step of defining at least one restricted node 

(not shown) would be added. In an alternative embodiment, 

the user may specify that the GSs has zero or more optional, 

required, or restricted nodes. 

In like manner as described above, a GSS may be created 

for a template. 

2. Validating a CPR in Accordance with an 

Associated GSS 

In accordance with the embodiment of the invention, 

during a validation process, a graph is examined to determine 

whether the graph is consistent with the requirements of the 

associated GSS. If the CPR contains restricted nodes, which 

are not permitted by the GSS, or does not include the 

mandatory nodes, the CPR fails the validation process. 

Fig. 12 -is an example of a GSS Editor screen 120 

containing a definition of a GSS named "800basic" for a 

service that designates a particular long distance carrier 
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for "800" calls made to the customer between 8:00 a.m. and 

5:00 p.m. The 800basic GSS may be compared to another, more 

complex GSS named "800enhanced" (not shown) which might 

provide a greater range of potential features (at increased 

cost) such as, for example, Personal-Identification-Number 

(PIN) validation and call sampling. 

In Fig. 12, the GSS description for the 800basic GSS 

describes some distinctions between the 800basic service and 

800enhanced service. As shown in the Selected Nodes window 

126c for the required nodes, the 800basic GSS requires a 

"Carrier" node which identifies the desired long distance 

carrier, and a "RouteTo" node which identifies the actual 

telephone number to which the "800" call should be routed. 

As shown in the Selected Nodes window 128c for the optional 

nodes, the optional nodes for the 800basic include the "Day" 

and "Time" nodes. 

Assume for sake of example, that having established the 

foregoing GSS, a user is attempting to create a graph 

according to the GSS. Fig. 13A illustrates a portion of such 

a graph. In Fig. 13A, dialed number "8006993156" (header 

701) will be routed according to a decision as to the time of 

day (node 703). If the time is between 08:00 and 17:00 hours 

(branch 705), the user wishes to validate a PIN (node 708), 

select a carrier (node 711), and route the call according to 

routing node 713. If the time is other than above (branch 

707), the user wishes to route the call according to routing 

node 717. However, because the 800basic service does not 

allow PIN validation, the PINmatch node 708 must be removed 

from the graph. This error would be identified to the user 

during a validation process. A user could then edit the 

graph to conform to the specified parameters of the 800basic 

GSS. For example, a graph acceptable under the 800basic GSS 

is shown in Fig. 13B. The graph in Fig. 13B is the same as 

the graph in Fig. 13A except for the omission of PINmatch 

node 708. Note that the graphs of Figs. 13A and 13B include 

the required "Carrier" and "Route To" nodes. 
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A preferred method by which the present invention 

validates a CPR graph against its associated GSS is shown, 

for example, in Fig. 14. In Fig. _14, the system reads the 

first node in the graph (step 1052) and determines whether 

the node is a required node (step 1054). If the node is a 

required node, the system determines whether the node is the 

last node in the graph (step 1062). If the node is not the 
last node in the graph, the system goes to the next node in 

the graph (step 1064) and repeats the procedure. However, if 

the first node is not a required node, the system determines 

whether the node is an optional node (step 1056). 

If the node is an optional node, the system repeats 

steps 1062 and 1064. If the node is not an optional node, 

the node violates the GSS and fails validation (step 1058). 

This failed validation is displayed to the user (step 1060). 

After the final node in a graph is determined (step 

1062), the system determines whether every required node of 

the GSS is present in the graph (step 1050). If not, the 

graph fails validation. If, however, every required node of 

the GSS is present in the graph; the system indicates a 

successful validation to the user (step 1063). 

F. Nodes 

As discussed in the set of incorporated patent 

applications, nodes are the basic units that define the 

logical operations to be performed during call processing. 

Each node is therefore a separate call processing procedure 

or a subprocedure of a graph. Nodes are logically connected 

to form a directed graph. 

1 . Action Nodes 

Action nodes may be categorized as Assignment nodes, 

Network Action nodes, and Control nodes.· 

Assignment nodes are nodes which provide a function that 

sets a designated call variable to a particular value. The 
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value may be a constant, another call variable, or the result 

of a predefined manipulator. Each Assignment node includes a 

call variable to be assigned a value and an expression. 

For example, one example of an Assignment node is a 

"CARRIER" node. The CARRIER node includes a call variable 

"RPCARRIER" and an expression. Call variable RPCARRIER is 
predefined to be a "carrier" data type. For purposes of this 

example, the RPCARRIER CV may be assigned one value from a 

set of values including AT&T, MCI, or SPRINT. Accordingly, 

during creation of a graph containing the CARRIER Assignment 

node, a user must specify (or assign to) call variable 

RPCARRIER one of the values defined within the carrier data 

type (i.e., AT&T, MCI, or SPRINT). 

Preferably, Assignment nodes include billing nodes. 

Billing nodes are of particular importance because service 

providers must bill customers for the type and quantity of 

services used by the customer. Accordingly, billing nodes 

are often one of the required nodes in GSSs. Billing nodes 

preferably include a Billingind node, BillingNum node, and 

BillingType node. 

The Billingind node allows a user to assign a value to 

one or more predefined "billing indicator" call variables. 

For example, a billing indicator call variable named RPBILL, 

may be assigned a 4-digit customer number (i.e., Mr. Jones 

may be customer 2045) and have a corresponding expression. 

Thus, a graph having the foregoing Billingind node allows a 

user to define "RPBILL = 2045." With this assignment, 

services provided by the CPR having the graph containing the 

foregoing Billingind node will be billed to customer 2045 

(Mr. Jones') account. 

The BillingNum node allows a user to assign a value to a 

call variable corresponding to a "billing number," such as a 

telephone number. For example, the billing number call 

variable may be named "RPBILLNBR," (i.e. Mr. Jones' telephone 

number may be 703-308-5555), may be of "telephone number" 

data type, and may have a corresponding expression. Thus, a 

graph having the foregoing BillingNum node allows a user to 
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assign "RPBILLNBR 7033085555." With this assignment, 
services provided by the CPR having the graph containing the 

foregoing billingNum node will be billed to telephone number 

703-308-5555. 

The BillingType node allows a user to assign a value to 

one or more predefined "billing type" call variables. For 

example, a billing type call variable may be named RPMONTHLY, 

may be of signed integer data type, and may have a 

corresponding expression. Thus, a graph having the foregoing 

BillingType node allows a user to assign "RPMONTHLY = 15." 

With this assignment, services provided by the CPR having the 

graph containing the foregoing BillingType node will be 

calculated and billed on the fifteenth day of every month. 

Control Nodes allow multiple CPR entry points to be 

traversed as part of a single call execution and include a 

Handover node and Transfer Control node. The Handover node 
allows a CPR to call and execute another graph before 

continuing with the current CPR graph. The graph may be 
located in another CPR, thus the Handover node requires that 
the CPR key, trigger, and entry point for the graph be 

specified within the Handover node. Once the other graph is 

processed, processing returns to the original CPR graph. 

The Transfer Control node is like the Handover node in 

that another CPR is specified and executed. Unlike the 
Handover node, however, the processing does not return to the 

original graph, but remains-at the transferred CPR. 

2. Decision Nodes 

Decision nodes are used to branch execution through the 

graph. Decisions as to which graph branch to traverse may be 

made on the basis of a call variable value and an expression 

within the decision node. For example, a Call Variable 

Decision node may include a call variable named "READY" of 
data type Boolean. This decision node branches one way or the 

other in a graph based on "READY= yes," or "READY= no." 

Compare nodes compare expressions. For example, a compare 
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node may compare the expressions: "$TRYS<3" to determine 

whether a customer has made less than three attempts to input 

data to the system. The compare node takes a "yes" branch if 

the comparison is true and takes a "no" branch if the 

comparison is false. 

Decisions as to which graph branch to traverse may also 
be made on the basis of a "percent" decision. The Percent 
Decision node is used to randomly choose one of a number of 

possible graph branches. The percentage each individual 

branch will be traversed in the long run is specified in a 

Percent Decision node at the head of each branch. The sum of 
all branch percentages will equal 100%. 

3. Administrative Nodes 

Administrative nodes are used to collect service or 

customer traffic data which can be used by a service provider 

to analyze and administrate service or customer usage. 

Administrative Nodes preferably include Sampling nodes and 

Measurement nodes. 

a. Sampling Nodes 

Sampling nodes collect values of selected call variables 

during call processing execution. Sampling nodes are defined 

by a sampling rate, a sampling type, and a sample data name. 
Additionally, a sample data retention period, a collection 

type, and/or a list of call variables to be collected may be 

specified for a sampling node. 
The sampling rate identifies the percentage of calls to 

be sampled in order to obtain the specified data. The sample 

type may be, for example, an "attempt" sample, which captures 

data when a call is attempted, or a "completion" sample, 

which captures data when the call is actually completed. 
To add a Sample node to a graph, a user selects the 

"Sample" node from the Nodes window 179 (Fig. 9). A Sample 

Node Editor Dialog Box 750, as shown for example in Fig. 15, 
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is then superimposed on the CPR editor screen 170. For a 

sample node, the Node Editor Dialog Box 750 requests a 

definition of a sampling rate (0-100%) (field 752), 

collection type (field 753), sampling type (attempted or 

completed) (field 754), sample node name (field 755), and the 

call variable to be sampled (field 756). Once the fields are 

completed and the user selects the "OK" button, the Sample 

node is instantiated in the graph. Use of a Sampling node in 

a graph is illustrated in Fig. 16 and described in more 

detail below. 

b. Measurement Nodes 

Measurement nodes count events. Events may be, for 

example, the number of times a graph or a portion of a graph 

is traversed, how many times a call variable is changed, etc. 

Measurement nodes may count up or down from a predetermined 

starting number. Thus, Measurement nodes are used to update 

a component of a measurement vector. A measurement vector is 

an "up count" or a "down count." 

Measurement nodes are created during graph building by 

specifying which component of a measurement vector call 

variable is to be incremented or decremented. This 

designation is preferably made in the Call Variable window 

190 of the CPR Editor Screen 170 (Fig. 9). Alternatively, 

the measurement vector call variable, the measurement vector 

component, and the increment/decrement designation are 

provided in response to prompts in a measurement node Editor 

Dialog Box (not shown) similar to the Sample Mode Editor 

Dialog Box 750 shown in Fig. 15. 

The system uses a unique counter created when the 

measurement vector was defined. The counter is loaded with 

the starting point value and changes the value (up or down) 

on the basis of subsequent measurements. 

Fig. 16 shows part of a graph incorporating a Sample 

node and Measurement nodes. In this graph, calls originating 

from a customer's number "3014447500" (header 720) are routed 
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based on a determination of the "900?" node (721). For this 

example, the 900? node is a User-defined node (described 

below) which accepts a telephone number, determines the area 

code of the telephone number, compares this area code to a 

constant call variable value of 900, and selects a graph 

branch on the basis of this comparison. 

If the dialed telephone number does not have an area 

code of 900, the call is "counted" by a Measurement node 

named "Measureother" (node 723), assigned a carrier (node 

724), and routed according to routing node 725. If, however, 

the dialed telephone number has a 900 area code, the call is 

counted by a Measurement node named "Measure900" (node 733), 
sampled by a Sampling node named "Sample 900," (node 734), 
and routed according to routing node 735. 

Measureother node 723 and Measure900 node 733 each has 
an assigned counter which counts up from zero to measure the 
number of outgoing phone calls having non-900 and 900 area 

codes, respectively. Accordingly, the number of uses for 
each branch of the graph can be measured. 

In the above example, the "Sample900" node 734 has been 

previously defined to sample a predetermined call variable. 

Assuming a sample rate of 20, the Sample900 node will sample 

the predetermined call variable once every five calls having 

a 900 area code. 
Data measured or sampled is preferably stored in a 

database for review by the service provider and/or the 

customer. 

4. Interaction Nodes 

Interaction nodes preferably include two types of nodes: 

Network Interaction Nodes and External System Interaction 

Nodes. 
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a. Network Interaction Nodes 

Network Interaction nodes preferably include a Connect 

node, a Terminate node, and a Play Announcement and Collect 

Digits Node. The Connect node allows a user to route a call 

to a designated number. The routing number is specified as a 

call in the Connect node. The Terminate node allows a user 

to block a call. Once a graph reaches a Terminate node, all 

call processing is halted. The Play Announcement and Collect 

Digits node, as discussed above, is used to play an 

announcement to the customer, and then collect digits (i.e., 

DTMF signals) from the user in response to the announcement. 

b. External System Interaction Nodes 

This node type preferably includes a GetData node, 

SendData node, and WaitForEvent node. The GetData node 

allows the user to send a message to an external system 

(outside the SCP) requesting certain data from that external 

systems data base to be placed in call variables that are 

specified in the node. The SendData node allows a user to 

send a message to an external system (outside the SCP) to 

store certain data as provided in call variables that are 
specified in the node, in the external system's data base. 

The WaitForEvent node allows the user to wait for the 

completion of an external event such as any GetData or 

SendData operation before call processing will continue. 

Fig. 17 illustrates a graph using GetData, SendData, and 

WaitForEvent nodes. In the graph of Fig. 17, GetData node 

1800a requires the SPACE system to get a value from a 

different system, return it to the SPACE system and put it 

into a call variable entitled Event 1. Call variable 

decision node 1800b may be, for example, a day of week 

decision node which compares the Event 1 call variable to 

value 1 in decision branch 1800c, which may be, for example, 

the values equal to Monday-Friday. If the call variable in 

Event 1 is equal to value 1, GetData node 1800d requires the 
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SCP to retrieve a value from a system outside the SCP and put 

it into a call variable entitled Event 2. Because the 

external system from which GetData node 1800d is retrieving a 

value may be located far away from the SCP or may be busy, it 

may require some time to return the value. Accordingly, 

WaitForEvent node 1800e tells the SCP to wait until the value 

is returned before further processing. If at node 1800b the 

event 1 call variable is something other than value 1, it 

will be processed through branch 1800f. SendData node 1800g 

causes the SCP to send a call variable specified in event 3 

to an external system. WaitForEvent node 1800h awaits the 

completion of the SendData operation. 

5. User-Defined Nodes 

User-defined (or custom) nodes are single nodes having 

an underlying graph associated therewith. The underlying 

graph is defined by the user, hence the name. A displayed 
representation of a User-defined node will have the 

appearance of a single node even when that particular 

User-defined node contains multiple nodes. 

To create a User-defined node, a user displays the 

system screen 170 and selects the "custom node" suboption 

175c (Fig. 7). The system then displays a dialog box (not 

shown) requesting the user to input a name for the custom 

node. Once the name has been entered and the user selects 

the "OK" button, the Custom Node Editor screen 791 is 

displayed, as shown in Fig. 18. 

Custom Node Editor screen includes a Custom Node 

Information window 798, which includes "Name," "Creator," 

"Modified," and "Effective" fields 798a-d, similar to these 

same fields for the CPR and GSS Editor screens ( s.ee Figs. 9 

and 10). 

The underlying graph of a custom node is built by the 

user in the Graph Editor portion 796 of the Custom Node 

Editor screen. Graph building on the Graph Editor portion 

790 proceeds in a manner similar to the graph building 
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process described with respect to the CPR Editor screen 171 

in Fig. 9. 

The Custom Node Editor 791 also includes parameters 

window 797 which displays a list of parameters associated 

with the custom node being generated. These parameters 

define the relationship of the input fields for the custom 

node and the values within the graph. A parameter is a 

variable that will be filled in by the user of the custom 

node when it is inserted into a graph. 

A Parameter Editor 1900, as shown for example in Fig. 

19A, is used to create and modify parameters for a custom 

node. The Parameter Editor 1900 is displayed by "mouse 

clicking" on a preselected portion of the Parameters window 

797. Parameter Editor 1900 prompts the user to complete a 

"parameter _name" field 1900a, a "data type" field 1900b, an 

"allow" field 1900c, and an "interface" field 1900d. The 

parameter name is used when referring to this parameter as 

part of the value of a node. The "allow" field specifies 
permissible values for the parameter. For example, in 

Fig. 19A, the "allow" field 1900c permits only constants and 

call variables for the "Pin" parameter. 

Using "Interface" field 1900d, the user can specify the 

type of interface to be displayed to a user of the customized 

node. Preferable interfaces include text fields, buttons, or 

selection lists. If a user designates the interface to be 

either buttons or selection lists, a Selection List Editor, 

as shown for example in Fig. 19B, is displayed. 

The Selection List Editor 1902 allows the user to enter 

a list of labels which will be displayed when a custom node 

having the parameter being defined is used, as well as values 

associated with the labels. 

The Selection List Editor 1902 includes a "Labels 

Defined In" field 1902a, a "Name" field 1902b, a 

"Label/Value" field 1902c, and a "Manipulators" field 1902d. 

Labels for a parameter may be defined in the Label/Value 

field 1902c or in another parameter. This allows a user to 

tie together the values of the parameters. Fields 1902a and 
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1902b permit the user to specify in which parameter the 

labels are defined. Label/Value field 1902c provides a list 

of labels that will be presented to user of the custom node. 

In Fig. 19B, for example, the labels for the personal 

identification number (PIN) are "Choice 1," "Choice 2," and 

"Choice 3." The actual values specified for these labels are 

"1221," "2212," and "1234," respectively. The labels for 

values provide for a more user-friendly interface. 

Manipulator buttons 1902d are used to manipulate labels and 

values in the Label/Value field 1902c. 

Parameter Editor 1900 also includes Prompt field 1900e, 

which allows a user to designate the text of a prompt should 

the user select the interface to be a text field. For 

example, in Fig. 19A, a user has selected a text field 

interface and specified the text field to read "Enter a PIN 

number." 

Returning to Fig. 18, the Custom Node Editor 791 also 

includes Edit Help option 792, Set Category option 793, 

Layout option 794, and Preview option 795, each of which 

allows the user to define a portion of the Custom node. 

The Edit Help option 792 invokes an Edit Help Editor 

(not shown) which contains a written description of the 

custom node. Upon creation or modification of a custom node, 

the user may edit the written description regarding the 

custom node. 

The Preview option 795 displays a Preview Editor 2000, 

as shown for example in Fig. 20. Preview Editor 2000 

includes a Name field 2000a to identify the node for which 

information will be requested. Field 2000b displays the user 

interface that was specified in the prompt field 1900e and 

the interface field 1900d of the Parameter Editor 1900. For 

PIN nodes, the system permits the user to specify the number 

of PIN retries that will be permitted; hence, Fig. 20 

includes "retries" field 2000c. 

The layout of the fields presented in the Preview Editor 

can be changed using the Layout option 794. The Layout 

option 794 displays a Layout Editor 2100, as shown for 
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example in Fig. 21. As shown, the Layout Editor 2100 

includes the same fields 2000a, 2000b, and 2000c, as 

displayed in the Preview Editor 2000. However, in the Layout 

Editor 2100, these fields can be manipulated by selecting a 

field (using select buttons 2100a) and clicking on one of the 

manipulator buttons 2100b. 

The Set Category option 793 is used to establish a node 

category type for the custom node being created when a user 

selects the Set Category option 793, the system displays a 

Custom Node Category Editor 804, as shown for example in 

Fig. 22. Using the Custom Node Category Editor 804, a custom 

node may be assigned to any of the node types represented by 

the node type buttons 192 (Fig. 9). 

When the custom node is fully defined and categorized, 

the user enables the node by selecting an "Enable" suboption 

(not shown) from the "Operations" menu (not shown) on the 

System screen 170 (Fig. 7). Preferably, the underlying graph 

is validated prior to being enabled. Once a User-defined 

node has been enabled, it will appear in the nodes list 191 

of the CPR Editor screen 171 and the nodes lists 126a and 

128a of the GSS Editor screen 120. 

When a CPR containing a custom node is trace t~sted, the 

custom node will be displayed as a single node. In other 

words, the underlying graph is not displayed. However, 

individual nodes within the underlying graph of the custom 

node are tested in the same manner as other nodes in the 

graph. Each node of the underlying graph of a custom node is 

also considered during validation. Thus, errors and warnings 

generated by a testing or validation process can be specified 

to a particular node within the underlying graph of the 

custom node. 
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6. Table Nodes 

a. Intable node 

An Intable node determines whether a particular value 

exists in a particular table and selects between two branches 

of a graph depending on the determination. 

An example of a graph using an Intable node is shown in 

Fig. 23. In this graph, calls originating from telephone 

number 703-308-5555 (see header 1200) are checked by Intable 

node 1201 to see if the dialed number is listed in a Table of 

prohibited telephone numbers. For this example, Intable node 

1201 is named "Prohibited." If the Prohibited node finds the 

dialed number in the Table, an announcement is played (node 

1203) informing the caller that the dialed call cannot be 

completed, and the call is terminated (node 1204). However, 

if the dialed number is not found in the table, the call is 

routed according to routing node 1202. 
The table designated and searched by the "Prohibited" 

node might be a single column table listing all prohibited 

telephone numbers (1220) like the one shown, for example, in 

Fig. 24. Alternatively, the designated table might be a 

multiple column table such as that shown in Fig. 6A, in which 

case the Intable node which designates and searches the table 

must also designate the column to be searched. 

The Intable node includes a search expression defining 

search criteria for locating a particular table row in a 

standalone table or a table call variable. The search 

criteria is a list of column value pairs. Preferable values 

for search columns are any valid column names within the 

specified Table. Preferable values for the search value are 

any valid values for the search column (e.g., a string if the 

search column contains string data type information) or the 

name of a call variable (preceded by a dollar sign) whose 

value is of the same data type as the search column. 

A user specifies the foregoing criteria using an Intable 

Node Editor 2200, as shown for example in Fig. 25, which is 
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displayed when a user selects an Intable node from a nodes 

list. 

Intable Node Editor 2200 includes Name field 2200a 

corresponding to this node type. The table search criteria 

is inserted in search fields 2200b-e. Table Name field 2200b 

specifies the table to be searched. Column field 2200c 

specifies the column or columns of the table to be searched. 

Value field 2200d specifies a value to be searched for in the 

specified column. Finally, Expression field 2200e permits a 

user to specify comparison criteria for the value specified 

in field 2200d and the values in the table. In a preferred 

embodiment, the comparison criteria in the Expression field 
2200e includes "= fl "= II "> II "< It 

11 > U and to< o 
11 

I I I I -1 -

In a preferred implementation of the present invention, 

a method by which the system executing an Intable node 
searches a designated table and outputs a response is 

illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 26. Initially, when 

executing a table node the system reads the Table name 

designated by the Intable node (step 1230) and determines 

whether such a table exists (step 1231). If not, an error is 

indicated (step 1235). If the table is found, however, the 

system reads the Column names to be searched (step 1232) and 

determines whether the Columns exist in the Table (step 

1233). If not, an error is indicated (step 1235). Once the 

Table and Columns are found, the system reads the value(s) to 

be searched (step 1236), and searches the Table Columns using 

the expression contained in the Intable node to compare the 

specified values to values in the Table (step 1237). If the 

value(s) are found in the Table, the call is processed one 

way; if the value(s) are not found in the Table, the call is 

processed another way, as designated by the branches in the 

graph. 
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b. Table node 

The Table node allows a user to determine whether a row 

exists in a designated Table that meets certain specified 

criteria, and, if a row exists, to retrieve a value from one 
or more of the columns in that row. The retrieved value is 

used by nodes of a graph which follow the Table node. 

Like the Intable node, a Table node has an associated 

table name and a list of column value pairs. For each column 

from which values will be retrieved, a call variable is 

defined. Preferable values for retrieve and search columns 
are any valid column names within the specified Table. 

Preferable values for the search values are any valid values 
for the search column (e.g., a string if the search column 
contains string data type information) or the name of a call 

variable (preceded by a dollar sign) whose value is of the 

same data type as the search-Column. 

When a user selects a Table node from a nodes list, the 

system displays 
Table Node Editor 2300, as shown for example in Fig. 27. 

Unlike an Intable node which return a yes/no boolean value, a 
Table node retrieves and returns a value from a table. 

However, field 2300a of the Table Node Editor 2300 allows a 

user to specify a call variable to which an indication of 

whether the search was successful can be assigned. In this 

manner, the user gets "yes/no" search information, similar to 

an Intable node. Table Node Editor 2300 also includes a 

"name" field 2300b, which is used to specify the table to be 

searched, as well as "search matrix" field 2300c and 

"retrieve" matrix field 2300d. In search matrix field 2300c, 

a user specifies the column name, a value to be compared, and 

a comparison expression, in a manner similar to the Intable 

Node Editor 2200. Search criteria can be entered or deleted 

using manipulator button 2300e. Search matrix field 2300c 
also permits-a user to specify whether a search of the table 

should be made with respect to "all" or "any" of the 

specified search criteria. In retrieve matrix field 2300d, a 
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user specifies the column name or names of a table from which 

to retrieve a value and the corresponding call variable name 

or names to which the retrieved value(s) should be assigned. 

Additional column names and call variable names can be added 

or deleted using manipulator buttons 2300f. 

Upon execution of a graph having a Table node, the call 

variables designated by the TABLE node will have either 
values obtained from the table designated or null values. 

A preferred method by which the system executing a graph 

having a TABLE node searches a designated table and outputs a 

response is illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 28. 

Initially, the system sequentially reads the call variables 

designated in the Table node (step 1250), the table name 
designated by the Table node (step 1252), and the Column 

names designated in the Table node (step 1254). After 

reading each of these designations, the system respectively 

determines whether each exists (steps 1251, 1253, and 1255). 

If one does not exist, an error is indicated (step 1256). 
Once the call variables, table, and column names have been 

read, the system reads the search values (step 1256) and 
searches the Table using the comparison expressions contained 

in the Table node (step 1257). If values are found in the 

columns which meet the requirements of the search values, the 

values are output (step 1259). If no such values are found, 

"null" values are output (step 1260). 

G. Templates 

Many customers may request the same telecommunication 

service for mass markets. For example, many customers may 

wish to designate a long distance carrier during certain 

times of the day (i.e., business hours). Each customer's 

graph would therefore be identical except for call variables 

and nodes and branches defining the carriers and nodes 

defining the time of day that specified carriers will service 

the call. All other nodes in the graph and the structure of 

the graph would be "generic" to the service. 
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It is impractical and inefficient to require a user to 

build the same graph for every customer requesting the same 

service. Accordingly, the present invention provides for 

templates. Once created and enabled, a template serves as a 

"form" for creating a customer specific version of a service. 

Customer specific versions of a service are established by 

providing values for "customizable" expressions in a node, 

branch, or call variable within a template. In this manner, 

the template allows the same service to be provided to more 

than one customer without having to rebuild the entire graph 

or redefine generic call variables in the CPR establishing 

the service. "Customizable" nodes in a template are 

different from User-defined or "custom" nodes described 

above. A User-defined or "custom" node is a single node 

representation having an underlying graph (including more 

than one node) which defines the "custom" node's 

functionality. A "customizable" node in a template is a 

partially defined, single node which is completed by a user 

during CPR building in accordance with customer specific 

data. In a like fashion branches and call variables can be 

made customizable. 

Templates are preferably created from preexisting CPRs. 

To create a template, a user opens the CPR Editor screen 171 

and displays a graph from which he or she desires to make a 

template. With the graph displayed, the user selects the 

"Operations" option on the menu line 172 of the CPR Editor 

screen 171 (Fig. 9). In response to this selection, the 

system displays the Operations menu of suboptions (not 

shown). One of these suboptions is a "Make Templates" 

suboption (not shown), which the user selects. 

In response to selection of the Make Template suboption, 

the system displays a Make Template Information Dialog Box 

{not shown), which prompts the user to enter a name for the 

template. After the user names the template, a Template 

Editor screen 910, as shown for example in Fig. 29A, is 

displayed. 
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Template Editor screen 910 includes a Template Record 

Information window 911, a Call Variables window 913, a Graphs 

In Template window 912, and a Form Operations window 914. 

The Template Record Information window 911 includes "Name," 

"Creator," "Modified," and "Effective" fields 911a-d, similar 

to these same fields for the CPR, GSS, and Custom nodes 

screens (see Figs. 9, 10, and 18). The Graphs In Template 

window 912 and Call Variables window 913 of the Template 

Editor screen 910 operate in the same way as the Graphs in 

CPR window 178 and the Call Variables window 190, 

respectively, of the CPR Editor screen 171 (Fig. 9). Form 

Operations window buttons 914a and 914b are described below. 

The graph 925 from which the template is being created 

is displayed in Graph window 920. The exemplary graph of 

Fig. 29A provides for a predetermined carrier for all calls 

made to a particular telephone number and routes the calls to 

one of two telephone numbers 4epending on whether the calls 

are made on a weekday or weekend. _A user from which the 

template is being created can select which of the nodes of 

the graph he or she wishes to make customizable by clicking a 

mouse or similar device on the node. 

Each expression in the selected node can be designated 

as customizable. For example, assume that the template 

creator selects the "Carrier" node 925a to be customizable. 

In response to this selection, the system displays a Template 

Carrier Node Editor 930. Template Node Editors in general 

differ from CPR Node Editors because Template Node Editors 

include customizable selection buttons 935, which allow a 

user to designate which node expressions will be 

customizable. For example, in Fig. 29B, the carrier type is 

not customizable, but is fixed as primary. However, the 

carrier value is customizable. Text fields 936a and 936b are 

provided to specify a prompt which will be_displayed to a 

user to collect the customizable information for the node. 

In like-manner, to make a branch a call variable 

customizable, in response to a selection of the branch or 

call variable by the user, the system prompts the user to 
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identify the expressions to be made customizable using a 

Template branch or Template call variable Editor (not shown) 

similar to the template node editor described above. This 

prompt is used in both a form representation and a graph 

representation of any CPR based on this template. 

Following customization of the node expressions, the 

user returns to the Template Editor screen 910 wherein node 

925a of the displayed graph 925 is preferably indicated as a 

"customizable" node in the template by means of a different 
color or different colored border. 

As described above, a user can display a CPR as either a 

graph or a form representation. A template creator can view 

the graph representation in the graph window 920, but can 

also browse and manipulate the form representation using Form 

Operators window 904. 
Form Operations window 914 includes "Layout" and 

"Preview" options 914a and 914b, respectively. Selection of 

the "Preview" option 914b causes the system to display a 
Preview Editor 915 as shown for example in Fig. 29c. The 

Preview Editor 915 displays the CPR in its form 
representation to the template creator. When initially 

displayed, because the template is being created from an 

existing graph, the information fields 915b-915e of the 
Preview Editor 915 may contain information relating to the 
existing graph. Because the template creator is creating a 
template and not an external CPR based on the template, the 

creator cannot modify the information displayed in the form. 

In the example of Fig. 29C, the template form tells the 

template creator that a user using this template to create a 

CPR will specify a primary carrier (field 915b) and different 

routing numbers for selected weekdays and weekends (fields 

915c-915e). The Preview Editor 915 also includes information 

field 915a to display the template name, creator, and 

modification dates. 
The layout of the information viewed in the Preview 

Editor 915 can be modified using the "Layout" option 914a. 
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Selection of the "Layout" option 914a causes the system to 

display a Layout Editor 916, as shown for example in Fig. 

29D. The Layout Editor 916 includes the same fields 915a-d 

as shown in the Preview Editor 915, and shows the layout of 

information that will be presented to a user creating a CPR 

based on a particular template. A set of manipulator buttons 

916a is provided to allow the user to change the order of the 

fields. Preferably, only the order of the entry fields is 

changed in the Layout Editor 916. 

After the user makes "customizable" all the nodes 

required to transform the CPR graph 925 into an appropriate 

template, the user enables the template by selecting an 

Enable suboption (not shown) from the main menu bar 

"Operations" Menu (not shown). The enabled template is then 

available for making template-based CPRs and can be stored in 

the database 203. 

A user creates a template-based CPR by selecting the 

"Find Template" option 178 under the Record menu of the main 

menu bar 172. Selection of the "Find Template" option causes 

the system to display a Find Editor 950, as shown for example 

in Fig. 30, which displays in list window 950a a list of 

templates stored in database 203. For each template stored 

in database 203, the system displays the name, status, and 

creator of the status, as well as dates the template was 

enabled and modified. Find Editor 950 also includes search 

fields 950b, which allow a user to designate search criteria 

to search the template list. Menu buttons 950c permit a user 

to edit, browse, delete, customize, or cancel a selected 

template. 
A user selects a template by selecting the template name 

(e.g., mouse click) in the template list 950a and selecting 

the customize button. In response to these selections, the 

system displays a New Record Information Dialog Box 

requesting the user to input a name of the template-based 

CPR. The user then has the option of viewing the template-~ 

based CPR in a graph representation (which looks like the 

graph 925 shown in Fig. 29A) or in a form representation 
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(which looks very much like the information presented in the 
Preview Editor 915 (Fig. 29C)). The user can only input 

values for the expressions and call variables that the 

template creator indicated as customizable. After inputting 

the custom values, the user can test, validate, and activate 

this CPR just like any other CPR. 

H. SUMMARY 

While there has been illustrated and described what are 

at present considered to be preferred implementations and 

methods of the present invention, it will be understood by 

those skilled in the art that various changes and 

modifications may be made, and equivalents may be substituted 

for elements thereof without departing from the true scope of 

the invention. 

In addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a 

particular element, technique or implementation to the 

teachings of the present invention without departing from the 

central scope of the invention. Therefore, it is intended 

that this invention not be limited to the particular 

embodiments and methods disclosed herein, but that the 

invention include all embodiments falling within the scope of 

the appended claims. 
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WHAT IS CLAIMED: 

1. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 

operator of a record creation system in a telecommunication 

network, a general service specification for a call 

processing record containing logically related nodes and 
branches, the method comprising the steps, executed by a 
processor in the record creation system, of: 

prompting the operator to identify at least one 

optional node which may appear in a call processing record 

associated with the general service specification; 

receiving f~om the operator an identification of at 
least one optional node which may appear in the call 

processing record associated with the general service 

specification; 

prompting the operator to identify at least one 

required node which must appear in the call processing record 
associated with the general service specification; 

receiving from the operator an identification of at 
least one required node, which must appear in call processing 

records associated with the general service specification; 

and 
enabling said at least one optional node and said 

at least one required node as a general service 

specification. 

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising 

the steps of: 
prompting the operator to identify at least one 

restricted node which cannot appear in the call processing 

record associated with the general service specification; 

receiving from the operator an identification of at 

least one restricted node which cannot appear in the call 

processing record associated with the general service 

specification; and 
enabling at least one restricted node as part of 

the general service specification. 

3. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 

op~rator of a record creation system, a call processing 
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record for execution in a telephone service execution 

environment, comprising the steps, executed by a processor in 

the record creation system, of: 

comparing each node of said call processing record 

against a list of optional and required nodes included in a 

general service specification, optional nodes being nodes 

which may be used in the call processing record, and required 
nodes being nodes which must be used·in the call processing 

record; 
indicating to the operator a failed validation 

procedure if said call processing record does not contain the 

nodes listed in the required nodes list or contains nodes not 

listed in either the required nodes or the optional nodes 

list; and 

indicating to the operator a successful validation 

procedure if said call processing record does not contain the 

nodes listed in the required nodes list and does not contain 

nodes that are not listed in either the required nodes or the 

optional nodes list. 

4. A method according to claim 3, further comprising 

the steps of: 

comparing each node of said call processing record 

against a list of restricted nodes, restricted nodes being 

nodes which cannot appear in a call processing record; and 

indicating to the operator _a failed validation 

procedure if said call processing record does contain a node 

listed in the restricted nodes list. 

5. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 

operator of a record creation system, a template for the 

creation of call processing services, each call processing 

service being represented by a call processing record 

containing logically related call processing nodes, branches, 

and call variables, the method comprising the steps, executed 

by a processor, of: 

displaying to the operator a selected call processing 

record; 
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receiving from the operator an identification of a 

selected node in the call processing record to be made 

customizable, a customizable node being a node for which 

subsequent template users can specify predetermined 

expressions; 
displaying to the operator all expressions of the 

selected node; 

prompting the operator to identify which of the selected 

node expressions will be customizable; 

receiving from the operator an identification of an 

expression of the selected node which will be customizable; 

and 

enabling the selected call processing record and the 

designation of customizable node expressions for the selected 

node as a service template. 

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising 

the step of displaying the service template as a graph 

representation or a form representation. 
7. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 

operator of a record creation system, a template for the 
creation of call processing services, each call processing 

service being represented by a call processing record 

containing logically related call processing nodes, branches, 

and call variables, the method comprising the steps, executed 

by a processor, of: 

displaying to the operator a selected call processing 

record; 
receiving from the operator an identification of a 

selected branch in the call processing record to be made 

customizable, a customizable branch being a branch for which 
subsequent template users can specify predetermined 

expressions; 

displaying to the operator all expressions of the 

selected branch; 
prompting the operator to identify which of the selected 

branch expressions will be customizable; 
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receiving from the operator an identification of an 

expression of the selected branch which will be customizable; 

and 

enabling the selected call processing record and the 

designation of customizable branch expressions for the 
selected branch as a service template. 

B. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 
operator of a record creation system, a template for the 

creation of call processing services, each call processing 

service being represented by a call processing record 

containing logically related call processing nodes, branches, 

and call variables, the method comprising the steps, executed 

by a processor, of: 

displaying to the operator a selected call processing 

record; 
receiving from the operator an identification of a 

selected call variable in the~call processing record to be 

made customizable, a customizable call variable being a call 

variable for which subsequent template users can specify 

predetermined expressions; 
displaying to the operator all expressions of the 

selected call variable ; 

prompting the operator to identify which of the selected 
call variable expressions will be customizable; 

receiving from the operator an identification of an 

expression of the selected call variable which will be 

customizable; and 
enabling the selected call processing record and the 

designation of customizable call variable expressions for the 

selected call variable as a service template. 

9. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 

operator of a record creation system, a call processing 

service from a service template stored in ~ database, a 

service template comprising a call processing record of 

logically rerated call processing nodes, branches, and call 

variables, at least one of said call processing nodes being 

customizable, a customizable node having at least one 
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variable expression, the method comprising the steps, 

executed by a processor, of: 

retrieving the service template from the database; 

displaying a representation of the retrieved service 

template; 

prompting the operator to provide information to specify 
at least one variable expression of the at least one 

customizable node; 

defining the variable expression of the at least one 

customizable node with the information provided by the 

operator; and 

enabling the displayed representation of the-retrieved 

service .template and defined expression as a call processing 
record. 

10. A method of providing a requested service to one or 
more customers of a telecommunication network, the method 
comprising the steps, executed by a data processor of the 

telecommunication network, of: 

creating one or more call processing records each 
including a plurality of call processing procedures for 

execution by a call processing environment of the 

telecommunication network; 

creating a table of data associated with each of 

said one or more call processing-records; 

storing said one or more call processing records 

and said table of data; 

executing one of said processing records in the 

call processing environment; and 

retrieving data from said table of data during the 

execution of said one of said call processing records. 
11. In a telecommunication service creation environment 

in a telecommunication network providing for call processing 
records and value tables, each of the value tables comprising 

one or more columns and one or more rows of values, a method 

of creating a call processing procedure to determine whether 

a particular value exists in a particular value table 

comprising the steps, executed by a data processor, of: 
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prompting an operator to identify a value table to 

be searched; 

receiving from the operator an identification of a 

value table to be searched; 

prompting an operator to identify one or more 
columns in the value table to be searched; 

receiving from the operator an identification of 

one or more values in the value table to be searched; 

prompting an operator to specify a value to be 

searched for in the one or more identified; 

receiving from the operator a specified value to be 

searched for in the one or more columns to be searched; 

prompting an operator to specify comparison 
criteria for the specified value in the column to be 

searched; 
receiving from the operator a comparison criteria 

for the value specified and values in the column to be 

searched; and 
instantiating the table name, one or more columns, 

value to be searched for, and comparison criteria as part of 

the call processing procedure. 

12. A method of providing call processing in a 

telecommunication network comprising the steps, executed by a 

processor, of: 
retrieving a call processing record from storage in 

response to a request to process a call; 
executing call processing procedures specified in 

the call processing record; 
reading a table name specified in a predetermined 

call processing procedure; 
accessing a value table corresponding to the table 

name; 
reading one or more column names, a search value, 

and comparison criteria specified in the predetermined call 

processing procedure; 

searching the specified one or more columns of the 

accessed value table; 
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comparing values in the one or more columns to the 

specified search value in accordance with the specified 

comparison criteria; 
generating a first output if the comparison 

criteria is met during the comparing step; and 
generating a second output if the comparison 

criteria is not met during the comparing step. 

13. In a telecommunication service creation environment 

providing for call processing records and value tables, the 

value tables comprising one or more columns and one or more 

rows of values, a method of creating a call processing 

procedure to retrieve a value from the value table for call 

processing, the method comprising the steps, executed by a 

data processor, of: 

prompting an operator to name a value table to be 

searched; 
receiving from the~perator a name of the value 

table to be searched; 
prompting an operator to identify one or more 

columns in the value table to be searched; 

receiving from the operator on identification of 

one or more values in the value table to be searched; 
prompting an operator to specify a value to be 

searched for in the one or more columns to be searched; 

receiving from the operator a value to be searched 

for in the one or more columns to be searched; 

prompting an operator to specify comparison 

criteria for the value specified and values in the column to 

be searched; 
receiving from the operator a comparison criteria 

for the value specified and values in the column to be 

searched; 
prompting an operator to specify_one or more call 

variable names to which one or more retrieved values should 

be assigned; 
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receiving from the operator one or more call 

variable names to which one or more retrieved values should 

be assigned; and 

instantiating the table name, one or more columns, 

one or more values to be searched for, comparison criteria, 
and one or more call variables as part of the call processing 

procedure. 

14. A method of designing a procedure to direct a 

telecommunication network to provide requested services to an 
individual customer of the network, the method comprising the 
steps, executed by a data processor in the network, of: 

presenting the customer with a plurality of types 

of nodes, the nodes indicating the determinations and actions 
allowable for the procedure; 

receiving from the customer selections of desired 
nodes; 

receiving from the customer selections of desired 

relationships between the desired nodes; 

receiving from the customer values for parameters 

to be used with the desired nodes; and 

constructing a graphical representation of the 

desired nodes reflecting the customer values and the 

indicated relationships among the nodes, wherein one of said 

nodes comprises a sample node for determining the amount of 

activity that occurs in a portion of the graphical 

representation including the sample node. 

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein said step 

of receiving from the customer values for parameters to be 

used with the desired nodes includes the steps of: 

receiving a sampling rate for said sample node, 

said sampling rate identifying a percentage of the call 

processing executions to be sampled; 

receiving a collection type for said sample node, 

said collection type defining whether results of the activity 

should be collected presently or deferred; 
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receiving a sampling type for said sample node, 

said sampling type defining whether the activity should be 

determined based on attempts or completions; 

receiving a sample name for said sample node, said 

sample name defining a name for data collected; and 

receiving a list of call variables to be collected. 

16. A method of designing a procedure to direct a 

telecommunication network to provide requested services to an 

individual customer of the network, the method comprising the 

steps, executed by a data processor, of: 

presenting the customer with a plurality of types 

of nodes, the nodes indicating the determinations and actions 

allowable for the procedure; 

receiving from the customer indications of desired 

nodes; 

receiving from the customer indications of desired 

relationships between the desired nodes; 

receiving from the customer values for parameters 

to be used with the desired nodes; and 

construction of a graphical representation of the 

desired nodes reflecting the customer values and the 

indicated relationships among the nodes, wherein one of said 

nodes comprises a measurement node for counting a 

predetermined call processing event. 

17. A method according to claim 16, wherein said step 

of receiving from the customer values for parameters to be 
used with the desired nodes includes the steps of: 

receiving a call variable naming a measurement 

vector; 
receiving a component name identifying a component 

within the measurement vector which will be incremented or 

decremented; and 

receiving information specifying when the 

measurement vector should be incremented or decremented. 

18. A method of providing a call processing measurement 

node to count call processing events, the method comprising 

the steps, executed by a processor, of: 
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prompting an operator to input values for 
parameters to be used with the measurement node; 

receiving from an operator a call variable naming a 

measurement vector; 

receiving from an operator a component name 

identifying a component in the measurement vector; 
receiving from an operator information specifying 

whether the component should be incremented or decremented; 
and 

instantiating said call variable name, component 

name, and increment or decrement information as a measurement 
node. 

19. A method of creating, in response to inputs from an 
operator of a telecommunications system, a user-defined call 

processing node for a call processing record containing 
logically related nodes and branches, the method comprising 
the steps, executed by a processor of the system, of: 

receiving an instruction from the operator to 

construct a user-defined call processing node; 

presenting to said operator, in response to the 

instruction, a screen with which to construct the user

defined call processing node; 

presenting the operator with a plurality of types 
of predefined nodes; 

receiving from the operator selections of 
predefined nodes; 

arranging said selected predefined nodes into an 

underlying representation of call processing procedures; and 
enabling the underlying representation of call 

processing procedures as a single node for use in creating 

call processing records. 

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein the 

underlying representation of call processing procedures is a 

graphical representation or a form representation. 

21. The method according to claim-19, further 

comprising the step of requesting the operator to specify 
parameters for the underlying representation of call 
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processing procedures, said parameters defining call 

variables for which values can be provided at a later time. 

22. The method according to claim 21, further 

comprising the step of receiving from the operator a 

parameter name, data type, allowed inputs, and interface 

type. 

23. A call processing record for execution in a 

telephone service execution environment, comprising: 

at least one call processing logic section 

including call processing procedures executable by a 

processor in said telephone service execution environment; 

at least one first data section, each of said at 

least one first data sections being associated with one of 

said at least one call processing logic sections and storing 

data executable only by said call processing procedures 

included in the associated one of said at least one call 

processing sections; and 

at least one entry point, each of said at least one 

entry points being associated with one of said at least one 

call processing logic sections and an associated one of said 

at least one first data sections, said at least one entry 

point identifying the associated one of said at least one 

call processing sections. 

24. A call processing record according to claim 23, 

further comprising a second data section including data 

executable by call processing procedures in each of said at 

least one call processing logic sections. 

25. A call processing record according to claim 23, 

further comprising a record header identifying said call 

processing record and including a telephone number for the 

corresponding telephone service subscriber. 

26. A call processing record according to claim 23, 

wherein one of said at least one entry points comprises a 

trigger identifying a telephone call either originating from 

a called telephone number or being made to a called telephone 

number. 
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27. A method of executing a call processing record for 

execution in a telephone service execution environment, said 

call processing record including a plurality of call 

processing procedures corresponding to a plurality of 

different services, each of said call processing procedures 

including a plurality of call processing subprocedures said 

method comprising the steps, executed by a data processor, 

of: 

receiving a query from a telephone switch, said 

query including a telephone number and a trigger; 

selecting a call processing record from a storage 

area based on said telephone number; 

selecting one of said plurality of call processing 

procedures based on said trigger; 

executing said one of said plurality of call 

processing procedures to obtain call processing information; 

and 

returning said call processing information to said 
telephone switch. 

28. A method according to claim 27, further comprising 

the steps of: 

reading first data from a first data section of said 

call processing record; and 

applying said first data to appropriate subprocedures of 

said one of said plurality of call processing procedures. 
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(57) Abstract 

Telecommunications infrastructure al
lowing a call addressed to a particular sub
scriber to be picked up at one of at least 
two separate terminals. The aim of the in
vention is to allow calls to be switched be
tween the terminals in question. The basic 
concept is that the subscriber (10) is identi
fied to at least one terminal (11) by a sub
scriber identification card which can be re
motely interrogated within a circumscribed 
area. The subscriber (1 0) registers all his 
terminal devices (11, 12) (at home, in the 
office, in the car, portable) with a service op
erator (3); each terminal device which recog
nizes, through remote interrogation, that the 
subscriber is nearby reports this fact to the 
service operator (3). Calls addressed to the 
subscriber are directed to the service operator 
and whence to whichever terminal device re
ported last. The invention provides automatic 
switching without any restriction on the sub
scriber's freedom of movement. 
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(57) Zusammenfassung 

Stand der Technik: Fernmeldeinfrastruktur, die es erlaubt, einen an einen bestimmten Teilnehmer gerichteten Ruf gezielt an einer von 
mindestens zwei getrennten Endgeraten entgegenzunehmen. Technisches Problem: Gezieltes Umschalten zwischen den in Frage kommenden 
Endgeraten. Grundgedanke: Teilnehmer (10) identifiziert sich durch rliumlich begrenzt femabfragbare Teilnehmeridentifikationskarte 
gegenuber mindestens einem der Endgerate (11). Beispiel: Teilnehmer (10) meldet aile seine Endgerate (11, 12) (zuhause, im Buro, 
im Auto, Handheld) bei einem Service Operator (3) an. Jedes Endgerlit, das durch Femabfrage die raumliche Nlihe des Teilnehmers 
erkennt, meldet dies an den Service Operator (3). An den Teilnehmer gerichtete Rufe werden an den Service Operator und von diesem t 

an dasjenige Endgerlit geleitet, das sich zuletzt gemeldet hat. Vorteil: Automatisches Umschalten ohne Behinderung der Freiheit des 1 
Teilnehmers. 

LEDIGUCH ZUR INFORMATION 

Codes zur Identifizierung von PCT-Vertragsstaaten auf den KopfbOgen der Schriften, die internationale 
Anmeldungen gemass dem PCT verOffentlichen. 

AT Osterreich GA Gabon MR Mauretanien 
AU Australien GB Vereinigtes K<migreich MW Malawi 
BB Barbados GE Georgi en NE Niger 
BE Belgien GN Guinea NL Niederlande 
BF Burkina Faso GR Griechenland NO Norwegen 
BG Bulgarien HU Ungarn NZ Neuseeland 
BJ Benin IE Irland PL Polen 
BR Brasilien IT Italien PT Portugal 
BY Belarus JP Japan RO Runllinien 
CA Kanada KE Kenya RU Russische FOderation 
CF Zentrale Afrikanische Republik KG Kirgisistan SD Sudan 
CG Kongo KP Dernokratische Volksrepublik Korea SE Schweden 
CH Schweiz KR Republik Korea 81 Slowenien 
CI COte d'Ivoire KZ Kasachstan SK Slowakei 
CM Kamerun LI Liechtenstein SN Senegal 
CN China LK Sri Lanka TD Tschad .. 
cs Tschechoslowakei LU Luxemburg TG Togo 
cz Tschechische Republik LV Lettland TJ Tadschikistan 
DE Deutschland MC Monaco TT Trinidad und Tobago 
DK Dlinernark MD Republik Moldau UA Ukraine 
ES Spanien MG Madagaskar us Vereinigte Staaten von Arnerika 
Fl Fmnland ML Mali uz Usbekistan 
FR Frankreich MN Mongolei VN Vietnam 
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Verfahren zur Auswahl eines von mindestens zwei 
Fernmeldeendgeraten und Fernmeldeendgerat dafur 

Die Erfindung betrifft ein Verfahren zur Auswahl eines von 
mindestens zwei Fernmeldeendgeraten nach dem Oberbegriff des 
Anspruchs 1 und ein Fernmeldeendgerat, insbesondere ein 
Fernsprechendgerat, zur Durchfuhrung dieses Verfahrens. 

Im konventionellen Fernsprechnetz besitzt jeder Teilnehmer ein 
Fernsprechendgerat, fiber das er an einem ganz bestimmten Ort unter 
einer ganz bestimmten Fernsprechnummer erreichbar ist. Damit ist 
die Fernsprechnummer letztlich nicht dem Teilnehmer, sondern dem 
Ort zugeordnet. Einerseits ist dieser Teilnehmer unter "seiner" 
Nummer nicht erreichbar, wenn er sich an einem anderen Ort aufhalt, 
andererseits sind aber andere Personen, etwa Familienangehorige, 
unter dieser Nummer erreichbar, obwohl sie nicht im 
Teilnehmerverzeichnis stehen. 

Im Mobilfunknetz dagegen ist unter einer bestimmten 
Fernsprechnummer immer der Ort erreichbar, an dem sich das 
Mobilfunkgerat des Teilnehmers und damit oft dieser selbst 
befindet. Allerdings haben die meisten Mobilfunkteilnehmer, nicht 
zuletzt aus Kostengrunden, auBer dem Mobilfunkgerat auch noch ein 
"Festnetzgerat 11 und damit eine zweite Fernsprechnummer. Ein Anrufer 
muB dann wissen, welche der heiden Numrnern er wahlen soll. In der 
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Praxis erfolgt dies haufig durch Probieren. Auch technische 
Losungen fUr die Probiermethode sind bekannt. Dabei wird jeder 
nicht an einem ersten Endgerat angenommene Ruf nach einer 
vorgegebenen Zeit (z.B. nach dreimaligem Lauten) an ein zweites 
Endgerat umgeschaltet, vielleicht anschlieBend auch noch an ein 
drittes Endgerat oder wieder zurUck an das erste. 

Es sind auch Losungen bekannt, bei denen der Teilnehmer jeweils 
einer irgendwie gearteten Zentrale melden muB, an welchem Endgerat 
er sich gerade befi~det. Rufe an den Teilnehmer gehen dann an diese 
Zentrale und werden von dort an das ausgewahlte Endgerat 
weitergeleitet. Die vorliegende Erfindung setzt eine solche 
Fernmeldeinfrastruktur voraus und baut darauf auf. 

Das ~er vorliegenden Aufgabe zugrundeliegende Problem liegt darin, 
den seitens des Teilnehmers erforderlichen Aufwand zum Umschalten 
zwischen den in Frage kommenden Endgeraten zu verringern. 

Die Aufgabe wird gelost durch ein Verfahren nach der Lehre des 
Anspruchs 1 und ein Fernmeldeendgerat nach der Lehre des 
Anspruchs 4. 

Der Grundgedanke der Erfindung liegt demnach darin, daB sich der 
Teilnehmer durch einen raumlich begrenzt fernabfragbaren 
Teilnehmeridentifikationsausweis gegenUber mindestens einem der 
Endgerate ausweist, das dann eine Meldung an die Zentrale 
veranlaBt, wodurch dann jedes fUr den Teilnehmer bestimmte 
ankommende Gesprach zu diesem Endgerat geleitet wird. 

Weitere Ausgestaltungen der Erfindung sind den UnteransprUchen zu 
entnehmen. 

Im folgenden wird die Erfindung anhand eines AusfUhrungsbeispiels 
unter Zuhilfenahme der beiliegenden Zeichnung weiter erlautert. 
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Die Zeichnung zeigt einen Teilnehmerbereich 1, einen Netzbereich 2 
und einen Diensteanbieterbereich 3. Im Teilnehmerbereich 1 sind der 
Teilnehmer 10, sein stationares Fernsprechgerat 11 und sein 
Handfunktelefon 12 gezeigt. Oer Oiensteanbieterbereich 3 ist durch 
eine Oatenbank 31 und ein Datenterminal 32 symbolisiert. Das 
Datenterminal 32 wird im folgenden nicht weiter erwahnt. Es ist fur 
den laufenden Betrieb nicht erforderlich. 

Sowohl das Fernsprechgerat 11, als auch das Handfunktelefon 12 und 
der Oiensteanbieterbereich 3 sind tiber den Netzbereich 2, der 
letztlich das gesamte weltweite Fernmeldenetz umfaBt, miteinander 
verbindbar. 

Das Fernsprechgerat 11 und das Handfunktelefon 12 sind in bekannter 
Wei~e unter verschiedenen Nummern, die in der Regel durch 
unterschiedliche Ausscheidungskennziffern erreichbar sind, vom 
Netzbereich 2 aus erreichbar. Weiter ist dem Teilnehmer 10 im 
Diensteanbieterbereich 3 eine Nummer zugeordnet, wahrend der 
Diensteanbieterbereich 3 selbst durch Wahl bestimmter 
Ausscheidungskennziffern erreichbar ist. 

Oer Teilnehmer 10 ist erreichbar durch Wahl der 
Ausscheidungskennziffern fur den Diensteanbieterbereich 3 und der 
diesem Teilnehmer im Dienstanbieterbereich 3 zugeordneten Nummer. 
Unter Zuhilfenahme der in der Oatenbank 31 enthaltenen, den 
Teilnehmer 10 betreffenden, Daten wird nun der Ruf entweder an das 
Fernsprechgerat 11 oder an das Handfunktelefon 12 weitergeleitet •. 
Diese Weiterleitung erfolgt durch Signalisierung der entsprechenden 
Oaten an die aus dem Netzbereich 2 anfragende, den 
Verbindungsaufbau steuernde Vermittlungsstelle. Bis hierher 
unterscheidet sich die Erfindung noch nicht von Bekanntem. Details 
sind deshalb insoweit nicht notig • 

Der Einfachheit halber wird nun angenommen, und dies macht in der 
Praxis durchaus Sinn, sagt ein Eintrag in der Datenbank 31 aus, daB 
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von den beiden in Frage kommenden Endgeraten 11 und 12 immer dann 
das Handfunktelefon 12 ausgewahlt wird, wenn vom Fernsprechgerat 11 
keine Meldung vorliegt, daB sich der Teilnehmer 10 in dessen Nahe 
aufhalt. 

Oas Fernsprechgerat 11 ist nun so ausgestaltet, daB es einen Sensor 
enthalt, urn aus seiner Umgebung Teilnehmeridentifikationssignale zu 
empfangen und daB es eine Schalteinrichtung aufweist, urn beim 
Empfang eines Teilnehmeridentifikationssignals als Reaktion eine 
Meldung an den Diensteanbieterbereich 3 auszulosen. Meldungen an 
den Diensteanbieterbereich 3 konnen als Anmeldungen und Abmeldungen 
erfolgen; der augenblickliche Zustand ist dann sowohl im 
Fernsprechgerat 11 als auch in der Datenbank 31 festgehalten. 

Sensbren, die auf Identifikationssignale ansprechen, sind fur die 
verschiedensten Zwecke bekannt; viele der bekannten Losungen sind 
auch hier anwendbar. Beispiele hierfur sind auf induktiver Basis 
arbeitende Warensicherungsanlagen, auf Funkbasis arbeitende 
Plakettenidentifikationssysteme fur Frachtcontainer oder 
Eisenbahnguterwagen (wie z.B. in den US-Patenten 4,739,328, 
4,864,158, 5,030,807 und 5,055,659 beschrieben) oder auch auf 
Infrarotbasis oder Ultraschallbasis arbeitende Erkennungssysteme. 

Auch die Stimme des Teilnehmers konnte als dessen "Ausweis" 
verwendet als Teilnehmeridentifizierungssignal Verwendung finden. 
In Fernsprechgerate eingebaute Mikrofone als Teil einer · 
Freisprecheinrichtung sind ebenso bekannt wie eingebaute 
Spracherkennungseinrichtungen zur sprachgefuhrten Benutzung. Schon 
mit sehr wenig Zusatzaufwand im Teilnehmerbereich 1 (Erganzung in 
der Software) konnte so die Erfindung durchgefuhrt werden. 

Wenn nicht gerade der Teilnehmer selbst mit seiner Stimme oder im 
Zusammenhang mit einem Bildtelefongerat mit seinem Aussehen als 
Ausweis wirkt, sondern irgendeine fernabfragbare Einheit als 
Ausweiskarte tragt, dann muB das Fernsprechgerat 11 noch einen 
geeigneten Generator aufweisen, der ein Feld erzeugt, mit dessen 
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Hilfe diese vom Teilnehmer 10 mitgefUhrte Einheit "Ausweiskarte" 
zum Senden von Teilnehmeridentifikationssignalen veranlaBt wird. Je 
nach verwendetem Erkennungssystem ist dies ein Magnetfeldgenerator, 
ein HF-Sender, ein Infrarot- oder Ultraschallsender oder auch der 
Lautsprecher einer Freisprecheinrichtung. Von 
Warensicherungsanlagen beispielsweise ist es bekannt, nur passiv 
ein angelegtes Magnetfeld zu verandern und dann diese Veranderung 
zu erkennen. Beim genannten Plakettenidentifizierungssystem wird 
die empfangene HF-Energie als Energiequelle zur Absendung einer 
Folge von HF-Impulsen verwendet. Wieder andere Systeme enthalten 
eigene Batterien als Energiequellen und werden durch auBere Signale 
oder Felder nur angeregt. 

Diejenigen Schalteinrichtungen, die erforderlich sind, urn Meldungen 
Uber·Anwesenheit oder Abwesenheit des Teilnehmers vom 
Fernsprechgerat 11 an den Dienstanbieterbereich 3 zu senden, sind 
letztlich FernUberwachungseinrichtungen und als solche ausreichend 
bekannt. 

Im folgenden werden noch einige Erganzungs- und 
Abwandlungsmoglichkeiten angegeben: 

Besitzt der Teilnehmer weitere Endgerate, so mussen auch diese der 
Datenbank 31 bekannt sein. Auch von ihnen mUssen Meldungen uber 
Anwesenheit oder Abwesenheit des Teilnehmers an die Datenbank 31 
gesendet werden. 

Die Auslosung solcher Meldungen kann beim einen oder andern 
Endgerat auch anders erfolgen. Beispielsweise kann die 
Inbetriebnahme eines Kraftfahrzeugs des Teilnehmers 10 als dessen 
Anwesenheit im Kraftfahrzeug interpretiert und uber ein eingebautes 
Mobilfunktelefon an die Datenbank 31 gemeldet werdeno Ankommende 
Rufe gehen dann an dieses Mobilfunktelefon. 
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Es ist auch bekannt, daB sich ein Teilnehmer an einem beliebigen 
Telefon durch Meldung an eine Zentrale unter Zuhilfenahme einer 
Chipkarte oder eines Codewortes bei einem Diensteanbieter meldet, 
urn von diesem Telefon aus auf seine Kosten zu telefonieren und urn 
dart unter seiner Nummer angerufen werden zu konnen. Auch dies kann 
in das erfindungsgemaBe Verfahren mit eingebunden werden. 

Im oben genannten Beispiel ist das Handfunktelefon 12 dasjenige 
Endgerat, das ausgewahlt wird, wenn kein anderes Endgerat die 
Anwesenheit des Teilnehmers 10 meldet. Als Alternativen hierzu kame 
etwa ein Anrufbeantworter in Frage oder auch die Meldung tiber einen 
Pager oder nur die Hinterlassung einer Nachricht in der Datenbank 
31, die dann bei nachster Gelegenheit an den Teilnehmer 10 
weitergegeben wird. 

Die Funktion, die im oben genannten Beispiel der 
Diensteanbieterbereich 3 tibernimmt, kann auch im Teilnehmerbereich 
! selbst ausgefilhrt werden. Die erforderlichen Einrichtungen konnen 
im Fernsprechgerat 11 mit enthalten sein. Ist dieses ein ISDN-Gerat 
mit zwei Basis- oder B-Kanalen und einem Daten- oder 0-Kanal, so 
konnen die auf einem B-Kanal ankommenden Rufe auf dem andern 
B-Kanal zu demjenigen Endgerat weitergeleitet werden, an dem der 
Teilnehmer erreichbar ist. Meldungen erfolgen dann tiber den D-Kanal. 

Ein weiteres einfaches Beispiel der Erfindung liegt in einer 
automatischen Umschaltung zwischen zwei oder mehr Endgeraten im 
selben Haus. Dabei sind alle Endgerate in Reihe geschaltet. Jedes 
Endgerat his auf das letzte schaltet solange zum nachsten Endgerat 
weiter, solange es nicht die Anwesenheit des Teilnehmers 10 
feststellt. Bei diesem Beispiel ist keine irgendwie geartete 
Zentrale erforderlich; auch Schalteinrichtungen zur Weitergabe von 
Meldungen sind nicht erforderlich. 
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Patentanspruche 

1. Verfahren zur Auswahl eines von mindestens zwei demselben 
Teilnehmer zugeordneten oder zuordenbaren Fernmeldeendgeraten (11, 
12);·d ad u r c h g eke n n z e i c h net , daB mindestens 
eines dieser Fernmeldeendgerate (11) 
Teilnehmeridentifikationssignale aus seiner Umgebung zu empfangen 
in der Lage ist und daB beim Erkennen eines solchen Signals die 
Zuordnung dieses Fernmeldeendgerates (11) an den Teilnehmer (10) 
veranlaBt wird. 

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB 
mindestens ein Fernmeldeendgerat (11) ein Feld erzeugt, durch das 
eine vom Teilnehmer (10) mitgefuhrte Einheit veranlaBt wird, 
Teilnehmeridentifikationssignale zu senden. 

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB das 
Fernmeldeendgerat (11) das Erkennen eines 
Teilnehmeridentifikationssignals an eine Zentrale (3) meldet, daB 
an den Teilnehmer (10) gerichtete Rufe an die Zentrale (3) 
gemeldet werden und daB die Zentrale (3) aufgrund der vorliegenden 
Meldungen ein Fernmeldeendgerat (11, 12) auswahlt und die 
Weiterleitung an dieses Fernmeldeendgerat {11, 12) veranlaBt. 
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4. Fernmeldeendgerat (11), insbesondere Fernsprechendgerat, 
d a d u r c h g e k e n n z e i c h n e t , daB es einen Sensor 
aufweist, urn aus der Umgebung Teilnehmeridentifikationssignale zu 
empfangen und daB es eine Schalteinrichtung aufweist, urn beim 
Empfang eines Teilnehmeridentifikationssignals eine Reaktion 
auszulosen. 

5. Fernmeldeendgerat (11) nach Anspruch 4, dadurch 
gekennzeichnet, daB es einen Generator aufweist, urn ein Feld zu 
erzeugen, durch das eine von einem Teilnehmer (10) mitgeffihrte 
Einheit veranlaBt wird, Teilnehmeridentifikationssignale zu senden. 

6. Fernmeldeendgerat (11) nach Anspruch 4, dadurch 
gekennzeichnet, daB die Schalteinrichtung ein Mittel aufweist, urn 
fiber·das Fernmeldenetz (2) eine Meldung an eine Zentrale (3) zu 
senden. 
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